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1
Introduction to Supply-Chain Optimization
1 OVERVIEW
Supply Chains. The supply chains of large corporations involve hundreds of facilities (retailers, distributors, plants and suppliers) that are globally distributed and involve thousands of
parts and products. As one example, one auto manufacturer has 12 thousand suppliers, 70 plants,
operates in 200 countries and has annual sales of 8.6 million vehicles. As a second example, the
US Defense Logistics Agency, the world’s largest warehousing operation, stocks over 100 thousand products. The goals of corporate supply chains are to provide customers with the products
they want in a timely way and as efficiently and profitably as possible. Fueled in part by the
information revolution and the rise of e-commerce, the development of models of supply chains
and their optimization has emerged as an important way of coping with this complexity. Indeed,
this is one of the most active application areas of operations research and management science
today. This reflects the realization that the success of a company generally depends on the efficiency with which it can design, manufacture and distribute its products in an increasingly competitive global economy.
Decisions. There are many decisions to be made in supply chains. These include
ì what products to make and what their designs should be;
ì how much, when, where and from whom to buy product;
ì how much, when and where to produce product;
ì how much and when to ship from one facility to another;
ì how much, when and where to store product;
ì how much, when and where to charge for products; and
ì how much, when and where to provide facility capacity.
1
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These decisions are typically made in an environment that involves uncertainty about product
demands, costs, prices, lead times, quality, etc. The decisions are generally made in a multi-party
environment that includes competition and often includes collaborative alliances.
Alliances lead to questions of how to share the benefits of collaboration and what information
the various parties ought to share. In many supply chains, the tradition has been not to share information. On the other hand, firms in more than a few supply chains realize that there are important benefits from sharing information too, e.g., the potential for making supply chains more
responsive and efficient.
Inventories. Typically firms carry inventories at various locations in a supply chain to buffer
the operations at different facilities and in different periods. Inventories are the links between
facilities and time periods. Inventories of raw materials, work-in-process, and finished goods are
ubiquitous in firms engaged in production or distribution (by sale or circulation) of one or more
products. Indeed, in the United States alone, 2000 manufacturing and trade inventories totaled
1,205 billion dollars, or 12% of the gross domestic product of 9,963 billion dollars that year
(2001 Statistical Abstract of the United States, U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census, Tables 756 and 640). The annual cost of carrying these inventories, e.g., costs associated
with capital, storage, taxes, insurance, etc., is significant—perhaps 25% of the total investment
in inventories, or 301 billion dollars and 3% of the gross domestic product.
Scope. The conventional types of inventories include raw materials, work in process, and
finished goods. But there are many other types of inventories which, although frequently not
thought of as inventories in the usual sense, can and have been usefully studied by the methods
developed for the study of ordinary inventories. Among others, these include:
ì plant capacity,
ì equipment,
ì space (airline seat, container, hotel room)
ì circulating goods (cars, computers, books),
ì cash and securities,
ì queues,
ì populations (labor, livestock, pests, wildlife),
ì goodwill,
ì water and even
ì pollutants.

Thus the scope of applications of the methods of supply-chain optimization is considerably wider
than may seem the case at first.
2 MOTIVES FOR HOLDING INVENTORIES
Since it is usually expensive to carry inventories, efficient firms would not do so without
good reasons. Thus, it seems useful to examine the motives for holding inventories. As we do so,
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we give examples briefly illustrating many of the more common motives as well as the methods
used to analyze them. We shall discuss only the case of a single facility and single party in the
remainder of this section, reserving the complications arising from multiple facilities and parties
for subsequent sections.
It is helpful to begin by formulating and studying an 8-period supply-chain problem under
certainty. Let B3 , C3 and =3 be respectively the nonnegative production, end-of-period inventory
and given demand for a single product in period 3 œ 1ß á ß 8. Let -3 ÐDÑ and 23 ÐDÑ be respectively
the costs of producing and storing D

0 units of the product in period 3. We can and do assume

without loss of generality that -3 Ð0Ñ œ 23 Ð0Ñ œ 0 for all 3. The problem is to choose production
and inventory schedules B œ ÐB3 Ñ and C œ ÐC3 Ñ respectively that minimize the 8-period cost
GÐBß CÑ ´ " Ò -3 ÐB3 Ñ  23 ÐC3 ÑÓ
8

Ð1Ñ

"

subject to the stock-conservation constraints
Ð2Ñ

B3  C3"  C3 œ =3 ß 3 œ 1ß á ß 8

and nonnegativity of production and inventories (the last to assure that demands are met as they
arise without backorders)
Ð3 Ñ

Bß C

0

where for simplicity we set C! ´ C8 ´ !.
Network-Flow Formulation. The problem Ð1Ñ-Ð$Ñ can be viewed as one of finding a minimum-nonlinear-cost network flow as Figure 1 illustrates. The variables are the flows in the arcs
that they label, the exogenous demands (negative demands are “supplies”) at nodes 1ß á ß 8 are
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Figure 1. Production Planning Network
the given demands in those periods, and the supply at node zero is the total demand !3 =3 in all
periods. The stock-conservation constraints Ð#Ñ are the flow-conservation constraints in the net-
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work. The flow-conservation constraint at node zero expresses the fact that total production in all
periods equals total demand in all periods. The flow-conservation constraint at each other node
3  0 expresses the fact that the sum of the initial inventory and production in period 3 equals the
sum of the demand and final inventory in that period.
One important motive for carrying inventories arises when there is a temporal increase in
the marginal cost of supplying demand, i.e., -† 3 Ð=3 Ñ increases in 3 over some interval. (The derivative here is with respect to the quantity, not time.) There are at least two ways in which this
can happen.
Linear Costs and Temporal Increase in Unit Supply Cost. One is where the costs are linear, so there are unit costs -3 and 23 of production and storage in period 3. Then it is optimal to
hold inventory in a period if the unit production cost in that period is less than that in the following period and the unit storage cost is small enough. In any case, the problem Ð1Ñ-Ð$Ñ is then
a minimum-linear-cost uncapacitated network-flow problem in which node zero is the source
from which the demands at the other nodes are satisfied. Clearly a minimum-cost flow can be
constructed by finding for each node 3  0 a minimum-cost chain (i.e., directed path) from node
zero to 3, and satisfying the demand at 3 by shipping along that chain. Let G3 be the resulting
minimum cost. The G3 can be found recursively from the dynamic-programming forward equations Ð2! ´ G! ´ _Ñ
Ð4Ñ

G3 œ min Ð-3 ß 23"  G3" Ñß 3 œ 1ß á ß 8.

This recursion expresses the fact that a minimum-cost chain from node zero to node 3 either
consists solely of the production arc from node zero to 3 and incurs the cost -3 , or contains node
3  1 and the storage arc joining nodes 3  " and 3, and incurs the cost 23"  G3" . In short, the
minimum-cost way to satisfy each unit of demand in period 3 is to choose the cheaper of two alternatives, viz., satisfy the demand by production in period 3 or by production at an optimally
chosen prior period and storage to period 3. The G3 are calculated by forward induction in the
order G" ß G# ß á ß G8 .
In this process one records the periods 3" œ "  3#  â  3: Ÿ 8, say, in which it is optimal
to produce, i.e., periods 3 for which G3 œ -3 . Then if it is optimal to produce in a period 35 , say,
it is optimal to produce an amount exactly satisfying all demands prior to the next period 35"
(3:" ´ 8  ") in which it is optimal to produce, i.e.,
B35 œ " =4 , 5 œ "ß á ß :.
35" "

Ð5Ñ

4œ35

This means that it is optimal to produce only in periods in which there is no entering inventory,
i.e.,
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C3" B3 œ 0ß 3 œ 1ß á ß 8.

The G3 can be computed in linear time with at most 8 operations where an operation is here
an addition and a comparison. To see this observe from Ð4Ñ that the computing G3 requires one
addition Ðcomputing 23"  G3" Ñ and one comparison (choosing the smaller of the two costs -3
and 23"  G3" ). Because there are 8 such G3 to compute, the claim is verified.
Since the periods in which it is optimal to produce are independent of the demands, it is
clear from (5) that optimal production in a period is increasing and linear in present and future
demands with the rate of increase not exceeding that of the demands. Also, the magnitude of
the change in optimal present production resulting from a change in forecasted demand in a future period diminishes the more distant the period of the change in forecasted demand.
This example illustrates several themes that will occur repeatedly throughout this course.
Network-Flow Models of Supply Chains. One is the fundamental idea in §4-§6 of formulating and solving supply-chain problems as minimum-cost network-flow problems with scale diseconomies or economies in the arc flow costs. This approach has several advantages. First, it unifies the
treatment of many supply-chain models. Second, it extends the applicability of the methods to
broad classes of problems outside of supply-chain management. Third, it facilitates use of the special structure of the associated graphs to characterize optimal flows and develop efficient methods
of computing those flows.
Lattice Programming and Comparison of Optima. A second fundamental recurring theme
is that of predicting the direction and relative magnitude of changes in optimal decision variables resulting from changes in parameters of an optimization problem without computation.
The theory of lattice programming is developed for this purpose in §2. That theory is extended
to substitutes, complements and ripples in minimum-convex-cost network flows in §4. This permits prediction of the direction and relative magnitude of the change of the optimal flow in an
arc resulting from changing certain arc parameters, e.g., bounds on arc flows or parameters of
arc flow costs, without computation. So pervasive are these qualitative results that they will be
applied repeatedly in all subsequent sections of this course. As a concrete example, if there are
scale diseconomies in production and storage costs, the effect of an increase in the storage cost
in a given period is to reduce optimal storage in each period, reduce optimal production in or
before the given period, and increase optimal production after the given period.
Dynamic Programming. A third major theme is that of solving supply-chain problems, and
more generally, minimum-cost network-flow problems, by dynamic programming. In particular,
the idea of solving such problems by means of a sequence of minimum-cost-chain problems arises
repeatedly in §4-§6 where there are scale diseconomies or economies in arc flow costs. Also, dy-
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namic-programming recursions are used often in §8 to characterize by induction the properties of
optimal policies and the minimum-cost functions, as well as to compute them.
Complexity. A final theme that occurs throughout is that of developing efficient algorithms
and estimating their running times in terms of problem size. The last is typically measured by
parameters like the numbers of periods and products.
Temporal Increase in Demand and Scale Diseconomies in Supply. Another way in which
there can be a temporal increase in the marginal cost of supplying demand arises where there is
a temporal increase in demand and scale diseconomies in production. A temporal increase in demand may occur because of long-term growth or fluctuations, e.g., seasonality, thereof. Production scale diseconomies occur when there are alternate sources of supply, each with limited capacity, or when production at a plant in excess of normal capacity must be deferred to a second
shift or to over-time with an attendant increase in unit labor costs. Figure 2 illustrates this possibility.

Production
Cost

Normal Production Overtime Production
Capacity
FIGURE 2. Production Cost with Scale Diseconomies
As a simple example, consider a toy maker who faces respectively no demand and a demand
for =  0 toys in the first and second halves of a year. Suppose also that the toy maker can produce D

0 toys in either half of the year at a cost -ÐDÑ with -Ð † Ñ being convex. Then the mar.
ginal cost - ÐDÑ of producing D units is increasing in D , i.e., there are scale diseconomies in production. If storage costs are neglected (because, for example, they might be fixed), then the toy
maker’s problem is to choose nonnegative amounts B" and B# of toys to produce in the first and
second halves of the year that minimize
GÐB" ß B# Ñ ´ -ÐB" Ñ  -ÐB# Ñ
subject to
B"  B # œ = .
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= =
Ñ, i.e., to produce equal numbers of toys in each half of
# #

the year. To see this, observe that if B is any feasible schedule, then so is its permutation Bw œ
"
#

"
#

ÐB# ß B" Ñ. Moreover, since B! œ B  Bw ß G is convex and GÐBÑ œ GÐBw Ñß
GÐB! Ñ Ÿ

"
"
GÐBÑ  GÐBw Ñ œ GÐBÑ.
#
#

Observe that it is optimal to produce in the first half even though there is no demand in
that half in order to avoid producing at a high marginal cost in the last half if one instead did
not produce in the first half. Thus, it is optimal to carry inventories in the first half. There is
another important property of the optimal production schedule that deserves mention because it
will play an important role in subsequent generalizations of this problem to invariant network
flows in §5. It is that the optimal schedule is independent of the production cost function - , provided only that - is convex.
Scale Economies in Supply
Scale economies in supply provided another important motive for holding inventories. Scale
economies occur because of the availability of quantity discounts or setup costs associated with
production/procurement as Figure 3 illustrates. Scale economies can make it attractive to combine

Production
Cost

Setup
Cost

Production
FIGURE 3. Production Cost with Scale Economies
orders for one or more products placed at different points in time because of the reduction in average unit purchase cost that ensues. On the other hand, the process of combining orders for one
or more products in this way does have a cost, viz., one is led to place some orders before they
are needed, thereby creating inventories. This leads one to seek a balance between the extremes
of frequently ordering small quantities (which entails high ordering costs) and occasionally ordering large quantities (which entails large holding costs). Scale economies are naturally reflected by
concavity of the cost function G say. When that is so, the minimum of G over a convex polytope
occurs at an extreme point thereof. For if B is an element of the polytope and /" ß á ß /5 are its
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0 with !3 !3 œ 1 such that B œ !3 !3 /3 .

Then by the concavity of G ,
" !3 GÐ/3 Ñ
5

GÐBÑ

"

min GÐ/3 Ñ.
"Ÿ3Ÿ5

In §6 we characterize the extreme points of the set of nonnegative network flows in terms of the
structure of the graph and the number of demand nodes, i.e., nodes with nonzero demands. We
also develop a send-and-split algorithm for searching the extreme points to find one that is optimal. In general graphs, the running time of send-and-split is polynomial in the number of nodes
and arcs, and exponential in the number of demand nodes. In planar graphs in which the demand
nodes all lie on the outer face, e.g., Figure 1, the running time is also polynomial in the number
of demand nodes.
Dynamic Economic-Order-Interval Problem. As an example of these ideas, it is not difficult
to see that for the production-planning graph of Figure 1, the subgraph induced by the arcs
with positive flow in an extreme flow is a collection of chains that share only node zero and are
directed away from it. This implies that there is no node whose induced subgraph contains two
arcs with a common head, or equivalently, (6) holds. Thus the extreme flows in this problem
have the property that one orders in a period only if there is no entering inventory just as for
the case of linear costs. Of course, this is to be expected because linear functions are concave.
However, the periods in which it is optimal to order with concave costs are not generally independent of the size of the demands as they are with linear costs. For this reason, the algorithm
given in (4) is no longer valid for general concave functions. Nevertheless, there is an alternate
dynamic-programming algorithm for searching the schedules with the property (6). To describe
the method, let -34 be the sum of the costs of ordering and storing in periods 31ß á ß 4 when one
orders in period 31 an amount equaling the total demand !43" =5 in periods 31ß á ß 4. Let G4
be the minimum cost in periods 1ß á ß 4 when there is no inventory on hand at the end of period
4. Then the G4 can be calculated from the dynamic-programming forward recursion ÐG! ´ 0Ñ
Ð7Ñ

G4 œ min ÐG3  -34 Ñß 4 œ 1ß á ß 8.
!Ÿ34

The running time of the algorithm is easily seen to be quadratic in 8 because the -34 can be computed for each 4 in the order 3 œ 41ß á ß 0. Incidentally, like the recursion Ð4Ñ, the recursion Ð7Ñ
also finds the minimum costs of chains from node 0 to nodes 1ß á ß 8. However, in the present
case, the graph is not the one in Figure 1, but rather one in which -34 is the cost of traversing
arc Ð3ß 4Ñ. Also, the running time in the present case is SÐ8# Ñ as compared with SÐ8Ñ for the case
of linear costs. Actually, recent research has revealed the surprising fact that the running time
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of this algorithm can be reduced to SÐ8Ñ in the important special case in which the concave cost
is of the setup type illustrated in Figure 3.
Stationary Economic-Order-Interval Problem. When the demands and costs are stationary, it
is natural to hope that it will be optimal to place orders at equally spaced points in time. Unfortunately, this is not possible because of the discrete number of opportunities one has to order.
For example, if it is optimal to order twice in a three-period problem, then it is not possible to
order at equally-spaced points in time because that would entail ordering midway through the
second period which is not permitted. This difficulty does not arise if instead we consider the
continuous-time approximation of the model in which there is a constant demand rate =  0 per
unit time and a storage cost 2  0 per unit stored per unit time. Also suppose that the scale
economies in procurement is of the simplest type, viz., a setup cost O  0 incurred each time an
order is placed. Then it is natural to expect that an optimal schedule will still entail ordering
only when inventory runs out as is the case in discrete time. The Invariance Theorem for network flows alluded to above implies that it is indeed optimal to order at equally-spaced points
in time, though the schedule does depend on the length of the (finite) time horizon. If one is in
fact interested in a relatively long time interval, then it is natural to consider the related problem of minimizing the long-run average cost per unit time. Since the demand rate and costs are
stationary, it is not difficult to show, with the aid of a dynamic-programming argument, that
there is a stationary optimal policy, i.e., the (order) intervals between successive orders are all
equal, say, to X  0. A variant of this stationary economic-order-interval problem was apparently first formulated and solved by Ford Harris in 1913 and is widely used in practice.
As we have seen above, it suffices to optimize over the class of policies in which one orders
the quantity =X each time the inventory runs out. The long-run average cost incurred by such a
policy is the sum of the average setup cost and the average holding cost per unit time. To compute this sum, observe that the average number of setups per unit time is
ventory on hand is

"
and the average inX

=X
. Thus the long-run average cost per unit time, denoted EÐX Ñ, is
#

EÐX Ñ œ

O
2=X

.
X
#

Minimizing this expression with respect to X gives the celebrated square root formula for the
economic order interval X ‡ , viz.,
X‡ œ Ê

#O
.
2=

Observe that X ‡ increases as the setup cost O increases, thereby reducing the average number
of setups per unit time. Similarly, X ‡ decreases as the unit holding-cost rate 2 increases, thereby
reducing the average inventory on hand. Also X ‡ decreases as the demand rate = increases. It is
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notable that the economic order quantity =X ‡ increases in proportion to the square root of the
demand rate. Thus quadrupling the demand rate merely doubles the economic order quantity.
Uncertainty in Demand or Supply
Uncertainty in demand or supply provides an important motive for holding inventories when it
is costly to adjust inventories quickly. Uncertainty is frequently in the level and/or timing of demand by customers whose needs are often not known in advance by the supply-chain manager.
Uncertainty may also be in the supply, e.g., because of strikes, equipment breakdowns, or uncertain vendor procurement lead times. In each of these situations, it is often desirable to maintain
inventories to buffer uncertain demands or supplies. The level of inventories that one maintains
should reflect the extent of the uncertainty and the costs of over and under supply. The former
may include storage and disposal costs, while the latter may include the costs of foregone opportunities for sales and/or perhaps penalties for failure to meet delivery schedules. The model Ð1ÑÐ$Ñ that we used to study dynamic supply-chain problems under certainty must be modified to
handle the case in which demands are uncertain. In particular, we must modify either the stockconservation equation Ð#Ñ or the nonnegativity of inventories in Ð$Ñ because it is possible that
the stock on hand after ordering in a period will be insufficient to satisfy the uncertain demand
arising in the period. We begin by discussing the single-period problem.
Spares Provisioning. Spares provisioning provides a simple example of the uncertain-demand motive for holding inventories. Spares are provided in many industries, e.g., when an
automobile, aircraft, or electronics manufacturer produces spare parts for use in subsequent
repairs of the equipment. The uncertain-demand motive for holding inventories is present in
such problems because the future demand for spares is uncertain at the time the item is originally produced and it is often much cheaper to produce spares during the original production of
the item than to do so subsequently.
As an example, consider a journal that must decide how many copies of each issue to print.
At the time of its initial printing, the journal knows its total number of subscriptions, but must
decide how many extra copies C
the uncertain demand H

0 to print in excess of its known subscriptions to provide for

0 for back issues by future subscribers. The marginal cost -  0 of

printing each extra copy of the journal during the initial print run is low. The revenue from each
copy of the journal that is subsequently purchased as a back issue is <  - , with < being much
larger than - , say ten times larger. Since the demand for back issues is moderate in comparison
with that for subscriptions and the fixed cost of a print run is high, it does not pay to reprint the
journal subsequently. Thus, demand for back issues that can not be satisfied from the initial print
run is lost.
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The goal is to choose the number C of extra copies of the journal to print in the initial run
that minimizes the expected net cost KÐCÑ of provisioning for back issues. Of course, KÐCÑ œ
-C  <EÐH • CÑ. Observe that KÐ † Ñ is convex since linear functions are convex and concave, the
minimum of two linear functions is concave, the negative of a concave function is convex, and
sums of convex functions are convex. To simplify the exposition, assume that H has a continuous distribution FÐ † Ñ. Then KÐ † Ñ attains its minimum on the positive real line at C! , say, and
`
†
†
KÐC! Ñ œ 0. This follows from the facts that KÐCÑ œ -  <EÐ ÐH • CÑÑ œ -  <Ò1  FÐCÑÓ is con`C
†
†
tinuous with KÐ0Ñ œ -  <  0 and that limCÄ_ KÐCÑ œ -  0. Thus C ! satisfies
1  FÐC! Ñ œ .
<

Ð8Ñ

<

i.e., C! should be chosen so that the stock-out probability 1  FÐC! Ñ is . If < œ 10- , then the desired stock-out probability is .1. Observe that the optimal stock-out probability falls, or equivalently the optimal starting stock C! rises, as - falls and as < rises. Also C! rises if the demand
distribution F is replaced by another, say Fw , that is stochastically largerß i.e., FÐDÑ

Fw ÐDÑ for

all D . As we shall see in §7, this notion of stochastic order turns out to be very useful in many
other problems as well because it is often the appropriate way of comparing the locations of two
distributions.
Dynamic Supply Problem. Spares provisioning is an example of a single-period problem in
which inventories left over at the end of a period have no value. It is more frequently the case
that such inventories can be used to satisfy demands in subsequent periods. This leads to the dynamic supply problem discussed in §8. There we use dynamic programming to study the problem.
For example, on letting G3 ÐBÑ be the minimum expected cost in periods 3ß á ß 8 given the initial
stock of a single product on hand before ordering in period 3 is B, one gets the dynamicprogramming recursion ÐG8" ´ 0Ñ
G3 ÐBÑ œ minš-ÐC  BÑ  K3 ÐCÑ  EG3" ÐC  H3 Ñ›ß 3 œ 1ß á ß 8

Ð9Ñ
where C

C B

B is the starting stock on hand after ordering a nonnegative amount with immediate

delivery in period 3, -ÐDÑ is the cost of ordering D

0 units of the product in a period, K3 ÐCÑ is

the convex expected holding and shortage cost in period 3 when C is the starting stock in the
period, H3 is the nonnegative demand in period 3, and unsatisfied demands in period 3 are backordered. The form of the optimal starting stock CÐBÑ after ordering in period 3 as a function of
the initial stock B in the period depends crucially on the form of the ordering cost function as
we now discuss.
Scale Diseconomies in Supply. If -Ð † Ñ is convex, then CÐBÑ is increasing in B and the order
quantity CÐBÑ  B is decreasing in B. The intuitive rationale is that increasing the initial inven-
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tory to Bw Ÿ CÐBÑ reduces the marginal cost of ordering to CÐBÑ so there is an incentive to raise
CÐBw Ñ above CÐBÑ. But the size of the order at Bw should not exceed that at B since that would
raise the marginal cost of the order at Bw above its level at B and so create an incentive to
reduce CÐBw Ñ.
Scale Economies in Supply. If -Ð † Ñ is concave and of setup type, then CÐ † Ñ is an Ð=ß WÑ
policy, i.e., there are numbers = Ÿ W such that it is optimal to order up to W if B  =, i.e., CÐBÑ œ
W , while it is optimal not to order if B

=, i.e., CÐBÑ œ B. The intuitive rationale is that if it is

optimal to order at all low enough initial inventory levels B, it is optimal to order to a level W
independent of B. This is because once a decision to order is made, the setup cost is incurred
and the remaining costs are independent of B. Choosing = less than W prevents too-frequent ordering and attendant costly setups. One can think of W  = as a “minimum” economic-orderquantity.
Scale-Independent Supply Costs and Myopic Policies. If -Ð † Ñ is linear, then CÐBÑ œ B ” C!
for some number C! . To see why, observe that -Ð † Ñ is both convex and concave of setup type
with zero setup cost, so CÐ † Ñ is both increasing and Ð=ß WÑ. But clearly CÐBÑ is increasing in a
neighborhood of B œ = only if = œ W . The economic rational for choosing = œ W is that the absence of setup costs implies the absence of incentives to avoid frequent orders. Thus CÐBÑ œ B ” C!
is Ð=ß WÑ with C! œ = œ W . In this event, as we show in §9, the optimal policy in the first period
of an 8-period problem is often myopic, i.e., is independent of 8, and so is optimal for the oneperiod problem. For example, this is so if also K3 ÐCÑ œ KÐCÑ for all 3 and -Ð † Ñ œ !.1 Then it is
optimal to choose C! myopically, i.e., to minimize KÐ † Ñ. The rationale for this is that instead
choosing C! so KÐC! Ñ exceeds minC KÐCÑ increases costs in the first period while at the same time
producing no compensating reduction in future expected costs.
Temporal Increase in Demand with Costly Temporal Fluctuation in Supply
If it is costly to change the rate of supply, e.g., because of costs of hiring/firing, recruitment,
training, etc., and if there is a temporal fluctuation in demand, then there may be a motive to
carry inventories. For example, one may prefer to build up inventories in anticipation of a temporary increase in demand rather than incur the costs of increasing the size of the labor force and
maintaining or reducing it later.

1By modifying the salvage value of stock and backorders left at the end of period 8, it is possible to reduce a problem
with a linear component -D of ordering costs to the same problem in which the linear component is zero. All that is
required is to assume instead that G8" ÐBÑ ´ -B. This means that each unit of surplus stock at the end of period 8
is disposed of with a refund of the cost - and each unit of unfilled backorders at the end of period 8 is filled at the
cost - . Then the 8-period ordering cost totals -ÐH"  â  H8  BÑ and is independent of the policy used. Thus there
is no loss in generality in assuming that the linear component of the ordering cost is zero, i.e., - œ !.
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Display
Retailers often display items in order to induce customers to purchase them. This provides a
motive for such retailers to carry inventories.
Unavoidable
Sometimes inventories are unavoidable. For example, this may happen for a variety of reasons, e.g., return of sales, waiting lines, pollutants, pests, etc.
Summary
To sum up, we have discussed the following motives for carrying inventories:
ì temporal increase in marginal cost of supplying demand, e.g., with linear costs and a temporal
increase in unit supply cost or a temporal increase in demand and scale diseconomies in supply;
ì scale economies in supply;
ì uncertainty in demand or supply;
ì temporal increase in demand with costly temporal fluctuation in supply;
ì display; and
ì unavoidable.

Among the methods that have proved useful to study these problems are
ì network-flow and Leontief-substitution models of supply chains;
ì linear-cost network flows and Leontief-substitution systems;
ì graph theory;
ì lattice programming, and substitutes and complements in convex-cost network flows;
ì invariant convex-cost network flows;
ì concave-cost network flows;
ì dynamic programming, both deterministic and stochastic;
ì complexity, i.e., analysis of running times;
ì continuous-time approximation of discrete-time models;
ì fast approximate solution with guaranteed effectiveness;
ì stochastic order and
ì total positivity.
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2
Lattice Programming and Supply Chains:
Comparison of Optima
ÒVe65bÓ, [TV68], ÒTV73aÓ, ÒTV73bÓ, ÒTo76Ó, ÒTo78Ó, ÒVe89bÓ, ÒVeFoÓ
1 INTRODUCTION
Supply-chain managers and other decision makers are often interested in understanding
qualitatively how they should respond to changes in conditions. Indeed, some authorities have argued that obtaining understanding is the goal of models for decision making. They reason that
such models are always approximate and so the numbers one obtains from numerical calculations with them are mainly useful to obtain understanding—not answers. Even those who do
not accept this viewpoint—and many do not—agree that the development of understanding of
situations is an important goal of modeling.
Since data gathering and computation are expensive—particularly for large scale optimization problems—the question arises whether it is possible to develop a theory of optimization that
would provide a qualitative understanding of the solution of an optimization problem without
data gathering or computation. The answer is it is, and we shall do so in the remainder of this
section.
To that end, it may be useful first to give a few examples of qualitative questions arising in
supply-chain management. Similar examples abound in other fields as well.
15
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ì Is it optimal to increase or decrease production of a single product in a given period if in some
(possibly different) period demand increases? Production or storage costs increase? Production or
storage capacity increases?
ì Does increasing the initial stock of one product imply that it is optimal to increase or decrease
production of other products in a given period?
ì Do rising selling prices imply higher or lower inventories?
ì Is it optimal to raise or lower selling prices (resp., current production) as labor costs rise?
ì Do optimal production levels change more or less than changes in demand? Production/storage
capacity? Initial inventories?
ì Do changes in demand in a (future) period have a larger or smaller impact on optimal current
production than do like changes in demand in subsequent periods?

At first glance, it might seem that the above questions have obvious answers. For example,
it is plausible to expect that an increase in forecasted future demand would lead one to increase
planned production in each period before the increase in forecasted demand. But this is false in
general. To see why, suppose there are concave production costs and linear storage costs. Then,
at low enough demand levels, it is optimal to produce enough in the first period to satisfy all
subsequent demands in order to take advantage of the scale-economies in production. On the
other hand, at high enough demand levels, it is optimal to produce only enough in each period
to satisfy the demand in that period in order to avoid large storage costs. Thus, the optimal
production level in the first period is not increasing in future demands. Having said this, one
may ask whether the optimal production level in the first period is ever increasing in subsequent
demands. As we shall show in the sequel, the answer is that it is, provided that all production
and storage costs are convex.
This example illustrates that answers to the above questions cannot be given unequivocally
without additional information about the structure of the problem—in this case, the form of the
cost functions. Moreover, this is the usual state of affairs. Indeed, the answer to each of the above
questions is that it depends.
The goal of this section is to develop a qualitative theory of optimization, called lattice programming (for reasons that will soon become clear), to answer such questions. As we shall see,
these questions can usually be reduced to that of determining when some optimal solution = œ
=!> − d 8 of the mathematical program
Ð1Ñ

min 0 Ð=ß >Ñ
= − P>

is increasing in the parameter > − d 7 . Moreover, we show that this will be the case provided that
ì P ´ ÖÐ=ß >Ñ À = − P> × is a “sublattice” of d 87 ß
ì 0 is “subadditive” on P, and
ì P> is compact and 0 Ð † ß >Ñ is lower semicontinuous thereon for each >.
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In order to appreciate the usefulness of this result, we shall need to define and characterize sublattices of Euclidean space and subadditive functions thereon. Before doing this, a few broader
comments are in order.
How can the result be used?
There are several ways in which the result can be used. It can give a qualitative understanding of the solution to a problem without computation. It can be used to simplify needed computations. And it can be used to design simple approximations of optimal decision rules that have
many properties of those rules in situations where they are prohibitively expensive to calculate.
Convex vs. Lattice Programming
It is of interest to compare the goals and results of convex programming with those of lattice
programming. Most of conventional mathematical programming is concerned with conditions assuring that local optimality implies global optimality, and for this reason is rooted in the theory
of convex sets. By contrast, we are here concerned with the order of optimal solutions and so are
led to a development based on lattices.
As one reflection of the difference between these theories, consider what happens when some
variables are required to be integer, e.g., where one must order in multiples of a given batch size
like a case, a box, etc. This destroys convexity, but preserves sublattices. Thus the presence of
integrality constraints enormously complicates the results of convex programming. By contrast,
the monotonicity results of lattice programming carry over without change to their integer counterparts.
Applicability
In the sequel we shall develop a portion of the theory of lattice programming and give its
applications to supply chains. The theory also has broad applicability to other fields of operations research, e.g., reliability, queueing, marketing, distribution, mining, networks, etc., and to
other disciplines like statistics and economics.
2 SUBLATTICES IN d 8
Upper and Lower Bounds
The set d 8 of 8-tuples of real numbers is partially ordered by the usual less-than-or-equal-to
relation Ÿ , i.e., < Ÿ = in d 8 if =  <
subset W of d 8 if = Ÿ < Ðresp., =

!. Call = − d 8 a lower bound (resp., upper bound) of a

<Ñ for all < − W . If P © W , call = − d 8 the greatest lower bound

(resp., least upper bound) of P in W if = − W , = is a lower (resp., upper) bound of P and if < Ÿ =
Ðresp., <

=Ñ for every lower (resp., upper) bound < of P in W . Figure 4 illustrates these concepts

where W is the plane d # .
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Least Upper Bound of L

Upper Bounds of L

L

Lower Bounds of L

Greatest Lower Bound of L

Figure 1. Upper and Lower Bounds of a Set
Sublattices
Call a subset P of a set W © d 8 a sublattice of W if every pair <ß = of points in P has a greatest lower bound in W , denoted < • = and called their meet, a least upper bound in W , denoted < ” =
and called their join, and both the meet and join are in P. If P is a sublattice of itself, call P a
lattice.

<=

<

<=

<

=

<=

Two Sublattices

<=

<

<

=

=

Nonsublattice

Figure 2a. Lattices in the Plane

No Upper Bound

=
No Least Upper Bound

Figure 2b. Nonlattices in the Plane

Example 1. Chain. A chain, i.e., a set P © d 8 for which <ß = − P imply either < Ÿ = or <

=,

8

is a sublattice of d . Evidently, d is a chain, as is any subset thereof, e.g., the integers.

<==
<=<
Figure 3. A Chain
Example 2. Products of Lattices and Sublattices. The (direct) product of a family of lattices (resp., sublattices) is a lattice (resp., sublattice). Meets and joins in the product are taken
coordinate-wise. In particular, d 8 is a lattice with <ß = − d 8 implying < • = œ minÐ<ß =Ñ and < ” =
œ maxÐ<ß =Ñ. The set of integer vectors in d 8 is a sublattice of d 8 . Moreover, if W © d 7 is a lattice (resp., sublattice), then so is the cylinder W ‚ d 8 in d 78 with base W .
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Example 3. Sublattice-Preserving Functions. Call a function 0 from a lattice W © d 8 to d 7
sublattice preserving if 0 Ð< • =Ñ œ 0 Ð<Ñ • 0 Ð=Ñ and 0 Ð< ” =Ñ œ 0 Ð<Ñ ” 0 Ð=Ñ for all <ß = − W with the
meet and join of 0 Ð<Ñ and 0 Ð=Ñ being taken in d 7 . Then the image 0 ÐPÑ of every sublattice P of
W under 0 is a sublattice of d 7 . If W is a product of 8 chains W" ß á ß W8 of real numbers, then 0
is sublattice preserving if 0 Ð=Ñ œ Ð0" Ð=7" Ñß á ß 07 Ð=77 ÑÑ for = − W for some increasing real-valued
functions 0" ß á ß 07 on W7" ß á ß W77 respectively and some function 7† from the set Ö"ß á ß 7× to
Ö"ß á ß 8×. Thus 0 is sublattice preserving if the action of 0 permutes, deletes, duplicates, stretches
or shrinks (not necessarily uniformly) the coordinates. Indeed, it can be shown that these are the
only sublattice-preserving functions.
Example 4. Sections and Projections of Sublattices. If W © d 7 , X © d 8 , and P is a sublattice of W ‚ X , the section P> ´ Ö= − W À Ð=ß >Ñ − P× of P at > − X and the projection 1W P ´ ->−X P>
of P on W are sublattices of W as Figure 4 illustrates.

t
L
P>
ç
ðóóóóóóóóóóóñóóóóóóóóóóóò
1W P

s

Figure 4. Sections and Projections of a Sublattice
Example 5. Intersections of Sublattices. The intersection of any family of sublattices of a
lattice is a sublattice thereof. In particular the integer vectors in a sublattice of d 8 also form a
sublattice thereof.
Example 6. Sublattices of Finite Products of Chains. If W is a finite product of chains
W" ß á ß W8 , 034 Ð=3 ß =4 Ñ is a _ or real-valued function and, for 3 Á 4, 034 Ð=3 ß =4 Ñ is decreasing in =3
and increasing in =4 , then the set of vectors = − W that satisfy the system of inequalities
(2)

034 Ð=3 ß =4 Ñ Ÿ ! for all " Ÿ 3ß 4 Ÿ 8

is a sublattice of W . Indeed, Appendix 1 shows that every sublattice of W arises in this way.
To see why the set of solutions of (2) is a sublattice, observe that the set P33 of vectors = − W
that satisfy 033 Ð=3 ß =3 Ñ Ÿ ! is a cylinder with base a chain in W3 , so P33 a sublattice of W . Similarly,
the set P34 of vectors = − W that satisfy 034 Ð=3 ß =4 Ñ Ÿ !, where 4 Á 3, is a cylinder with base F34 ´
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ÖÐ=3 ß =4 Ñ − W3 ‚ W4 ± 034 Ð=3 ß =4 Ñ Ÿ !×. Also, as we show below, F34 is a sublattice of W3 ‚ W4 , so P34 is
a sublattice of W . Now since the set of vectors = − W that satisfy the system (2) is the intersection
P ´ +3ß4 P34 of sets P34 each of which is a sublattice, the set P is a sublattice.
It remains to show that F34 is a sublattice as Figure 5 illustrates. To that end, suppose Ð=3 ß =4 Ñß
Ð53 ß 54 Ñ − F34 . Without loss of generality, assume that =3 Ÿ 53 and =4

54 . Now the join and meet

of Ð=3 ß =4 Ñ and Ð53 ß 54 Ñ are respectively Ð53 ß =4 Ñ and Ð=3 ß 54 Ñ, so because 034 Ð † ß † Ñ is decreasing in the
first variable and increasing in the second, it follows that 034 Ð53 ß =4 Ñ ” 034 Ð=3 ß 54 Ñ Ÿ 034 Ð=3 ß =4 Ñ Ÿ !.
Thus, Ð53 ß =4 Ñß Ð=3 ß 54 Ñ − F34 , so F34 is a sublattice of W3 ‚ W4 as claimed.

F34
=4
54
=3

53

Figure 5. F34 a Sublattice
Polyhedral Sublattices. One special case of (2) arises where the 034 are affine, i.e., linear plus
a constant. In that event it follows that the set of vectors = − d 8 that satisfy the system of linear inequalities
(3)

E= Ÿ ,,

where E is an 7 ‚ 8 matrix and , is an 7-column vector, is a sublattice of d 8 provided that each
row of E has at most one positive and at most one negative element. Constraints of this type are
dual-weighted-network-flow constraints. Indeed Appendix 1 shows that every polyhedral sublattice of
d 8 arises in this way. Ordinary dual-network-flow constraints are the special case in which each
row of E has at most one ", at most one " and zeros elsewhere.
Least and Greatest Elements
Every finite lattice has a least (resp., greatest) element, viz., the meet (resp., join) of its elements. This extreme element may be constructed by taking the meet (resp., join) of two elements, then the meet (resp., join) of that element with a third element, etc. Since the lattice is
finite, the process terminates in finitely many steps with the desired least (resp., greatest) element. This process breaks down in infinite lattices, and indeed they need not have least or greatest elements—for example, that is so of Ð0ß "Ñ and d —unless appropriate closedness and boundedness hypotheses are imposed.
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PROPOSITION 1. Lattices with Least and Greatest Elements. If P is a nonempty closed
lattice in d 8 that is bounded below Ðresp., aboveÑ, then P has a least Ðresp., greatestÑ element.
Proof. It suffices to establish the result reading without parentheses. Choose 7 − P. Now P
has a lower bound 6 Ð Ÿ 7Ñ. Since 0 Ð=Ñ ´ !3 =3 is a continuous function on the compact set
P  Ò6ß 7Ó, 0 assumes its minimum thereon at, say, < − P. If < is not the least element of P, there
is an = − P such that < Ÿ
/ =. Then <  < • = − P, so 0 Ð< • =Ñ  0 Ð<Ñ, contradicting the fact <
minimizes 0 over P  Ò6ß 7Ó. è
3 ASCENDING MULTI-FUNCTIONS
In order to discover when an optimization problem has an optimal solution that is increasing
in a problem parameter, it turns out to be convenient to consider first when the set of all optimal
solutions is “increasing” in the parameter. For this purpose we need a suitable notion of “increasing” for a multi-function, i.e., a set-valued function W† from a set X © d 7 into the set #W of all
nonempty subsets of a set W © d 8 .
To be useful, it is necessary that the definition of an “increasing” multi-function W† has the
following two properties. First, it must have a selection (i.e., a function =† from X to W for which
=> − W> for all > − X Ñ that is increasing on X (in the usual sense that >  7 in X implies => Ÿ =7 Ñ
whenever W† is compact-sublattice valued (i.e., W> is a compact sublattice of W for each > − X Ñ.
Incidentally, this condition implies that a single-valued W† is “increasing” on X if and only if its
unique selection is increasing on X . Second, the set of optimal solutions must be “increasing” in
the desired parameter for a broad class of optimization problems.
It turns out that the desired notion of “increasing” is that W† be ascending, i.e., >  7 in X ,
= − W> and 5 − W7 imply that the meet = • 5 and join = ” 5 of = and 5 exist in W , = • 5 − W> and
= ” 5 − W7 . Figure 6 illustrates this concept. That this definition has the two properties described
above is established in Theorems 2 and 8.

W7

W>
W

=#

s
=#

#

t

X

7

Figure 6. An Ascending Multi-Function
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In applications it is desirable that a compact-sublattice-valued ascending multi-function not
only have an increasing selection, but also that such a selection be useful and easy to find. One
such class of selections can be described with the aid of the following definition.
Linearly order the first 8 positive integers, and let E be a subset thereof. We say = − d 8 is
E-lexicographically smaller than 5 − d 8 , written = ŸE 5 , if = œ 5 or if the smallest index 3 (in
the linear order) with =3 Á 53 is such that =3  53 if 3 − E and =3  53 if 3 Â E. Observe that if
the linear order of the first 8 positive integers is the natural one and if E œ Ö"ß á ß 8× Ðresp., gÑ,
the E-lexicographically-smaller-than relation reduces to the ordinary lexicographically-smaller(resp., larger-) than relation.
THEOREM 2. Increasing Selections from Ascending Multi-Functions. E compact-sublattice-valued ascending multi-function has increasing least, greatest and E-lexicographically-least
selections.
Proof. Suppose W† À X Ä #W is ascending on X and is compact-sublattice-valued. Since W† is
compact valued, it has an E-lexicographically least selection =† , say. Moreover, because W† is also
sublattice valued, it has a least (resp., greatest) selection by Proposition 1, and that selection is
the E-lexicographically least selection when E œ Ö"ß á ß 8× Ðresp., gÑ. Thus it remains only to
show that =† is increasing on X for arbitrary E. To that end, suppose >  7 in X . Then since W† is
ascending, => • =7 − W> and => ” =7 − W7 . Now if => Ÿ
/ =7 , there is a smallest integer 3 with =>3  =7 3 .
If 3 − E, then => Ÿ
/ E => • =7 , while if 3 Â E, then =7 Ÿ
/ E => ” =7 . This contradicts the fact => and =7
are respectively the E-lexicographically least elements of W> and W7 . è
Ascending multi-functions also arise in another natural way, viz., as sections of sublattices.
LEMMA 3. Sections of Sublattices are Ascending. If P is a sublattice of W ‚ X © d 8 , then
the section P> of P at t is ascending in > on 1X P.
Proof. Suppose >  7 in 1X P, = − P> and 5 − P7 . Since P is a sublattice of W ‚ X , Ð= • 5ß >Ñ
œ Ð=ß >Ñ • Ð5ß 7 Ñ − P so = • 5 − P> . Similarly, = ” 5 − P7 . è
4 ADDITIVE, SUBADDITIVE and SUPERADDITIVE FUNCTIONS
Call a _ or real-valued function 0 on a lattice P in d 8 subadditive if
0 Ð< • =Ñ  0 Ð< ” =Ñ Ÿ 0 Ð<Ñ  0 Ð=Ñ for all <ß = − P.
Similarly, call 0 superadditive if 0 is subadditive. The class of subadditive functions is closed under addition and multiplication by nonnegative numbers, and thus is a convex cone. Moreover,
the pointwise limit of any sequence of subadditive functions is subadditive if the limit function
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doesn't assume the value _ anywhere. Also, if 1 is sublattice preserving from a lattice O to a
lattice P and 0 is subadditive on P, then the composite function 0 ‰ 1 is subadditive on O .
The effective domain of a subadditive function, i.e., the subset on which it is finite, is a sublattice. Thus the problem of minimizing a _ or real-valued subadditive function on d 8 is equivalent to minimizing a real-valued subadditive function on a sublattice of d 8 . This fact leads to
the following simple characterization of sublattices of d 8 in terms of subadditive functions. The
indicator function of a set P in d 8 , i.e., the function $P Ð † Ñ whose value is zero on P and _
otherwise, is subadditive on d 8 if and only if P is a sublattice of d 8 .
Characterization on Finite Products of Chains
Every _ or real-valued function on a chain is subadditive. But that is not so for functions
on a product of two or more chains. However, there is an important characterization of real-valued subadditive functions on products of 8

# chains. We begin with the case 8 œ #.

Suppose W and X are chains and 0 is real-valued on W ‚ X . Two characterizations of subadditivity of 0 are immediate from Figure 7. One is in terms of the first differences of 0 and the
other the second differences thereof. In particular, 0 is subadditive on W ‚ X if and only if the
first difference of 0 in either variable is decreasing in the other variable, i.e., either

X

7

0Ð=ß7Ñ 0Ð#ß7Ñ

0Ð=ß>Ñ  0Ð#ß7Ñ  0Ð#ß>Ñ  0Ð=ß7Ñ or
0Ð#ß7Ñ  0Ð=ß7Ñ  0Ð#ß>Ñ  0Ð=ß>Ñ

t
0Ð=ß>Ñ 0Ð#ß>Ñ
s

W

#

Figure 7. Subadditivity in the Plane
Ð4+Ñ

?" 0 Ð=ß >Ñ ´ 0 Ð5ß >Ñ  0 Ð=ß >Ñ is decreasing in > on X for all =  5 in W

Ð4,Ñ

?# 0 Ð=ß >Ñ ´ 0 Ð=ß 7 Ñ  0 Ð=ß >Ñ is decreasing in = on W for all >  7 in X .

or

Alternately, 0 is subadditive on W ‚ X if and only if the mixed second difference of 0 is nonpositive on W ‚ X , i.e.,
Ð5 Ñ

?"# 0 Ð=ß >Ñ Ÿ 0 for all =  5 in W and >  7 in X

where
?"# 0 Ð=ß >Ñ ´ 0 Ð5ß 7 Ñ  0 Ð5ß >Ñ  0 Ð=ß 7 Ñ  0 Ð=ß >Ñ.
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The above characterizations take on sharper forms when 0 is suitably differentiable. In particular, if W is an open interval of real numbers and 0 Ð † ß >Ñ is continuously differentiable on W
for each > − X , then 0 is subadditive on W ‚ X if and only if
Ð6+Ñ

H" 0 Ð=ß >Ñ is decreasing in > on X for each = − W .

Symmetrically, if X is an open interval of real numbers and 0 Ð=ß † Ñ is continuously differentiable
on X for each = − W , then 0 is subadditive on W ‚ X if and only if
Ð6,Ñ

H# 0 Ð=ß >Ñ is decreasing in = on W for each > − X .

To see that, for example, Ð%+Ñ and Ð6+Ñ are equivalent, observe that on W ‚ X ,
?" 0 Ð=ß >Ñ œ ' H" 0 Ð?ß >Ñ.?,
5

Ð7Ñ

=

so Ð'+Ñ implies Ð%+Ñ. Conversely, if Ð'+Ñ does not hold, there is an = − W and >  7 in X such
that H" 0 Ð=ß >Ñ  H" 0 Ð=ß 7 Ñ. Then H" 0 Ð † ß >Ñ  H" 0 Ð † ß 7 Ñ on Ò=ß 5Ó for small enough 5  =. Hence
from Ð7Ñ, ?" 0 Ð=ß >Ñ  ?" 0 Ð=ß 7 Ñ, i.e., (4+) does not hold, which establishes the equivalence of (4+)
and (6+).
Similarly, if W and X are open intervals of real numbers and 0 is twice continuously differentiable on W ‚ X , then 0 is subadditive thereon if and only if
Ð8Ñ

H"# 0 Ð=ß >Ñ Ÿ 0 on W ‚ X .

To see this observe that on W ‚ X ,
?"# 0 Ð=ß >Ñ œ ' ' H"# 0 Ð?ß @Ñ.?.@.
7 5

Ð9Ñ

> =

In view of Ð9Ñ, Ð)Ñ implies Ð&Ñ. Conversely, if Ð)Ñ does not hold for some =ß >, then H"# 0 is positive
on Ò=ß 5Ó ‚ Ò>ß 7 Ó for small enough 5  = and 7  >. Then by Ð9Ñ, Ð&Ñ does not hold, which establishes the equivalence of Ð&Ñ and Ð*Ñ.
The importance of the above characterizations of real-valued subadditive functions on a product of two chains is that real-valued subadditive functions on a finite product of chains have a
characterization in terms of them as the next result shows. To state the result requires a definition. Call a _ or real-valued function on a finite product of chains pairwise subadditive if it is
subadditive on each pair of chains for all fixed values of the other coordinates.
THEOREM 4. Equivalence of Subadditivity and Pairwise Subadditivity. A real-valued function on a finite product of chains is subadditive if and only if it is pairwise subadditive.
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Proof. It suffices to show that a real-valued pairwise-subadditive function 0 on a product W
of 8 chains is subadditive. The proof is by induction on 8. The result is trivial for 8 œ "ß #. Assume it holds for all positive integers up to 8  "

#, and consider 8. Suppose =ß 5 − W are in-

comparable. By possibly relabeling and permuting variables, we may assume that = œ Ð+ß ,ß -Ñ, 5 œ
Ð!ß " ß # Ñ, Ð+ß ,Ñ  Ð!ß " Ñ, and -  # . Now by the induction hypothesis, 0 Ð † ß ,ß † Ñ and 0 Ð!ß † ß † Ñ
are subadditive so
0 Ð!ß ,ß -Ñ  0 Ð+ß ,ß #Ñ Ÿ 0 Ð+ß ,ß -Ñ  0 Ð!ß ,ß #Ñ
and
0 Ð!ß " ß -Ñ  0 Ð!ß ,ß #Ñ Ÿ 0 Ð!ß " ß #Ñ  0 Ð!ß ,ß -Ñ.
Adding these inequalities and canceling common terms (all finite) yields
0 Ð= • 5Ñ  0 Ð= ” 5Ñ Ÿ 0 Ð=Ñ  0 Ð5Ñ. è
By combining this result with the equivalence of Ð%Ñ and Ð'Ñ for a continuously differentiable
function, we obtain the following characterization of subadditivity in terms of its gradient, i.e.,
the vector of partial derivatives of the function.
COROLLARY 5. Continuously Differentiable Subadditive Functions. A continuously differentiable function on a finite product of open intervals of real numbers is subadditive if and
only if its partial derivative in each variable is decreasing in the other variables.
By combining Theorem 4 with the equivalence of Ð&Ñ and Ð)Ñ for a twice continuously differentiable function, we obtain the following characterization of subadditivity in terms of its Hessian, i.e., the matrix of mixed partial derivatives of the function.
COROLLARY 6. Twice Continuously Differentiable Subadditive Functions. A twice continuously differentiable function on a finite product of open intervals of real numbers is subadditive if and only if the off-diagonal elements of its Hessian are nonpositive.
Additive Functions
Call a real-valued function 0 on a lattice P in d 8 additive if
0 Ð< • =Ñ  0 Ð< ” =Ñ œ 0 Ð<Ñ  0 Ð=Ñ for all <ß = − P.
Evidently, 0 is additive if and only if it is both subadditive and superadditive on P. The next
result is a representation theorem for additive functions on a finite product of chains.
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THEOREM 7. Representation of Additive Functions. A real-valued function 0 on a product W of 8 chains W" ß á ß W8 is additive if and only if there exist real-valued functions 0" ß á ß 08
on the 8 chains for which 0 Ð=Ñ œ !8" 03 Ð=3 Ñ for all = − W .
Real-Valued Subadditive Functions 0 on a Product of n Sets of Real Numbers
We now apply these results to give a few examples of subadditive functions most of which
will occur frequently in the sequel. The following are important examples of subadditive functions 0 Ð=Ñ for = œ Ð=3 Ñ in a product of 8 sets of real numbers.
ì The negative product function 0 Ð=Ñ œ =" â =8 provided either 8 œ # or =

0.

T

ì The quadratic form 0 Ð=Ñ œ = E= with E symmetric if and only if the off-diagonal elements of E
are nonpositive.
ì The maximum function 0 Ð=Ñ œ =" ” â ” =8 .
ì The function 0 Ð=" ß =# Ñ œ 1Ð="  =# Ñ if and only if 1 is convex on d .
ì The function 0 Ð=" ß =# Ñ œ 1Ð=" ß =# Ñ Ðresp., 1Ð=" ß =# Ñ) if and only if 1 is superadditive.
ì The negative of the joint distribution function of 8 random variables.

Also remember that all of the above examples remain subadditive if we replace each variable =3
by an increasing function thereof.
The easiest way to check for subadditivity of 0 is to do so under the hypothesis that 0 is
twice continuously differentiable, and then, if warranted, in the general case. For example, by
Corollary 6, 0 Ð=Ñ œ 1Ð="  =# Ñ is subadditive if and only if H"# 0 œ H# 1 is nonpositive, or equivalently 1 is convex.
5 MINIMIZING SUBADDITIVE FUNCTIONS ON SUBLATTICES
We now bring together the ideas of sublattices, ascending multi-functions and subadditivity
in the qualitative study of optimization problems. To this end, suppose W © d 8 , X © d 7 , and 0
is a _ or real-valued function on W ‚ X . Let P be the effective domain of 0 , 1 be the projection of 0 defined by
1Ð>Ñ ´ inf 0 Ð=ß >Ñß > − 1X Pß
=−W

and P9> denote the optimal-reply set at >, i.e., the set of = − W for which 1Ð>Ñ œ 0 Ð=ß >Ñ. The next
result gives conditions on 0 that assure that the optimal-reply multi-function P†9 is ascending on
1X P and has increasing (optimal) selections.
THEOREM 8. Increasing Optimal Selections. If W and X are lattices and 0 is subadditive
on W ‚ X , then the optimal reply set P9> is a sublattice and is ascending on the set of > − 1X P for
which P9> is nonempty. If also for each > − 1X P, 0 Ð † ß >Ñ is lower-semicontinuous with some level
set being nonempty and bounded, then P9> is nonempty and compact for each such >, and P†9 has
increasing least, greatest and E-lexicographically-least selections.
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Proof. Suppose that > Ÿ 7 in 1X P, = − P9> and 5 − P97 Þ Since 0 is subadditive, its effective
domain P is a sublattice and so contains Ð=ß >Ñ, Ð5ß 7 Ñ, Ð= • 5ß >Ñ, and Ð= ” 5ß 7 Ñ. Thus, because 0
is finite and subadditive on P,
0

0 Ð=ß >Ñ  0 Ð= • 5ß >Ñ

0 Ð= ” 5ß 7 Ñ  0 Ð5ß 7 Ñ

0ß

so equality occurs throughout. Hence = • 5 − P9> and = ” 5 − P97 . Thus P†9 is ascending and sublattice valued on the set of > in 1X P for which P9> is nonempty. Now since 0 Ð † ß >Ñ is lower-semicontinuous with some level set being nonempty and bounded for each > − 1X P, P9> is nonempty
and compact for each such >. Thus, by Theorem 2, P†9 has increasing least, greatest and E-lexicographically-least selections. è
The next result is particularly useful in dynamic-programming applications because it assures
that subadditivity is preserved under minimization.
THEOREM 9. Projections of Subadditive Functions. If W and X are lattices, 0 is subadditive on W ‚ X , and the projection 1 of 0 does not equal _ anywhere, then 1 is subadditive on
1X P.
Proof. Suppose >ß 7 − 1X P and =ß 5 − W . Then since 0 is subadditive,
1Ð> • 7 Ñ  1Ð> ” 7 Ñ Ÿ 0 Ð= • 5ß > • 7 Ñ  0 Ð= ” 5ß > ” 7 Ñ Ÿ 0 Ð=ß >Ñ  0 Ð5ß 7 Ñ.
Now take infima over =ß 5 − W . è
As we shall see, the above results will have myriad applications to many different problems
throughout this course. In many of these applications, 0 is instead real-valued and subadditive
on a sublattice P of W ‚ X , and one seeks an = that minimizes 0 Ð=ß >Ñ over the section P> of P at
> − 1X P. This problem is easily reduced to that discussed in the above theorems by extending
the definition of 0 to W ‚ X by letting 0 be _ on ÐW ‚ X Ñ Ï P. Then P is the effective domain
of 0 , 0 is subadditive on W ‚ X , and one considers instead the equivalent problem of seeking =
that minimizes 0 Ð † ß >Ñ over W where > − X .
6 APPLICATION TO OPTIMAL DYNAMIC PRODUCTION PLANNING
As an illustration of the application of the above results, consider the problem that a production manager faces in scheduling production of a single product to meet a sales forecast over 8
periods at minimum total cost. The manager forecasts that the vector of cumulative sales for a
single product in the next 8 periods "ß á ß 8 will be W œ ÐW" ß á ß W8 Ñ, i.e., W3 is the forecast of
total sales during the periods "ß á ß 3 for 3 œ "ß á ß 8. There is a continuous convex cost -3 ÐDÑ of
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0 units of the product in (resp., at the end of) period 3 œ

"ß á ß 8. There is no initial inventory and none should remain at the end of period 8. The manager seeks a vector \ œ Ð\" ß á ß \8 Ñ of cumulative production levels in periods "ß á ß 8 that
minimizes the 8-period cost
GÐ\ß WÑ ´ " Ò-3 Ð\3  \3" Ñ  23 Ð\3  W3 ÑÓ
8

Ð10Ñ

3œ"

subject to the constraints
Ð11+Ñ
Ð11,Ñ

\3

\3" for 3 œ "ß á ß 8ß \! œ 0,
\

W and \8 œ W8 .

Variation of Optimal Cumulative Production with Cumulative Sales
Since the manager is not certain that her sales forecast—particularly the timing thereof—is correct, she is interested in examining how changes in the magnitude and timing of her sales forecast
will affect the optimal cumulative production schedule. In this connection, she notes that an increase $ in cumulative sales forecast in a period 3  8 is equivalent to shifting $ units of the sales
forecast from period 3  " to period 3 with no change in the total 8-period sales forecast. With this
in mind, she poses the following questions.
ì Does optimal cumulative production increase with the cumulative sales forecast?
ì If so, does optimal cumulative production increase at a slower rate than the cumulative sales
forecast in a period?
ì Does the incremental cost of optimally satisfying an increase in the cumulative sales forecast in
one period fall as the cumulative sales forecast in other periods rise?

Optimal Cumulative Production Rises with the Cumulative Sales Forecast
To answer the first question, observe that the set P of pairs Ð\ß WÑ satisfying the constraints
Ð11+Ñ and Ð11,Ñ is a polyhedral sublattice of d #8 by Example 6. Since the -3 and 23 are convex, a
convex function of the difference of two variables is subadditive, and sums of subadditive functions are subadditive, G is subadditive. Moreover, since the -3 and 23 are continuous, so is G .
The cumulative sales forecast vector W is feasible if and only if it lies in the projection Pw of P
on the set of all such vectors, viz., the polyhedral sublattice described by the inequalities W8
and W8

0

W3 for all " Ÿ 3  8. Thus by the Increasing-Optimal-Selections Theorem, there is a

least \ œ \ÐWÑ that minimizes GÐ\ß WÑ subject to Ð\ß WÑ − P, and \ÐWÑ is increasing in W on
Pw , i.e., the optimal cumulative production in each period is increasing in the cumulative sales
forecast in every period. As one application of this result, observe from the remarks in the pre-
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ceding paragraph that shifting the sales forecast to earlier periods has the effect of increasing optimal cumulative production.
Optimal Cumulative Production Rises Slower than the Cumulative Sales Forecast
Now consider the second question, viz., is W4 "  \ÐWÑ increasing in W4 where 4 is fixed and "
is here an 8-vector of ones? To that end, make the change of variables ] œ W4 "  \ and show
that a suitable optimal ] is increasing in W4 . The transformed problem becomes that of choosing
] œ Ð]3 Ñ to minimize
G4 Ð] ß W4 Ñ ´ " Ò-3 Ð]3"  ]3 Ñ  23 ÐW4  W3  ]3 ÑÓ
8

Ð10Ñ

w

3œ"

subject to
Ð11aÑw
Ð11bÑw

]3 Ÿ ]3" for 3 œ "ß á ß 8ß ]! œ W4 ß
W4  ] 3

W3 for 3 Á 4 and ]3 Ÿ 0 for 3 œ 4ß

with equality occurring in Ð11,Ñw whenever 3 œ 8. Now observe that the set P4 of pairs Ð] ß W4 Ñ
satisfying Ð11+Ñw and Ð11,Ñw is a compact polyhedral sublattice with the W3 fixed for all 3 Á 4.
Also since the -3 and 23 are continuous and convex, the total cost G4 is continuous and subadditive. Thus by the Increasing-Optimal-Selections Theorem, there is a greatest ] œ ] ÐW4 Ñ minimizing G4 Ð † ß W4 Ñ subject to Ð] ß W4 Ñ − P4 , and ] ÐW4 Ñ is increasing in W4 for W − Pw . Incidentally,
we chose the greatest ] œ W4 "  \ here because it corresponds to the least \ , so ] ÐW4 Ñ œ W4 " 
\ÐWÑ.
Subadditivity of Minimum Cost in Cumulative Sales Forecast Vector
The third question has an affirmative answer by observing from the Projections-of Subadditive-Functions Theorem * that the minimum GÐWÑ of GÐ\ß WÑ over the set of \ with Ð\ß WÑ − P
is subadditive in W on Pw . Thus by the Equivalence-of-Subadditivity-and-Pairwise-Subadditivity
Theorem % and (4a), the incremental cost ?3 GÐWÑ of optimally satisfying an increase in the
cumulative sales forecast in period 3, say, falls as the cumulative sales forecast in other periods
rise.
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3
Noncooperative and Cooperative Games:
Competition and Cooperation in Supply Chains
[Na51], [Ta55], [DS63], ÒTo70Ó, [Ve74], [Ow75], ÒTo79Ó, ÒMR90Ó, [MR92], [De92], [De99]
1 INTRODUCTION
The facilities in a large supply chain are typically owned by many firms with differing interests. This raises questions of how such supply chains might operate. The sequel discusses two
contrasting approaches to this problem. One approach is a competitive one in which each firm
seeks to maximize its own profits given the strategies of the other firms. This leads to the study
of noncooperative games. The second approach is a cooperative one in which the firms collaborate to maximize the aggregate profits of all firms and then allocate the profits among them. This
leads to the study of cooperative games. The sequel examines both approaches.
A noncooperative game consists of a (finite) collection of competing firms each of which has a
set of available strategies and earns a profit that depends on the strategy profile, i.e., the vector
of strategies of all firms. An important strategy profile for such games is a Nash equilibrium, i.e.,
the strategy each firm uses in the profile maximizes its profit given the other firms’ strategies in
the profile. The rationale for supposing that competitive firms will choose strategies that form a
Nash equilibrium is that in any other strategy profile at least one of the firms can increase its
profits by altering its strategy given that the other firms do not change their strategies.
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There are two different hypotheses that assure the existence of a Nash equilibrium. One is
that each firm’s strategy set is convex and its profit is concave on its strategy set. The second,
which §3.2 develops, is that each firm’s strategy set is a lattice and the profit the firm earns is
superadditive on the product of the strategy set of the firm and each chain of strategies of the
other firms. Both hypotheses are useful. The attractive features of the superadditivity hypothesis
are similar to those of the lattice-programming problems that §2 discusses and so do not require
repetition here.
Although Nash equilibria are firm-by-firm optimal, there are often strategy profiles that simultaneously give each firm higher profits than does any Nash equilibrium. In that event, cooperating to use such a strategy profile would allow all firms to achieve higher profits. This suggests consideration of games that explicitly consider the possibility of cooperation.
A cooperative game consists of a (finite) collection of firms that seek to maximize the aggregate profits of all firms and share the profits among them. The question arises how those profits
might be allocated among the firms. One widely recognized criterion for acceptability of a profit
allocation (of total profits to the firms) is that it lie in the core. The core is the set of profit allocations for which each subset of firms earns at least as much from its profit allocation (the sum
of the allocations to each firm in the subset) as it could guarantee by independent operation. Section 3.3 below shows how to find elements in the core of a cooperative linear-programming game
by solving a single linear program whose size grows at worst linearly with the number of firms.
Finding all elements of the core of such a game appears to require solution of a linear program
whose size grows exponentially with the number of firms.
2 NASH EQUILIBRIA of NONCOOPERATIVE SUPERADDITIVE GAMES
Let M be a finite set of firms and g Á X © d 7 be a set of exogenous parameters reflecting the environment in which the firms compete, e.g., costs, technologies, weather, laws, etc. For each firm
3 − M , let g Á W3 © d 8 be the set of strategies available to 3 and W 3 ´ ‚ MÏÖ3× W4 be the strategy profile
set of firms other than 3. Let W ´ ‚ M W3 be the strategy profile set of all firms. For each firm 3 − M
and strategy profile = − W of all firms, let =3 − W3 and =3 − W 3 denote respectively the corresponding strategy of firm 3 and strategy profile of the other firms.
Consider firm 3 − M , a strategy profile = − W of all firms, and a parameter > − X . Let g Á W=3> ©
W3 be firm 3's feasible replies to = with W=3> being independent of =3 . Let ?3 Ð=ß >Ñ be the real-valued
>
profit to firm 3. Let V=3
be firm 3’s set of optimal replies, i.e., the set of 53 that maximize ?3 Ð5ß >Ñ

over 53 − W=3> given 53 œ =3 .
>
Fix a strategy profile = − W of all firms and a parameter > − X . Let V=> ´ ‚ 3−M V=3
be the set of

optimal replies of the firms to = at >. Call = a Nash equilibrium at > if = − V=> , i.e., = is an optimal
reply to itself at >.
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THEOREM 1. Existence and Monotonicity of Nash Equilibria with Superadditive Profits.
Suppose that for each firm 3 − M , the set W=3> of feasible replies to = − W at > − X is a nonempty compact sublattice of the compact lattice W3 of the firm’s strategies and is ascending in Ð=ß >Ñ on W ‚ X ,
the profit u3 Ð=ß >Ñ to firm 3 is real-valued and superadditive in Ð=ß >Ñ on W3 ‚ G for each chain G in
W 3 ‚ X , and ?3 Ð=ß >Ñ is upper semicontinuous in =3 on W3 for each Ð=3 ß >Ñ − W 3 ‚ X . Then there exist
least and greatest Nash equilibria at > − X and both are increasing in > on X .
The proof of this result depends on Theorem 2 below which in turn requires some definitions.
Suppose W © d 8 and 5Ð † Ñ is a mapping of W into itself. Call = − W a deficient, a fixed or an excessive point of 5Ð † Ñ respectively according as = Ÿ 5Ð=Ñ, = œ 5Ð=Ñ or =

5Ð=Ñ. If g Á P © W and W is a

compact lattice, then P has a greatest lower (resp., least upper) bound in W , denoted •P (resp.,
”P), because the set of all lower (resp., upper) bounds of P is a nonempty compact sublattice of W .
THEOREM 2. Existence and Monotonicity of Fixed-Points of Increasing Mappings. Suppose
g Á W © d 8 is a compact lattice and g Á X © d 7 . If 5> Ð=Ñ − W is increasing in Ð=ß >Ñ on W ‚ X ,
then 5> Ð † Ñ has a common least Ðresp., greatestÑ fixed and excessive Ðresp., deficientÑ point, and it
is increasing in > on X .
Proof. Since W is a nonempty compact lattice, ”W exists and is in W . Suppose > − X . Then the
set I> of excessive points of 5> Ð † Ñ contains ”W and so is nonempty. Again since W is a compact lattice, •I> exists and is in W . Thus, for each = − I> , =
whence •I>

5> Ð•I> Ñ

5># Ð•I> Ñ.

is the least such point, so 5> Ð•I> Ñ

5> Ð=Ñ

5> Ð•I> Ñ because 5> Ð † Ñ is increasing,

Hence, •I> and 5> Ð•I> Ñ are excessive points of 5> Ð † Ñ and •I>
•I> . Thus => ´ •I> is a fixed point of 5> Ð † Ñ and, since I>

contains all fixed points of 5> Ð † Ñ, => is the least fixed point of 5> Ð † Ñ.
Now suppose > Ÿ 7 − X . Then I> ª I7 because = − I7 implies =

57 Ð=Ñ

5> Ð=Ñ, the last ine-

quality holding by hypothesis. Thus, => œ •I> Ÿ •I7 œ =7 as claimed.
The fact that 5> Ð † Ñ has a common greatest fixed and deficient point and that it is increasing
in > on X follows dually, i.e., by reversing the orderings of W and X (e.g., replace W and X by their
negatives), and applying the result just shown. è
Proof of Theorem 1. It follows from the hypotheses of Theorem 1 and the Increasing-Optimal
Selections Theorem 8 of §2.5 that each firm 3 has a least optimal reply 5>3 Ð=Ñ to each Ð=ß >Ñ − W ‚ X ,
and 5>3 Ð=Ñ is increasing in Ð=ß >Ñ on W ‚ X . Thus, 5> Ð=Ñ ´ Ð5>3 Ð=ÑÑ − W is increasing in Ð=ß >Ñ on W ‚ X .
Hence, by Theorem 2, it follows that 5> Ð † Ñ has a least fixed point => at > − X , => is a Nash equilibrium and => is increasing in > on X .
Next we show that => is the least Nash equilibrium. To that end, suppose = − V=> , i.e., = is a
Nash equilibrium at > − X . Then since = is an optimal reply to itself and 5> Ð=Ñ is the least optimal
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reply to = at >, it follows that 5> Ð=Ñ Ÿ =. Since = is an excessive point of 5> Ð † Ñ and => is the least
such excessive point by Theorem 2, it follows that => Ÿ =. Thus => is the desired least Nash equilibrium. The existence of a greatest Nash equilibrium at > − X and its monotonicity in > on X
follows dually. è
Not all equilibria are equally attractive to all firms in multifirm games. However, in the
present setting, there are natural sufficient conditions assuring that all firms prefer the greatest
(resp., least) Nash equilibria. The next result gives such conditions.
THEOREM 3. Preference for Least and Greatest Nash Equilibria. Suppose for each firm 3 − M
and > − X that W=3> © W5> 3 Ðresp., W=3> ª W5> 3 Ñ for each =ß 5 − W with =3 Ÿ 53 and ?3 Ð=ß >Ñ is increasing
Ðresp., decreasingÑ in =3 on W 3 for each =3 − W3 . If = Ÿ 5 are Nash equilibria at >, then all firms
prefer 5 Ðresp., =Ñ. In particular, under the additional hypotheses of Theorem ", all firms prefer
the greatest Ðresp., leastÑ Nash equilibrium for each > − X .
Proof. It suffices to prove the result reading without parentheses. The other case follows dually.
The hypotheses imply that Y3 Ð=3 ß >Ñ œ max Ö?3 Ð=ß >ÑÀ =3 − W=3> × is increasing in =3 on W 3 . Thus, if
= Ÿ 5 are Nash equilibria at >, then ?3 Ð=ß >Ñ œ Y3 Ð=3 ß >Ñ Ÿ Y3 Ð53 ß >Ñ œ ?3 Ð5ß >Ñ. è
Application to Multifirm Competitive Price Setting
Suppose that a finite set M of firms sell versions of a product that compete in a market. Suppose
also that the unit cost that firm 3 incurs to manufacture the product is -3  !, 3 − M , and - œ Ð-3 Ñ.
The demand .3 Ð:Ñ that firm 3 experiences for the product is positive and depends on the prices
: œ Ð:3 Ñ that the firms charge. The profit that each firm 3 − M earns is
Ð1Ñ

.3 Ð:ÑÐ:3  -3 Ñ.

It is reasonable to assume that each firm will consider only prices that at least cover their costs
plus a minimum acceptable profit 13
Ð2Ñ
where T3

! say. For this reason, assume that
-3  13 Ÿ :3 Ÿ T3 for 3 − M

-3  13 is the maximum price that firm 3 − M is willing to consider charging.

Now maximizing firm 3’s profit .3 Ð:ÑÐ:3  -3 Ñ is equivalent to maximizing its natural log, viz.,
?3 Ð:ß -Ñ ´ ln .3 Ð:Ñ  ln Ð:3  -3 Ñ. Also, ?3 Ð:ß -Ñ is superadditive in : if and only if, as we assume in
the sequel, ln .3 Ð:Ñ has that property because ln Ð:3  -3 Ñ is additive in :. Also, the set of feasible
prices : is a compact sublattice, so firm 3’s feasible prices are a sublattice and are ascending in :3
for all 3. Thus it follows from Theorem 1 that there are least and greatest Nash equilibrium prices.
Next consider what effect an increase in the unit costs - of manufacturing has on the Nash
equilibrium prices. Now ?3 Ð:ß -Ñ is superadditive in Ð:ß -Ñ if and only if each ln Ð:3  -3 Ñ is superad-
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ditive. But the last is so because the natural log is concave. Also, the set of feasible vectors
Ð:ß -Ñ is a sublattice and so each firm 3’s set of feasible prices :3 is ascending in - and in the prices :3
of the other firms. Thus, it follows from Theorem 1 that the least and greatest Nash equilibrium
prices rise with - . Hence, an increase in unit manufacturing costs at any subset of firms leads to
higher Nash equilibrium prices at all firms.
Finally, it is reasonable to suppose that the demand .3 Ð:Ñ at each firm 3 is increasing in the
prices :3 of the other firms. In that event, ?3 Ð:ß -Ñ is also increasing in :3 . Thus, by Theorem 3, all
firms prefer the highest Nash equilibrium prices.
The above results remain valid if any of the additional restrictions given below is present.
This is because they are all sublattices and so firm 3’s set of feasible prices ascends and becomes
larger (in the sense of set inclusion) as the other firms raise their prices.
ì Firm 3 wishes to limit its prices to a given finite set.
ì Firm 3 insists on being a price leader in a subset N of the firms M , i.e., :3 Ÿ :4 for 4 − N .
ì Firm 3 wants to be within 20% of the minimum price, i.e., :3 Ÿ 1.2:4 for all 4 − M .

3 CORE of a COOPERATIVE LINEAR-PROGRAMMING GAME
Consider a finite set M of firms each of whom has operations, e.g., supply chains, that have representations as linear programs. Suppose the linear program representing the operations of firm 3 in
M entails choosing an 8-column vector B

! of activity levels that maximizes the firm’s profit

(3)

-B

subject to the constraint that its consumption EB of resources minorizes its resource vector ,3 , i.e.,
(4)

EB Ÿ ,3 .

The firms are considering forming an alliance that combines their operations with the aim of
increasing overall profits and sharing the benefits. The question arises how the profit of the alliance might be allocated among its members.
An alliance (or coalitionÑ is a subset of the firms. If an alliance W pools its resource vectors, the
linear program that W faces is that of choosing an 8-column vector B ! that maximizes the profit
(3) that W earns subject to its resource constraint (4) with ,W ´ !3−W ,3 replacing ,3 there. Let @W
be the resulting maximum profit of W.
Now consider the grand alliance Ðor grand coalitionÑ, i.e., the set M of all firms. A profit allocation to the firms is an lMl-vector : œ Ð:3 Ñ that distributes the grand alliance’s maximum profit
among the firms, i.e., allocates each firm 3 the profit :3 from the total :M œ @M where :W ´ !3−W :3
for all W © M . Each alliance W can reasonably insist that an acceptable profit allocation ought to
earn W at least as much as W could earn by combining operations of its members, i.e., :W

@W .

For if @W  :W , the firms in W would find it attractive to withdraw from the grand alliance, form
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an alliance W and improve on : by distributing the extra profit @W  :W  ! among its members.
The core is the set of profit allocations : in which each alliance is as well off as it would be by independent operation, i.e., :W

@W for all alliances W . The core can have many elements. In that

event, the core provides a set of profit allocations over which the firms are likely to negotiate.
Checking whether or not a profit allocation is in the core would seem to require solving #lMl
linear programs, one for each alliance, and so rises exponentially with the number lMl of firms.
However, for the cooperative linear programs under discussion, it is possible to find elements in
the core by solving only a single linear program, viz., that of the grand alliance. In particular one
profit allocation in the core entails finding an optimal dual price vector 1 for the linear program
of the grand alliance and then allocating each firm 3 a profit 1,3 equal to the value of the resource
vector that 3 provides at those optimal dual prices.
THEOREM 4. Core of Cooperative Linear Programming Game. For each optimal dual price
vector for the linear program of the grand alliance, allocating each firm the value of its resource
vector at those prices yields a profit allocation in the core.
Proof. Suppose 1 is optimal for the dual of the linear program of the grand alliance. Let : œ Ð:3 Ñ
be the profit allocation that gives each firm 3 − M the profit :3 œ 1, 3 . Then :M œ 1,M œ @M by the
duality theorem. Also, 1 is feasible for the dual of the linear program for each alliance W , so
:W œ 1, W

@W by weak duality. è

The above result shows that the set of profit allocations generated by the set of optimal dual
price vectors for the linear program of the grand alliance is a subset of the core. Unfortunately,
the converse is generally false. However, the converse is true in a larger “<-subsidiary” game provided only that the data Eß , and - are rational. The <-subsidiary game consists of allowing each
firm to subdivide into <, say, subsidiaries of equal size by dividing the resources of the firm into <
equal parts. Each of the < subsidiaries of firm 3 faces a linear program in nonnegative variables
like (3)-(4) above except that the resource vector <" ,3 replaces ,3 . Each firm then becomes a
“holding company” with < identical subsidiaries each of which is free to form alliances with subsidiaries of any firm in M . Of course the linear program for the grand alliance of all subsidiaries
coincides with that of the original grand alliance.
THEOREM 5. Core of Cooperative Linear Programming <-Subsidiary Game. If the data are
rational, the following sets of profit allocations to the firms coincide: Ð3Ñ the set of allocations that
give each firm the value of its resource vector at a common optimal dual price vector for the linear
program of the grand alliance; Ð33Ñ the core of the <-subsidiary game for all large enough positive
integers <.
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Differing Activities, Resource Types or Unit Profits. It is possible to reduce problems in which
firms have differing activities, resource types and/or unit profits to the problem discussed heretofore in which E and - are not firm dependent. To do this, form the linear program of the grand
alliance with upper bounds (possibly _) on all activity levels (variables) included. The upper
bounds on activity levels are new resource types. Form each firm’s linear program from that of
the grand alliance as follows. Set the upper bound on an activity level of a firm equal to zero if the
activity (or unit profit thereof) is not available to the firm. Set the firm’s resources of a given type
equal to its portion of the total available to the alliance, e.g., zero if the firm does not have a resource type and its activities do not consume it.
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4
Convex-Cost Network Flows & Supply Chains:
Substitutes/Complements/Ripples
[Sh61], [IV68,69], [Ve68b,75], [GP81], [GV85], [CGV90a,b]
1 INTRODUCTION
The inventory manager discussed in §2.' may also be interested in knowing that there exist
optimal production levels in each period that are increasing in the actual, as distinguished from
the cumulative, sales forecast in each period. It does not appear to be possible to deduce this
result directly from the Increasing-Optimal-Selections Theorem because the set of feasible solutions is not a sublattice. However, as we saw in §1.2, the constraints can be expressed as a network-flow problem in which the sales in each period are fixed demands at nodes other than node
zero, or equivalently, fixed flows from nodes other than node zero to that node. This suggests
that it might be useful to explore the variation of optimal network flows with their parameters.
That is the goal of this section.
We study the qualitative variation of minimum-cost network flows and their associated costs
with various parameters of the problem, e.g., arc-flow bounds, node demands, cost-function parameters, etc. The aim will be to establish when the optimal flow in one arc is independent of or
monotone in the parameter associated with a second arc, to give bounds on the rate of change of
the second arc flow with the first arc parameter and to show that the magnitude of change in
39
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the second arc flow diminishes the “less biconnected” it is to the first arc. Moreover, we investigate when the minimum cost is additive, subadditive or superadditive in the parameters associated with two arcs. Finally, we apply these results to a multi-period production/inventory problem by discussing the effect of changes in parameters on optimal production, inventories and
sales.
Minimum-Cost Network-Flow Problem
Let Z œ Ða ß TÑ be a ÐdirectedÑ graph with nodes a and arcs T . Each arc is directed from
one node, called its tail, to a different node, called its head. Several arcs may have the same
head and tail. Denote by T3 Ðresp., T3 Ñ the set of arcs having tail Ðresp., headÑ 3. There is a
given demand .3 at each node 3. Let B+ be the flow in arc + and >+ be an associated parameter
Ðe.g., an upper or lower bound on B+ Ñ, the last restricted to a lattice X+ in d 5 for some 5 depending on +. There is a cost -+ ÐB+ ß >+ Ñ incurred when the flow in arc + is B+ and the associated
parameter is >+ . Assume that -+ is a _ or real-valued function on d ‚ X+ for each arc +. The
problem is to find a vector B œ ÐB+ Ñ that minimizes the total cost
GÐBß >Ñ ´ "-+ ÐB+ ß >+ Ñ

Ð1Ñ

+−T

associated with a parameter vector > œ Ð>+ Ñ subject to the flow-conservation equations
Ð2Ñ

" B+  " B+ œ .3 for 3 − a .

+−T3

+−T3

Call a vector B satisfying Ð2Ñ a flow and, if .3 œ ! for all 3, a circulation. The difference of
two flows is a circulation. Call a parameter vector > feasible if there is a flow B, called feasible
for >, such that GÐBß >Ñ is finite.
Let X be a subset of ‚ + X+ , VÐ>Ñ be the infimum of GÐBß >Ñ over all flows B, and \Ð>Ñ be the
set of feasible flows that minimize GÐ † ß >Ñ for > − X . Call \Ð † Ñ the optimal-flow multifunction on
the set X 9 of > − X for which \Ð>Ñ Á g, and a selection therefrom an optimal-flow selection.
It is useful now to explore when changing the parameter in one arc does not affect the optimal flow in another arc. First, recall a few facts about ÐdirectedÑ graphs.
Graphs
Simple Paths and Cycles. A simple path is an alternating finite sequence of distinct nodes
and arcs that begins and ends with a node and such that each arc joins the nodes immediately
preceding and following it in the sequence. If instead the first and last nodes in the sequence are
the same, call the sequence a simple cycle. Call a simple cycle oriented if a direction of traversing the cycle is specified. In that event, call the arcs that are traversed in their natural order forward arcs and call the others backward arcs. Call a circulation simple if its induced subgraph is a
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simple cycle.1 Figure 1 illustrates these definitions. Label the forward (resp., backward) arcs of
the oriented simple cycle in Figure 1 by 0 (resp., ,).

Simple Path

Simple Cycle

b

f

f

b

Oriented Simple Cycle

Figure 1. Simple Paths and Cycles
Connectivity. Call two distinct nodes in a graph 5 -connected if 5  ! and there exist at least
5 internally node-disjoint simple paths joining the two nodes or if 5 œ ! and there is no simple
path joining the two nodes. We use disconnected, connected, biconnected, and triconnected interchangeably with !-connected, "-connected, #-connected and 3-connected respectively. Figure 2 illustrates the last three definitions.

Connected Graph

Biconnected Graph

Triconnected Graph

Figure 2. Some 5 -Connected Graphs
Call a graph complete if every pair of distinct nodes is joined by a single arc. Call a graph
with two or more nodes 5 -connected if 5  ! and every pair of distinct nodes is 5 -connected or if
5 œ ! and some pair of distinct nodes is !-connected. Call a graph with one node "-connected.
Here again we use disconnected, connected, biconnected and triconnected interchangeably with
!-connected, "-connected, #-connected and 3-connected respectively. It is not difficult to show
that a graph is biconnected if and only if there is a pair of distinct arcs, and each such pair is
contained in a simple cycle.
Decomposition into Connected Components. A subgraph of a graph Z œ Ða ß TÑ is a graph
whose node and arc sets are respectively subsets of a and T. A connected component of a graph
is a maximal2 connected subgraph. It is easy to show that the maximal connected components of
a directed graph form a partition thereof. For example, the three graphs in Figure 2 can be considered to be the three connected components of the combined graph consisting of all three. Hence,
the set of flows in a graph is a ÐdirectÑ product of the sets of flows in each connected component
thereof. Moreover, there is a flow if and only if the sum of the demands in each connected com1The subgraph induced by a flow is the set of arcs having nonzero flow and the nodes incident thereto.
2A subset P of a set W is maximal among those with a property T if there is no subset of W with the property T that

properly contains P.
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ponent is zero, which we assume in the sequel. Thus a minimum-cost network-flow problem can
be solved by decomposing its directed graph into its connected components and solving the resulting network-flow problem on each such connected component.
Decomposition into Biconnected Components. The question arises whether it is possible to
decompose a network-flow problem on a connected graph into independent subproblems. The
answer is that it is, provided that the graph has a cut node, i.e., a node / for which there are
two subgraphs whose union is the graph and that have only node / in common.
In order to see why, consider the graph of Figure 3. Suppose that the demands at the three
nodes are, in order from left to right, "ß #ß 3. Then the node shared by arcs + and / is a cut
node whose deletion disconnects the other two nodes in the graph. Now since flow is conserved,
the net flow into the cut node from arcs + and , is " and that from . and / is 3. Since the
demand at the cut node is the sum of these two demands, it follows that a flow in the graph is a
ÐdirectÑ product of two flows, one in the simple cycle containing +ß , and the other in the simple
cycle containing .ß /. Also the cost of a flow is the sum of the costs of the flows in the two simple cycles. Thus one can find a minimum-cost flow by splitting the network-flow problem into
two independent subproblems, one on each simple cycle.

a
"

d
#

b

$
e

Figure 3. A Connected Graph With a Cut Node
A biconnected component of a graph is a maximal subgraph among those that are either biconnected, or comprise a single node or a single arc. It is known that a connected graph can be
decomposed into biconnected components. Each cut node belongs to at least two biconnected
components; every other node belongs to exactly one biconnected component; and each two distinct biconnected components share at most one ÐcutÑ node. Moreover, the Ðundirected bipartiteÑ graph whose nodes are the cut nodes and the biconnected components, and whose arcs join
cut nodes to the biconnected components to which they belong, is a tree, as Figure 4 illustrates.
It can be shown from these results that a connected network-flow problem can be decomposed
into independent network-flow problems on each biconnected component.
Restriction to Biconnected Network-Flow Problems
It follows from the above discussion that changing the parameter of an arc in one biconnected component of a graph has no effect on the minimum-cost flows in other biconnected
components or on their costs. Also, changing the parameter associated with an arc of a bicon-
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nected component that consists of a single arc cannot change the flow therein. And a graph
consisting of a single node has no arcs. For these reasons, it suffices to consider the effect of
changing arc parameters on minimum-cost flows in a biconnected graph.
Cut Nodes

Cut Nodes

Biconnected-Component Nodes

Biconnected Components

Associated Tree
Figure 4. A Tree of Biconnected Components
2 RIPPLE THEOREM
Changing the parameter of an arc , say, has effects that ripple through the network. It is
plausible that the magnitude of the resulting change in the optimal flow in an arc + diminishes
the “more remote” + is from ,. This subsection shows that this is indeed the case if “more remote” means “less-biconnected-to”. To see this, it is necessary to give a few definitions and establish a fundamental Circulation-Decomposition Theorem.
Circulation-Decomposition Theorem ÒBe'"Ó, ÒBe(3, p. *"Ó
Call two vectors Ð?3 Ñ and Ð@3 Ñ conformal if ?3 @3

! for all 3. Call a set of vectors conformal if

that is so of each pair in the set.
A simple chain Ðresp., circuitÑ is a simple path Ðresp., cycleÑ that orients all arcs in the same
way. The simple chain joins 3 to 4 if 3 and 4 are each end nodes of the chain, 3 is the tail of an
arc in the chain, and 4 is the head of an arc therein.
In order to motivate the next result, consider the circulation B œ ÐB+ ß B, ß B. Ñ œ Ð# % #Ñ in the
graph with two nodes and three arcs in Figure 5. The question arises whether B can be expressed
as a sum of simple circulations. The answer is it can, e.g., B œ B  B is the sum of the simple
circulations B œ Ð! % %Ñ and B œ Ð# ! #Ñ. Observe that these simple circulations are not

a
b
d
Figure 5. A Graph with Two Nodes and Three Arcs
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w
ww
conformal because B
. B. œ )  !. On the other hand, we can also express B œ B  B as the

sum of the simple circulations Bw œ Ð# # !Ñ and Bww œ Ð! # #Ñ that are conformal since Bw+ Bww+ œ

!, Bw, Bww, œ %

! and Bw. Bww. œ !. The next result asserts that it is possible to do this for any circu-

lation.
THEOREM 1. Circulation Decomposition. Each circulation Ðresp., integer circulationÑ with
:

# arcs in its induced subgraph is a sum of at most :  " simple conformal circulations Ðresp.,

integer circulationsÑ, each with distinct induced cycles.
Proof. Let B be a circulation. We begin by proving the result reading without parentheses
for the case B
holds for :  " Ð

!. The proof is by induction on :. The result is obvious for : œ #. Suppose it
#Ñ or less arcs and consider :.

It is enough to construct a simple circulation ! Ÿ C Ÿ B with C+ œ B+  ! for at least one arc

+. For then D ´ B  C

! is a circulation with at most :  " arcs in its induced subgraph, and

the result follows from the induction hypothesis.
To construct C, let Œ be a maximal simple chain in the subgraph induced by B, and suppose
Œ joins 3 to 4, say. Since B is a nonnegative circulation, there is an arc Ð4ß 5Ñ, say, in the induced
subgraph. Since Œ is maximal, 5 must be a node of Œ. Let ‚ be the set of arcs in the subchain
of Œ that joins 5 to 4 together with the arc Ð4ß 5Ñ. Evidently the arcs in ‚ form a simple circuit
in the subgraph induced by B. Put - ´ min+−‚ B+ . The desired simple circulation C œ ÐC+ Ñ is formed
by putting C+ œ - for + − ‚ and C+ œ ! otherwise. By construction C Ÿ B and C+ œ B+ for some

+ − ‚, so that + cannot belong to the subgraph induced by D œ B  C. Finally, observe that if B
is integer, the simple circulation C is also integer.
It remains to consider the case B Î !. To that end, let B‡ be formed by replacing each arc
Ð3ß 4Ñ in the set  of arcs in which the flow is negative by its reverse arc Ð4ß 3Ñ and letting the flow
in Ð4ß 3Ñ be minus the flow in Ð3ß 4Ñ. Then B‡

! is a circulation in the graph in which the arcs in

 are replaced by the set ‡ of arcs that reverse arcs in . Now apply the representation established above for nonnegative flows to B‡ , reverse the arcs in ‡ to restore the graph to its original form, and replace the flow in each arc in ‡ in the simple circulations in the representation
of B‡ by their negatives. This preserves the conformality of the simple circulations in the representation and establishes the desired result. è
Ripple Theorem
We now apply this result to show that if one changes the parameter of a single arc , say, the
change in one optimal flow is a sum of simple conformal circulations each of whose induced simple cycle contains the arc. Thus the simple cycles induced by those simple circulations might ap-
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pear as in Figure 6. Moreover, the magnitude of the change in the optimal flow in another arc
diminishes the “less biconnected” the arc is to arc ,.

b

Figure 6. Simple Cycles Induced by Changing Arc ,’s Parameter
We say that arc + is less biconnected to arc , than is an arc ., written + Ÿ, . , if every simple
cycle containing + and , also contains .. The relation Ÿ , is easily seen to be reflexive (+ Ÿ , + for
all +) and transitive (+ Ÿ , . and . Ÿ , / imply that + Ÿ , /) and so quasi-orders the set of arcs. Figure 7 illustrates the relation Ÿ , in a series-parallel graph.

e
f

g
a
b

d

, Ÿ , +ß + Ÿ , ,ß . Ÿ , +ß / Ÿ , .ß 0 Ÿ , /ß 1 Ÿ , .ß 1 Ÿ
Î,0
Figure 7. Less-Biconnected-to-, Relation
THEOREM 2. Ripple. In a biconnected graph, if t and t w − X differ only in component , − T ,
-+ Ð † ß >+ Ñ is convex for each + − T Ï Ö,×, B is an element Ðresp., integer elementÑ of \Ð>Ñ, and \Ð> w Ñ

has an element Ðresp., integer elementÑ, then for one such element Bw ,
"‰ Bw  B is a sum of simple conformal circulations Ðresp., integer circulationsÑ each of whose

induced cycle contains , and
#‰ lBw+  B+ l decreases the less biconnected + is to , .
Proof. To establish "‰ , suppose Bw is an element Ðresp., integer elementÑ of \Ð> w Ñ. Then Bw  B
is a sum of simple conformal circulations Ðresp., integer circulationsÑ by the Circulation-Decomposition Theorem. Let C be the sum of the simple circulations whose induced cycle contains , and
let D be the sum of the remaining simple circulations. Then C and D are conformal.
We claim that

-+ ÐB+  C+ ß >+w Ñ  -+ ÐB+  D+ ß >+ Ñ Ÿ -+ ÐB+w ß >+w Ñ  -+ ÐB+ ß >+ Ñ for + − T.
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To see this observe that if + Á ,, then >+w œ >+ and the inequality follows from the convexity of

-+ Ð † ß >+ Ñ. If instead + œ , , the inequality holds as an identity on observing that B,  C, œ Bw, and
D, œ !. Summing the above inequalities over all arcs yields
GÐB  Cß > w Ñ  GÐB  Dß >Ñ Ÿ GÐBw ß > w Ñ  GÐBß >Ñ.
Hence B  C − \Ð> w Ñ and B  D − \Ð>Ñ because Bw − \Ð> w Ñ, B − \Ð>Ñ and the two terms on the
right-hand side of the above inequality are finite. Moreover, if B and Bw are integer, so is B  C.
Therefore B  C is the desired optimal flow for > w .
It remains to establish #‰ . To that end, observe that if + Ÿ , . , . is contained in each of the
induced cycles that contains +. Thus since the corresponding simple circulations are conformal,
the result follows. è
As an application of the second assertion of the Ripple Theorem, observe that if one changes
the parameter of arc , in a network-flow problem on the graph of Figure 7, then the absolute
change $ B! in arc !’s optimal flow satisfies $ B, œ $ B+

$ B.

$ B/

$ B0 and $ B.

$ B1 .

3 CONFORMALITY AND SUBADDITIVITY
When is One Optimal Arc-Flow Monotone in Another Arc's Parameter?
There are two types of assumptions needed to assure that the optimal flow in one arc of a
biconnected graph is monotone in the parameter of a second arc. One concerns the nature of the
arc costs and the other the relative position of the two arcs in the network.
Assumptions on the Arc Costs
In order to motivate the assumptions needed on the arc costs to assure that the arc flows are
monotone in certain parameters, consider first the simple case that Figure & illustrates in which
there are zero demands at the two nodes and real parameters associated with the three arcs. Then

B. œ B,  B+ in each flow, so the total cost of a flow becomes
-+ ÐB+ ß >+ Ñ  -, ÐB, ß >, Ñ  -. ÐB,  B+ ß >. Ñ.
In order to be assured that the set of optimal B+ ß B, will be ascending in the parameters >+
and >, , it suffices to require that -+ Ð † ß † Ñ and -, Ð † ß † Ñ be subadditive, -. Ð † ß >. Ñ be convex for
each >. , and the set of pairs ÐB+ ß B, Ñ with minimum total cost be nonempty and compact for
each Ð>+ ß >, Ñ by the Increasing-Optimal-Selections Theorem. For this reason, assume in the sequel
that the arc costs are subadditive in the arc-flow parameter-pairs and convex in the arc flows.
The subadditivity and convexity assumptions on the arc costs are quite flexible. They permit, for example, the parameter >+ to be an upper or lower bound on the flow in arc +, a fixed
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flow in arc +, a parameter of arc +’s cost function, or a vector containing several. To illustrate, if
one is interested in studying the effect of changes in the upper and lower bounds and in a parameter of the flow cost for arc +, X+ could be the sublattice of d $ consisting of triples Ð?ß 6ß :Ñ
for which 6 Ÿ ?. The following examples illustrate these possibilities for an arc with flow 0 therein, parameter 7 a real number and flow cost -Ð0ß 7 Ñ. In these examples it will be convenient to denote by $ and $! the indicator functions respectively of the subsets d and Ö!× of d.
Example 1. Translation of an Arc's Flow by its Parameter. The most common applications
of network flows involve translating an arc flow by a parameter. This is handled by putting

-Ð0ß 7 Ñ ´ -Ð0  7 Ñ where -Ð † Ñ is _ or real-valued. Then -Ð † ß † Ñ is subadditive if and only if
-Ð † Ñ is convex. And in that event, -Ð † ß † Ñ is also convex. We now apply this idea to accommodate upper and lower bounds on arc flows, and fixed flows therein.
Upper and Lower Bounds. The function -Ð † ß † Ñ is subadditive if either

ÐaÑ

-Ð0ß 7 Ñ œ -Ð0Ñ  $ Ð0  7 Ñ

ÐbÑ

-Ð0ß 7 Ñ œ -Ð0Ñ  $ Ð7  0Ñ

or

where -Ð † Ñ is _ or real-valued. This is because -Ð † Ñ is trivially subadditive and $ is convex
so $ Ð0  7 Ñ is subadditive. Observe that 7 can be thought of as a lower Ðresp., upperÑ bound on
0 in ÐaÑ Ðresp., ÐbÑÑ because the cost is infinite when 0 is less Ðresp., greaterÑ than 7 . If also -Ð † Ñ
is convex, then -Ð † ß 7 Ñ will be convex as well. This shows that upper and lower bounds on an
arc’s flow can be absorbed into the arc’s cost function without destroying its subadditivity or
convexity.
Fixed Flows. The flow 0 in an arc can be fixed at a value 7 by putting -Ð0ß 7 Ñ œ -Ð0Ñ  $! Ð0  7 Ñ
where -Ð † Ñ is _ or real-valued. Since $! is convex, -Ð † ß † Ñ is subadditive. If -Ð † Ñ is convex, the
same is so of -Ð † ß † Ñ. As we shall see subsequently, this technique is useful for studying the effect
of changes in the demands at the various nodes.
Example 2. Join of an Arc's Flow and its Parameter. In some situations an arc flow incurs
its normal cost if the flow is above a given level and the cost of the given level otherwise. This is
encompassed by putting -Ð0ß 7 Ñ ´ -Ð0 ” 7 Ñ where 7 is the given flow level. Observe that -Ð † ß † Ñ
is subadditive Ðresp., convexÑ if and only if -Ð † Ñ is increasing Ðresp., increasing and convexÑ. In
that event -Ð0ß 7 Ñ œ -Ð0Ñ ” -Ð7 Ñ.
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Example 3. Product of an Arc's Flow and its Parameter. In applications to flows with linear cost functions or with gains and losses, interest centers on the effects of multiplying an arc’s
flow by its parameter. This is treated by putting -Ð0ß 7 Ñ ´ -Ð07 Ñ with -Ð † Ñ being _ or real-valued. Then -Ð † ß 7 Ñ is convex if that is so of -Ð † Ñ. Also if -Ð † Ñ is finite-valued and twice continuously differentiable, then H"# -Ð0ß 7 Ñ œ H-Ð07 Ñ  07 H# -Ð07 Ñ so -Ð † ß † Ñ is subadditive Ðresp., superadditive, additiveÑ if H-Ð?Ñ  ?H# -Ð?Ñ is uniformly nonpositive Ðresp., nonnegative, zeroÑ in ?.
In particular, -Ð † ß 7 Ñ is convex and -Ð † ß † Ñ is superadditive if -Ð?Ñ œ ?, i.e., in the case of linear
costs with 7 being the unit cost. Also, -Ð † ß 7 Ñ is convex and -Ð † ß † Ñ is subadditive Ðresp, superadditive, additiveÑ if for ?

!, -Ð?Ñ is ?! with !  !  " Ðresp., ?! with !  ! or "  !, ln ? Ñ.

Example 4. Product of an Arc's Cost and its Parameter. One is often interested in the impact of increasing or decreasing costs by a given percent. This is encompassed by putting -Ð0ß 7 Ñ ´
7 -Ð0Ñ with -Ð † Ñ being _ or real-valued. Then -Ð † ß † Ñ is subadditive Ðresp., superadditiveÑ if

-Ð † Ñ is decreasing Ðresp., increasingÑ; and -Ð † ß 7 Ñ is convex if -Ð † Ñ is convex and 7

!. In that

event "!!Ð7  "Ñ is the Ðpossibly negativeÑ percent increase in the cost function -Ð † Ñ.
Assumptions on the Arc Positions
In order to see why the position of two arcs in a network can prevent the optimal flow in
one of the arcs from being monotone in the parameter of the other arc, consider the complete
graph O% Ðor wheel [% Ñ on four nodes in Figure 8. Assume that -, ÐB, ß >, Ñ œ $! ÐB,  >, Ñ, assuring
that B, œ >, . Also assume that all other arc flows lie in the unit interval and have linear costs
thereon. In particular, the unit costs are one for arcs . and /, and zero otherwise. Thus the arc
costs are each convex in the arc flows and -, is also subadditive. Finally, assume that all demands
are zero.

f
a

e

1

d
1
g

b

Figure 8. Complete Graph O% (or Wheel [% ) on Four Nodes
In this event, for >, between zero and one, it is optimal to send >, units along the cycle , 0 +

1. However, when >, œ ", arcs 0 , + and 1 become saturated so that increasing >, above one requires sending >,  " units along the only unsaturated cycle, viz., , . + /, thereby reducing the
flow in arc +. Thus the optimal flow in arc + is >, • Ð#  >, Ñ, and so increases with >, on Ò!ß "Ó and
decreases with >, on Ò"ß #Ó. Hence, the optimal flow in arc + is not monotone in >, .
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The difficulty in this example is that there are two simple cycles containing both arcs + and

, with one cycle orienting the arcs in the same way and the other cycle orienting the arcs in opposite ways. Moreover, depending on the arc costs, increasing >, by a small amount can cause
the flow to increase on either cycle, so the optimal flow in arc + may rise or fall with >, . This suggests that we shall need to restrict attention to pairs of arcs for which two such simple cycles do
not exist. This turns out to be the condition on the position of the arcs required to assure the
desired monotonicity of arc flows.
Substitutes and Complements in Biconnected Graphs
Call an arc in a biconnected graph a complement Ðresp., substituteÑ of a second arc if every
simple cycle containing both arcs orients them in the same Ðresp., oppositeÑ way. Call an arc con-

formal with a second arc if the former is either a complement or substitute of the second. No arc
is both a complement and a substitute of a second arc. All three relations are symmetric. Here are
a few examples.
ì Every arc is a complement of itself.
ì Two arcs sharing a node that is a head of one and a tail of the other are
complements.
ì Two distinct arcs with common heads or common tails are substitutes.

Substitutes and Complements in Planar Graphs
Another important example of conformal pairs of arcs arises in a special class of graphs
called “planar”. Call a graph Z œ Ða ß TÑ planar if it can be embedded in the plane in such a
way that nodes are points and arcs are simple curves that intersect only at nodes. Examples of
planar graphs include those of Figures &, ( and ), as well as the production-planning graph of
Figure ".". Although the complete graph O% on four nodes is planar, that is not so of the complete graph O& on five nodes or of the complete bipartite graph O$$ as Figure 9 illustrates.3
Faces and Boundary of a Planar Graph. Each embedding of a planar graph divides the plane
into connected regions, called faces, viz., the maximal open connected subsets not meeting any node
or arc. If also the graph is biconnected, the arcs on the boundary of each of these faces form a simple cycle as all of the examples of planar graphs cited above Ðeach of which is also biconnectedÑ illustrate.

3Indeed, a famous result of Kuratowski asserts that a graph is planar if and only if it does not “contain” either of
these two graphs.
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K5

K33
Figure 9. Two Nonplanar Graphs

Conformal Arcs in Planar Graphs. Two arcs in a planar graph need not be conformal, e.g.,
a pair of node-disjoint arcs in the wheel [% . On the other hand, two arcs on the boundary of a
common face of a biconnected planar graph are conformal. This may be proved as follows. Suppose that Ð3ß 4Ñ and Ð5ß 6Ñ are arcs on the boundary of a common face of a biconnected planar
graph as Figure 10 illustrates. Since the boundary of the face is a simple cycle, there is no loss of

j

k

i

l

Figure 10. Arcs on the Boundary of a Face of a Biconnected Planar Graph
generality in assuming that 3ß 4ß 5ß 6 occur in clockwise order around the boundary of the face. If
the arcs are not conformal, they must be node-disjoint and there must exist node-disjoint simple
paths from 4 to 6 and from 3 to 5 . But because the graph is planar and the arcs lie on the
boundary, those two paths must share a common node as Figure 10 illustrates—a contradiction.
Indeed, it is known that two node-disjoint arcs in a triconnected planar graph are conformal if
and only if they lie on the boundary of a common face.
Wheels. An important example of a triconnected planar graph is a wheel [: on :

% nodes,

i.e., a graph formed from a simple cycle with :  " (rim) arcs by appending a hub node and spoke

arcs joining the hub node to each node in the cycle. As we shall see subsequently, the wheel on
: nodes arises in the study of cyclic inventory problems with period :  ". Then the spoke arcs
are the production arcs and the rim arcs are the storage arcs in each period. Two arcs in a wheel
are conformal if and only if they are incident or both lie on the rim of the wheel, and so on the
boundary of a common face, viz., the exterior one. In particular, the rim arcs of the wheel [& of
Figure 11 are complements, the distinct spoke arcs are substitutes, and a rim arc is a complement Ðresp., substituteÑ of a spoke arc if and only if the head of the spoke arc is the tail Ðresp.,
headÑ of the rim arc.
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Figure 11. The Wheel [&
Substitutes and Complements in Series-Parallel Graphs
As the wheel [& illustrates, in general some, but by no means all, pairs of arcs in a biconnected graph are conformal. Nevertheless, it is possible to characterize constructively the subclass of biconnected graphs, called pairwise conformal, in which every pair of arcs is conformal.
In order to give the characterization, it is necessary to give a definition. Call a biconnected graph

series-parallel if it can be constructed from a simple cycle on two nodes by means of a finite sequence of series-parallel expansions each of which involves replacing an arc either by
ì two arcs in series, i.e., two arcs that respectively join the head and tail of the given arc to a
new appended node, or
ì two arcs in parallel, i.e., two arcs that both join the head and tail of the given arc.

Figure 12 illustrates these expansions. Since both of these expansions preserve biconnectedness
and pairwise conformality, it is clear that biconnected series-parallel graphs are pairwise conformal. Indeed, it is known that the converse is also true. The series-parallel expansions also
preserve planarity, so series-parallel graphs are planar.

i

j
An Arc

i

j
Series Expansion

i

j

Parallel Expansion

Figure 12. Series-Parallel Expansions
It is easy to check whether a biconnected graph is series-parallel by instead doing series-par-

allel contractions. In particular, if there are three or more arcs, look for a pair of arcs that is in
series or in parallel and replace them by a single arc. Repeat these series-parallel contractions
until no such pair exists. If the process terminates with two arcs in parallel, the original graph is
series-parallel. In the contrary event the graph is not series-parallel.
As an example of series-parallel contractions, consider the production-planning graph of Figure ".". Observe that the production arc in the last period is in series with the inventory arc in
the preceding period and so may be replaced by a single arc. The arc so formed is in parallel
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with the production arc in the preceding period and so may be deleted. This leaves a production-planning graph with one fewer periods. Repeating the above construction yields two arcs in
parallel, viz., the production arc in the first period and a copy thereof. Thus the productionplanning graph is series-parallel.
Another example of a series-parallel graph is given in Figure (. An example of a planar graph
that is not series-parallel is the wheel [% in Figure ). This is because there is no pair of arcs that
is in series or in parallel. Indeed, it can be shown that a biconnected graph is series-parallel if and
only if it does not “contain” [% .
Conformal Arcs
To sum up, a pair of arcs of a biconnected graph is conformal if any of the following three conditions holds:
ì the arcs share a node,
ì the arcs lie on the boundary of a single face of a planar graph or
ì the graph is series-parallel.

4 MONOTONICITY OF THE OPTIMAL ARC FLOWS IN ARC PARAMETERS
We now come to our second main result. It asserts that in a network in which the graph is
biconnected, the arc cost functions are convex in the arc flows and subadditive in the arc-flow
parameter-pairs, and mild regularity hypotheses are satisfied, there is an optimal-flow selection

BÐ † Ñ for which the optimal flow in each arc is increasing Ðresp., decreasingÑ in the parameter associated with every arc that is a complement Ðresp., substituteÑ thereof. Moreover, BÐ † Ñ has the
ripple property, i.e., for each >ß > w − X 9 that differ only in a single component , − T say, BÐ> w Ñ  BÐ>Ñ
is a sum of simple conformal circulations each of whose induced cycle contains ,. As we showed in
proving Theorem 1, such a selection necessarily has the property that lB+ Ð> w Ñ  B+ Ð>Ñl diminishes
the less biconnected + is to ,.
THEOREM 3. Monotone Optimal-Flow Selection. In a biconnected graph, suppose -+ Ð † ß 7 Ñ

is convex and lower semicontinuous for each 7 − X+ and -+ is subadditive for + − T , and \Ð>Ñ is
nonempty and bounded for each > − X . Then there is an iterated optimal-flow selection BÐ † Ñ with

the ripple property such that B+ Ð>Ñ is increasing Ðresp., decreasingÑ in >, whenever + and , are
complements Ðresp., substitutesÑ.
Before proving this result, two remarks are in order. First, the definition of the term “iterated” in the statement of the Theorem is deferred to Appendix 2. Second, observe that subadditivity of the arc flow costs is required only for arcs whose parameters are to be changed. This is
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because we can take X+ to be a singleton set for every other arc +, in which case the assumption
that -+ is subadditive is automatically satisfied.
Since the cost of a flow is subadditive in the flow and the given arc parameter, one might
hope to establish the above monotonicity result by applying the Increasing-Optimal-Selections
Theorem. Unfortunately the set of flows is not a sublattice because each conservation-of-flow
equation may contain two or more variables whose coefficients have the same sign Ðc.f., Example
6 of §#.#Ñ. Thus the above result does not apply directly to the minimum-cost-flow problem.
Nevertheless, as we now show, the result can be applied to the projected problem in which one
first optimizes over all arc flows other than the arc in question. Incidentally, this technique of
optimizing out some of the variables, called partial optimization, is also extremely useful in many
other applications of lattice programming where the original problem can not be expressed as
that of minimizing a subadditive function over a sublattice, but a partially optimized projection
of the problem can be expressed in that form.
LEMMA 4. Ascending Optimal-Arc-Flow Multi-Function. In a biconnected graph, if X 9 is a
sublattice of X whose elements differ only in component , − T and -, is subadditive on V ‚ 1, X 9 ,

then 1, \Ð>Ñ is ascending in > on X 9 .
Proof. Observe that for > − X 9 , the minimum cost G, ÐB, ß >, Ñ over all flows with given flow B,
in arc , can be expressed as

G, ÐB, ß >, Ñ œ -, ÐB, ß >, Ñ  G, ÐB, Ñ
where the last term is the minimum cost of flows in arcs other than ,. Since -, Ð † ß † Ñ, and hence

G, Ð † ß † Ñ, is subadditive on d ‚ 1, X 9 and V  _ on X 9 , the result follows from the IncreasingOptimal-Selections Theorem of §2.5. è
Proof of Theorem 3 With Strict Convexity
We are now able to prove Theorem 3 for the case where the -+ Ð † ß >+ Ñ are strictly convex.
Then BÐ>Ñ is unique. Now let > w − X be obtained from > − X by increasing >, to >,w . Then BÐ> w Ñ is
unique, and by the Ripple Theorem, C ´ BÐ> w Ñ  BÐ>Ñ is a sum of simple conformal circulations

C" ß á ß C5 , say, each of whose induced cycle contains ,.
Now by Lemma 4 and the conformality of the simple circulations, their ,>2 components are
each positive. Also if + and , are complements Ðresp., substitutesÑ, then by the conformality of
the simple circulations, C+3

! Ðresp., Ÿ !Ñ for 3 œ "ß á ß 5 and so C+

desired result when the -+ Ð † ß >+ Ñ are strictly convex. è

! Ðresp., Ÿ !Ñ. This is the
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Method of Proving Theorem 3 Without Strict Convexity
To complete the proof, it is necessary to consider the case where the -+ Ð † ß >+ Ñ are convex,
but not necessarily strictly so. When that is so, there are generally many optimal-flow selections.
Moreover, some of them do not have the monotonicity properties given in Theorem 3. For example, that is clearly the case where the arc flow costs are all identically zero because then
every feasible flow is optimal for every choice of >.
One solution to this problem is to perturb the arc flow costs to make them strictly convex,
let the perturbations converge to zero, and use the limit of the optimal perturbed flows. This is
straight forward except for one point. Do the optimal perturbed flows converge. The answer is
that in general they do not. However, we show in Appendix 2 how to do the perturbation in such
a way that the optimal perturbed flows do indeed converge. The key idea is to perturb each arc
flow cost so as to be subadditive in its arc flow and perturbation parameter, and to be strictly
convex in its arc flow. This assures that the optimal perturbed flow in each arc is monotone in its
perturbation parameter and, by the Ripple Theorem, majorizes changes in the optimal flows in
the other arcs, from which facts the claim is established.
Simultaneous Changes in Several Arc Parameters
Observe that the Monotone-Optimal-Flow-Selection Theorem describes the effect of changes
in a single arc parameter on the iterated optimal flow in other arcs that are conformal with it. If
interest centers instead on simultaneous changes in several arc parameters, it is still possible to
apply the Theorem by reducing such changes to a sequence of simple changes, each involving
only a single arc parameter. However, then each of the intermediate parameter vectors that one
constructs must feasible. Although that is often the case, it is by no mean always so as the discussion below makes clear.
Effect of Changes in Demands
It is often of interest to consider the effect of changing the demands in a subset W of the nodes
a . In order to reduce changes of this type to those studied herein, construct the augmented network illustrated in Figure 13 as follows. Append a new node 7 having demand !4−W .4 there, append arcs Ð3ß 7 Ñ from each node 3 − W to 7 with fixed flow .3 therein by letting .3 be the arc parameter and $! Ð0  .3 Ñ be the arc flow cost, and replace the demand at each node 3 − W by zero.
Now the sum of the changes in the demands at nodes in W must be zero to preserve feasibility.
Thus it follows that if there is a feasible flow and one changes the demand at a single node in the
original graph, there does not exist a feasible flow for the altered problem. This means that it is
necessary to change the demands simultaneously at two or more nodes if the altered problem is
to remain feasible.
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Figure 13. Augmented Network to Allow Changes in Demands at Nodes in W
Suppose now that the flow cost in each arc + is convex in its flow and consider changing the
vector of demands from one feasible vector . œ Ð.3 Ñ to another . w œ Ð.3w Ñ with .3w œ .3 for all 3 −
a Ï W . Then there exist feasible flows B and Bw for . and . w respectively. Now by the Circulation-Decomposition Theorem, the circulation ÐBw ß . w Ñ  ÐBß .Ñ is a sum !5−O ÐB5 ß . 5 Ñ of simple
conformal circulations for some finite set O . Since each . 5 is a subvector of a simple circulation
and the arcs corresponding to all elements of . 5 are incident to 7 , . 5 has exactly two nonzero
elements with one being the negative of the other. Also since each arc flow cost is convex in its
flow, it follows from the fact that the circulations are conformal that the flow B  !5−N B5 is
feasible for the demand vector .  !5−N . 5 for every subset N of O . ÐObserve that conformality

assures that the flow in each arc + lies between B+ and Bw+ Ñ. This reduces the problem of evaluating the effect of changing . to . w to a sequence of changes in which the demand at one node increases and that at another node simultaneously decreases by a like amount.
So far no consideration has been given to simultaneous changes of this type in pairs of arc
parameters. However, it is possible to implement increasing the demand at one node 3 by $ and
decreasing the demand at another node 4 by $ by changing the parameter of only a single arc.
To see this, simply append an arc from 3 to 4 in the augmented network and fix the flow .34 œ !
therein. Then observe that increasing .3 by $ and decreasing .4 by $ has the same effect as increasing .34 by $ . The flow in arc Ð3ß 4Ñ can be thought of as the incremental demand $ at 3 supplied from 4. Now repeat a construction of this type for each . 5 .
To sum up, it is possible to implement a change in . to . w as a sequence of feasible changes
in which only a single arc’s parameter is altered at each stage. Moreover, all changes in an arc’s
parameter are in the same direction because the . 5 are conformal. Thus, in the terminology introduced below, two feasible demand vectors are equivalent to two feasible parameter vectors
that are “monotonically step-connected” in the set of feasible parameter vectors. Thus the results of Theorems 6 and 7 below also apply to such changes.
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Monotonic Step-Connectedness
Call > and > w in X monotonically step-connected if there is a finite sequence >! ´ >ß >" ß á ß >5

´ > w in X such that >3 and >3" differ in at most one component for each 3 and >3 is coordinatewise monotone in 3 Ði.e., >3+ is monotone in 3 for each + − TÑ. Figure 14 illustrates this concept.
tw
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tw
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tw

t

> and > w Monotonically Step-Connected

t

> and > w Not Monotonically Step-Connected

Figure 14. Monotone Step-Connectedness
Weakening the Subadditivity Hypothesis on an Arc's Flow Cost
Observe that if one desires to compare optimal flows associated with two comparable values
of an arc’s parameter, the strongest form of the Monotone-Optimal-Flow-Selection Theorem is
obtained by choosing the parameter set of the arc to be simply those two parameter values. To
illustrate, suppose that a parameter associated with an arc is a vector 7 œ Ð7" ß á ß 75 Ñ of real numbers. Then one may examine the effects of increasing several elements of 7 by increasing them
one at a time. In this event, to apply the Monotone-Optimal-Flow-Selection Theorem, it is not
necessary to require the arc’s flow cost -Ð0ß 7 Ñ be jointly subadditive in 0ß 7 , but rather that -Ð0ß 7 Ñ
merely be subadditive in 0ß 74 for each 4. This last hypothesis is weaker than joint subadditivity.
For example, -Ð0ß 7 Ñ œ -ÐÐ!3−W 73 Ñ  0Ñ is subadditive in 0ß 74 for each 4 − W with W an arbitrary
subset of the first 5 positive integers if and only if -Ð † Ñ is convex. But -Ð0ß 7 Ñ is jointly subadditive in 0ß 7 if and only if -Ð † Ñ is linear.
5 SMOOTHING THEOREM
Bounds on the Rate of Change of Optimal Arc Flows with Parameters
The Monotone-Optimal-Flow-Selection Theorem asserts that the optimal flow in one arc is
monotone in the parameters of certain other arcs. We now explore when the rate of change of
an optimal arc flow does not exceed that of an arc parameter changed. In order to motivate the
result, consider the case of two nodes and two complementary arcs + and ,, say, joining them,
with X+ © d . If -+ ÐB+ ß >+ Ñ œ B#+  %B+ >+ and -, œ !, then the cost of a flow is -+ ÐB+ ß >+ Ñ and the
hypotheses of Theorem 3 are satisfied. But B+ œ #>+ is optimal and so increases twice as fast as

>+ .
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Thus, to assure that the optimal B+ does not increase faster than >+ , it is necessary to impose
an additional condition on -+ . In order to see what condition will suffice, observe that the optimal B+ Ð>+ Ñ does not increase as fast as >+ if and only if >+  B+ Ð>+ Ñ is increasing in >+ . This suggests making the change of variables C+ ´ >+  B+ and seeking conditions under which C+ is increasing in >+ .
To this end, if - is a _ or real-valued function of two real variables, define its dual - # by
#

the rule - # Ð0ß 7 Ñ œ -Ð7  0ß 7 Ñ, so - ## œ - . Observe that -+ ÐC+ ß >+ Ñ œ -+ Ð>+  C+ ß >+ Ñ œ -+ ÐB+ ß >+ Ñ.
#

Thus if -+ is subadditive, the set of optimal C+ will be ascending in >+ by Lemma 4, and if also

-+ is subadditive, the set of optimal B+ will also be ascending in >+ by Lemma 4 again. This suggests the following definition.
Doubly Subadditive Functions
Call a _ or real-valued function - of two real variables doubly subadditive if - and - # are
both subadditive. The class of doubly subadditive functions is clearly closed under addition, multiplication by nonnegative scalars, _ or real-valued pointwise limits and taking duals. Two
examples of doubly subadditive functions appear below. A more general doubly subadditive
function is formed by taking a sum of four functions, one from each example and a dual of one
from each example. Other examples arise by rescaling an arc’s parameter by a increasing transformation.
Example 5. Arc Cost a Function Only of its Flow. The function -Ð0ß 7 Ñ œ -Ð0Ñ and its dual
#

- Ð0ß 7 Ñ œ -Ð7  0Ñ are both doubly subadditive if and only if -Ð † Ñ is convex as in Example ". In
particular, this situation arises if the parameter is an upper or lower bound on, or a fixed value
of, the flow.
Example 6. Arc Cost a Function Only of Join of Arc's Flow and Parameter. The function

-Ð0ß 7 Ñ œ -Ð0 ” 7 Ñ and its dual - # Ð0ß 7 Ñ œ -ÐÐ7  0Ñ ” 7 Ñ are both doubly subadditive if and only if
-Ð † Ñ is increasing and convex as in Example #.
Observe that the doubly subadditive functions in Examples 5 and 6 are each convex. However, a doubly subadditive function need not be convex in either variable. For example, -Ð0ß 7 Ñ is
doubly subadditive if either 7 is zero-one and -Ð0ß 7 Ñ œ -Ð0Ñ with -Ð † Ñ being periodic with period
one or if -Ð0ß 7 Ñ œ -Ð7 Ñ.
Smoothing Theorem
LEMMA 5. Ascending Arc-Parameter-Minus-Optimal-Flow Multifunction. In a biconnected
#

graph, if X 9 is a chain whose elements differ only in component , − T , X, © d , -, is subadditive
and -+ Ð † ß >+ Ñ is convex for >+ − 1+ X 9 and each + − T Ï Ö,×, then >,  1, \Ð>Ñ is ascending in > on X 9 .
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Proof. Suppose > − X 9 and put C, œ >,  B, . Then on defining G, Ð † ß † Ñ and G, Ð † Ñ as in the
#

#

proof of Lemma 4, observe that G, ÐB, ß >, Ñ œ G, ÐC, ß >, Ñ œ -, ÐC, ß >, Ñ  G, Ð>,  C, Ñ is subadditive
#

on d ‚ 1, X 9 because -, is subadditive and the minimum-cost G, ÐB, Ñ of flows in arcs other than

, is convex by the Projection Theorem for convex functions. Now use V  _ on X 9 and apply
the Monotone-Optimal-Selections Theorem. è
Let m?m" ´ !+−T l?+ l and m?m_ ´ max+−T l?+ l for ? − d lTl .
THEOREM 6. Smoothing. In a biconnected graph, suppose X+ © d , -+ Ð † ß 7 Ñ is convex and
lower semicontinuous for each 7 − X+ and -+ is doubly subadditive for all + − T à and \Ð>Ñ is nonempty and bounded for each > − X . Then there is an iterated optimal-flow selection BÐ † Ñ with the

ripple property such that B+ Ð>Ñ and >,  B+ Ð>Ñ Ðresp., >,  B+ Ð>ÑÑ are increasing Ðresp., decreasingÑ in >, whenever + and , are complements Ðresp., substitutesÑ. Moreover,
mBÐ> w Ñ  BÐ>Ñm_ Ÿ m> w  >m"
for all monotonically step-connected > and > w in X .
Proof. Suppose + and , are complements Ðresp., substitutesÑ. Then by the Monotone-OptimalFlow-Selection Theorem, B+ Ð>Ñ is increasing Ðresp., decreasingÑ in >, . Also by Lemma 3 of Appendix 2 and Lemma 5, >,  B, Ð>Ñ is increasing in >, . Hence

>,  B+ Ð>Ñ œ Ò>,  B, Ð>ÑÓ  ÒB, Ð>Ñ  B+ Ð>ÑÓ
Ðresp., >,  B+ Ð>Ñ œ Ò>,  B, Ð>ÑÓ  ÒB, Ð>Ñ  B+ Ð>ÑÓÑ
is increasing Ðresp., decreasingÑ in >, because that is so of each of the two bracketed terms above,
the latter by the Ripple Theorem.
Now suppose that > and > w differ in only one coordinate, say the ,>2 . Then since + Ÿ , , for every arc +,

lB+ Ð> w Ñ  B+ Ð>Ñl Ÿ lB, Ð> w Ñ  B, Ð>Ñl Ÿ l>,w  >, l,
and so mBÐ> w Ñ  BÐ>Ñm_ Ÿ m> w  >m" .
Next consider the case where > and > w are monotonically step-connected. Then there exist

>! œ >ß >" ß á ß >5 œ > w such that >3  >3" has only one nonzero element for each 3 and >3 is coordinatewise monotone in 3. Thus from what was shown above,

mBÐ> w Ñ  BÐ>Ñm_ Ÿ "mBÐ>3 Ñ  BÐ>3" Ñm_ Ÿ "m>3  >3" m" œ m> w  >m" ,
5

5

3œ"

3œ"

the last equality following from the monotonic step-connectedness of > and > w . è
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Application to Vector Parameters
One hypothesis of the Smoothing Theorem is that each arc’s parameter is a real number, and
so consideration of vector parameters would appear to be precluded. However, that the Theorem
applies equally well to the case in which each arc parameter is a vector of real numbers, provided that the vector parameter set for each arc is monotonically step-connected. This is because,
as §4.% discusses, a change in a vector parameter can be expressed as a sequence of simple changes
in which only a single element of the vector is changed. The Smoothing Theorem can be applied
to each simple change of the parameter vector because that amounts to a change in a single real
parameter.
As in §4.%, this approach to vector parameters reveals that each arc cost -Ð0ß 7 Ñ as a function
of its flow and vector parameter 7 œ Ð7" ß á ß 75 Ñ must only be doubly subadditive in each pair 0ß 74
for each 4. The arc cost need not also be doubly subadditive in 0ß 7 as we have assumed heretofore. One example of such a function is

-ÐÐ!3−W 73 Ñ  0Ñ Ðresp., -Ð13−W Ð0 ” 73 ÑÑÑ,
and its dual with respect to any 74 with " Ÿ 4 Ÿ 5 , W a subset of the first 5 positive integers,
and -Ð † Ñ a convex Ðresp., increasing convexÑ function. It is easily verified from Example 5 Ðresp.,
6Ñ that the arc-cost function and its dual are doubly subadditive in 0ß 74 for each 4, but not
subadditive in 0ß 7 .
Rescaling a Parameter
The Smoothing Theorem can also be used to give bounds on the rate of change of optimal
arc flows even when that rate exceeds the rate of change of the parameters. This is accomplished
by simply rescaling the original parameter >, by means of a strictly increasing function 9, from

X, into itself. On putting > , ´ 9, Ð>, Ñ, the arc cost can be expressed in terms of the rescaled parameter > , by putting -ÐB, ß > , Ñ ´ -, ÐB, ß >, Ñ. Now since 9, is monotone, - , is subadditive because
#

that is so of -, . Thus it suffices to choose 9, so that ,
- is also subadditive. Then if > and > w in X
differ only in their ,>2 elements, the iterated optimal-flow selection BÐ † Ñ satisfies

Ð3Ñ

mBÐ> w Ñ  BÐ>Ñm_ Ÿ l9, Ð>,w Ñ  9, Ð>, Ñl.

Below are two examples of this technique.
Example 7. Arc Cost a Quadratic Form Strictly Convex in its Flow. It is always possible
to linearly rescale arc ,’s parameter 7 œ >, so that the arc flow cost is doubly subadditive whenever it is a quadratic form that is strictly convex in the arc flow 0. To see this, observe that
such a flow cost can be expressed in the form !-Ð0ß 7 Ñ  "7 # with -Ð0ß 7 Ñ œ Ð0  #7 Ñ# for some con-
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stants !  ! and " ß # . Moreover, the dual of the flow cost is !- # Ð0ß 7 Ñ  "7 # . Now choose 7 ´
9, Ð7 Ñ ´ #7 . Then -Ð0ß 7 Ñ œ Ð0  7 Ñ# is doubly subadditive in 0ß 7 . Thus conclude from the Smoothing Theorem that if #  ! Ðresp., #  !Ñ, then the iterated optimal flow B, Ð>Ñ in arc , does not
increase Ðresp., decreaseÑ faster than l# l times the rate of change of >, .
Example 8. Product of Arc's Parameter and Exponential Function of Flow. If the flow
cost for an arc , can be expressed in the form -Ð0ß 7 Ñ œ 7 /0 for 7  ! and all real 0, then - is
subadditive. On putting 7 œ ln 7 , we have that -Ð0ß 7 Ñ œ /Ð07 Ñ which is doubly subadditive
because it is a convex function of the difference of the flow and the transformed parameter as
Example 5 discusses. Thus it follows from the Smoothing Theorem that the iterated optimal flow

B, Ð>Ñ in arc , does not change faster than ln >, does. As a particular illustration of this result,
observe that the perturbed convex flow cost for each arc , given in Ð1Ñ of Appendix 2 is the sum
of a convex function of the arc flow and a function of the form discussed here with perturbation
parameter %, . The sum of these two functions is doubly subadditive in B, , ln %, . One implication of
this result is that the iterated optimal perturbed flow in arc , may grow as fast as ln %, .
6 UNIT PARAMETER CHANGES
Call a _ or real-valued function on the real line affine between integers if it is affine on
each closed interval whose end-points are successive integers having finite function values, and is
_ otherwise. Figure 15 illustrates of this concept. When each arc flow cost is affine between integers in its arc flow, it is possible to refine the Ripple, Monotone-Optimal-Flow-Selection, and
Smoothing Theorems.
THEOREM 7. Unit Parameter Changes. In a biconnected graph, suppose X+ © d for each
+ − Tà >ß > w are integer elements of X that differ only in component , − T with >,w œ >,  " Ðresp.,

>,w œ >,  "Ñà -+ Ð † ß 7 Ñ is affine between integers for each 7 − Ö>+ ß >+w × and + − T , and is convex for
each + − T Ï Ö,×à -, is doubly subadditiveà B − \Ð>Ñ is integer and \Ð> w Ñ is nonempty. Then either

B − \Ð> w Ñ or there is an B w − \Ð> w Ñ such that Bw  B is a simple circulation whose induced cycle
contains , and Ðc.f., Figure "')
Ð4Ñ

Bw, œ B,  " Ðresp., Bw, œ B,  "Ñ.

Proof. Since B is integer, the demands are integers. We claim that there is an integer element
of \Ð> w Ñ. To see this, observe that by hypothesis there is an Bww − \Ð> w Ñ. If Bww is not integer, then
fix the integer elements of Bww and allow the others to vary only between the integers obtained
by rounding the fractional flows up and down. The restricted problem is one of finding a minimum-linear-cost flow with integer demands and integer upper and lower bounds on each arc flow.
Hence there is an integer element of \Ð> w Ñ as asserted.
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5

6

7

Figure 15. A Function that is Affine Between Integers
Thus, by the Ripple Theorem, there is an integer Bw − \Ð> w Ñ such that Bw  B is a sum of simple conformal integer circulations each of whose induced cycle contains ,. Hence it suffices to show
that either B − \Ð> w Ñ or Ð4Ñ holds. To that end observe that either Bw,  B, Ðresp., Bw,  B, Ñ, or
by Lemma %, B, − 1, \Ð> w Ñ, whence B − \Ð> w Ñ. Similarly, either Bw, Ÿ B,  " Ðresp., Bw,
by Lemma 5, B, − 1, \Ð> w Ñ, whence B − \Ð> w Ñ, because >,  B, Ÿ (resp.,

B,  "Ñ or,

) >,w  Bw, Thus, because

Bw is integer, either B − \Ð> w Ñ or Ð4Ñ holds. è

1
b 1

1
1

1
Figure 16. Simple Circulation Bw  B Induced by the Change >w, œ >,  "
Remark. The hypotheses on the flow cost in arc , are satisfied if that flow cost is a sum of
functions -Ð † ß † Ñ of the types in Examples 5 and 6 in which the associated functions -Ð † Ñ are
themselves affine between integers.
Minimum-Cost Cycles
Suppose now that , œ Ð5ß 6Ñ is an arc, >ß > w in X 9 , „Ð> w  >Ñ is the , >2 unit vector and B − \Ð>Ñ
is integer. Then Theorem 4 reduces the problem of finding an integer Bw − \Ð> w Ñ to that of finding a minimum-cost simple cycle containing arc , where the arc costs are defined below. Such a
cycle can easily be found using standard methods for finding a minimum-cost simple path Ðexcluding ,Ñ from 6 to 5 . To be specific, let J3 be the set of nodes that are heads of arcs in T3 or
tails of arcs in T3 and

Ú
Ý -+ ÐB+ „ "ß >+ Ñ  -+ ÐB+ ß >+ Ñ, + Á ,
„
-+ œ Û
Ý
Ü -, ÐB, „ "ß >,w Ñ  -, ÐB, ß >, Ñ , + œ , .
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Let -34 Ðresp., -34 Ñ be the smallest of the arc costs -+ Ðresp., -+ Ñ among all arcs + Á , with tail 3
and head 4. If >,w œ >,  " Ðresp., >,w œ >,  "Ñ, then put

-34 œ -34 • -43 Ðresp., -34 œ -34 • -43 Ñ.
Since B is optimal for >, there cannot exist a cycle not containing , with negative cycle cost. Denote by G3 the minimum cost among all simple paths Ðexcluding ,Ñ from 3 to 5 , so G5 œ !. The
remaining G3 may be determined by solving Bellman’s equation

Ð5Ñ

G3 œ min Ò-34  G4 Ó for 3 − a Ï Ö5×.
4−J3

One way of doing this is to let G37 be the minimum-cost among all simple paths Ðexcluding ,Ñ
from 3 to 5 with 7 arcs or less. Then

Ð6Ñ

G37 œ min Ò-34  G47" Ó for 3 − a Ï Ö5×
4−J3

for 7 œ "ß á ß 8" where 8 ´ la l, G5! œ ! and G4! œ _ otherwise. Moreover, G38" œ G3 is the
desired minimum cost from 3 to 5 . If -,  G6

! Ðresp., -,  G6

!Ñ, then one should choose

Bw œ B. In the contrary event, a simple path from 5 to 6 is found from Ð6Ñ. If the arc , is appended to this path, the result is the simple cycle induced by the simple circulation Bw  B.
A Parametric Algorithm
Theorem 7 suggests a simple parametric algorithm for finding an optimal flow when all arcflow costs are doubly subadditive, and are convex and affine between integers in their flows. Let

>! ß á ß >: œ > be a sequence of integer parameter vectors in X 9 with the property that „Ð>3  >3" Ñ
is a unit vector for 3 œ "ß á ß :. Also suppose >! is such that there is an “obvious” choice of an
integer optimal flow B. Then given an integer optimal flow B3" for >3" , one constructs an integer optimal flow B3 for >3 by applying Theorem 7 and the algorithm for finding minimum-cost
cycles discussed above. This is possible because ‚Ð>3  >3" Ñ is a unit vector. With this algorithm

: œ m>  >! m" if >3 is coordinatewise monotone in 3. Incidentally, this algorithm is essentially a
specialized refinement of the “out-of-kilter” method ÒFu'"Ó.
7 SOME TIPS FOR APPLICATIONS
In order to efficiently obtain the most qualitative information about the effect of changes in
the parameters of a minimum-cost network flow problem on the optimal arc flows by using the
theory of substitutes, complements and ripples is often useful to take advantage of a few tips
that simplify the task of applying the theory.
Omit Unnecessary Arcs. Always formulate a problem with as few arcs as possible. For example, if the flow cost associated with an arc is identically zero, shrink the arc so that its end nodes
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coalesce, thereby eliminating one arc and one node. The reason for doing this, whenever possible, is that the smaller the set of arcs in a graph, the larger the set of pairs of arcs that are conformal Ðresp., comparable under the less-biconnected-to relationÑ.
Series-Parallel Contractions. In order to simplify the task of determining which pairs of arcs
in a biconnected graph Z are conformal, it is a good idea to repeatedly replace each pair of arcs
that is in series or in parallel with a single arc until no such pair of arcs remains. This leaves a

series-parallel-free graph †. The reason for doing this is that in practice † is frequently much
smaller than Z and so it is easier to identify conformal pairs of arcs in † than in Z . Moreover,
by construction, each arc + in † is a series-parallel-contraction of a subgraph Z+ of Z . Also two
arcs in Z are conformal if and only if their series-parallel-contractions are conformal in †. In particular, two arcs in Z whose series-parallel-contractions coincide are certainly conformal.
Use Equivalent Networks in Different Variables and Parameters. It is often the case that
there are several equivalent formulations of a problem in terms of network flows in different variables and parameters. When this is so, the theory of substitutes, complements and ripples should
be applied to each equivalent formulation to obtain the most information about the qualitative
impact of parameter changes. As we shall see in §4.8, this technique is useful in the study of dynamic inventory problems.
Changing an Upper or Lower Bound on an Arc Flow. A lower Ðresp., upperÑ bound on the
flow in an arc is inactive if it is strictly below Ðresp., aboveÑ the optimal flow Ðin an optimal flow
selectionÑ in the arc. Otherwise the bound is active. Tightening Ðresp., looseningÑ a bound on an
arc flow means moving the bound in a direction that reduces Ðresp., enlargesÑ the set of feasible
flows. For example, raising a lower bound tightens the bound while lowering the bound loosens
it. Tightening an inactive bound does not change the optimal flow until the bound becomes active, at which point further tightening maintains the active status of the bound. Dually, loosening an active bound maintains the active status of the bound until it becomes inactive, at which
point further loosening maintains the inactive status of the bound.
These facts may easily be seen as follows. Let G, ÐB, Ñ be the minimum-cost over all flows with
given flow B, Ðignoring the lower or upper bound on B, Ñ in arc , and let >, be a lower Ðresp., upperÑ bound on B, . By the convexity and lower semi-continuity of the flow costs, the boundedness
of the set of optimal flows, and the Projection Theorem for convex functions, G, Ð † Ñ is convex
and lower semi-continuous. Now extend G, Ð † Ñ to the extended real line by putting G, Ð„_Ñ ´
9
limDÄ„_ G, ÐDÑ. Then G, Ð † Ñ has a Ðpossibly infiniteÑ global minimum B
, say. Also the global

minimum B9, of G, ÐB, Ñ subject to the lower- Ðresp., upper-Ñ bound constraint B,

Ðresp., Ÿ Ñ >,

9
9
is evidently given by B9, œ B
, ” >, Ðresp., B
, • >, Ñ, from which the above claims are immediate.

Changing Parameters that Enter the Flow Costs of Several Arcs. In practice, a parameter
may enter the flow cost of several arcs. One way to deal with changes in such parameters is to
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view them as sequences of separate changes in the parameters of each arc on which the flow cost
depends. For example, a change in a common upper bound on several arcs can be viewed as a
sequence of changes in separate upper bounds on those arcs which restores equality of the upper
bounds on the arcs only after all changes are completed.
Costs Depending on Net Sums of Arc Flows in Arcs Incident to a Node. It is often the
case that there are costs or bounds associated with the net sum of the arc flows in a specified subset f of the arcs that are incident to a common node 3 say. By the net sum we mean the sum of
the flows in arcs in f whose tail is 3 minus the sum of the flows in arcs in f whose head is 3. Such
a non-arc-additive arc-flow cost network-flow problem is easily reduced to an arc-additive one
by appending a new node 7 ß an arc joining 3 and 7 with flow therein equaling the desired net sum
of arc flowsß and replacing the end node 3 of each arc in f by 7 as Figure 17 illustrates.

f
f

!

7

"
#

i

!

$

"
#

i
$

Given Graph

Altered Graph

Figure 17. Cost of Net Sum of Arc Flows Incident to a Node
8 APPLICATION TO OPTIMAL DYNAMIC PRODUCTION PLANNING [Jo57], [KV57a], [Dr57],
[Da59], [Ve64], [Ve66b], [HMMS60], [CGV90b]
The purpose of this subsection is to formulate a fundamental single-item multi-period inventory model as a minimum-convex-cost network-flow problem and to study its qualitative properties with the aid of the theory of substitutes, complements, and ripples developed above. To this
end, let B3 , =3 and C3 denote respectively the amounts produced (or ordered) in, sold in, and stored
at the end of period 3, " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8. Negative values of B3 , =3 and C3 signify respectively disposal of
stock, return of sales, and backlogged demand. Because there is conservation of stock in each period,
(7)

B3  =3  C3"  C3 œ !, " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8.

Assume without loss of generality that C! œ C8 œ !. This is a network-flow model with zero demands at each node. Figure 18 illustrates the associated graph for 8 œ %.
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Figure 18. Single-Item Production/Inventory Network
Now suppose there is a cost -3 ÐB3 ß >3 Ñ of producing B3 units in period 3 when the production
parameter is >3 in that period. The parameter >3 may represent an upper or lower bound on production in period 3, or a parameter of the cost function. Similarly, there is a cost 23 ÐC3 ß ?3 Ñ of
storing C3 units in period 3 when ?3 is the storage parameter in that period. Finally, there is revenue <3 Ð=3 ß @3 Ñ resulting from the sale of =3 units in period 3 when the sales parameter is @3 in
that period. In practice decision makers often control sales only indirectly by setting price. As
Figure 19 illustrates, sales is usually a strictly decreasing function of price—especially in monopolies or oligopolies. Then the price 13 Ð=3 Ñ needed to assure a given level =3 of sales is a strictly decreasing function of sales =3 . In this event, <3 Ð=3 ß @3 Ñ œ 13 Ð=3 Ñ=3 . Hence it is convenient (and equiv-

Price

Sales
Figure 19. Price-Sales Graph
alent) to think in terms of controlling sales with the understanding that the price is chosen to
assure the desired level of sales. However, it should be recognized that the assumption below
that <3 Ð † ß @3 Ñ is convex has implications for the price elasticity of sales in this setting. The total
cost is thus
" Ò-3 ÐB3 ß >3 Ñ  23 ÐC3 ß ?3 Ñ  <3 Ð=3 ß @3 ÑÓ.
8

(8)

3œ"

The problem is to find a schedule of production, storage and sales that minimizes the total cost
(8) subject to the stock-conservation constraint (7).
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Assume now that -3 , 23 , and <3 are _ or real-valued, subadditive, and convex and lower
semicontinuous in the first variable. This encompasses cases where the >3 , ?3 , and @3 are upper or
lower bounds, or are fixed values of the variables. For example, if the sales in period 3 is known
to be @3 , put <3 Ð=3 ß @3 Ñ œ $! Ð=3  @3 Ñ. Observe that the motive for carrying inventories in this
model is that there may be a temporal increase in the marginal cost of supplying demand.
Effect of Changes in Parameters on Optimal Production, Inventories and Sales
The graph in Figure 18 is series-parallel so that, as Table 1 summarizes, each two arcs are
either substitutes (indicated by ’) or complements (indicated by ‚). This fact and the MonotoneOptimal-Flow-Selection Theorem determine the direction of change of optimal production, inventory, and sales in each period as a result of changes in the production, storage and sales parameters. Table 2 summarizes the results with the arrows indicating the direction in which one
set of optimal variables change as the parameters increase. (Of course Å means increasing and Æ
TABLE 1. Substitutes and Complements in Production, Inventories and Sales

B4

C4

’ Ð3 Á 4Ñ

’ Ð3  4Ñ

B3

‚
‚ Ð3 œ 4Ñ

‚ Ð3 Ÿ 4Ñ

’ Ð3  4Ñ

C3

’ Ð3

4Ñ

‚
‚ Ð3

=3

=4

4Ñ

‚ Ð3  4Ñ
’ Ð3 Ÿ 4Ñ

’ Ð3 Á 4Ñ

‚ Ð3  4Ñ

‚ Ð3 œ 4Ñ

‚

TABLE 2. Monotonicity of Optimal Production, Inventories and Sales in Parameters

>4 Å

?4 Å

Æ Ð3 Á 4Ñ

Æ Ð3  4Ñ

B3

Å
Å Ð3 œ 4Ñ
Æ Ð3  4Ñ

C3

Å Ð3 Ÿ 4Ñ
Æ Ð3

4Ñ

Å
Å Ð3

=3

@4 Å

4Ñ
Æ Ð3 Ÿ 4Ñ

Å Ð3  4Ñ
Æ Ð3 Á 4Ñ

Å Ð3  4Ñ

Å Ð3 œ 4Ñ

Å
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means decreasing.) For example, B3 is increasing in ?4 for 3 Ÿ 4 and decreasing in ?4 for 3  4. Now
apply these results and the Ripple Theorem to explore their implications in several practical problems.
Example 9. Increase in Wage Rates and Technological Improvements. Suppose there is a
temporary fixed percent increase in wage rates, and the same percent increase in other production costs, in period 4, say. How should optimal production, storage and sales decisions respond?
To answer this question, put

Ú
Ý >4 -4 ÐB4 Ñ, B4 0
-4 ÐB4 ß >4 Ñ œ Û
Ý
Ü -4 ÐB4 Ñ, B4  0

where >4 is the index of wage rates in period 4. Current wage rates correspond to >4 œ 1, and an
increase therein corresponds to >4

1. Then -4 Ð † , † Ñ is superadditive and -4 Ð † ß >4 Ñ is convex pro-

vided that -4 Ð † Ñ is convex, -4 Ð † Ñ is increasing on Ò0ß _Ñ and -4 Ð!Ñ œ !. In that event, increasing
wage rates in period 4, i.e., increasing >4 , has the following effects on optimal production, storage
and sales decisions.
ì Sales fall (i.e., prices rise) in all periods and total production falls by the amount that total
sales falls.
ì Production falls in period 4 and rises in all other periods.
ì Inventories rise before and fall after period 4, and, by the Ripple Theorem, the absolute change
in inventories in period 3 is quasiconcave in 3 with maximum at 3  1 or 3.
ì The change in production in period 4 exceeds all other changes.

If the increase in wage rates in period 4 is permanent, i.e., it is applicable in period 4 and thereafter, then the conclusions given above remain valid before period 4, but not in period 4 or
thereafter, except that sales do fall in every period in this case as well. Also total production in
periods 4ß á ß 8 falls by at least as much as total sales in those periods falls.
The effect of technological improvements is usually to reduce production costs. If the percent
reduction is the same at all production levels, the impact can be studied with the above model
by instead reducing the index >4 to ! Ÿ >4 Ÿ ". Then -4 Ð † ß † Ñ remains superadditive. However, in
order to assure that -4 Ð † ß >4 Ñ remains convex, it is necessary to assume also that -4 Ð † Ñ is decreasing on Ð_ß !Ó. Then the qualitative impact of temporary or permanent technological improvements in period 4 is precisely opposite to that of higher wage rates.
Example 10. Increase in Market Price. Suppose the product is sold in a competitive market
with the price in period 3 being @3 . Then <3 Ð=3 ß @3 Ñ œ =3 @3 , which is subadditive. Thus an increase
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in market price in period 4 has the following effects on optimal production, storage and sales decisions.
ì Production rises in every period.
ì Sales rise in period 4 and fall in all other periods.
ì Total sales rise by the amount total production rises.
ì Inventories behave as in Example 9 above.
ì The change in sales in period 4 exceeds all other changes.

Example 11. Increase in Fixed Sales. Suppose there are fixed levels @3 of sales that must be
met in each period 3. Then <3 Ð=3 ß @3 Ñ œ $! Ð=3  @3 Ñ is doubly subadditive. Thus the effect of increasing sales in period 4 is like a price increase in that period as Example 10 discusses, except, of
course, the fixed sales in other periods remain unchanged. Also, if = and =w are two sales schedules, Bß C is optimal for =, and there is an optimal schedule for =w , then one such pair Bw ß Cw is such
that mÐBß CÑ  ÐBw ß Cw Ñm_ Ÿ m=  =w m" .
Effect of Parameter Changes on Optimal Cumulative Production
We can obtain additional qualitative properties of optimal schedules by making a change of
variables. To this end let \3 ´ !4Ÿ3 B4 and W3 ´ !4Ÿ3 =4 be respectively the cumulative production and (fixed) sales in periods 1ß á ß 3. Then, under the assumptions of Example 11 above (i.e.,
fixed sales in each period) with 23 ÐC3 ß ?3 Ñ œ 23 ÐC3 Ñ for all 3 and 28 Ð † Ñ œ $! Ð † Ñ, (7) and (8) can be
rewritten as
(7)w
and

B3  \3"  \3 œ 0, 1 Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8
" Ò-3 ÐB3 ß >3 Ñ  23 Ð\3  W3 ÑÓ
8

(8)w

3œ"

where \! ´ !. The restrictions (7)w describe a set of circulations as Figure 20 illustrates for 8 œ %.
Notice that since 23 Ð † Ñ is convex, 23 Ð\3  W3 Ñ is doubly subadditive.
Observe that the graph in Figure 20 is also series-parallel, so that all pairs of arcs are either
substitutes or complements as Table 3 indicates. Thus one optimal cumulative production
schedule has the following properties.
ì Cumulative production increases with cumulative sales.
ì Cumulative production increases slower than cumulative sales.

Incidentally, recall that §2.6 obtains both of these results by another method, viz., directly from
the Increasing-Optimal-Selections Theorem of Lattice Programming. However, with the present
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Figure 20. Cumulative-Production Network
TABLE 3. Substitutes and Complements in Production

B3

B4
’ Ð3 Á 4Ñ

\4
’ Ð3  4Ñ

‚ Ð3 œ 4Ñ
’ Ð3  4Ñ

‚ Ð3 Ÿ 4Ñ

\3

‚
‚ Ð3

4Ñ

method we can go farther and show that an increase in cumulative sales in period 4 has the following effects on optimal production.
ì Production rises before and in period 4, and falls thereafter.
ì The change in cumulative sales in period 4 exceeds all other changes.

One implication of the above results is that increasing sales in a given period increases cumulative production in every period and actual production before or in the given period, but the size
of the increase in production diminishes the further the given period is in the future.
All of the above results can also be obtained by a direct analysis of the original network as
  !, say, can be represented in that netFigure 18 illustrates. This is because increasing W4 by 5
 as discussed
work by appending an arc ! œ Ð4ß 4"Ñ from node 4 to node 4" carrying flow 5 œ 5

in §4.4 on the effect of changes in demand. Now by the Ripple Theorem, increasing the flow 5 in
 increases the flow in one or more simple conformal circulations containing !, with
! from ! to 5
 . From the structure of the network, each such simple
the sum of the flows in each equaling 5

circulation carrying flow %  !, say, carries flow % in arc ! and either entails Ð3Ñ storing % less in
period 4 or Ð33Ñ producing % more in some period 3 Ÿ 4, producing % less in some period 5  4 and
storing % more in periods 3ß á ß 4"ß 4"ß á ß 5". The claimed results then follow readily from
these facts.
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Algorithms
The qualitative results given for each of the above network-flow formulations can be used to
give parametric algorithms for finding optimal integer schedules as discussed following the UnitParameter-Changes Theorem. Alternately, this problem may be solved by any standard algorithm
for finding minimum-convex-cost flows.

5
Convex-Cost Network Flows
and Supply Chains: Invariance
[Ve71, Ve87]
1 INTRODUCTION
This section develops a different class of results about minimum-convex-cost network-flow
problems in which there are upper and lower bounds on the flow in each arc and interest centers
on the “invariance” of optimal solutions of the primal problem and its (Lagrangian) dual. The
primal form of this result asserts that if there is a flow, then one such flow simultaneously minimizes every “. -additive-convex” function of the flows in the arcs emanating from a single node
of the graph. Thus the optimal flow is invariant over the class of .-additive-convex functions.
The corresponding result for the dual of the problem states that the “order” of the optimal dual
variables—but not their values—remains invariant as the “conjugate” of the primal objective
function ranges over the .-additive-convex functions.
In the special case in which the graph has the form of the production-planning graph, the
problem and its dual admit a graphical method of solution. The method entails threading a
string between two rigid curves in the plane and pulling the string taut. This “taut-string” solution can be computed in linear time. One example of a primal problem that can be solved by
this method is that of optimal production planning in a single- or multi-facility supply chain
71
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with time-dependent additive homogeneous convex production costs, capital charges associated
with investment in inventories, and upper and lower bounds on inventories. An example of a dual
problem that can be solved by the taut-string method is that of choosing the minimum-expectedcost amounts of a product to stock at each facility of a serial supply chain with random demands
at the retailer. Another entails choosing the maximum-profit times to buy and sell shares of a
single stock when there are transaction costs and the schedule of buy and sell prices is known.
In order to develop these ideas, it is first necessary to discuss the notions of conjugate functions and subgradients.
2 CONJUGATES AND SUBGRADIENTS [Ro70]
Call a _ or real-valued function 0 on d 8 proper if 0 is finite somewhere and is bounded below by an affine function. If 0 is proper, so is its conjugate 0 ‡ defined by
(1)

0 ‡ ÐB‡ ) ´ sup ÒØBß B‡ Ù  0 ÐBÑÓ for B‡ − d 8
B

where Ø † ß † Ù is an “inner product” on d 8 . To see this, observe that since 0 is finite at some B,
say, then 0 ‡ is bounded below by the affine function ØBß † Ù  0 ÐBÑ. Similarly, since 0 is bounded
below by an affine function Ø † ß B‡ Ù  ?, say, ØBß B‡ Ù  0 ÐBÑ Ÿ ? for all B so 0 ‡ ÐB‡ Ñ Ÿ ?  _ as
claimed.
Observe that 0 ‡ is convex because it is a supremum of affine functions, even if 0 is not convex. The geometric interpretation of the conjugate is given in Figure 21.

0ÐBÑ

ØB, BÙ
slope  B
ØB, BÙ 0 ÐBÑ

!

 0 ÐBÑ

B

!

Figure 1. Conjugate Functions
If 0 is a proper function, define its closure cl 0 by
(2)

Ðcl 0 ÑÐBÑ ´

sup
‡

0 Ð†Ñ Ø†ßB Ù?

‡

ÒØBß B‡ Ù  ?‡ Ó
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i.e., cl 0 is the supremum of all affine functions lying below 0 . Call a proper function closed if
cl 0 œ 0 . Closed functions are convex, but the converse need not be so as Figure 2 illustrates.

Sup Attained

Sup Not Attained
Closed

Nonclosed

Figure 2. Closed and Nonclosed Convex Functions
Also 0 ‡ is closed for every proper function 0 . Now from (1) and (2) (since ?‡ œ 0 ‡ (B‡ Ñ in (2))

0 ‡‡ ÐBÑ œ sup ÒØBß B‡ Ù  0 ‡ ÐB‡ ÑÓ œ cl 0 ÐBÑ.

(3)

B‡

(These facts should be checked geometrically in Figure 1.) Thus, if 0 is a closed proper (convex)
function, then 0 ‡‡ œ 0 .
If 0 is a proper convex function on d 8 and 0 ÐBÑ is finite, denote by `0 ÐBÑ the set of sub-

gradients of 0 at B, i.e., the set of vectors B‡ such that
(4)

0 ÐCÑ

0 ÐBÑ  ØC  Bß B‡ Ù for all C − d 8 ,

or equivalently, as Figure 3 illustrates, for some ?‡ − d,

0 ÐCÑ

ØCß B‡ Ù  ?‡ for all C − d 8 and

w

(4)

0 ÐBÑ œ ØBß B‡ Ù  ?‡ ,

or equivalently
(4)ww

B maximizes Ø † ß B‡ Ù  0 Ð † Ñ over d 8 .

Clearly ?‡ œ 0 ‡ ÐB‡ Ñ in (4)w .
If 0 is a closed proper convex function, then
(5)

B‡ − `0 ÐBÑ if and only if B − `0 ‡ ÐB‡ Ñ,

i.e., `0 and `0 ‡ are inverse mappings. To establish (5), observe from (4)w that B‡ − `0 ÐBÑ if and
only if
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0ÐCÑ

ØC, BÙ 0 ÐBÑ
B  `0ÐBÑ
!

?  0 ÐBÑ

 ?

!

B

C

Figure 3. Subgradient

0 ÐBÑ  0 ‡ ÐB‡ Ñ œ ØBß B‡ Ù.

(6)

On applying this equivalence to 0 ‡ instead of 0 and using the fact that 0 ‡‡ œ 0 , it follows that

B − `0 ‡ ÐB‡ Ñ if and only if (6) holds, which establishes Ð5).
3 . -ADDITIVE CONVEX FUNCTIONS
In the sequel, we shall make extensive use of an important class of functions called . -additive convex. Let . œ Ð.3 Ñ − d 8 be a given positive vector. Call 0 . -additive convex if

B3
0 ÐBÑ œ " .3 0sÐ Ñ
.3
3œ"
8

(7)

where 0sÐ † Ñ is a proper convex function on d. Observe that the class of . -additive convex funcB
tions whose effective domains contain a given vector is a convex cone. Also, !83œ" .3 0sÐ 3 Ñ is sub.3

B
! and . ¦ ! provided that .3 0sÐ 3 Ñ is subadditive in ÐB3 ß .3 Ñ for B3 !
.3
B
and .3  !. The last is so because the right-hand derivative of .3 0sÐ 3 Ñ with respect to B3 ß viz.,
.3
B
D 0sÐ 3 Ñ, diminishes with .3 . Here are a few examples of functions 0 that are . -additive convex.

additive in ÐBß .Ñ for B

.3

Examples of . -Additive Convex Functions
1 0 ÐBÑ œ " .3; lB3 l;" where ;
8

‰

0, 0sÐDÑ œ lDl;" .

3œ"
8

2‰ 0 ÐBÑ œ " max Ð.3 !4  "4 B3 Ñ where 0sÐDÑ œ max Ð!4  "4 DÑ.
3œ" "Ÿ4Ÿ5
8

"Ÿ4Ÿ5

3‰ 0 ÐBÑ œ " $Ò.3 Pß .3 Y Ó ÐB3 Ñ where 0sÐDÑ œ $ÒPß Y Ó ÐDÑ and P Ÿ Y .
3œ"
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Interpretation of . -Additive Convex Functions
There are a number of useful economic interpretations of .-additive convex functions (7). In
many of these, there are 8 activities "ß á ß 8, an amount .3 of a resource is allocated to activity
3, B3 is the output of activity 3, and 0sÐ0Ñ is the cost per unit of resource assigned to operate actB
ivity 3 when 0 is the output per unit of resource assigned. Then .3 0sÐ 3 Ñ is the total cost incurred
.3

by activity 3 when allocated .3 units of the resource to generate the output B3 , and 0 ÐBÑ is the
total cost over all 8 activities to generate the output vector B when the resource vector is ..
For example, suppose the 3>2 activity consists of production in period 3 œ "ß á ß 8. The resource is working days and .3 is the number of working days in period 3 exclusive of holidays,
weekends, vacations, downtime, etc. Moreover, suppose B3 is the total production during period
B

3, the daily production rate 3 during the period is constant and the cost of producing 0 in a day
.3
B
is 0sÐ0Ñ. Then the total production cost during period 3 is .3 0sÐ 3 Ñ, so 0 ÐBÑ is the total cost of
.3

production over 8 periods.

Incidentally, it is not necessary to assume that production is spread uniformly over the period. That schedule is actually optimal. To see this, suppose for simplicity that time is measured
in small enough subperiods, e.g., days of a month, so that each .3 is integer. Also suppose 0sÐ0Ñ
is the cost of producing 0 in a subperiod of period 3 and one wishes to produce B3 during period

3. Then the problem of finding a minimum-cost production schedule during period 3 is that of
.3
3
choosing ÐC4 Ñ to minimize !.4œ"
0sÐC4 Ñ subject to !4œ"
C4 œ B3 . As we saw in §1.2 (and indeed
B

will show in the sequel), one optimal solution to this problem is to put C4 œ 3 for 4 œ "ß á ß .3
.3
B
with attendant minimum cost .3 0sÐ 3 Ñ during period 3.
.3

Conjugates of . -Additive Convex Functions
The question arises whether it is possible to choose the inner product so that if 0 is .-additive
convex, then so is its conjugate 0 ‡ . The answer is that it is, provided that the inner product is

ØBß CÙ ´ BT H" C for Bß C − d 8 where H ´ diag Ð." ß á ß .8 Ñ. To see this, observe that
0 ÐB Ñ œ sup Ò" B3 Ð
‡

‡

B

‡

3

8
‡ B‡
B‡3
B3
B3‡
s
s
"
"
"
Ñ
.3 0 Ð ÑÓ œ sup Ò
.3 ÖC3 Ð Ñ  0 ÐC3 Ñ×Ó œ
.30s Ð 3 Ñ
C
.3
.3
.3
.3
3
3
3œ"

where 0s ´ Ð0sÑ and
‡

‡
0s ÐD ‡ Ñ œ sup ÒDD ‡  0sÐDÑÓ.
D

.-Quadratic Functions

D#
A . -quadratic function is a . -additive convex function 0 for which 0sÐDÑ œ . In that event,
#
‡
0s œ 0s so 0 ‡ œ 0 , i.e., . -quadratic functions are self-conjugate.

Actually, up to a constant, every additive strictly-convex quadratic function can be made

. -quadratic by making a change of variables. To see this, suppose that
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8
"
1ÐBÑ œ " !3 Ð B#3  "3 B3 Ñ
#
"

where !3  0 for all 3. Setting .3 œ
bles C3 œ B3  "3 , shows that

"
, completing the square and making the change of varia!3

1ÐBÑ œ 0 ÐCÑ  0 Ð" Ñ
where C œ ÐC3 Ñ, " œ Ð"3 Ñ and 0 is . -quadratic, establishing the claim.
4 INVARIANCE THEOREM FOR NETWORK FLOWS [Ve71]
Recall that if 0 is convex, then one optimal solution of the problem of choosing B" ß á ß B8
that minimize
" 0 (B3 )
8

subject to

3œ"
8

" B3 œ V
3œ"

V
is to put B3 œ
for 3 œ 1ß á ß 8. Thus the optimal solution to this problem depends on the con8

vexity of 0 , but not on its precise form. Hence the optimal solution is “invariant” for the class of
all convex functions 0 .
The goal of this section is to develop a far-reaching generalization of this result and apply it
to a number of problems in inventory control. In order to see how to do this, observe that the
constraints in the above problem can be expressed as the network-flow problem with zero demands as Figure 4.20 illustrates for 8 œ % and W% ´ V . Thus the above result can be expressed
by saying that there is a feasible flow that simultaneously minimizes every "-additive convex
function of the flows emanating from node zero.
The purpose of this section is to show that for every feasible network-flow problem with arbitrary upper and lower bounds on the flows in each arc, there is a flow that simultaneously
minimizes every . -additive convex function of the flows emanating from a single node 0, say. A
dual of this result will also be obtained. These results have applications to a broad class of inventory problems. Since the argument is a bit involved, it is useful to list the six steps in the development.
ì Form the primal capacitated network-flow problem c in the flow B.

ì Form the Stöer dual c ‡ of choosing 1 ´ Ð>ß ?ß @ ß @ Ñ to maximize infB PÐBß 1Ñ subject to @
where P is the Lagrangian and show that Ð@ ÑT @ œ 0 without loss of generality.

ì Characterize saddle points of Lagrangian as equilibrium conditions.
ì Show that > contains ?.
ì Characterize equilibrium conditions in . -quadratic case.
ì Prove Invariance Theorem.

0
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Primal Network-Flow Problem
Consider a (directed) graph Ða ß TÑ with nodes a œ Ö!ß á ß 8× and arcs T ´ ÖÐ3ß 4Ñ − a # À

3  4×. Let B34 be the flow from node 3 to node 4, Ð3ß 4Ñ − T. Although we do not allow arcs Ð3ß 4Ñ
with 3  4, one can interpret a negative flow from 3 to 4 as a positive flow from 4 to 3. The problem is to choose a preflow B œ ÐB34 Ñ that
minimizes 0 ÐB! Ñ

(8)
subject to

" B43  " B34 œ -3 , 1 Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8

(9)
and

3"

8

4œ!

4œ3"

+ŸBŸ,

(10)
where B! œ ÐB!4 Ñ, 4

- œ Ð-3 Ñ, 3

", is the vector of flows emanating from node zero to the other 8 nodes,

", is the given vector of flows from those other nodes to node !; + œ Ð+34 Ñ and

, œ Ð,34 Ñ are respectively given extended-real-valued lower and upper bounds on the flow B with
+34  _ and _  ,34 for all Ð3ß 4Ñ − T; and 0 ÐB! Ñ is a _ or real-valued cost associated with
the flows emanating from node !. It is important to note that the cost does not depend on the
flows emanating from any node other than !. Call this problem c . Figure 4 illustrates the problem for 8 œ 4. Our aim is to show that if (9), (10) is feasible, then there is a flow B that simulB
taneously minimizes every . -additive convex 0 ÐB! Ñ œ !8" .3 0sÐ !3 Ñ of B! for a fixed positive vec.3
tor . . The flow found does not depend on 0s, though it does depend on . .

!

B!"

"

-"

B"#

B!#
#

-#

B!$
B#$

-$

B!%

$

-%

B$%

%

B#%

B"$
B"%

Figure 4. A Network
Stöer (or Lagrangian) Dual c ‡ of c
To analyze the problem c , it is convenient first to construct the dual c ‡ of c . To this end,

associate multipliers (prices) ? œ Ð?3 Ñ with the equations (9), @ œ Ð@34
)

! with the left-hand
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! with the right-hand inequality in (10). For notational conven-



ience, put @! ´ Ð@!3
Ñ, @! ´ Ð@!3
Ñ, and > ´ Ð>3 Ñ ´ ?  @!  @! . Then on letting 1 œ Ð>ß ?ß @ ß @ Ñ,

the Lagrangian becomes

PÐBß 1Ñ œ 0 ÐB! Ñ  " Ð-3  " B43  " B34 Ñ?3  ÐB  +ÑT @  Ð,  BÑT@ .

(11)

8

3"

8

3œ"

4œ!

4œ3"

‡

Now the Stöer dual c of c is that of choosing 1 that
maximizes inf PÐBß 1Ñ

(12)

B

subject to @

!, @ 

!. Observe that the ?3 are unconstrained because (9) consists of equa-

 are nonnegative because (10) consists of inequalities.
tions and the @

In order to make this problem more explicit, it is necessary to compute infB PÐB,1Ñ. To that
end, put Ø:ß ;Ù ´ :T H" ; for all :,; − d 8 where H ´ diagÐ." ß á ß .8 Ñ. Rewrite (11) by collecting
terms that depend on B! and B34 Ð3
(13)

1) yielding



PÐBß 1Ñ œ +T @  ,T @  - T ?  ÒØH>ß B! Ù  0 ÐB! Ñ]  " Ð?3  ?4  @34
 @34
ÑB34 .
"Ÿ34Ÿ8

Evaluating the infimum of PÐB,1Ñ over B! requires computation of the supremum over B! of the
bracketed term above which becomes 0 ‡ ÐH>Ñ. Since the infimum of PÐB,1Ñ over B34 is _ if the
coefficient of B34 (3

1) is not zero, we can assume that each such coefficient is zero. Putting

these facts together with (12), the Stöer dual c ‡ becomes that of choosing 1 that
(14Ñ

maximizes +T @  ,T @  - T ?  0 ‡ ÐH>Ñ

subject to
(15)

@!  @!  ?  > œ !,

(16)



@34
 @34
 ?4  ?3 œ ! , 1 Ÿ 3  4 Ÿ 8 ,

@
(17)

!, @ 

!,



@34
œ ! if ,34 œ _ and @34
œ ! if +34 œ _

for ! Ÿ 3  4 Ÿ 8. (Note that (15) is simply the equation defining >.)
It is useful to observe that (15)-(17) is homogeneous and so is always trivially feasible because all the variables may be set equal to zero. More important is the fact that for any fixed

Ð>ß ?Ñ, it is easy to determine the Ð@ ß @ Ñ that maximize (14). They are
(18)w

„
@!„ œ Ð?  >Ñ„ and @34
œ Ð?4  ?3 Ñ„ , 1 Ÿ 3  4 Ÿ 8,
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„
where D  is the negative part of D . Since D œ D   D  , these @34
satisfy (15)-(17). They are also
 
uniquely determined by (15)-(17) and @34
@34 œ ! for all 3ß 4, or equivalently (15)-(17) and

Ð@ ÑT @ œ !.

(18)

In order to see why Ð@ ß @ Ñ satisfying (15)-(18) maximizes (14) subject to (15)-(17) with Ð>ß ?Ñ
 



fixed, suppose @34
@34  ! for some 3ß 4 and Ð15)-(17) hold. Put % œ @34
• @34
. Then reducing @34
and

@34
by %  ! preserves the conditions (15)-(17) and increases (14) by Ð,34  +34 Ñ%, which is non-

negative because +34 Ÿ ,34 and %  !.
Characterization of Saddle Points as Equilibrium Conditions
The argument given above shows that the difficult part of the dual problem is that of determining the optimal Ð>ß ?Ñ. In order to proceed further, we need to give the equilibrium conditions
associated with optimality. To that end, assume in the remainder of this section that 0 is a closed
proper .-additive convex function, whence that is so of 0 ‡ as well.
Now recall from the Stöer duality theory for nonlinear programs that if ÐBß 1Ñ is a saddle point
of the Lagrangian PÐ † , † Ñ, then B is optimal for c and 1 is optimal for c ‡ . It is easy to write down
conditions characterizing saddle points. First, 1 must maximize PÐBß † Ñ subject to @ ß @

!. In

particular, observe that a necessary and sufficient condition that ?3 maximize PÐBß 1Ñ is that the
coefficient of ?3 in parentheses in (11) is zero, i.e., (9) holds. Similarly, from (11) again, Ð@ ß @ Ñ
maximizes PÐBß 1Ñ subject to @ ß @

Ð19)

! if and only if (10) holds and

Ð,  BÑT @ œ !, ÐB  +ÑT @ œ !.


To see this, observe that if B34  +34 for some 3  4, then PÐBß 1Ñ Å _ as @34
Å _, which con-

tradicts the hypothesis that PÐBß † Ñ assumes its maximum. That is why the left-hand inequality
in (10) must hold. The justification for the right-hand inequality in (10) is similar. Having established that (10) must hold, observe from (11) again that (19) is necessary and sufficient for

Ð@ ß @ Ñ to maximize PÐBß 1Ñ because the last two terms in (11) are nonpositive always, and they
assume their maxima when they are zero, which would be the case if, for example, Ð@ ß @ Ñ œ !.
To complete the characterization of saddle points ÐBß 1Ñ, it is necessary to characterize when

B minimizes PÐ † ß 1Ñ. To do this, observe from (13) and the . -additivity of 0 that B3 ´ B!3 miniB
B
mizes PÐBß 1Ñ if and only if B3 maximizes .3 Ò>3 3  0sÐ 3 Ñ], or equivalently by Ð4)ww ,
.3

(20)

>3 − `0sÐ

.3

B3
Ñ, " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8 .
.3

Finally, observe from (13) again that B34 minimizes PÐBß 1Ñ if and only if (from constructing the
dual problem c ‡ ) (16) holds. Since (15) is simply the definition of >, (15) holds as well. Thus
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ÐBß 1Ñ is a saddle point of PÐ † , † Ñ if and only if (9), (10), (15)-(17), (19) and (20) hold. Call
these the equilibrium conditions.
> Contains ?
The next step is to explore the relationship between the optimal > and ? in the dual problem
‡

c , or more precisely in the equilibrium conditions. To this end say > contains ? if each element
of ? is contained among the elements of >. If A − d 8 , say that Aw − d 8 preserves the order
(resp., zeroes) of A if A3 Ÿ A4 (resp., A3 œ !) implies Aw3 Ÿ Aw4 (resp., Aw3 œ !) for all 3ß 4.
LEMMA 1. > contains ?. If Ðxß tÑ satisfies the equilibrium conditions for some Ð?ß @ ß @ Ñ,

then it does so for some ? contained in >.
Proof. By hypothesis ÐBß >ß ?ß @ ß @ Ñ satisfies the equilibrium conditions. There is no loss in
generality in assuming that (18) holds. (If not, choosing the @„ as in (18)w produces the desired
result.) Now relabel the nodes so that >" Ÿ â Ÿ >8  >8" ´ _. For each 1 Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8, let

?w3 œ 

>" , if ?3  >"
>4 , if >4 Ÿ ?3  >4" , " Ÿ 4 Ÿ 8,

as Figure 5 illustrates for 8 œ 3. Thus, given Ð>ß ?w Ñ, choose @ w ß @ w as in (18)w . This assures that
(15)-(18) hold. By construction Ð>ß ?w Ñ preserves the order of Ð>ß ?Ñ, and so Ð@ w ß @ w Ñ preserves
the zeroes of Ð@ ß @ Ñ. Consequently, since Ð@ ß @ Ñ satisfies (19), so does Ð@ w ß @ w Ñ. Also since

ÐBß >Ñ is unchanged, the conditions (9), (10), and (20) still hold. Thus ÐBß >ß ?w ß @ w ß @ w Ñ satisfies
the equilibrium conditions. Also, > contains ?w by construction. è

?$

>"

>#

?"

?#

>$

Figure 5. The Contains Relation
Remark. The importance of this Lemma is that once we have found a Ð>ß ?Ñ satisfying the
equilibrium conditions, we can assume ? is one of up to 88 vectors in d 8 each of whose elements
is an element of >. Thus the most important part of the dual problem c ‡ is to find >.
The . -Quadratic Case
As will be seen shortly, the . -quadratic case, i.e., where 0 , or equivalently 0 ‡ , is . -quadratic,
plays an important role in the general theory. The reason is that a solution to that case can be
transformed easily into a solution for any . -additive convex 0 . For this reason it is useful to explore a few implications of the duality theory for convex quadratic programs in the . -quadratic
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case. To begin with, since c ‡ is always feasible, it follows that c is feasible if and only if c ‡ has
an optimal solution. And in either case, c and c ‡ have optimal solutions B and 1 satisfying the
equilibrium conditions where (20) specializes to
(20)w

>3 œ

B3
, " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8,
.3

because when 0 is . -quadratic, `0sÐDÑ œ ÖD×.
Invariance Theorem
We can now state and prove our main result.
THEOREM 2. Invariance.
1‰ Invariance of Optimal Flow. If c is feasible, there is a flow B that simultaneously mini-

mizes every d-additive convex 0 .
2‰ Invariance of Order of Optimal Dual Variables. If there is a > that is optimal for c ‡ in

the d-quadratic case, there is an associated optimal ? contained in >. If also 0 ‡ is a closed d-ad‡
ditive convex function and >3 − ` 0s ÐdÑ for " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8, there is a >w preserving the order of > for
‡
which >3 − ` 0s Ð>w3 Ñ, " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8, and a unique ?w such that Ð>w ß ?w Ñ preserves the order of Ð>ß ?Ñ. In
addition Ð>w ß ?w Ñ is optimal for c ‡ with 0 ‡ .
Remark 1. Contrasting Invariance in the Primal and Dual. Part 1‰ asserts invariance of
the optimal solution of c as 0 ranges over the class of . -additive convex functions. By contrast,
2‰ asserts instead invariance of the order of the optimal Ð>ß ?Ñ as 0 ‡ ranges over most closed

. -additive convex functions.
Remark 2. Solving c and c ‡ . One can solve both c and c ‡ by first finding optimal B and
1 with ? contained in > in the .-quadratic case, perhaps by standard quadratic network-flow
algorithms. Then B is optimal for c . To find a 1w optimal for c ‡ , proceeds as follows. First,
‡
given >ß by hypothesis there is a >w3 so that >3 − `0s Ð>w3 Ñ, or equivalently by Ð4)ww , >w3 maximizes
‡
>3 >w3  0s Ð>w3 Ñ. Since this function is superadditive in Ð>3 ß >w3 Ñ, one can choose the maximizer >w3 to be
increasing in >3 by the Increasing-Optimal-Selections Theorem. Thus >w preserves the order of >.
Now let ?w3 œ >w4 if ?3 œ >4 . This rule defines the unique ?w œ Ð?w3 Ñ such that Ð>w ß ?w Ñ preserves the
order of Ð>ß ?Ñ. To sum up, once an optimal Ð>ß ?Ñ is found for c ‡ in the . -quadratic case, the optimal >w is found by solving 8 one-dimensional optimization problems indexed by the parameters

>w3 .
Proof of Theorem 2. First, prove 2‰ . Since there exists an optimal > for c ‡ in the . -quadratic
case, there exist B and 1 œ Ð>ß ?ß @ ß @ Ñ that satisfy the equilibrium conditions by the duality
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theorem for quadratic programming. Without loss of generality, assume that (18) holds, and by
Lemma 1, that > contains ? as well. Now the >w that Remark 2 above constructs preserves the
‡
B
B
order of >. Also by (20)w , 3 œ >3 − `0s Ð>w3 Ñ, or equivalently by (5), >w3 − `0sÐ 3 Ñ, 1 Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8, since
.3
.3
‡
0s is closed, proper and convex. Moreover, as Remark 2 discusses, there is a unique ?w such that

Ð>w ß ?w Ñ preserves the order of Ð>ß ?Ñ. Consequently, the unique Ð@ w  ß @ w  Ñ determined by (15)-(18)
(with Ð>w ß ?w Ñ replacing Ð>ß ?Ñ) preserves the zeroes of Ð@ ß @ Ñ. Thus B and 1w ´ Ð>w ß ?w ß @ w ß @ w Ñ
satisfy the equilibrium conditions with 0 and so are optimal for c and c ‡ respectively, which
‡
proves 2‰ . This also proves that if 0 is . -additive convex, closed and satisfies >3 − `0s ÐdÑ, or equivalently by (5), `0sÐ>3 Ñ Á g for 1 Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8, then B is optimal for c with 0 . To complete the proof,
suppose 0 is . -additive convex, so 0s is proper and convex. Then there is a sequence of closed
proper convex 0s7 with `0s7 Ð>3 Ñ Á g for all 1 Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8 and 7 1 such that 0s7 converges pointwise
B
to 0s. Let 07 ÐB! Ñ ´ !3 .3 0s7 Ð 3 Ñ. Thus from what was shown above, B is optimal for c with 07
.3

for each 7, and so also for c with lim 07 œ 0 . è
5 TAUT-STRING SOLUTION
Specialization  of c
There is an important instance of the Invariance Theorem that can be solved graphically!
Let  be the specialization of c in which +!3 œ ,!3 œ _ for " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8, +34 œ ,34 œ ! for " Ÿ 3 

4 Ÿ 8 with 4 Á 3  ", and -3 œ ! for " Ÿ 3  8. Now let \3 ´ B3ß3" , I3 ´ +3ß3" and J3 ´ ,3ß3" for
" Ÿ 3  8; also \8 ´ \8"  B8 and I8 ´ J8 ´ -8 . Figure 4.20 illustrates the network for 8 œ 4
where W% ´ -% . Observe that B3 œ \3  \3" , so  can be expressed as choosing B! to

B3
minimize " .3 0sÐ Ñ œ 0 ÐB! Ñ
.3
3œ"
8

(21)
subject to

IŸ\ŸJ

(22)

where I ´ ÐI3 Ñ, \ ´ Ð\3 Ñ, and J ´ ÐJ3 Ñ.
To solve , specialize to 0sÐDÑ ´ ÈD #  ", which is strictly convex. Then (21) becomes the

. -additive convex function
" .3 ÊŠ
8

w

(21)

8
B3 #
ÉB#3  .3# .
"
‹ "œ
.3
3œ"

Now plot I3 ß \3 and J3 versus H3 ´ !34œ" .4 on the plane for 3 œ !ß á ß 8 as illustrated in Figure
3œ"

6 for 8 œ 5. Then draw the polygonal path joining ÐH3" ß \3" Ñ and ÐH3 ß \3 Ñ for !  3 Ÿ 8 where

H! ´ I! ´ J! ´ \! ´ !. Observe that (21)w gives the length of that polygonal path because
ÈB#3  .3# is the distance between the points ÐH3" ß \3" Ñ and ÐH3 ß \3 Ñ œ ÐH3" ß \3" Ñ  Ð.3 ß B3 Ñ.
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Figure 6. Taut-String Solution of 
Thus the problem of choosing \ that minimizes (21)w subject to (22Ñ has a geometric interpretation, viz., find the shortest path in the plane from the origin to ÐH8 ß I8 Ñ among those paths that
lie between ÐH3 ß I3 Ñ and ÐH3 ß J3 Ñ for !  3  8! This path can be found as follows. Put pins in
the plane at ÐH3 ß I3 Ñ and ÐH3 ß J3 Ñ for ! Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8. Then tie a string to the pin at the origin, thread
it between the pins at ÐH3 ß I3 Ñ and ÐH3 ß J3 Ñ for 1 Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8, and pull the string taut at ÐH8 ß I8 Ñ.
The taut string traces out the desired shortest path. This taut-string solution can be computed
in OÐ8Ñ time.
The importance of this construction is that by the Invariance Theorem 2, the B3 determined
by the taut-string simultaneously solve  for all .-additive convex 0 because (21Ñw is strictly
convex and .-additive.
Dual ‡ of 
Now specialize c ‡ to give the dual ‡ of . To begin with, since +!3 œ ,!3 œ _, it follows


from (17) that @!3
œ @!3
œ !, so by (15), ? œ >. Thus there is no loss in generality in eliminating


? from the problem. Also, by (18)w , assume @3ß3"
œ Ð>3"  >3 Ñ and @3ß3"
œ Ð>3"  >3 Ñ for " Ÿ 3

 8, thereby eliminating the restrictions (15)-(17) of the dual problem. On putting >8" ´ !, the
dual ‡ of  thus becomes that of choosing > œ Ð>3 Ñ − d 8 to maximize (14), or equivalently,
‡
"[I3 Ð>3"  >3 Ñ  J3 Ð>3"  >3 Ñ  .3 0s Ð>3 Ñ]
8

(23)

3œ"



because I8 Ð>8"  >8 Ñ  J8 Ð>8"  >8 Ñ œ -8 [Ð>8 Ñ  Ð>8 Ñ ] œ -8 ?8 .
It is often the case that one has an inequality of the form >3

>3" where " Ÿ 3  8. This can

be assured by setting J3 œ _. In particular, if one has the system of inequalities >"

>#

â

>8 ,

it suffices to set J3 œ _ for 3 œ "ß á ß 8". Similarly, if one has an inequality of the form >3 Ÿ >3"
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where " Ÿ 3  8, this can be assured by setting I3 œ _. In particular, if one has the system of
inequalities >" Ÿ ># Ÿ â Ÿ >8 , it suffices to set I3 œ _ for 3 œ "ß á ß 8".
‡
The general dual problem ‡ can be solved with a closed . -additive convex 0s by finding

the taut-string solution B! to the dual  of ‡ and then finding the optimal >3 , preserving the
B3
B
, from (20). (Observe that 3 is the slope of the taut string on the interval
.3
.3
‡
B
ÐH3" ß H3 Ñ.) By (5), this is equivalent to choosing >3 so 3 − `0s Ð>3 Ñ, or what is the same thing
.
3
‡
B

order of the

by (4)w , choosing >3 to maximize

3

.3

>3  0s Ð>3 Ñ for " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8. It is important to note that given B3 ,

the optimal >3 depends on .4 only for 4 œ 3.
6 APPLICATION TO OPTIMAL DYNAMIC PRODUCTION PLANNING [MH55], [Ve71], [Ve87]
Application of  to Production Planning
Observe that  can be interpreted as the instance of the production planning problem in
B
Figure 4.20 where -3 ÐB3 Ñ ´ .3 0sÐ 3 Ñ, 23 ÐC3 Ñ ´ $ ÐC3  E3 Ñ  $ ÐF3  C3 Ñ for all 3, E ´ ÐE3 Ñ, F ´
.3

ÐF3 Ñ, W ´ ÐW3 Ñ, I ´ W  E and J ´ W  F . Thus this model encompasses nonstationary production costs by means of the parameters .3 . Direct storage costs are not allowed, unless it is possible to absorb them into the production costs by an appropriate choice of the scale parameters

.3 , e.g., as we show below for capital costs associated with investment in inventories, a major
component of storage costs. However, lower and upper bounds E and F are permitted on inventories. The motive for carrying inventories in this model is that there may be a temporal increase in the marginal cost of supplying demand.
Observe that the optimal production schedule is independent of 0s provided only that 0s is
proper and convex. This means one does not need to know 0s in order to schedule optimally!
Also during any interval M of periods in which inventories are not equal to their upper or lower
bounds, it follows from the taut-string solution that

B3
œ -, say, or equivalently, B3 œ -.3 , for
.3

all 3 − M , i.e., optimal production in each period in M is proportional to the scale parameter.
Thus, optimal production rises or fall according as the scale parameter rises or falls over the interval M .
Positively Homogeneous Convex Production Cost Function. As a particular example, suppose that the present value of the production cost in period 3 is -3 ÐDÑ œ " 3 lDl;" - for some discount factor "  ! and unit cost -  !, so -3 Ð † Ñ is positively homogeneous of degree ;  "

".

This formulation accounts for the cost of capital invested in inventories. Then the production
cost is . -additive convex with 0sÐDÑ œ lDl;" - and scale parameters
3

.3 œ Ð"  3Ñ ; ß 3 œ "ß á ,8
where " ´

"
and "003% is the interest rate. Observe that if 3 œ !, then .3 œ " for all 3. If
"3

instead 3  ! Ðresp., 3  !), then .3 expands (resp., contracts) geometrically with the precise
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rate being greater than, equal to or less than l3l according as !  ;  ", ; œ " or "  ; . In this
event, during intervals in which inventories are not equal to their upper or lower bounds, optimal production rises or falls geometrically according as 3  ! or 3  !.
Application of ‡ to Production Planning
It is of interest to note that ‡ , like , can be interpreted as a special case of the productionplanning problem in Figure 4.20. In particular, letting \3 ´ >3" , W3 œ !, -3 ÐDÑ ´ J3 D   I3 D  ,
and 23 ÐDÑ œ .3" 0 ‡w ÐDÑ for ! Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8 where .8" ´ ! produces a special case of the problem in
Figure 4.20 except in the present case \! is a variable to be chosen by the decision maker and
‡
so one adds the cost 2! Ð\! Ñ œ ." 0s Ð\! Ñ to (4.8)w . In this event, J3 is the unit production cost
and I3 is the unit disposal revenue in period 3.
Planning Horizons
In the production planning interpretations of  and ‡ , call period 5 a planning horizon if
the optimal choice of B" (or >" ) depends only on ÐH3 ß I3 ß J3 Ñ for 3 Ÿ 5 for all parameter sequences

Hß Iß J in a specified set under consideration. Thus a planning horizon can be thought of as the
number of periods ahead one must be able to forecast correctly in order to act optimally initially.
Planning horizons are easy to determine graphically. As an illustration, 5 œ 2 is a planning horizon for the example in Figure 6.
In seasonal (i.e., periodic) problems, planning horizons typically occur prior to one complete
cycle and then at periodic intervals thereafter. To illustrate, suppose H3 œ 3 for all 3, I œ W and

J3 œ _ for all "  3  _ and that the sales schedule is periodic, i.e., for some positive integer :,
=3 œ =3: for all 3

" where =3 œ W3  W3" for 3

" and W! œ !. Then for the example in Figure

7 with : œ "# months,

W3
W'
W3  W'
W")  W'
for " Ÿ 3  ' and
for '  3  "),
Ÿ
Ÿ
3
'
3'
"#
the first planning horizon occurs at six months, and subsequent planning horizons occur every 12

\3

\3
W3
!

'

"#

")

#%

$!

Figure 7. Production Planning Horizon

3
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months thereafter. In this event, the optimal monthly production rate is constant during the initial six months and then falls to a lower rate1 that remains constant thereafter. Observe that
the planning horizons occur in periods 3 of zero inventories and falling sales, i.e., =3

=3" . Also,

if two successive planning horizons do not occur in subsequent periods, then they are separated
by at least one period 4 of strictly rising sales, i.e., =4  =4" .

1In the present case this occurs immediately. But in general the decline in production may occur over several months.

6
Concave-Cost Network Flows
and Supply Chains
[WW58], [Ma58], [Za69], [Ve69], [Lo72], [Kal72], [EMV79,87], [Ro85,86], [WVK89], [FT91], [AP93]
1 INTRODUCTION
So far attention has been focused largely on inventory problems that could be formulated as
minimum-convex-cost network-flow problems. These models exhibit diseconomies-of-scale. Also
optimal production schedules tend to smooth out fluctuations in sales and other parameters, c.f.,
the Smoothing Theorem. In practice it often happens that the cost functions instead exhibit economies-of-scale, e.g., they are concave. Under these conditions, optimal production schedules tend
to amplify fluctuations in sales and other parameters—sharply contrasting with the situation of
convex costs.
From a mathematical viewpoint, the problem of finding minimum-cost production schedules
in the presence of scale economies often reduces to the problem of finding a vector B in a polyhedral convex set \ that minimizes a concave function - on \ . For this reason, §6.2 characterize when such a minimum is attained. That section also shows, under mild conditions, that if
the minimum is attained, it is attained at an extreme point of \ .

87
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It is often the case that the polyhedral sets \ arising in the study of inventory problems are
sets of feasible flows in a network. For this reason, it is useful to specialize the general theory of
§6.2 to characterize extreme flows in networks in §6.3. That section also shows how to reduce
uncapacitated network flow problems with arbitrary additive-concave-cost functions to equivalent problems in which the arc costs are nonnegative. This fact proves useful in the development
of efficient algorithms for solving such problems.
Once the extreme points of a convex polyhedral set have been characterized, there remains
the important problem of developing an efficient algorithm for searching them to find one that
is optimal. Examining all of them is generally impractical since the number of extreme points
typically rises exponentially with the size of the problem. This difficulty can be overcome in the
simplest and most prominent instance of this problem, viz., linear programming. This is because
linear objective functions enjoy the twin properties of concavity and convexity, the former assuring that the minimum is attained at an extreme point and the latter assuring that a local minimum is a global minimum. Consequently, in searching for an improvement of an extreme point
of a linear program, it is enough to examine the “adjacent” extreme points. Unfortunately, that
is not so for nonlinear concave functions since they are not convex.
Nevertheless, it is possible to develop efficient algorithms for globally minimizing additive
concave functions on uncapacitated networks in important classes of network flow problems that
arise in the study of inventory systems. (It suffices to study the uncapacitated problem since, as
§6.6 shows, it is possible to reduce the capacitated to the uncapacitated problem.) Section 6.4
develops a “send-and-split” dynamic programming method for doing this. The running time of
the method is polynomial in the numbers of nodes and arcs of the graph, but exponential in the
number of demand nodes, i.e., nodes at which there is a nonzero demand. Section 6.5 shows that
in the case of planar graphs the running time is also polynomial in the number of demand
nodes, though it is exponential in the number of faces of the planar graph containing the demand
nodes. The importance of this for inventory problems is that, as §6.7 shows, the graphs of single
and tandem facility 8-period inventory problems are planar with all demand nodes lying in a
common face. Thus, the send-and-split algorithm solves such problems in polynomial time.
Unfortunately, the networks arising from the study of multi-retailer distribution systems are
not planar, so the send-and-split method is not efficient for them. Nevertheless, §6.8 shows that
if at each facility of a one-warehouse R -retailer inventory system, the ordering costs are of set-up
cost type, the storage costs are linear, and the costs and demand rates are stationary, it is possible to find a schedule that is guaranteed to be within 6% of the minimum average cost per unit
time in SÐR log R Ñ time.
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2 MINIMIZING CONCAVE FUNCTIONS ON POLYHEDRAL CONVEX SETS [HH61], [Ro70],
[Ve85]
The first question that arises in attempting to minimize a concave function on a convex polyhedral set is whether the minimum is attained? In order to motivate the answer to this question,
consider the simplest situation, viz., \ © d. There are three cases to examine.
ì \ œ d . In this event, - attains its minimum if and only if - is constant on d . Thus this case is
uninteresting.
ì \ œ Ò+ß ,Ó. In this event - attains its minimum at an end point of \ , i.e., at + or , (at , in Figure 1).

a

b

Figure 1. A Concave Function on a Bounded Interval
ì \ œ Ò+ß _Ñ. In this event - attains its minimum on \ if and only if - is bounded below on \ .
And when that is so, the minimum is attained at + because - must be increasing on \ . For if - is
not increasing, then -ÐBÑ Ä _ as B Ä _, in which case - cannot attain its minimum on \ .
There is, of course, one other case to consider, viz., \ œ Ð_ß +Ó. But this is reduced to the case
just considered by reversing the axis and so need not be discussed.

a

a

Minimum Attained

Minimum Not Attained

Figure 2. Concave Functions on Semi-Infinite Intervals
The first of the above cases does not arise if \ does not contain a line. The last two cases are
unified by asserting that if - is bounded below on each “half-line” in \ , then - assumes its minimum on \ at an extreme point of \ .
It is now appropriate to consider the general case. To that end, suppose \ is a polyhedral convex subset of d 8 . Call an element / of \ an extreme point (of \ ) if / is not one-half the sum of
two distinct elements of \ . A half-line in \ emanating from B − d 8 in the direction (of reces-
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sion) . − d 8 , . Á !, is a subset of \ of the form ÖB  -. À - − d ×. Call a half-line L in \ ex-

treme if no element of L can be expressed as one-half the sum of two points in \ Ï L . In this
event, call the associated directions of L extreme. It is known [Ro70, pp. 162-72] that if \ contains no lines, then \ œ conv I  cone H where I is the nonempty finite set of extreme points
of \ , H is the set of extreme directions of \ , “conv” means “convex hull of ” and “cone” means
“convex cone hull of.” Note that cone H, called the recession cone of \ , is the set of directions.

Extreme Half-Lines
Recession Cone

X
Extreme Points

Figure 3. Extreme Points and Half-lines; Recession Cone
A necessary condition that - attain its minimum on a polyhedral convex set \ is that - be
bounded below on the half-lines emanating from a single element of \ in every extreme direction thereof. It is known from the theory of linear programming that this necessary condition is
also sufficient if - is linear. The question arises whether the condition remains sufficient if - is
merely concave. The answer is “no” as the following example illustrates.
Example 1. A Concave Function that is Bounded Below in Extreme Directions from Some
#
Points, but Not Others. Let \ œ ÖÐ@ß AÑ − d
À A Ÿ "×, -Ð@ß AÑ œ ! for ! Ÿ @ and ! Ÿ A  ",

and -Ð@ß AÑ œ @ for ! Ÿ @ and A œ ". Then - is concave on \ and is bounded below on the
half-line emanating in the (unique) extreme direction Ð"ß !Ñ from Ð!ß !Ñ, but not from Ð!ß "Ñ.
Concave Functions With Bounded Jumps
This example shows that another necessary condition on - is required. To that end, let G\ be
the class of real-valued concave functions on a convex set \ in d 8 and F\ be the subclass of functions - − G\ with bounded jumps, i.e., for which lim-Æ! Ò-ÐBÑ  -ÐB  -ÐC  BÑÑÓ is bounded below
uniformly in Bß C − \ . The function - in the above example does not have bounded jumps.
The class F\ is closed under addition and nonnegative scalar multiplication, and so is a convex cone. The continuous (which include the linear) functions in G\ are in F\ because they have
no jumps. When 8 œ ", the elements of G\ have at most two jumps, so F\ œ G\ . Thus, for 8

",

F\ contains the additive (and hence the fixed-charge) functions - − G\ , i.e., those for which -ÐBÑ œ
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!83œ" -3 ÐB3 Ñ. Finally, the bounded functions in G\ are in F\ . Many other concave functions that
arise in practice are also in F\ because they can be generated from a set of real-valued concave
functions, each of which is continuous, additive, or bounded, by alternately taking pointwise minima and nonnegative linear combinations of members of the set.
A necessary condition for - to attain its minimum on \ is that -  ´ - • ! have bounded jumps.
Of course, - − F\ implies -  − F\ . But - − F\ is not a necessary condition for - to attain its minimum, as the function -Ð@ß AÑ  @ illustrates where - is as defined in Example 1.
Existence and Characterization of Minima of Concave Functions
THEOREM 1. Existence and Characterization of Minima of Concave Functions. If c is a
real-valued concave function on a nonempty polyhedral convex set \ in d 8 that contains no lines,

the following are equivalent.
1‰ - attains its minimum on \ at an extreme point thereof.
2‰ -  œ - • ! has bounded jumps and - is bounded below on the half-lines emanating from a sin-

gle element of \ in every extreme direction therefrom.
3‰ - is bounded below on the half-lines emanating from each extreme point of \ in each extreme

direction therefrom.
Proof. Let H be the set of extreme directions of \ . For each B − \ and . − H, put B) ´

B  ). . Since - is concave, -ÐB) Ñ is bounded below in )
)

! if and only if -ÐB) Ñ

-ÐBÑ for all

!.
Clearly 1‰ implies 2‰ . Now assume that 2‰ holds, so there is a C − \ such that -ÐC) Ñ

for each )

! and . − H. Suppose B − \ and put 7 ´ -ÐBÑ • -ÐCÑ • !. We show that -ÐB Ñ is

bounded below in )

!. Since -  is concave, we have for each ! Ÿ ) and !  - Ÿ " that

-  ÐB)  -ÐC)  B) ÑÑ œ -  Ð-C)Î-  
- BÑ
where 
- ´ "  -. Now since -

--  ÐC )Î- Ñ  
- -  ÐBÑ

7

-  and the jumps of -  are bounded below by a finite number

6, it follows from the above inequality that
-ÐB) Ñ

lim Ò-  ÐB) Ñ  -  ÐB)  -ÐC)  B) ÑÑÓ  lim -  ÐB)  -ÐC )  B) ÑÑ
-Æ!

for each )

-ÐCÑ
)

-Æ!

!, so 3‰ holds.

Next, suppose that 3‰ holds and B − \ . Then since \ œ conv I  cone H,

B œ " !3 /3  " "4 . 4 œ " !3 "4 Ò/3  . 4 Ó
:

;

3œ"

4œ"

3ß4

67
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for some /3 − I , . 4 − H  Ö!×, !3  !, !5 !5 œ ", "4  ! and !6 "6 œ ", so !3ß4 !3 "4 œ " where

I is the set of extreme points of \ . Thus since - is concave and -Ð/3  . 4 Ñ
-ÐBÑ

" !3 "4 -Ð/3  . 4 Ñ
3ß4

" !3 "4 -Ð/3 Ñ

-Ð/3 Ñ,

min -Ð/3 Ñ. è

3ß4

3

In order to make use of the above result, it is necessary to characterize the extreme points of
polyhedral sets arising in inventory systems. This is done in the sequel for an important case
arising in practice, viz., uncapacitated network flows, especially those that are planar.
Once the extreme flows have been characterized, there remains the formidable problem of
searching them to find one with minimum cost. There is a dynamic-programming method, called
the send-and-split method, for doing this for uncapacitated networks. This algorithm, not surprisingly, runs in exponential time in general. However, the algorithm can be refined to run in
polynomial time when either the number of demand nodes, i.e., nodes at which there are nonzero demands, is bounded or the graph is planar and all but possibly one of the demand nodes
lie in the same face. The importance of this in inventory control is that the networks arising in
inventory systems often have one of these properties.
3 MINIMUM-ADDITIVE-CONCAVE-COST UNCAPACITATED NETWORK FLOWS [Za68],
[EMV79, 87]
Formulation
Consider a (directed) graph Z œ Ða ß TÑ consisting of a set a of 8 nodes together with a set
T of + ordered pairs of distinct nodes called arcs. There is a demand <3 at each node 3, and < œ

Ð<3 Ñ is the demand vector. Negative demand at a node is, of course, a supply. Let W be the collection of .  ", say, nodes, called demand nodes, with nonzero demands.
Let B34 be the number of units of a commodity flowing from node 3 to node 4 along arc Ð3ß 4Ñ.
A flow is a vector B œ ÐB34 Ñ that satisfies the conservation-of-flow equations
" B43  " B35 œ <3 for 3 − a .

Ð4ß3Ñ−T

Ð3ß5Ñ−T

A flow is feasible if it is nonnegative, and extreme if it is an extreme point of the polyhedral
set of feasible flows. The directions are the nonnegative nonnull circulations.
There is a (real-valued) additive concave flow-cost function -ÐBÑ œ !Ð3ß4Ñ−T -34 ÐB34 Ñ defined on
the set of nonnegative vectors B œ ÐB34 Ñ

! with each -34 Ð † Ñ being concave on the nonnegative

real line. We can and do assume in the sequel without loss of generality and without further
mention that -34 Ð!Ñ œ ! for all 3ß 4, so -Ð † Ñ is vector subadditive, i.e., -Ð?  @Ñ Ÿ -Ð?Ñ  -Ð@Ñ for
all ?ß @

!, and -Ð!Ñ œ !. The objective is to find a minimum-cost flow, i.e., a feasible flow with

minimum cost.
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Since -Ð † Ñ is real-valued, additive and concave on the set of feasible flows, it follows from
Theorem 1 that -Ð † Ñ assumes its minimum thereon if and only if there is a feasible flow and

-Ð † Ñ is bounded below on each half-line emanating from some feasible flow in each extreme direction of the set of feasible flows. And in that event the minimum is attained at an extreme
flow. For these reasons, it is necessary to characterize the extreme flows and directions.
Extreme Flows and Directions
The characterization of the extreme flows and directions requires a few definitions. Call a
graph a tree if each pair of nodes is connected by exactly one simple path. Call a node in a tree
an end-node, or a leaf, if it is incident to only one arc. The union of two graphs Ða ß TÑ and Ða w ß Tw Ñ
is the graph Ða  a w , T  Tw Ñ. A forest is a graph that is a union of node-disjoint trees, or equivalently, that contains no simple cycles. As an illustration, the graph in Figure 4 is a forest with
the leaves of its two trees being the nodes # ß $ ß %ß ' and (ß ,ß - respectively.
THEOREM 2. Characterization of Extreme Flows and Directions. The polyhedral set of

feasible flows has the following properties.
1‰ A feasible flow is extreme if and only if its induced subgraph is a forest. Moreover, the

leaves of the trees in the forest are demand nodes.
2‰ A direction is extreme if and only if its induced subgraph is a simple circuit.
Proof. Consider 1‰ first. To that end, suppose B is an extreme flow and induces a subgraph
that is not a forest. Then the induced subgraph contains a simple cycle # . Let C% be a simple
circulation whose induced cycle is # and whose flow around # is %. Then for small enough %  !,

B  C% and B  C% are both feasible flows and B is one-half their sum, contradicting the fact that
"
#

B is extreme. Conversely, suppose that the subgraph induced by B is a forest and B œ ÐBw  Bww Ñ
for some feasible flows Bw and Bww . We must show that B! œ Bw! œ Bww! for all arcs !. This is so for
arcs not in the forest because the elements of B on arcs not in the forest are zero. Also, by flow
conservation, the flow in each arc Ð3ß 4Ñ in the forest is unique since it is the sum of the demands
at all nodes 5 for which there is a unique simple path in the forest joining 3 and 5 that contains

4. Thus 1‰ holds.
Next consider 2‰ . To that end, suppose that . is an extreme direction. Then . is a nonnegative circulation. By the Circulation-Decomposition Theorem, . is a sum of distinct simple nonnegative circulations. Thus . œ . w  . ww where . w is one of the simple circulations and . ww is the
sum of the rest. If . ww œ !, the assertion is proved since the subgraph induced by . w is a simple
"
#

circuit. If not, . w Á . ww and . œ Ð#. w  #. ww Ñ, which contradicts the fact that . is an extreme direction. Conversely, suppose that . is a nonnegative nonnull simple circulation and . œ . w  . ww
for some nonproportional nonnegative circulations . w and . ww . Then .!w œ .!ww for each arc ! not
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in the simple circuit induced by .. Now if .!w Á !, then .!w .!ww  !, whence . w and . ww cannot both
be nonnegative, which is impossible. Thus .!w œ .!ww œ ! for each arc ! not in the simple circuit.
Hence . w and . ww are proportional, which is impossible. è
Example 2. Forest Induced by an Extreme Flow. The forest induced by an extreme flow is
given in Figure 4. The nodes are labeled by letters. The number to the left of a node (resp., an
arc) is the demand there (resp., flow therein). The letters to the right of each arc are the demand
nodes that lie below the arc. Observe that the leaves of the two trees are indeed demand nodes,
and both positive and negative demands are possible. Also, a node that is not a leaf of a tree need
not be a demand node, e.g., node ).

1 (

5 i
4
7 !

3 $
3 $

!$

3 "%'

6

#
6 #

2 "

4 %
4 %

1 ,-

5

0 )

'

2 ,
5 '

3

2 ,

3 -

Figure 4. A Forest Induced by an Extreme Flow
Strong Connectedness and Strong Components of a Graph
In order to proceed further, it is helpful to introduce a few concepts about (directed) graphs.
One node is strongly connected to a second node if there is a simple chain from the first node to
the second. A graph is strongly connected if each node is strongly connected to each other node.
Strongly-connected graphs are connected, but not necessarily conversely. For example, wheels
are connected and the wheel of Figure 4.8 is strongly connected, but the wheel of Figure 4.11 is
not.
Any graph can be decomposed into maximal strongly-connected subgraphs called the strong

components of the graph. The node sets of the strong components of a graph partition the nodes
of the graph. If we contract the nodes and arcs in each strong component of a directed graph into
a single strong-component node and delete copies of other arcs, the resulting strong-component

graph has no simple circuits. For example, the wheel of Figure 4.11 has two strong components,
viz., the hub node and the set of rim nodes. The strong-component graph is then the single arc
directed from the hub node to the rim-node set. As a second example, each node of the produc-
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tion-planning network of Figure 1.1 is a strong component of the graph, so the strong-component graph coincides with the graph itself.
Existence of Minimum-Cost Flows and Reduction to Nonnegative Arc Costs
The additivity of -Ð † Ñ permits the characterization of the existence of minimum-cost flows
obtained from Theorem 1 to be improved. The improvement, given in Theorem 3, is to require
that -Ð † Ñ be bounded below on each half-line emanating in each extreme direction only from the
origin instead of from some flow. This last condition has the advantage of being independent of
the demand vector.
There is another useful characterization of the existence of minimum-cost flows. To describe
it, we first require a definition. A path is an alternating sequence of nodes and arcs that begins
and ends with a node and for which each arc joins the nodes immediately preceding and following
it in the sequence. A chain is a path in which all arcs are oriented in the same way. Paths and
chains generalize simple paths and chains by allowing repetition of nodes and arcs.
Let † be the augmented graph in which one appends the node / to a and appends an arc

Ð3ß / Ñ to T for exactly one node 3 in each strong component of Z œ Ða ß TÑ that is not strongly
connected to a distinct strong component of Z . As illustrated in Figure 5, this assures that each

Strong Components of 

/
Figure 5. Augmented Graph †
.
.
.
node in † is strongly connected to / . Let - 34 Ð_Ñ œ lim-Ä_ - 34 Ð-Ñ where - 34 Ð † Ñ denotes the right.
hand derivative of -34 Ð † Ñ. Let - 34 ´ - 34 Ð_Ñ for each arc Ð3ß 4Ñ in a strong component of Z (and
hence †) and let - 34 be arbitrary, though finite, for every other arc Ð3ß 4Ñ in †. Let 1
 3 be the in-
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fimum of the costs of the chains in † from node 3 Á / to node / where the - 34 are the arc costs
in †. Theorem 3 asserts that if there is a flow, there is a minimum-cost flow if and only if 1
 œ
1 is finite if and only if the cost of traversing each simple circuit in Z
Ð1
 3 Ñ is finite. Moreover, 
(with the arc costs - 34 ) is nonnegative.
If a minimum-cost flow exists, so 1
 is finite, then Theorem 3 asserts that it is possible to reduce the minimum-cost-flow problem to an equivalent problem with nonnegative arc-flow costs.
This is very useful because the running time of the send-and-split algorithm (which will be described shortly) for finding minimum-cost flows can be significantly reduced when the flow costs
are nonnegative.
To construct the equivalent problem, let D be an upper bound on the feasible flows in arcs
joining distinct strong components of Z . For example, D œ !3 <3 will do. The equivalent min1
1
imum-cost-flow problem is formed by setting 1 œ Ð13 Ñ œ 1
 , -34 ÐCÑ ´ -34 ÐCÑ  Ð13  14 ÑC and - ÐBÑ
´ !3ß4 -341 ÐB34 Ñ. Observe that for each flow B, - 1 ÐBÑ œ -ÐBÑ  !3 13 <3 , so that the set of feasible

flows that minimize - 1 Ð † Ñ is independent of 1. Also, since 13  14 Ÿ - 34 for all 3ß 4, the altered arc
costs -341 Ð † Ñ are nonnegative for each feasible flow as illustrated in Figures 6a and 6b. Thus the
problem of finding a minimum-cost flow with the altered flow-cost function - 1 Ð † Ñ has nonnegative arc-flow costs and is equivalent to the original problem.
THEOREM 3. Existence of Minimum-Cost Flows and Reduction to Nonnegative Arc
Costs. In networks with graph Z , the following are equivalent.
1‰
2

‰

3‰
‰

There is a minimum-cost flow for some demand vector.
The null circulation is a minimum-cost nonnegative circulation.
If there is a feasible flow, there is a minimum-cost flow that is extreme.

5‰

Each nonnegative simple circulation has nonnegative flow cost.
!+−# - + ! for all simple circuits with arc-set # in Z .

6‰

There is a simple minimum-cost chain from each node in † to / where the arc-cost

4

vector is - .

If also - + D Ÿ -+ ÐDÑ for all arcs + joining distinct strong components of Z where D ´ !3 <3

and r is a demand vector, the above are equivalent to:
7‰

There is a 1 for which -+1 ÐBÑ

! for all arcs + in Z and feasible flows B. Moreover, the

vector 1
 of minimum simple-chain costs in † is one such 1 .
Proof. Let B be a feasible flow and C be an extreme direction of the corresponding set of
feasible flows. Then by Theorem 2, the subgraph of Z induced by C is a simple circuit with arcs
#, say. Since -Ð † Ñ is concave and subadditive,
"
"
-Ð#BÑ  -Ð#)CÑ Ÿ -ÐB  )CÑ Ÿ -ÐBÑ  -Ð)CÑ.
#
#
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Figure 6a. Arc + in
Strong Component of Z
Thus -ÐB  )CÑ is bounded below in )

Figure 6b. Arc + Not in
Strong Component of Z

! if and only if that is so of -Ð)CÑ, or equivalently, -Ð)CÑ

!. This implies the equivalence of 1‰ , 3‰ and 4‰ by Theorems 1 and 2. Also, 4‰
.
and 5‰ are equivalent because -Ð)CÑ ! for all ) ! is equivalent to the inequality !+−# - + Ð_Ñ
! for all )

!. Further, 2‰ trivially implies 1‰ and, because the null circulation is the unique extreme point
when the demand vector is null, 3‰ implies 2‰ .
Clearly 5‰ implies 6‰ . To show that 6‰ implies 7‰ , observe that the flow in each arc not in a
strong component of Z cannot exceed D . Thus, by definition of - and the facts that the -+ are
concave and vanish at the origin, -+ ÐB+ Ñ
‰

- + B+


for all flows B. Also, 
13  
14 Ÿ - 34 for all arcs

‰
Ð3ß 4Ñ in Z . Hence, 7 holds with 1 œ 1
 . Finally, 7 implies 4 because for each nonnegative sim-

ple circulation B, -ÐBÑ œ - 1 ÐBÑ

‰

!. è

.
.
It follows from 7‰ that we can put - + œ - + Ð_Ñ for all + for which - + Ð_Ñ is finite. In particular, if - is linear, i.e., -ÐBÑ œ -B, we can put - œ - . Then the Theorem implies the familiar result that a minimum-linear-cost flow exists if and only if the cost of traversing every simple cir.
cuit is nonnegative. However, if - + Ð_Ñ œ _, which occurs if, for example, -+ ÐCÑ œ C # for some
.
arc + in Z , but not in a strong component thereof, then we cannot take - + œ - + Ð_Ñ because then
1

1
 3 œ _, whence - would not be well-defined and finite on its domain.

Computations
To check for the existence of a minimum-cost flow, and if so, find 1 to make the arc costs
.
nonnegative, proceed as follows. First find the strong components of Z and put - + ´ - + Ð_Ñ for
all arcs + therein. For each remaining arc + in Z , choose - + so - + D Ÿ -+ ÐDÑ where D ´ !3 <3 . Finally, set - 3/ œ ! for all Ð3ß / Ñ in †. Then use a suitable minimum-cost-chain algorithm to com-
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pute 1 œ 1
- œ Ð with arc costs 
+ Ñ. One such method, successive approximations, entails computation of minimum-cost-5-or-less-arc simple chains to / for 5 œ "ß á ß 8 (e.g., as in (4.6)) and requires up to 8+ operations (i.e., additions and comparisons) to find 1.
4 SEND-AND-SPLIT METHOD IN GENERAL NETWORKS [EMV79, 87]
Subproblems
We now develop the send-and-split method for finding a minimum-cost flow, assuming that
such a flow exists. The idea of the algorithm is to embed the problem in a family of subproblems
that differ from the given problem only in their demand vectors and to solve the subproblems
by induction on the cardinality of their demand-node sets. A typical subproblem, denoted 3 Ä M ,
takes the form of finding the minimum-cost G3M of satisfying the demands at a subset M of the
demand nodes W from a supply <M ´ !4−M <4 available at node 3. More precisely, G3M is the minimum cost among all feasible flows for the subproblem 3 Ä M in which one first replaces <4 by zero
for all 4 − a Ï M and then subtracts <M from the resulting demand at node 3. By Theorem 3, either a minimum-cost flow exists for the subproblem 3 Ä M , in which case G3M is finite, or no feasible flow exists for the subproblem, in which case one sets G3M œ _. On putting M3 ´ M Ï Ö3×, notice that the desired minimum cost over all feasible flows for the original problem is G3W œ G4W4
for all 3 − a and 4 − W because <W œ !, so the subproblems 3 Ä W and 4 Ä W4 coincide for all
such 3ß 4. But other G3M will also often be of interest for sensitivity-analysis studies, for example,
if the possibility of satisfying the demands only at a subset of the demand nodes is contemplated.
Dynamic-Programming Equations
We begin by showing that the G3M satisfy the dynamic-programming equations (1) and (2)
below where the F3M are defined by (3). If <M œ !, which is so when M œ W, the subproblem 3 Ä M
coincides with the subproblems 4 Ä M4 for all 4 − M , so
(1)

G3M œ G4M4 for all 4 − M .

This possibility is illustrated in Figure 4 where M œ {(ß ,ß -}, <M œ 0 and 3 Â M .
In order to discuss the case <M Á 0, it is convenient to introduce a few definitions that will
allow us to treat the situations in which <M is positive or negative in a unified way. For that reason, when we speak about sending a negative flow D  ! along a chain from node 3 to node 4 in
the sequel, we mean sending the positive flow D along the reverse chain (formed by the reverse
of each arc in the original chain) from 4 to 3. Also, the cost -34 ÐDÑ of sending the negative flow D
through arc Ð3ß 4Ñ is the cost -43 ÐDÑ of sending the positive flow D through the reverse arc Ð4ß 3Ñ.
In order to exploit these definitions, for each set f of arcs, it is convenient to put fM ´ f if <M  !
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and fM ´ ÖÐ3ß 4Ñ À Ð4ß 3Ñ − f × if <M  !. In this notation, if <M  !, then -34 Ð<M Ñ œ -43 Ð<M Ñ for each

Ð3ß 4Ñ − TM .
Now if <M Á !, in which case g § M § W, then as we discuss below and prove in Theorem 4,

G3M satisfies
(2)

G3M œ min Ò-34 Ð<M Ñ  G4M Ó • F3M
Ð3ß4Ñ−TM

where for lMl  ",
(3)

F3M ´ min ÒG3N  G3ßMÏN Ó,
g§N §M

and for lMl œ ", F3M ´ ! if M œ Ö3× and F3M ´ _ otherwise. In order to understand why these
equations hold, observe that if the subproblem 3 Ä M has a feasible flow, then one minimum-cost
flow is extreme and the graph induced thereby is a forest, for example as might be illustrated in
Figure 4.
Now there are two possibilities. One is that it is optimal to send the entire supply <M at node

3 through a single arc Ð3ß 4Ñ to some node 4 and then optimally satisfy the demands at M from 4.
Because of the vector subadditivity of the flow costs, the minimum cost of so doing with fixed 4
cannot exceed the sum -34 Ð<M Ñ  G4M of the cost of sending <M through Ð3ß 4Ñ and the minimum
cost for the subproblem 4 Ä M . Moreover, if 4 is chosen to minimize that sum and the arc Ð3ß 4Ñ is
not in the subgraph induced by the minimum-cost flow for 4 Ä M , both of which are so with an
extreme minimum-cost flow for 3 Ä M , then the minimum cost of sending <M through a single arc
incident to 3 is min4 Ò-34 Ð<M Ñ  G4M Ó. For example, if M œ Ö" ß %ß ' × in Figure 4, then <M œ $ and it is
optimal to send the supply <M œ $ at 3 through arc Ð3ß " Ñ to " and then to satisfy optimally the
demands at nodes " ß %ß ' from " , which costs -3" Ð$Ñ  G" M .
The second possibility is that it is optimal to send the supply <M at 3 out through two or more
arcs. In that event, it is optimal to split the subproblem 3 Ä M into two subproblems 3 Ä N and

3 Ä ÐM Ï N Ñ with g § N § M , and solve the two subproblems. Because of the vector subadditivity
of the flow cost, the cost of the sum of the two minimum-cost flows for these two subproblems,
which is a feasible flow for the subproblem 3 Ä M , is at most G3N  G3ßMÏN . Moreover, equality obtains if the two minimum-cost flows induce subgraphs that are arc-disjoint, as is the case with
an extreme minimum-cost flow. Thus, in this event, G3M œ F3M where the minimum cost F3M when
the problem 3 Ä M is split into two subproblems is given by (3). This possibility is illustrated in
Figure 4. For example, suppose that M œ Ö!ß " ß # ß $ ß %ß ' ß (ß ,ß -×. Then G3M œ F3M and it is optimal
to split 3 Ä M into the two subproblems 3 Ä N and 3 Ä ÐM Ï N Ñ. The subproblem 3 Ä M can be
split optimally in several ways, e.g., by setting N equal to Ö!ß $ ×, Ö" ß %ß ' ×, Ö# ×, or Ö(ß ,ß -×, or a
union of up to three of these four sets. Each of the first three of these sets N has the property
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that l<N l is the flow in an arc incident to 3 in the extreme flow of Figure 4. The fourth set N is
the set of demand nodes in the tree in the forest that does not contain 3. Any other choice of N
is not optimal if the extreme flow depicted in Figure 4 is the unique optimal flow.
To sum up for each subproblem 3 Ä M with <M Á !, it is optimal either to
ì send l<M l through a single arc incident to 3 or
ì split the subproblem 3 Ä M into two subproblems 3 Ä N and 3 Ä ÐM Ï N Ñ.

Also, the minimum cost G3M is the smaller of the costs of sending and of splitting at 3 and so is
given by (2) with F3M given by (3).
Send-and-Split Method
The send-and-split method uses (1)-(3) to compute the G3M by induction on the cardinality of
the demand-node sets g § M © W. In particular, suppose that the G3M have been found for all 3
and lMl  5 , and consider lMl œ 5 . If <M œ !, then G3M can be computed from (1) because lM4 l  5
for each 4 − M . If instead <M Á !, the F3M can be computed from the set-splitting equations (3) because lN l ” lM Ï N l  5 . Then, one can find the G3M for each 3 − a by solving the equations (2).
To solve the last system, it is convenient to reduce (2) to an equivalent system for finding
minimum-cost chains. To that end, construct a graph ZMw œ Ða w ß TMw Ñ by appending a new node /
to Ða ß TM Ñ so that a w ´ a  Ö/ × and TMw ´ TM  Ða ‚ Ö/ ×Ñ. The cost -34 associated with each
arc Ð3ß 4Ñ − TMw is -34 Ð<M Ñ if 4 Á / and F3M if 4 œ / as illustrated in Figure 7. We suppress the dependence of the arc costs on M for simplicity. Then (2) can be rewritten as Bellman’s equations
for finding the minimum costs G3 œ G3M among all chains in ZMw from each node 3 − a to / , viz.,
(2)w

G3 œ min Ò-34  G4 Ó, 3 − a ,
Ð3ß4Ñ−TMw

where G/ ´ !. Observe that G3 can be thought of as the minimum cost of sending <M from 3
through the graph to another node 5 at which it is optimal to split the subproblem 5 Ä M . By
Theorem 3, the cost of traversing each simple circuit in Z , and hence in ZMw , is nonnegative.
Thus, as is well known, the minimum-cost-chain equations (2)w have a greatest _ or real-valued solution, viz., the desired G3 .
Existence and Uniqueness of Solution to Dynamic-Programming Equations
Unfortunately, G œ ÐG3M Ñ is not always the unique solution of (1) and (2) where (3) defines
the F3M . For example, if -34 Ð † Ñ œ ! for all arcs Ð3ß 4Ñ, <M Á ! for all nonempty proper subsets M of
W, and Z is strongly connected, then G œ ! and G w œ ÐG3Mw Ñ also satisfies (1) and (2) where
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Figure 7. The Arc Costs on the Graph ZMw

G3Mw œ ÐlMl • .Ñ for 3 − a and g § M © W. However, G is the greatest solution of (1) and (2) as
the next result shows. Moreover, G is the only such solution if condition 4‰ of Theorem 3 is
strengthened to require that each nonnegative simple circulation has positive, rather than merely nonnegative, cost. The proof of the next Theorem appears in §4 of the Appendix.
THEOREM 4. Dynamic-Programming Equations. If there is a minimum-cost flow, then G

is the greatest _ or real-valued solution of Ð"Ñ and Ð#Ñ. If also each nonnegative simple circulation has positive cost, then G is the only such solution.
Reduction of Minimum-Cost-Chain Problems to Ones with Nonnegative Arc Costs
By choosing - , D and 1 as discussed following Theorem 3, one sees that l<M l Ÿ D for all M © W.
Also, for each arc Ð3ß 4Ñ, either -341 Ð<M Ñ

! or -341 Ð<M Ñ

! according as <M is nonnegative or non-

positive. Thus we can take all the arc costs in the minimum-cost-chain equations (2)w to be nonnegative. Hence, (2)w can be solved by successive approximations, e.g., as in (4.6), or more efficiently by Dijkstra’s method.
Dijkstra's Method For Finding Minimum-Nonnegative-Cost Chains [Di59]
Dijkstra’s method can be used to find minimum-cost simple chains from each node to node /
when the arc costs -34 are nonnegative. At each stage of this inductive method, one has at hand
a subset W of the nodes that includes / , the minimum cost G3 over all simple chains from 3 to /
for 3 − W , and the minimum cost G3 over all simple chains from 3 to / that contain some arc

Ð3ß 4Ñ with 4 − W for 3 − a Ï W (if there is no such arc Ð3ß 4Ñ, then G3 œ _Ñ. (Initially, one has
W œ Ö/ ×, G/ œ !, and, for 3 − a , G3 œ -3/ if Ð3ß / Ñ is an arc and G3 œ _ otherwise.) One first
finds an 3 œ 5 that minimizes G3 over 3 − a Ï W . Then one replaces W by W w ´ W  Ö5× and G3 by

G3w for 3 − a where
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, 3 − Ww

G3 • Ð-35  G5 Ñ , 3 − a Ï W w .

The process terminates when a Ï W œ g, in which case the G3 are then the desired minimum
costs over all simple chains from each node 3 to / . Incidentally, at each stage, it follows by construction that the minimum-cost simple chains to / from nodes in W lie entirely in W .
To justify this method, it suffices to show that G5 is indeed the minimum cost over all simple chains from 5 to / . To that end, consider any simple chain from 5 to / that exits a Ï W at a
node 4 − a Ï W . Since the arc costs are nonnegative, the cost of that chain is at least G4 by definition thereof. On the other hand, G5 Ÿ G4 by definition of 5 , so G5 is the desired minimum
cost over all simple chains from 5 to / .
Finding a Minimum-Cost Flow
We now discuss how to find a minimum-cost flow by doing a little extra bookkeeping while
solving (1), (2)w and (3). For each 3 − a and g § M § W with <M Á !, record a 4 œ 43M attaining
the minimum in (2)w . Do this in such a way that the arcs Ð3ß 43M Ñ form a tree XM spanning ZMw with
all arcs directed towards / . (The spanning tree XM will automatically be constructed in the
course of solving (2)w iteratively by standard methods without extra computation provided that
care is taken not to change an arc used in the tree from one iteration to the next unless this
strictly reduces the appropriate cost.) If also lMl  ", record a N œ N3M achieving the minimum in
(3).
We now show how to construct a minimum-cost flow inductively from the trees XM and sets

N3M . To that end, let 53M be the node adjacent to / in the unique chain in XM (Initially, there is
only one unsolved subproblem, viz., 3 Ä W for any node 3.) Choose an unsolved subproblem

3 Ä M . If <M œ !, replace 3 Ä M in the set of unsolved subproblems by 4 Ä M4 for any 4 − M . Now
suppose that <M Á !. If also M œ Ö3×, delete 3 Ä M from the set of unsolved subproblems. Thus
suppose instead that M Á Ö3×. Then if 3 Á 53M , construct a “chain preflow” by sending <M units
along the unique chain in XM from 3 to 53M (remembering to reverse the direction of the flow in
the chain if <M  !), and replace 3 Ä M in the set of unsolved subproblems by 53M Ä M . However,
if instead 3 œ 53M , then split M into two subsets N3M and M Ï N3M , and replace 3 Ä M in the set of unsolved subproblems by 3 Ä N3M and 3 Ä ÐM Ï N3M Ñ. Repeat the above construction until the set of
unsolved subproblems is empty. Then let ] be the set of chain preflows so constructed and B be
their sum. Now by the vector subadditivity of -Ð † Ñ, G3W œ !C−] -ÐCÑ -ÐBÑ G3W , so equality
occurs throughout. Hence, B is the desired minimum-cost flow. Since at most . set splits can
occur, no more than 8. extra additions and table-lookups are required to find a minimum-cost
flow once the trees XM and sets N3M are available.
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Finding a Minimum-Cost Flow that is Extreme
The minimum-cost flow B found by the send-and-split method is not generally extreme. However, a minimum-cost flow that is extreme is readily available, e.g., any extreme flow in the
graph induced by B.
Running Time in General Networks:

8 .
$  8# #. Operations
#

The number of operations, i.e., additions and comparisons, needed to execute the send-andsplit method is the sum of two dominant terms, viz., that needed to do the minimum-cost chain
and the set-splitting computations. The total number of operations required is at most

8 .
$ 
#

8# #. . As we show below, the first term accounts for the number of operations to do the set splitting and the second for the number to find the minimum-cost chains.
Minimum Cost Chains. It follows from (1) that we can fix any node 5 − W and split only
subsets of W5 . There are #. subsets M of W5 , and for each (nonempty) one of these, the minimum-cost simple chains must be found. The minimum-cost simple chains for a fixed subset M
can be found using Dijkstra’s method with at most 8# operations. To see this, observe that for
each subset W , minimizing G3 over a Ï W requires la Ï Wl  " comparisons. Since this must be
done for only one set W for which la Ï Wl œ 4 for each " Ÿ 4 Ÿ 8, the total number of compar8
8#
isons is at most !8" Ð4  "Ñ œ Ð8  "Ñ Ÿ . The G3 must also be updated for each subset W .
#

#

This requires one operation for each arc Ð3ß 5Ñ encountered. Since each such arc is in T, the
number of such arcs does not exceed 8Ð8"Ñ. Also, one-half of the possible arcs in the graph are
never considered because if arc Ð3ß 5Ñ is encountered, then Ð5ß 3Ñ is not. Thus the number of operations required to do the updating is at most

8
8#
Ð8  "Ñ Ÿ . Hence, if Dijkstra’s method is
#
#

used, at most 8# #. operations are needed to find all the minimum-cost chains.

Set Splitting. Observe that for each fixed node 3 − a , set splitting requires one operation
for each pair of sets M and N satisfying N § M § W5 . Also, each choice of M and N amounts to a
partition of W5 into the three subsets N , M Ï N and W5 Ï M . The number of partitions of a set
with . elements into three subsets is at most $. because there are three subsets into which each
element of the set W5 can independently be assigned. This number can be cut in half by noting
that if we split any subset M into two proper subsets N and M Ï N , there is no loss in generality in
restricting attention to the N that contain any given node in M , say 3M , since then M Ï N does not
contain 3M . Thus the total number of pairs ÐMß N Ñ that need to be considered for any given node 3
" .
$ . Since this must be done for each of the 8 nodes, the number of operations re#
8
quired to do the set splitting is at most $. .
#

is at most
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Biconnected and Strong Components
In many applications, including several of those in §6.6, it is necessary to exploit the connectivity structure of Z in order to make the send-and-split algorithm efficient. There is no loss
in generality in assuming that Z is biconnected. For if not, one can split the problem into independent subproblems on each biconnected component thereof as discussed in §4.1. Even under
this assumption, the set-splitting and minimum-cost-chain calculations can both be reduced
s formed by contracting each
further by constructing the (circuitless) strong-component graph Z

s . For each subproblem
strong component of Z into a node and deleting duplicates of arcs in Z
3 Ä M , the demand at a strong component is the sum of the subproblem’s demands therein. A
necessary and sufficient condition for the subproblem to be infeasible, in which case G3M œ _
and there is no need to split M at node 3, is that the restriction of the subproblem to the strongcomponent graph is infeasible, a fact that can be checked by solving a maximum flow problem
on that graph. A sufficient condition for infeasibility is that some strong component with positive (resp., negative) demand is not preceded (resp., followed) by a strong component with negative (resp., positive) demand.
The minimum-cost-chain problems for M can be solved inductively by solving the problems
on each strong component of ZMw that does not precede another strong component of ZMw in the
s wM for which the minimum-cost-chain problems have not yet been
strong-component graph Z
s wM is formed from Z
s by reversing the arcs in Z
s if <M  !, and appending a
solved. (The graph Z

s to / .) Moreover, the strong component can be decomposed
node / and arcs from each node in Z
into a tree X of biconnected components, each of which is necessarily strongly connected. The
minimum-cost-chains from each node of the strong component to / can then be found inductively by the following two-pass divide-and-conquer method.
First, let G be a biconnected component that is a leaf of the tree X , and denote by X Ï G the
subtree of remaining biconnected components other than G . Let 3 be the cut node that separates

G and X Ï G . Now find the minimum-cost chains from each node of G to / through arcs in G ,
and let 13 be the resulting (restricted) minimum cost from 3 to / . Next replace the cost associated with arc Ð3ß / Ñ by 13 . Now find the minimum-cost chains from each node in X Ï G to /
through arcs in X Ï G , and denote by 13w the resulting (restricted) minimum-cost from 3 to / . To
execute this last step when X Ï G consists of two or more biconnected components, one applies
the procedure being described recursively. Then replace the cost 13 associated with arc Ð3ß / Ñ by
13w . Finally, find the minimum-cost chains from each node in G to / through arcs in G . (Of course,
if 13 œ 13w , these chains are the ones previously found, so no new computations are required.) These
last chains are the desired minimum-cost chains from each node of G to / through all nodes of
the strong component.
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The above procedure entails finding minimum-cost chains from each node in each biconnected
component to / through arcs in that component, and for some, but not all, of these biconnected
components, those chains must be found twice. Of course, one can and should arrange that the
component in which minimum-cost chains are definitely found only once is the component that
requires the most computation. This two-pass method has the effect of significantly reducing the
number of operations required to find the minimum-cost chains. For example, if the number of
nodes in each biconnected component of each strong component is bounded above as 8 grows,
then the minimum-cost chains can all be found in linear time. This fact is used often in §6.5.
5 SEND-AND-SPLIT METHOD IN 1-PLANAR AND NEARLY 1-PLANAR NETWORKS
[EMV79, 87]
Call a network planar if its graph is planar. Call the set of demand nodes in a single face of
a planar embedding of the graph a face set.
It turns out that the send-and-split method can be refined to run in polynomial time in planar networks in which the set of demand nodes can be covered by a uniformly bounded number
of face sets. Here we shall be content to establish this fact for 1-planar and nearly 1-planar networks. Call a network "-planar (resp., nearly "-planar) if it is planar and all (resp., all but possibly one) of the demand nodes lie in the boundary of a single face set. For example, the production-planning network of Figure 1.1 is 1-planar, while wheel networks in which every node is a
demand node are nearly 1-planar, but not 1-planar.
Extreme Flows in Planar Networks
If J is a face set of a planar network ÐZ ß <Ñ with Z œ Ða ß TÑ, denote by Z ww œ Ða ww ß Tww Ñ the
augmented graph formed by appending a node > to the node set a and arcs Ð3ß >Ñ from each
node 3 in J to >. The augmented graph evidently inherits the planarity of Z . Then it is possible to
cyclically order the nodes of J clockwise in Z ww around >.
The extreme flows in such a network have a special form that allows attention to be restricted to nonempty subsets M of W such that M  J is a subinterval of J . A subinterval of J is a subset Ò!ß " Ñ of J that equals J when ! œ " − J and that, when ! Á " , is the set of nodes in J that
lie between ! and " in the clockwise order in Z ww around >, including ! but not " .
If the graph is connected, there is a minimal tree containing a forest. Since each extreme flow
induces a forest, call a minimal tree that contains the forest an induced tree. Denote by 3 À 4 the
unique simple path in the tree that joins nodes 3 and 4 therein. Say that a node 5 in the tree

separates nodes 3 and 4 in the tree if 5 lies on the path 3 À 4. The next result, which Figure 8 illustrates, characterizes the tree that an extreme flow induces in a connected planar network.
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Figure 8. Tree Induced by an Extreme Flow in a Connected Planar Graph
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THEOREM 5. Extreme Flows in Planar Networks. If a connected network ÐZ ß <Ñ has a pla-

nar embedding, each extreme flow induces a tree with the following properties for each demand
node 5, node 3 in the tree and face set J .
1‰ The subset of J that 3 separates from 5 is a subinterval Ò!ß " Ñ of J .
2‰ If also 3 is an internal node of Ò!ß " Ñ § J , then 3 separates Ò!ß 3Ñ from Ò3ß " Ñ.
Proof. Let B be an extreme flow and X be a tree that B induces. Let Z ww be the augmented

graph formed by appending a node > and arcs from each node of J to >. Then Z ww is planar. Let

M be the subset of J that is separated from 5 by 3. If 3 œ 5, then M œ J , so 1‰ holds trivially,
and the hypothesis of 2‰ is not satisfied. Thus it suffices to consider the case 3 Á 5.
If 1‰ does not hold, there exist distinct 4ß 5ß 6ß 7 − J in clockwise order in Z ww around > such
that M contains 5 and 7, but not 4 and 6, and 4 œ 5 if 5 − J . Since Z ww is planar, the cycle consisting of the paths and arcs 3 À 5 , Ð5ß >Ñ, Ð7ß >Ñ, 3 À 7, divides the plane into two regions, one con-

taining 5 and the other containing either 4 or 6. Thus neither the path 5 À 4 nor 5 À 6 contains 3,
but one of them does meet one of the paths 3 À 5 or 3 À 7 at a node : Á 3ß 5 as Figure 9 illustrates.

Hence, X contains the cycle formed by the paths 5 À :ß : À 3ß 5 À 3, contradicting the fact that X is
a tree.

k
p

#

i

j

t

l

m
Figure 9. Illustration of Proof of Theorem 5

It remains to prove #‰ . To that end, suppose 6 − Ò!ß 3Ñ and 4 − Ò3ß " Ñ. We must show that 3 À 6
and 3 À 4 meet only at 3. This is trivially so when 4 œ 3 since then 3 À 4 œ Ö3×. Thus suppose 4 Á 3.
Since Ò!ß " Ñ § J , there is a 5 − J Ï Ò!ß " Ñ. Also 3 separates 5 from 4 and 6, so 3 À 4 and 3 À 6 meet

3 À 5 only at 3. Now since Z ww is planar, the simple cycle consisting of the path and arcs 5 À 3,
Ð3ß >Ñ, Ð5ß >Ñ in Z ww divides the plane into two regions V4 and V6 , say, with 4 − V4 and 6 − V6 .
Hence the internal nodes of the path 3 À 4 Ðresp., 3 À 6Ñ lie in the interior of V4 Ðresp., V6 Ñ; for if
not, 3 À 4 Ðresp., 3 À 6Ñ meets 3 À 5 at a node other than 3, which is a contradiction. è
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The value of the above characterization of extreme flows in planar networks is that it reduces the number of subsets M that must be considered in executing the send-and-split method
provided that some face set has four or more elements. In the sequel, we estimate the running
time of the send-and-split method for nearly 1-planar and 1-planar networks.
Running Time in Nearly 1-Planar Networks:

8 $
.  8# . # Operations
#

Consider a nearly 1-planar network that is not 1-planar, so there is a demand node 5 for which

W5 is a face set of the network. By Theorem 5, for each node 3, it suffices to consider only subsets M that are subintervals Ò!ß # Ñ of W5 in solving (1) and (2)w . If also, lMl  " and <M œ !, it suffices to choose 4 œ ! in (1), whence M4 is a subinterval of Ò!ß # Ñ. Similarly, if instead <M Á !, it suffices to consider only those subsets N in (3) for which N and M Ï N are both subintervals of M . The
resulting number of operations to execute the send-and-split method is at most

8 $
.  8# . # . As we
#

show below, the first term accounts for the set-splitting and the second term for the minimumcost chains.
Minimum-Cost Chains. Since each choice of a subinterval M of W5 is determined by its end

points and there are . possible choices of each end point of M , there are at most . # subintervals
of W5 . Hence, if Dijkstra’s method is used, the number of operations required to solve the minimum-cost-chain problems is at most 8# . # .
Set Splitting. The subintervals W5 Ï M , M Ï N and N comprise a partition W5 . Such a partition

into three subintervals is determined by the choice of three points in W5 . Since there are at most

. ways to choose each point, the number of such partitions is at most . $ . However, it suffices to
consider one-half of these partitions, just as in the general case. Hence the number of operations
to execute set splitting is at most

8 $
. .
#

Running Time in 1-Planar Networks:

8 $
"
.  8# . # Operations
'
#

The running time of the send-and-split method in 1-planar networks can be reduced by a
factor of two to three over that in nearly 1-planar networks. In a 1-planar network with face set
W, it is convenient to cyclically label the demand nodes around W by "ß á ß ." with distinguished node 5 ´ .  ". Then each subinterval Ò!ß # Ñ of W5 consists of the integers !ß á ß # "
where " Ÿ !  # Ÿ .  ". The number of operations required by the send-and-split method is
8 $
"
.  8# . # as we now show.
'
#

Minimum-Cost Chains. Evidently the number of subintervals Ò!ß " Ñ of W5 is at most

" #
. .
#

Thus, if Dijkstra’s method is used, the number of operations required to solve the minimumcost-chain problems is at most

" # #
8. .
#
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Set Splitting. The number of pairs of subintervals M œ Ò!ß # Ñ of W5 and proper subintervals

N œ Ò!ß " Ñ of M is the number of integer triples Ð!ß " ß # Ñ that satisfy " Ÿ !  "  # Ÿ .  ". In
order to compute the number of such triples, it is convenient to recall that the binomial coefficients satisfy the important identity
"Š
4

35
45"
‹œŠ
‹, 4ß 5 œ !ß "ß á ,
5
5"

as is readily verified by induction. Now since ˆ !3 ‰ œ " for 3
3œ!

!, it follows that the number of

triples Ð!ß " ß # Ñ is, on substituting 3 œ !  ", 4 œ "  # and 5 œ #  $,
"

3
Š ‹œ
!
!Ÿ3Ÿ4Ÿ5Ÿ.#

"

!Ÿ4Ÿ5Ÿ.#

Š

4"
."
,#
"
‹œ " Š
‹œŠ
‹ Ÿ .$ .
'
"
#
$
!Ÿ5Ÿ.#

Hence, the total number of operations to execute set splitting is at most

8 $
. .
'

6 REDUCTION OF CAPACITATED TO UNCAPACITATED NETWORK FLOWS [Wa59]

The send-and-split method can be used to solve capacitated network-flow problems with
nonnegative flows because they can be reduced to uncapacitated ones with nonnegative flows in
the following simple way. Consider a network-flow problem in which there is an arc Ð3ß 4Ñ with
nonnegative flow B that cannot exceed an upper bound ?. This may be expressed by writing the
capacity constraint as B  C œ ? where C

! is the excess capacity in the arc. This capacitated

problem can be reduced to an uncapacitated one by subtracting the capacity constraint from the
original flow-conservation constraint for node 4 and replacing the latter by the constraint so
formed. The reduced problem has one less arc with upper-bounded flow, one additional node / ,
say, (associated with the capacity constraint) and demand ? at / . Also, the arc Ð3ß 4Ñ is replaced
by arcs Ð3ß / Ñ and Ð4ß / Ñ carrying nonnegative flows B and C respectively, and the demand (, say,
at node 4 is replaced by (  ?. Figure 10 illustrates this reduction.

i

0 xu

Capacitated Flow

(
j

i

0x

u
/

0 y

(u
j

Equivalent Uncapacitated Flow

Figure 10. Reduction of Capacitated Arc Flows to Uncapacitated Ones

If the above construction is repeated for every arc in the network having upper-bounded
flows, the capacitated problem is reduced to an uncapacitated one. If the original flow-cost function is additive and concave, then the send-and-split method can thus be applied to the reduced
problem. On the other hand, since the reduction for each capacitated arc adds a node and an arc,
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and up to two demand nodes, the reduction for all capacitated arcs may significantly increase the

computational effort required to solve the problem.
Observe that the reduction of a planar network is also planar. Thus, if the upper-bounded
arc flows all occur on arcs in the boundary of the face of a nearly 1-planar (resp., 1-planar) network that contains all but one (resp., all) of the demand nodes, the near 1-planarity (resp., 1-pla-

narity) of the network is inherited by the reduced network. Thus, the send-and-split method
solves such minimum additive-concave-cost problems in polynomial time.
7 APPLICATION TO DYNAMIC LOT-SIZING AND NETWORK DESIGN [WW58], [Ma58],

[Za69], [Ve69], [DW71], [Ko73], [JM74], [EMV79, 87], [WVK89], [FT91], [AP93]
Many inventory and network-design problems exhibit scale economies and can be formulated
as minimum-concave-cost network-flow problems. The purpose of this section is to show how our

theory permits many such problems to be solved in an efficient and unified way. These problems
include the dynamic single-facility economic-order-and-sale-interval problem, the dynamic tandem-facilities economic-order-interval problem, and the Steiner-tree problem in graphs.
Dynamic Single-Facility Economic-Order-and-Sale-Interval Problem [WW58], [Ma58], [Za69],

[Ve69], [Ko73], [EMV79, 87], [WVK89], [FT91], [AP93]
An inventory manager seeks a minimum-cost plan to order, sell, store and backorder a single
product over 8 periods, labeled "ß á ß 8. The cost is an additive concave function of the amounts
ordered, sold, stored and backordered in the 8 periods, with each of the functions of one variable vanishing at the origin. Let B5 and =5 be respectively the nonnegative (variable) amounts ordered and sold in period " Ÿ 5 Ÿ 8, and let C5 and D5 be respectively the amounts stored and
backordered at the end of period ! Ÿ 5 Ÿ 8. The initial and final inventories and backorders are
fixed. In addition to the (variable) amounts ordered and sold in a period, there is a fixed (possibly negative) demand <5 in period 5 , " Ÿ 5 Ÿ 8, which, when 5 œ " (resp., 5 œ 8), also includes
the fixed initial net backorders D!  C! (resp., final net inventory C8  D8 ). The network for this
problem is 1-planar as illustrated in Figure 11 with 8 œ %.
Let 5 œ ! be the demand node that is incident to all the order-and-sale-quantity arcs. Then
the subsets of demand nodes that must be considered are the subintervals of W! . We can take W!

to be the set Ö"ß á ß 8×, though this may entail including nodes with zero demand in that set.
Cubic Running Time. Since there are 8  " nodes and each can be a demand node, straight-

forward application of the send-and-split method to this problem will run in SÐ8% Ñ time. In fact
it is possible to implement the send-and-split method (strictly speaking, a variant thereof) in

SÐ8$ Ñ time by cutting the number of subintervals of demand nodes that must be considered
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Figure 11. 1-Planar Network for Four-Period Single-Facility
Economic-Order-and-Sale-Interval Problem
‰ to 8. Indeed, the only subintervals of W! that need to be considered take the form
from ˆ 8"
#

Ð5Ó ´ Ö"ß á ß 5× for some " Ÿ 5 Ÿ 8. To see this, observe that it is enough to restrict the nodes
of the subtrees induced by the extreme flows for the subproblem ! Ä Ð5Ó to the set Ö!×  Ð5Ó.
Moreover, in executing the set-splitting routine (3) at node ! for the interval Ð5Ó, it suffices to

choose the subinterval N ´ Ö3"ß á ß 5× so that it will not be split again at node ! and that l<N l
will be the flow in some arc joining node ! and some node 4 − N . If <N  ! (resp.,  !), the flow

l<N l is in arc Ð!ß 4Ñ (resp., Ð4ß !Ñ), and so is the amount ordered (resp., sold) in period 4. If a tree
induced by an extreme flow contains arc Ð!ß 4Ñ (resp., Ð4ß !Ñ), then the subtree of the tree that is
4
separated from ! by 4 is a path that spans N and no other nodes. Hence, the cost -35
of satisfy-

ing the demands at nodes in N from 4 is uniquely defined. If there is no way of satisfying those
demands, that cost is, of course, _. Moreover, on setting G5 ´ G!ßÐ5Ó and
4
-35 ´ min -35
,
34Ÿ5

we see that the send-and-split dynamic-programming equations can be written as

G5 œ min ÒG3  -35 Ó, 5 œ "ß á ß 8,
!Ÿ35

where G! ´ !. We show below that the -35 can all be calculated with up to

" $
8  SÐ8# Ñ addi$

" $
8  SÐ8# Ñ comparisons and function evaluations. Once the -35 are found, the G5 can
'
"
be calculated with up to 8#  SÐ8Ñ additions and comparisons because at most one addition
#

tions and

and comparison is required for each ! Ÿ 3  5 Ÿ 8.

To see how to compute the -35 in the claimed running time, let V4 ´ !4" <3 and V34 ´ V4 

V3 for " Ÿ 3  4. Let 24 ÐAÑ be the cost of storing A

! (resp., backordering A

product at the end of period 4. Let -4 ÐAÑ be the cost of ordering A

!) units of the

! (resp., selling A

!)
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units of the product in period 4. We can and do assume that -4 Ð!Ñ ´ 24 Ð!Ñ ´ ! without loss of
generality. Now since extreme flows do not entail both production and sales or both inventories
4
and backorders in the same period, the -35
can be calculated from
4
-35
œ F34  -4 ÐV35 Ñ  L45

where

F34 ´ " 26 ÐV36 Ñ and L45 ´ " 26 ÐV65 Ñ
364

4Ÿ65

for all ! Ÿ 3  4 Ÿ 5 Ÿ 8. Observe that the V4 can all be computed in SÐ8Ñ time and so the V34
can all be computed in SÐ8# Ñ time. Hence, since the F34 and L45 can be computed recursively
respectively from

F3ß4" œ F34  24 ÐV34 Ñ and L45 œ L4"ß5  24 ÐV45 Ñ,
it follows that the F34 and L45 can also all be computed in SÐ8# Ñ time.
4
Thus, after the above computation, each -35
can be computed with two additions and one
4
function evaluation. And the -35 can all be computed with at most one comparison for each -35
.
4
Since the number of -35
is the number of triples Ð3ß 4ß 5Ñ of integers that satisfy ! Ÿ 3  4 Ÿ 5 Ÿ 8,

it is easy to see, by an argument like that used to estimate the running time of set splitting in
1-planar networks, that the number of such triples is at most
that the -35 can all be computed with at most

" $
8  SÐ8# Ñ. This verifies our claim
'

" $
8  SÐ8# Ñ comparisons and function evaluations
'

and twice that many additions.
Upper Bounds on Storage or Backorders. If storage is (resp., backorders are) permitted in

a period, but not backorders (resp., storage), and if there is an upper bound on storage (resp.,
backorders) in the period, then that capacitated arc may be replaced by two tandem uncapacitated arcs as discussed in §6.5. (Actually, this method can be extended to handle upper bounds
on both storage and backorders in any period, as well as on orders and sales in periods " and 8,
but we omit a discussion of this case for brevity.) The transformed problem is an uncapacitated,

Ð#8"Ñ-period, single-facility, economic-order-and-sale-interval problem in which ordering and
selling are prohibited in even-numbered periods, storage or backorders are allowed alternately in
each period, and demands are both positive and negative. The transformed network is 1-planar
and the above implementation of the send-and-split method requires
# $
8  SÐ8# Ñ comparisons.
$

% $
8  SÐ8# Ñ additions and
$

Quadratic Running Time. The running time can be reduced to SÐ8# Ñ whenever the -35 can

all be computed in that time. This is possible if, for example, the demands are nonnegative and
there are no sales, backorders or upper bounds on storage. Then we can take 4 œ 3  " in the def-
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inition of the -35 . This implementation of the send-and-split method requires up to
additions and

" #
8  SÐ8Ñ comparisons.
#

$ #
8  SÐ8Ñ
#

Dynamic Serial-Facilities Economic-Order-Interval Problem [Za69], [Ko73], [JM74], [EMV79, 87]

A significant generalization of the dynamic economic-order-interval problem is to the case of

R serial facilities, labeled "ß á ß R . One seeks a minimum-cost plan to order, store and backorder a single product at each facility over 8 periods, labeled "ß á ß 8. Facility 3 orders only from
facility 3  " for # Ÿ 3 Ÿ R , and facility " orders from a supplier. Each facility 3 orders and stores

nonnegative amounts in each period with B35 being the amount ordered in period " Ÿ 5 Ÿ 8 and

C53 being the amount stored at the end of period ! Ÿ 5 Ÿ 8. In addition, facility R backorders
D5

! units at the end of period ! Ÿ 5 Ÿ 8. The initial and final inventories and backorders are

zero. There is a demand <5 at facility R for the product sold there in each period " Ÿ 5 Ÿ 8. The

demand in period one includes the initial net backorders D!  C!R and the demand in period 8 includes the final net inventory C8R  D8 . The cost is an additive concave function of the amounts

ordered, stored and backordered in each period, with each function of one variable vanishing at
the origin. The network associated with this problem is biconnected and 1-planar as Figure 12
illustrates for R œ $ and 8 œ %.
Running Time. The send-and-split algorithm solves the problem in at most

"
ÐR "Ñ8% 
'

SÐR 8$ Ñ operations. To see this, let 5 be the (black) node at the top of the graph Z and P be
the set of 8 (black) nodes at the bottom of the graph corresponding to facility R . Then the subgraph ZP induced by P is a strong component of Z , as is each other single node in the graph.

Also, ZP has 8  " biconnected components, each a bicircuit, i.e., simple circuit on two nodes.
Thus, for each 3 − P and subinterval M of W5 © P, the subproblem 3 Ä M can be solved by
decomposing it into 8  " independent network-flow problems, each of whose graphs is a
bicircuit.
Since each of the bicircuit subproblems at facility R has at most one arc entering (resp., leav-

ing) each node, set splitting is not required at nodes in P. By applying the running-time analysis
for 1-planar networks, it is easy to see that the set splitting at the remaining ÐR  "Ñ8  "
nodes entails at most

"
ÐR  "Ñ8%  SÐ8$ Ñ operations.
'

The minimum-cost-chain computations can all be carried out with SÐR 8$ Ñ operations using
the two-pass divide-and-conquer method given at the end of §6.4. This follows from the fact that
each biconnected component of a strong component of Z has at most two nodes, there are SÐR 8Ñ
arcs in the augmented graph and the minimum-cost-chain problems must be solved for SÐ8# Ñ sub-

intervals of demand nodes.
In the special case in which the demands at facility R are nonnegative in each period and
there are no backorders (resp., is no storage) there, the running time of the send-and-split method
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Figure 12. 1-Planar Network for Four-Period
Three-Serial-Facility Economic-Order-Interval Problem

improves to

"
ÐR  "Ñ8%  SÐ8$ Ñ operations because that is so of the set splitting. To see this,
#%

observe that the graph is circuitless. Also, for each node 6 and subinterval M of W5 , the subproblem 6 Ä M is feasible only if 6 œ 5 or 6 is above and to the left (resp., right) of the left (resp., right)
end node of M in the graph. Thus, the number of operations required to carry out the needed set

splitting is

ÐR  "Ñ "

"Ÿ34"Ÿ8

3Ð4  3  "Ñ Ÿ

"
ÐR  "Ñ8% .
#%

Network Design: Minimum-Cost Forest [EMV79,87], [DW71]

Consider the problem of designing a minimum-cost network, e.g., of roads, pipelines, railways, transmission lines, etc., to meet given demands for service when there are scale-economies
in building arc capacities. To formulate the problem precisely, we require a few definitions. A
subgraph of the graph spans the .  " demand nodes if they all lie in the subgraph. A subgraph
is feasible if there is a flow in the network that induces a subgraph of the given subgraph. Of
course, a feasible subgraph necessarily spans the set of demand nodes. Moreover, there is a
unique flow in a feasible forest, and the flow in each arc is then called the arc’s capacity. The
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cost of a feasible forest is the sum of the costs of its arc capacities, with the cost of an arc’s capacity being concave therein and vanishing at the origin. The network-design problem is that of
finding a minimum-cost feasible forest. The problem is equivalent to one of finding a minimumcost network flow, and so can be solved by the send-and-split method with the usual running
times. The case in which the network is 1-planar arises in this context if, for example, the network is located on a land mass that is bounded by water with the demand nodes all lying on the
coast.
The undirected version of the above problem arises if an arc is in the graph only if its reverse

arc is also in the graph, and both arcs have the same capacity costs. In the undirected problem,
a forest is feasible if and only if it spans the demand nodes and the sum of the demands at the
nodes in each tree in the forest is zero.
Minimum-Cost Arborescence. In the special case in which there is a single demand node

with negative demand, called the source, the feasible forests are precisely the arborescences that
are rooted at the source and that span the demand nodes. (An arborescence is a tree in which
all arcs are directed away from a distinguished node called the root.) In this event the minimumcost-forest problem becomes the minimum-cost-arborescence problem. The send-and-split method

solves this problem in polynomial time in Ð."Ñ-demand-node networks and in nearly 1-planar
networks. Observe that when the arc capacity costs are setup costs, the cost of an arborescence
with given source node depends only on the set of demand nodes and not on the size of the demands at those nodes. Thus, in that case, we can assume without loss of generality that the demand is . at the source and " at the other . demand nodes.
Minimum-Cost Chain. The minimum-cost-chain problem is the special case of the minimum-

cost arborescence problem in which . œ ", because then the feasible arborescences are simply the
chains from the source to the other demand node, and the flow in each such chain is the same.
For this problem, the send-and-split method reduces to solving the minimum-cost-chain problem,

and so is as efficient as any method for so doing.
Steiner-Tree-Problem in Graphs. The Steiner-tree problem in an undirected graph is that of
finding a minimum-cost tree that spans a given set of .  " nodes of the graph where the arc costs
are setup costs. The problem is equivalent to the undirected minimum-cost-arborescence problem
in which the capacity costs are setup costs. The send-and-split method solves this problem in poly-

nomial time in Ð.  "Ñ-demand-node and nearly-1-planar networks.
Minimum Spanning Tree. The minimum-spanning-tree problem is the special case of the

Steiner-tree problem in graphs in which .  " œ 8. This problem was solved by Kruskal [Kr56]
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in SÐ8# Ñ time and by Prim [Pr57] in SÐ+ ln +Ñ time, both of which are much faster than the
send-and-split method for this problem.
8 94%-EFFECTIVE LOT-SIZING: ONE-WAREHOUSE MULTI-RETAILER SUPPLY CHAINS

[Ro85]
One of the most interesting problems arising in supply chains occurs where there is a single
warehouse supplying R retailers as Figure 13 illustrates. Unfortunately, the only known dynamic-

Warehouse

Retailers

"

#

$

!

%

&

...

R

Figure 13. One-Warehouse R -Retailer System
programming algorithms for solving this problem run in exponential time. For example, it is possible to generalize the algorithm that the preceding sections discuss for 8-period serial supply
chains to the one-warehouse R -retailer problem. Although the running time is polynomial in 8, it
is exponential in R . Similarly, for the case of linear storage-cost rates and setup ordering costs, an
alternate algorithm is available whose running time is linear in R , but exponential in 8. This

raises the possibility of seeking instead a polynomial-running-time algorithm for finding a schedule
that, although not necessarily optimal, is nearly so. That is the goal of this section.
To that end, consider an infinite-horizon continuous-time version of the one-warehouse R -re-

tailer problem in which the costs and demand rates are stationary and facility dependent, the
storage costs are linear and the production costs are of setup type. The sequel shows how to find,
in SÐR log R Ñ time, a schedule that has long-run average cost within 6% of the minimum possible!

For purposes of discussion, it is convenient to think of the system inventory, i.e., the sum of
all inventories that the warehouse and retailers hold, as consisting of R different products with
each retailer 8 stocking product 8 and no others. The warehouse holds inventories of all products.
Sales Rates
Sales occur at each retailer at a constant deterministic rate. Without loss of generality choose
the unit of each product so the sales rate therefor, i.e., the sales rate per unit time at each retail-

er, is two. This formulation simplifies notation in the sequel and allows the sales rates measured
in common units to be retailer dependent. Sales must be met as they occur over an infinite hori-
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zon without shortages or backlogging. Orders by retailers generate immediate sales at the warehouse and deliveries of orders by the warehouse are instantaneous.
Costs

In the sequel, it will sometimes be convenient to refer to the retailers and the warehouse as
facilities, with the warehouse being facility zero and retailer 8  ! being facility 8. There is a
setup cost O8  ! for placing each order at facility 8.
There is a unit holding cost rate 28w  ! per unit time for storing product 8 at retailer 8 and
a unit holding cost rate 28  ! per unit time for storing product 8 at the warehouse. Because of
the choice of units, the holding cost rates at the warehouse may be product dependent. The incremental holding cost rate at retailer 8 is 28 ´ 28w  28  !. The assumption that 28  ! is not
essential, but generally so and simplifies the exposition.
Effectiveness

The goal is to find a policy with minimum or near-minimum long-run average cost per unit
time. Since there is no known way of finding an optimal policy for this problem, and optimal
policies are usually very complex in any case, we are led to seek policies with high guaranteed
effectiveness. The effectiveness of a policy is 100% times the ratio of the infimum of the average
cost over all policies to the average cost of the policy in question. Optimal policies are those with

100% effectiveness. Occasionally, it is also convenient to say that a policy with 100/% effectiveness has effectiveness /.
The sequel introduces the class of “integer-ratio policies” and shows, for any data set, that there

is a policy in the class with effectiveness at least 94%! Moreover, this development shows how to
find such a policy in SÐR log R Ñ time.
Integer-Ratio Policies

Let V be an infinite subset of the positive integers and their reciprocals that has no least or
greatest element. For each < − V , let < (resp., < ) be the greatest (resp., least) element of V
that is less (resp., greater) than <. Assume that " − V and

<
"
Ÿ # for all < − V. Thus and #
<
#

are also in V. Two examples of such sets V are the positive integers and their reciprocals, and
the integer powers of two.
An integer-ratio policy is a sequence g œ ÐX! ß á ß XR Ñ of positive numbers such that each facility 8 places an order once every X8  ! units of time for an amount equal to the demand at
the facility during the interval until the next order, and
teger-ratio reflects the fact that either

X8
− V for each retailer 8. The term inX!

X8
X
or ! is an integer. In the sequel it will often be conX!
X8

venient to denote the order interval X! at the warehouse by X .
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If X8 Ÿ X for all 8, the order quantities at all facilities are stationary. However, if X8  X for
some 8, the order quantities at the warehouse are periodic. For example suppose, as Figure 14 il-

lustrates, that there are two retailers, X œ ", X" œ

"
and X# œ #. The order quantities of product
#

two at the warehouse are %ß !ß %ß !ß á . The order quantities at the retailers are stationary.
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Retailer 2
T2
Figure 14. Timing of Orders in a Simple Integer-Ratio Policy
Average Cost of Supplying Retailer 8

In the sequel it will be necessary to find the average cost -8 ÐX ß X8 Ñ per unit time of supplying the demand for product 8 with an integer-ratio policy g œ ÐX ß X" ß á ß XR Ñ. The average cost

-8 includes the setup costs and holding costs at retailer 8, and the cost of holding product 8 at
the warehouse. The -8 ’s do not include the setup costs at the warehouse.
Case 1. Retailer Order Interval Majorizes that at Warehouse. When X8

X , the warehouse

orders whenever retailer 8 orders. Therefore the warehouse holds no inventory of product 8, and
the only costs to consider are those that the retailer incurs. Thus

-8 ÐX ß X8 Ñ œ

O8
 28w X8 .
X8

This is the average-cost function that leads to the Harris square-root formula in the one-facility
model.
Case 2. Retailer Order Interval Minorizes that at Warehouse. Suppose instead that X8 Ÿ X .

The system inventory of product 8 is the sum of the inventory of product 8 at the warehouse
and the inventory at retailer 8 as Figure 15 illustrates. The average holding cost of product 8 is
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the product of the average system inventory of product 8 and its holding cost rate at the warehouse, plus the product of the average inventory at retailer 8 and the incremental holding cost
rate there. The average cost is thus

-8 ÐX ß X8 Ñ œ

O8
 28 X 8  2 8 X .
X8

Inventory at
Retailer n

Time

Inventory of
Product n at
Warehouse
Time

System
Inventory of
Product n
Time
Figure 15. Inventory Patterns when X8 Ÿ X
Average Cost of an Integer-Ratio Policy

Since 28w œ 28  28 , it is possible to combine the above formulas for -8 as

Ð4Ñ

-8 ÐX ß X8 Ñ œ

O8
 28 X8  28 ÐX ” X8 Ñ.
X8

Note that -8 is convex on the positive orthant. The average cost of the integer-ratio policy g is
O
-Ðg Ñ ´ !  !8 " -8 ÐX ß X8 Ñ. Clearly - is strictly convex on the positive orthant.
X

Lower Bound on the Average Cost of all Policies

Now drop the integer-ratio constraints

X8
− V, use Ð4Ñ to extend the definition of - to the
X

entire positive orthant and consider the relaxed problem of finding an optimal relaxed order-interval policy g œ g ‡ that minimizes -Ðg Ñ over all g ¦ !. Evidently, g ‡ exists and is unique.
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The reason for considering this relaxation is that the minimum  ´ -Ðg ‡ Ñ, which is clearly a
lower bound on the average cost of all integer-ratio policies, is in fact a lower bound on the average cost of all policies! Moreover, although the relaxation g ‡ need not be an integer-ratio policy, there is a nearby integer-ratio policy that always has *%% effectiveness.
Sign-Preserving Integer-Ratio Policies

In seeking such a nearby integer-ratio policy g , it will prove useful to restrict attention to
those that are “sign preserving”. To define this concept, let X8‡ be the order interval for retailer

8 and X ‡ be that at the warehouse when g ‡ is used. Partition the retailers into the three sets
K ´ Ö8 À X8‡  X ‡ ×, I ´ Ö8 À X8‡ œ X ‡ ×, and P ´ Ö8 À X8‡  X ‡ × corresponding respectively to the
retailers whose optimal relaxed order intervals are greater than, equal to, or less than that at
the warehouse. Call the vector g sign preserving if X œ X ‡ and if X8  X ‡ preserves the sign of
X8‡  X ‡ for each retailer 8. Thus, g is sign preserving if and only if X œ X ‡ , X8

X ‡ for 8 − K,

X8 œ X ‡ for 8 − I , and X8 Ÿ X ‡ for 8 − P.
Effectiveness of a Sign-Preserving Integer-Ratio Policy
The next step is to show that the average cost of a sign-preserving integer-ratio policy is a sum
of average costs of the single-facility lot-sizing type, and that the lower bound  is the sum of the

minima of these functions. This fact facilitates estimation of the effectiveness of a sign-preserving integer-ratio policy by comparison of each single-facility average cost with its minimum.
To establish these facts, observe from Ð4Ñ that, for each sign-preserving integer-ratio policy g ,
it is possible to rewrite -Ðg Ñ as a sum

Ð5Ñ

-Ðg Ñ œ Ð

O
O8
 LX Ñ  " Ð
 L8 X 8 Ñ
X
X8
8−I -

of average-cost functions of the single-facility lot-sizing type where O ´ O!  !8−I O8 , L ´
!8−I 28w  !8−P 28 , L8 ´ 28w for 8 − K and L8 ´ 28 for 8 − P. It is useful to think of O and L
respectively as the aggregate setup cost and average holding cost per unit time associated with the
warehouse and those retailers whose order intervals coincide with that at the warehouse. Also, L8

is the average holding cost per unit time associated with retailer 8 − I - .
Since g ‡ minimizes - on the positive orthant and Ð5Ñ holds for X ß X8 close enough to X ‡ ß X8‡
for 8 − I - , g ‡ is a local minimum of the right-hand side of Ð5Ñ. Hence since the right-hand side
of Ð5Ñ is convex, it follows that X ‡ and X8‡  !, 8 − I - , respectively minimize the terms in parentheses in Ð5Ñ on the positive half line. Thus

Ð6Ñ

 œ -Ðg ‡ Ñ œ Q  " Q8
8−I -

where Q ´

O
O
 LX ‡ and Q8 ´ ‡8  L8 X8‡ for 8 − I - .
X‡
X8
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In order to find a lower bound on the effectiveness of a sign-preserving integer-ratio policy g ,
it is convenient to write Ð5Ñ in an alternate form. To that end, let /Ð!Ñ ´

since

#
for !  !. Then
!  !"

O
Q
O
Q
œ LX ‡ œ
and ‡8 œ L8 X8‡ œ 8 for retailers 8 − I - , it follows from Ð5Ñ that
‡
X
#
X8
#

-Ðg Ñ œ Q  "

Q8
/Ð;
8Ñ
8−I -

Ð7Ñ
where ;8 ´

X8
Q8
Q8 X8‡
X
O
since
œ
Ð  8‡ Ñ œ 8  L8 X8 . Observe that if g œ g ‡ , then Ð7Ñ re‡
X8
/Ð;8 Ñ
# X8
X8
X8

duces to Ð6Ñ because /Ð"Ñ œ ". Also note that if g is a sign-preserving integer-ratio policy, then
/Ð;8 Ñ is the effectiveness of g at retailer 8 − I - . Thus the effectiveness of g at facility 8 depends
only on the quotient ;8 of the order intervals that g and g ‡ use there, and is otherwise independ-

ent of the cost and sales data. For this reason call the ;8 effectiveness quotients.
It follows from Ð7Ñ and the fact  is a lower bound on the minimum average cost that the effectiveness of a sign-preserving integer-ratio policy g is at least

-Ðg ‡ Ñ
"
œ
min /Ð;8 Ñ.
Q
Q8 "
-Ðg Ñ
8−I "

 8−I -  /Ð;8 Ñ
Thus a sufficient condition for g to have effectiveness at least %, say, is that g have at least that
Ð8Ñ

effectiveness at each retailer in I - .
Lower-Bound Theorem

It is now possible to begin the proof of the Lower-Bound Theorem, i.e., to show that the
minimum relaxed average cost  is a lower bound for the average cost of all feasible policies.
The proof exploits the idea that it is possible to reallocate the holding cost rates among the facilities in such a way that
ì the average cost that any policy incurs majorizes the average reallocated cost thereof and
ì the sum of the minimum average reallocated costs at each facility, when considered in isolation
from the other facilities, is the desired lower bound .

Define the reallocated holding cost rate L8 for facility 8 as follows. For 8 − I - , define L8 as
in Ð5Ñ. For 8 − [ ´ I  Ö!×, define L8 so that

O8
O
œ L8 X ‡ . Let Q8 be the minimum of 8 
X‡
X8

L8 X8 over all X8  ! for each facility 8, which is in agreement with the prior definition of Q8
for 8 − I - .
LEMMA 6. Reallocated Holding Cost Rates. One has L œ !8−[ L8 and  œ !8 ! Q8 .
Also 28 Ÿ L8 Ÿ 28w for each retailer 8. Finally, L! œ !8 " L 8 where L 8 is defined so L8  L 8

´ 28w for each retailer 8.
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O
O
O
œ LX ‡ and ‡8 œ L8 X ‡ for 8 − [ , ‡ œ X ‡ Ð!8−[ L8 Ñ. Hence L œ !8−[ L8 .
‡
X
X
X
O
O
Now recall that Q œ ‡  LX ‡ and Q8 œ ‡8  L8 X ‡ for 8 − [ , so Q œ "8−[ Q8 . This fact
X
X

Proof. Since

and Ð6Ñ establish  œ !8

!

Q8 . For the second assertion of the Lemma, observe that L8 œ 28w for

8 − K and L8 œ 28 for 8 − P. Thus suppose 8 − I . Since X ‡  ! minimizes -8 ÐX ‡ ß † Ñ, it follows
from Ð4Ñ and L8 œ

O8
that
X ‡#

L8  28 œ H# -8 ÐX ‡ ß X ‡ Ñ Ÿ ! Ÿ H# -8 ÐX ‡ ß X ‡ Ñ œ L8  28w ,
and so 28 Ÿ L8 Ÿ 28w as claimed. The final assertion of the Lemma follows from the fact that
L! œ L  !8−I L8 œ !8−I Ð28w  L8 Ñ  !8−P 28 œ !8 " L 8 . è
It is now possible to prove the Lower-Bound Theorem.
THEOREM 7. Lower-Bound. The minimum relaxed average cost  is a lower bound on the

average cost of all feasible policies for every finite horizon.
Proof. Consider an arbitrary policy over the infinite horizon. Let GÐ>w Ñ be the average cost

that this policy incurs over the interval Ò!ß >w Ñ. It suffices to show that GÐ>w Ñ

 for all >w  !.

Let N8 be the number of orders facility 8 places in Ò!ß >w Ñ, M8> be the inventory at retailer 8 at
L8 >
time >, W8> M8> be the system inventory of product 8 at time >, and M!> ´ !8 "
W8 be the
L!

average value over all products of the system inventory at time >. Observe that M8> is right-continuous in >, has jumps (upward) at the times at which facility 8

! orders, and decreases lin-

early in > with slope # otherwise.
By Lemma ', it is possible to obtain a lower bound on the total holding cost incurred in Ò!ß >w Ñ

as follows:
>w

>w

" ( Ð28 M8>  28 W8> Ñ .>
8 "

>2

Now the 8

>w

" ( ÐL8 M8>  L 8 W8> Ñ .> œ " ( L8 M8> .>.
8 "

!

8 !

!

!

term in the sum on the right-hand side of the above equality is the total holding

cost incurred in Ò!ß >w Ñ in a single-item economic-lot-size problem in which there are N8 orders in

Ò!ß >w Ñ, the demand rate per unit time is two, and the unit holding cost per unit time is L8 . The
sequel shows that the minimum-cost policy for this problem among those with N8 orders in the
interval Ò!ß >w Ñ entails ordering every X8 ´

>w L8 X8 . Thus
>w

w

GÐ> Ñ

>w
units of time with the resulting total holding cost
N8

" ÒO8 N8  ( L8 M8> .>Ó
8 !

!

"
>w

"Ò
8 !

O8
 L8 X 8 Ó
X8

.

It remains to show that ordering at equally-spaced points in time is optimal for the single-item

problem in which the number of orders in Ò!ß >w Ñ is N8 , the setup cost is O8 , the unit storage cost
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rate per unit time is L8 and the demand rate per unit time is two. To that end, let >3 be the time
between the 3>2 and Ð3"Ñ>2 orders, 3 œ "ß á ß N8 ". From the results of §6.7, there is no loss in
generality in assuming that orders occur only when stock runs out. Now the total setup costs dur-

ing Ò!ß >w Ñ is the constant O8 N8 and the total storage cost during that interval is L8 0 Ð>Ñ where
8
0 Ð>Ñ ´ !N3œ"
>#3 and > œ Ð>3 Ñ. The latter cost attains its minimum at the value of > ¦ ! that min8
imizes 0 Ð>Ñ subject to !N3œ"
>3 œ >w . Since 0 Ð>Ñ is "-quadratic, it follows from the Invariance Theorem that the optimal choice of > is >" œ ># œ â œ >N8 as claimed. è
94%-Effective Integer-Ratio Lot-Sizing

The next step is to show how to find an integer-ratio policy whose effectiveness is at least
X‡
/ÐÈ#Ñ ¸ .*%. To that end, let <8‡ ´ 8‡ be the optimal relaxed order-interval ratio at retailer 8.
Also let <8 ´

X
X8
be
the
order-interval
ratio at retailer 8 for some integer-ratio policy g for which
X‡

X œ X ‡ . Note that X ‡ and the <8 Ð − VÑ, " Ÿ 8 Ÿ R , uniquely determine an integer-ratio policy g .
Also, g is sign preserving if and only if X œ X ‡ , <8

" whenever <8‡

", and <8 Ÿ " whenever

<8‡ Ÿ " for each retailer 8.
THEOREM 8. 94% Effectiveness. There is an integer-ratio policy with effectiveness at least
/ÐÈ#Ñ œ " È)  .*%.
$

Proof. Construct the desired integer-ratio policy g as follows. Set X œ X ‡ . For each 8 − I , put

X8 œ X ‡ , so <8 œ " − V. And for each 8 − I - , choose < − V so that <8‡ − Ð< ß <Ó, put
<8 œ 
and choose X8 so that

< , if <8‡ Ÿ È<<
< , if <8‡  È<< ,

X8
œ <8 Ð − VÑ. Then g is an integer-ratio policy. Also g is sign preserving
X‡

because <8‡ Ÿ " implies that <8 Ÿ < Ÿ ", <8‡  " implies that <8

<

", and <8‡ œ " implies that

<8 œ < œ ".
Thus, by the Lower-Bound Theorem, it follows from Ð8Ñ that the effectiveness of g is at least
" È
/ÐÈ#Ñ if /Ð;8 Ñ /ÐÈ#Ñ for each 8 − I - . The last inequality will hold if and only if ;8 − Ò
ß #Ó
È#

"

because /Ð!Ñ is strictly quasiconcave, achieves its maximum at ! œ ", and satisfies /Ð!Ñ œ /Ð Ñ
!
<
<
" È
for all !  !. Since ;8 œ 8 , it suffices to show that 8 − Ò
ß #Ó. To that end, observe that if

<8‡ Ÿ È<< , then

<8‡

<8‡

<
<
œÊ
È<<
<

È#

"
,
È#

"

<8
<8‡

"Ÿ

<8
<
<
Ÿ
œÊ
Ÿ È #. è
È<<
<8‡
<

while if <8‡  È<< , then
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Remark 1. Geometric Mean. Observe that È<< is the geometric mean of < and <. Thus

the Theorem calls for rounding the optimal relaxed order-interval ratio <8‡ − Ð< ß <Ó at retailer 8
down to < or up to < respectively according as <8‡ is less than or greater than the geometric
mean of < and <. Figure 16 illustrates the result.

Effectiveness
<8

/( < 8 )
"Þ!!
Þ*%

!

!

<

r<<



<8

<

<8

Retailer-to-Warehouse Order-Interval Ratio
Figure 16. Rounding a Retailer's Optimal Relaxed Order-Interval Ratio
Remark 2. Flatness of Effectiveness Function. The above result depends on the fact that the
effectiveness function /Ð!Ñ is rather flat near its maximum /Ð"Ñ œ ". As one indication of this fact,
observe that in order to reduce the effectiveness by '% from its maximum value, it is necessary
"
either to increase ! by over %!% (to È#) or decrease ! by nearly $!% (to
)—a wide range

indeed!

È#

Remark 3. Ex Post Estimate of Effectiveness. Observe that once an integer-ratio policy is

at hand, a higher lower bound on its effectiveness is available from the equality in Ð8Ñ.
Remark 4. Integer Powers of Two. It is notable that the Theorem is valid when V is the set
of integer powers of two. In that event it suffices to restrict the order interval at each retailer to

integer-power-of-two multiples of the optimal relaxed order interval at the warehouse. Since
then

<
œ # is constant for every < − V , it follows that the percentage by which one rounds a
<

retailer’s optimal relaxed order interval is independent of its magnitude. In particular, one rounds
large optimal relaxed order intervals by large amounts.
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Remark 5. Optimal Rounding. It is also possible to show that the rounding procedure in the
proof of Theorem 8 produces a policy with maximum effectiveness among all integer-ratio policies

with X œ X ‡ .
Minimizing the Relaxed Average Cost
The next step is to develop an algorithm to find g ‡ . To that end, first minimize -8 ÐX ß X8 Ñ over

all X8  ! for fixed X  !. It is easy to verify that

(9)
where 78w ´ Ê

Ú
w
È
, X  78w
Ý
Ý # O8 28
O8
,8 ÐX Ñ ´ inf -8 ÐX ß X8 Ñ œ Û
, 78w Ÿ X Ÿ 78
 28w X
Ý
X
X8 !
Ý
Ü #ÈO8 28  28 X , 78  X

O8
O
and 78 ´ Ê 8 . The value of X8 that minimizes -8 ÐX ß X8 Ñ is 78w if X  78w , X if
w
28
28

78w Ÿ X Ÿ 78 , and 78 if 78  X . Note that 78w (resp., 78 ) is the order interval at retailer 8 given by
the Harris square-root formula for the single-facility problem with setup cost O8 , demand rate
two, and holding cost rate 28w (resp., 28 ). Also note that ,8 ÐX Ñ is convex and continuously differentiable.
Let FÐX Ñ ´

O!
 !8
X

" ,8 ÐX Ñ.
‡

relaxed-order-interval policy g

Then the order interval X ‡ at the warehouse that the optimal

uses evidently minimizes F on the positive half-line, so  œ FÐX ‡ Ñ.

Since F is strictly convex and continuously differentiable, and FÐX Ñ Ä _ as X ß X " Ä _, X ‡ is
the unique positive solution to F w ÐX ‡ Ñ œ !.
The main work in finding the *%%-effective integer-ratio lot-sizing rule is in minimizing the
relaxed average cost FÐX Ñ. It is possible to do this efficiently as follows. By Ð5Ñ, FÐX Ñ has the
form

OÐX Ñ
 Q ÐX Ñ  LÐX ÑX where OÐX Ñ, Q ÐX Ñ and LÐX Ñ are piecewise-constant functions of
X

X . The functions OÐX Ñ and LÐX Ñ are similar to O and L in Ð5Ñ where I œ IÐX Ñ (resp., P œ PÐX Ñ,

K œ KÐX Ñ) is instead Ö8 À 78w Ÿ X Ÿ 78 × (resp., Ö8 À 78  X ×, Ö8 À X  78w ×). The values of OÐX Ñ,
Q ÐX Ñ and LÐX Ñ change only when X crosses a 78w or a 78 . If X moves from right to left across 78
(resp., 78w ), this has the effect of shifting retailer 8 from P to I (resp., from I to K). These #R
“breakpoints” give rise to #R  " “pieces” inside of which OÐX Ñ, LÐX Ñ and Q ÐX Ñ are constant.
Since FÐX Ñ is strictly convex and continuously differentiable, and since FÐX Ñ Ä _ as X ß X " Ä _,
F attains its minimum at the unique positive number X ‡ satisfying F w ÐX ‡ Ñ œ !. Therefore X œ X ‡
if and only if X œ ÈOÐX ÑÎLÐX Ñ. The minimum-relaxed-average-cost algorithm begins with the
right-most piece, the one in which X is larger than the largest breakpoint. It moves left from piece
to piece until it finds the one containing X ‡ . Figure 17 illustrates the procedure. For convenience
denote OÐX Ñ by O and LÐX Ñ by L .
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B (T )

71w

72w

72

TW

73w

71

73

T

Figure 17. Breakpoints and Pieces of FÐX Ñ
Minimum-Relaxed-Average-Cost Algorithm

Step 1. Calculate and Sort the Breakpoints.

Calculate the breakpoints 78w œ ÈO8 Î28w and 78 œ ÈO8 Î28 , and sort them to form an increasing sequence of #R numbers. Label each breakpoint with the value of 8 and with an
indicator showing whether it is the left breakpoint 78w or the right breakpoint 78 .

Step 2. Initialize I , K, P, O , and L .

Set I œ K œ g, P œ Ö"ß á ß R ×, O œ O! , and L œ !8

"

28 .

Step 3. Cross the Largest Uncrossed Breakpoint.
Let 7 be the largest previously uncrossed breakpoint. If 7 # OÎL and 7 œ 78 is a right breakpoint, cross 7 and update I , P, O and L by I Ã I  Ö8×, P Ã P Ï Ö8×, O Ã O  O8 and
L Ã L  28 . Then go to Step $. If 7 #  OÎL and 7 œ 78w is a left breakpoint, cross 7 and update I , K, O and L by I Ã I Ï Ö8×, K Ã K  Ö8×, L Ã L  28w and O Ã O  O8 . Then go
to Step $. Otherwise X ‡ is in the current piece. Go to Step %.

Step 4. Calculate X ‡ and .

Set X ‡ œ ÈOÎL , X8‡ œ 78w for 8 − K , X8‡ œ X ‡ for 8 − I , X8‡ œ 78 for 8 − P, and  œ -Ðg ‡ Ñ.

It remains to show that Step % occurs before crossing the last breakpoint. Otherwise, L œ ! and

I  P œ g. If 7 is the only uncrossed breakpoint, it is a left breakpoint 78w . Then in Step $, O œ
O!  O8 and L œ 28w , so

O
 7 # . Therefore Step % occurs and the algorithm terminates.
L

Running Time of the Minimum-Relaxed-Average-Cost Algorithm

Sorting in Step " requires at most #R log R comparisons. The number of operations to execute all other phases of the algorithm is linear in R . Also, the algorithm requires at most R square

roots if Steps " and $ use 78w# and 78# instead of 78w and 78 . Hence the entire algorithm runs in

SÐR log R Ñ time.

7
Stochastic Order,
Subadditivity Preservation,
Total Positivity and Supply Chains
1 INTRODUCTION
Distribution Depending on a Parameter

It is often the case that the demand H for a single product in a period is a random variable
with known distribution J Ð † l >Ñ depending on a real parameter >. For example, > might be
ì the level of advertising expenditures,
ì an index of business conditions,
ì a (decreasing) function of price,
ì the size of the total potential market for the product, or
ì a sufficient statistic for the posterior demand distribution where the demand distribution depends on an unknown parameter having known prior distribution.

Monotonicity of Optimal Starting Stock in Parameter

Suppose the inventory manager must choose the starting stock C of the product before observing the demand H. The resulting cost is 1ÐCß HÑ. The conditional expected cost KÐCß >Ñ given
the starting stock C and demand parameter > is

127
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KÐCß >Ñ œ ( 1ÐCß ?Ñ .J Ð? ± >Ñ.

Ð1Ñ

In that event it is natural to choose the starting stock C to minimize KÐCß >Ñ. This raises questions

like the following. Is it optimal to increase the starting stock C when there is an increase in advertising, the index of business conditions, the potential market size, or the sufficient statistic,
or when the price drops? Each of these questions involves determining whether the optimal C is
increasing in >.
The Increasing-Optimal-Selections Theorem provides a simple answer to these questions. It
is that (apart from compactness hypotheses) if K is subadditive, then one optimal C is increasing
in >.
Conditions Assuring that K is Subadditive

This raises the following question. What conditions on 1 and J assure that K is subadditive? We shall explore this problem in the special case where 1 is subadditive. (This is so if,
s
s † Ñ being convex. In that event 1ÐDÑ
s
for example, 1ÐCß HÑ œ 1ÐC
 HÑ with 1Ð
is the end-of-period

cost of storing or backlogging lDl units according as D

! or D Ÿ !). Now suppress C and %  !,

and put 2Ð?Ñ ´ 1ÐC  %ß ?Ñ  1ÐCß ?Ñ and LÐ>Ñ ´ KÐC  %ß >Ñ  KÐCß >Ñ. Then from Ð1Ñ

LÐ>Ñ œ ( 2Ð?Ñ .J Ð? ± >Ñ.

Ð2Ñ

Evidently, subadditivity of 1 is equivalent to 2 being increasing for each %  ! and C. A corresponding relationship exists between K and L . Thus, J has the property that K is subadditive

whenever 1 is subadditive and the integral Ð"Ñ exists if and only if L is increasing whenever 2 is
increasing and the integral Ð2Ñ exists. Therefore, it suffices to consider the latter problem in the
sequel.
If it is true of J that L is increasing for every increasing function 2 for which the integral

Ð2Ñ exists, then that must be so when 2 is the step function
h(u)

2Ð?Ñ œ 

!ß ? Ÿ @
"ß ?  @Þ

1
0
v

u

Figure 1. Step Function

This is because 2 is increasing and bounded for each fixed @, so the integral Ð2Ñ exists. Thus


LÐ>Ñ œ "  J Ð@ ± >Ñ œ PrÐH  @ ± >Ñ ´ J Ð@ ± >Ñ,
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so J Ð@ ± >Ñ is increasing in > for each @. This says that the probability that H exceeds each fixed
number @ is increasing in >. It turns out, as we shall see below, that this necessary condition is
also sufficient to assure that J carries the class of increasing functions into itself.
2 STOCHASTIC AND POINTWISE ORDER [Le59, p 73], [Ve65c], [St65]


If J is a distribution function, denote by J its complement, i.e., J Ð?Ñ ´ "  J Ð?Ñ for all ?.

If \ and ] are random variables with distributions J and K, then \ (resp., J ) is stochastically

smaller than ] (resp., K), written \ © ] (resp., J © K), if PrÐ\  DÑ Ÿ PrÐ]  DÑ (resp., J ÐDÑ

Ÿ KÐDÑ) for all D . In this terminology, the condition of the preceding paragraph is that J Ð † l >Ñ
is stochastically increasing in >.
Pointwise Order
An important sufficient condition for \ © ] to hold is that \ Ÿ ] pointwise because then
PrÐ\  DÑ œ PrÐ]

\  DÑ Ÿ PrÐ]  DÑ.

Example 1. Scalar Multiplication. If \

! and !

", then \ © !\ because \ Ÿ !\ point-

wise.
Example 2. Mixtures. If \ Ÿ ] , then the mixture ^! ´ Ð"  !Ñ\  !] is stochastically in-

creasing in ! since ^! œ \  !Ð]  \Ñ is increasing in !.
Example 3. Nonnegative Addition. If ]

!, then \ © \  ] since \ Ÿ \  ] pointwise.

Below are three instances of this idea.
ì Normal Distribution. Observe that \ © \  . for each random variable \ and nonnegative
number .. This implies that the normal distribution is stochastically increasing in its mean.
ì Poisson Distribution. Suppose \ and ] are Poisson random variables with E\ œ - and E] œ
.  -. Now ] has the same distribution as \  [ where [ ! is independent of \ and Poisson with E[ œ .  -. Since \ Ÿ \  [ , \ © \  [ , so \ © ] , i.e., the Poisson distribution is
stochastically increasing in its mean.
ì Binomial Distribution. Suppose \ and ] are binomial random variables with parameters Ð7ß :Ñ
and Ð8ß :Ñ with 8  7. Now ] has the same distribution as \  [ where [ ! is independent
of \ and is binomial with parameters Ð87ß :Ñ. Since \ Ÿ \  [ , \ © \  [ , so \ © ] .
Thus if \8 is a binomial random variable with parameters Ð8ß :Ñ, then \8 is stochastically
increasing in 8. Also since 8  \8 is binomial with parameters Ð8ß ":Ñ, 8  \8 is stochastically
increasing in 8 as well. Thus the binomial distribution with parameters Ð8ß :Ñ increases
stochastically in 8, but not as fast as 8 does.

It is natural to ask whether the binomial random variable \8 is also stochastically increasing
in :. In order to investigate this, observe that \8 has the same distribution as !8" F3 where the

F3 are independent Bernoulli, i.e., !-" valued, random variables with common probability : of
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assuming the value one. It is immediate that each F3 is stochastically increasing in :. The question arises whether this implies that their sum !8" F3 , and so \8 , is likewise stochastically
increasing in :. This is an instance of a more general question. Namely, is every increasing
(Borel) function 2ÐF" ß á ß F8 Ñ stochastically increasing in :? (The special case above is where
2ÐF" ß á ß F8 Ñ œ !8" F3 .) The answer is it is. Indeed, Theorem 2 below shows that even more is
true, viz., the function 2Ð]" ß á ß ]8 Ñ increases stochastically whenever that is so of each ]3 provided that ]" ß á ß ]8 are independent random variables and 2 is any increasing (Borel) function
of them.
Representation of Random Variables with Uniform Random Variables

In order to establish this fact, it is necessary to establish a preliminary result which will shed
further light on the notion of stochastic order. To this end, suppose in the sequel that distribution functions are right continuous. If J is a distribution function, let

J " Ð?Ñ ´ min Ö@ À J Ð@Ñ

Ð3Ñ

?× for all !  ?  "

be the (smallest) "!!?>2 percentile of J . For example, if ? œ .(&, J " Ð.(&Ñ is the (&>2 percentile
of J . Observe that because J Ð_Ñ œ !, J Ð_Ñ œ ", and J is increasing and right continuous,
the minimum in Ð3Ñ is always attained. It might seem more natural to require that J Ð@Ñ œ ? in

Ð3Ñ, but this is impossible in general unless J is continuous as Figure 2 below illustrates. It is
immediate from the definition of J " that

J ÐJ " Ð?ÑÑ Ÿ ? Ÿ J ÐJ " Ð?ÑÑ for all !  ?  ".

Ð4Ñ

Moreover, equality occurs throughout if J Ð † Ñ is left-continuous at J " Ð?Ñ.
The importance of the function J " for our purposes is that it permits us to reduce questions about distributions of arbitrary random variables to questions about uniform random variables as the following result shows.
1

1
F(v)

u

0

F 1(u)

F(v)

u

v

0

F 1(u)

v

Figure 2. Distribution Function
LEMMA 1. If Y is a uniformly distributed random variable on Ð!ß "Ñ and J is a distribution

function, then J " ÐY Ñ has the distribution function J .
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Proof. First observe that for !  ?  ",

Ð5Ñ

J " Ð?Ñ Ÿ @ if and only if ? Ÿ J Ð@Ñ.

The “if ” part follows from the fact J " Ð?Ñ is the least @ satisfying ? Ÿ J Ð@Ñ. The “only if ” part
follows by observing that ?  J Ð@Ñ implies that J " Ð?Ñ  @. Then from Ð5Ñ and the fact that Y
is a uniform random variable on Ð!ß "Ñ, PrÐJ " ÐY Ñ Ÿ @Ñ œ PrÐY Ÿ J Ð@ÑÑ œ J Ð@Ñ. è
Equivalence of Stochastic and Pointwise Monotonicity Using Common Random Variables

The next result establishes an equivalence between stochastic and pointwise order.
THEOREM 2. Equivalence of Stochastic and Pointwise Monotonicity. Suppose \> œ

Ö\3> À 3 − M× is an indexed family of independent random variables for each > − X © d 5 with J3>
denoting the distribution of \3> for all 3ß >. Then the following are equivalent.
1‰ \3> is stochastically increasing in > on X for each 3 − M .

#‰ J3>" Ð?Ñ is increasing in > on X for all !  ?  " and 3 − I.
3‰ There is an indexed family of random variables \>w œ Ö\3>w À 3 − M× for each > − X with \>w
and \> having the same distributions for all > − X and with \>w being increasing in > on X .
4‰ E2Ð\> Ñ is increasing in > on X for every increasing real-valued bounded Borel function 2

Ðresp., every increasing real-valued Borel function 2 for which the expectations existÑ.
&‰ 2Ð\> Ñ is stochastically increasing in > on X for every increasing real-valued Borel function 2.
Proof. "‰ Ê #‰ . Evidently, the fact that \3> is stochastically increasing in > implies that J3> Ð@Ñ

is decreasing in >, which in turn implies J3>" Ð?Ñ is increasing in > for all !  ?  ".

#‰ Ê $‰ . Let ÖY3 À 3 − M× be an indexed family of independent uniformly-distributed random
variables on Ð!ß "Ñ and \>w ´ ÖJ3>" ÐY3 Ñ À 3 − M×. By Lemma ", \>w has the same distribution as \> .
Also, #‰ implies that \>w is increasing in >.

$‰ Ê %‰ . Since \>w has the same distribution as \> , 2Ð\>w Ñ has the same distribution as 2Ð\> Ñ.
w
Also since 2Ð † Ñ and \Ð†Ñ
are increasing, 2Ð\>w Ñ is increasing in > on X , so the same is so of E2Ð\> Ñ

œ E2Ð\>w Ñ.
%‰ Ê &‰ . Let 1ÐDÑ œ ! for D Ÿ @ and 1ÐDÑ œ " for D  @. Then 1 is increasing and bounded, so
the same is so of 1Ð2Ð † ÑÑ. Thus by %‰ , PrÐ2Ð\> Ñ  @Ñ œ E1Ð2Ð\> ÑÑ is increasing in > on X .
&‰ Ê "‰ . On choosing 2Ð\> Ñ œ \3> , &‰ implies that \3> is stochastically increasing in > on X . è

The next result is immediate from the Equivalence-of-Stochastic-and-Pointwise-Monotonicity
Theorem on setting 2ÐBÑ œ B in %‰ .
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COROLLARY 3. Monotonicity of Expected Values. If \> is a random variable that is sto-

chastically increasing in > − X © d 5 , then E\> is increasing in > on X provided that the expectations exist.
Remark. [St65], [KKO77] Actually the equivalence of $‰ -&‰ remains valid even where the com-

ponents of \> are not independent. However, the proof is much more complex. It is an elegant
application of the duality theory for the (continuous) transportation problem with linear side
conditions.
As another application of the Equivalence Theorem, let T œ Ð:34 Ñ be the (possibly countable)
transition matrix of a Markov chain on a state space M © d 5 . Call T stochastically increasing if
the 3>2 row :3 of T is stochastically increasing in 3, i.e., :3 2 is increasing in 3 for each increasing
function 2 œ Ð24 Ñ for which :3 2 ´ !4 :34 24 exists.
COROLLARY 4. Closure of Stochastically-Increasing Markov Matrices Under Multiplication. The class of stochastically-increasing Markov matrices on a countable state space M © d 5 is

closed under multiplication. In particular, the positive integer powers of a stochastically-increasing Markov matrix on M are stochastically increasing on M .
Proof. Suppose T and U are stochastically increasing and 2 is increasing and bounded on M .

Then 1 œ U2 is increasing and bounded on M , whence the same is so of T U2 œ T 1. è
Theorem 2 is a powerful tool for assessing the direction of the effect of changes in the distributions of random variables governing the evolution of a stochastic system on measures of the
system's performance. One arena of application is in showing the monotonicity of the power of
statistical tests in their test parameters. Another is in studying the effect of changes of arrival
and service rates on the performance of queueing systems. To illustrate the latter, consider the
following example concerning nonstationary KM /KM /" queues.
Example 4. Monotonicity of Nonstationary KMÎKMÎ" Queue Size in Arrival and Service

Rates. The question arises whether or not the number R> (resp., average number R > ) of custom-

ers in a nonstationary KM /KM /" queue—including the customer being served—at time > (resp.,
during the interval Ò!ß >Ó) increases or decreases stochastically as a function of the interarrival
and service-time distributions. To that end, let +3 be the time between the arrival of the Ð3"Ñ>2
and 3>2 customers and =3 be the service time of the 3>2 customer (once service begins), 3 œ "ß #ß á .

Assume that +" ß +# ß á and =" ß =# ß á are independent positive random variables and that customers are served in order of arrival. Let E4 ´ +"  â  +4 be the arrival time of customer 4,
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W34 ´ =3  â  =4 be the total service times of customers 3ß á ß 4, and H4 be the departure time
of customer 4. Then

Ð6Ñ

H4 œ max ÐE3  W34 Ñ, 4 œ "ß #ß á .
"Ÿ3Ÿ4

In order to justify Ð6Ñ, observe that H4

E3  W34 because customer 4 cannot depart until custom-

er 3 arrives and customers 3ß á ß 4 are subsequently served. On the other hand, H4 œ E3  W34 for

the first customer 3 that arrives for which R>  ! for all E3 Ÿ >  H4 , i.e., since the customer arrived to start the latest busy period.
Monotonicity of Queue Size in Service Rate. Let EÐ>Ñ and HÐ>Ñ be the numbers of customers

that respectively arrive and depart in the interval Ò!ß >Ó. Of course, EÐ>Ñ œ max Ö4 À E4 Ÿ >× and

HÐ>Ñ œ max Ö4 À H4 Ÿ >×. Now since R> œ EÐ>Ñ  HÐ>Ñ, EÐ>Ñ is independent of the service times
= œ Ð=" ß =# ß á Ñ, and HÐ>Ñ is decreasing in = by Ð6Ñ, it follows that R> is increasing in =, and so
also stochastically increasing therein.
Monotonicity of Queue Size in Arrival Rate. In general, R> is not stochastically decreasing

in the interarrival times as may be seen by considering the case in which +"  ="  >  +"  =" 
% and >  E3 for all "  3. Then increasing +" to +"  % will increase R> from zero to one. Howev
er, R > is stochastically decreasing in the interarrival times + œ Ð+" ß +# ß á Ñ. To see this, observe
that customer 4 spends

Ð7Ñ

[4> œ ÐH4  E4 Ñ • Ð>  E4 Ñ , 4 œ "ß #ß á ß

>
units of time waiting in the queue before time >. Thus [ ´ !_
4œ" [4 is the total waiting time

spent in the queue by all customers up to time >. Hence, the average number of customers in the
[

queue up to time > is R > œ . Now it follows from Ð'Ñ and Ð7Ñ that [4> is decreasing in +. Thus
>


[ and R > are decreasing in +, so R > is stochastically decreasing in +.
3 SUBADDITIVITY-PRESERVING TRANSFORMATIONS AND SUPPLY CHAINS
COROLLARY 5. Subadditivity Preservation by Stochastic Monotonicity. If ] © d 8 is a

lattice, X © d , H is a random 7-vector with range a product W © d 7 of chains and with conditional distribution J Ð † l >Ñ for each > − X , H has independent components with each component
being stochastically increasing in > on X , 1 is a real-valued ÐBorel Ñ function on ] ‚ W ‚ X that
is subadditive on ] ‚ G ‚ X for each chain G in W, and KÐCß >Ñ ´ ' 1ÐCß ?ß >Ñ .J Ð? l >Ñ exists and
is finite for each ÐCß >Ñ − ] ‚ X , then K is subadditive on ] ‚ X .
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Proof. Suppose Cß Cw − ] and >ß >w − X . Without loss of generality, assume that > Ÿ >w . By

Theorem 2, there exist random 7-vectors H Ÿ Hw having distributions J Ð † l >Ñ and J Ð † l >w Ñ respectively. Then by the subadditivity of 1,

KÐCß >Ñ  KÐCw ß >w Ñ œ EÒ1ÐCß Hß >Ñ  1ÐC w ß Hw ß >w ÑÓ
EÒ1ÐC • Cw ß Hß >Ñ  1ÐC ” C w ß Hw ß >w ÑÓ œ KÐC • C w ß >Ñ  KÐC ” C w ß >w Ñ,
so K is subadditive. è
Below are several applications of the above result.
Example 5. Monotonicity of Optimal Starting Stock in Demand Distribution. Consider

again the problem discussed at the beginning of this section, viz., that of determining the variation of the optimal starting stock C of a single product as a function of a real parameter > of the
distribution of demand H for the product during a single period. To make the discussion concrete, assume that the holding and penalty cost 1ÐDÑ when D is the net stock on hand at the end
of the period is convex with 1ÐDÑ Ä _ as lDl Ä _. Then KÐCß >Ñ ´ EÐ1ÐC  HÑ ± >Ñ is the expected one-period cost, which we take to exist and be finite for all pairs ÐCß >Ñ. Thus KÐCß >Ñ Ä _ as

lCl Ä _. Now it follows from Corollary 5 and the fact that 1ÐC  ?Ñ is subadditive in ÐCß ?Ñ that
KÐCß >Ñ is subadditive in ÐCß >Ñ if H is stochastically increasing in >, which we assume in the sequel. Hence, from the Increasing-Optimal-Selections Theorem, the least optimal starting stock

C œ C> is increasing in >. And, of course, this is so even if the product can be ordered only in restricted quantities, e.g., in boxes, crates, etc.
One common situation in which H is stochastically increasing in > is where H œ G> with G
being a random variable not depending on >, and G and > being nonnegative. For example, this
may be so when > is an index of business conditions, or when > is the level of advertising for the
product in the period, or when demands in successive periods are positively correlated and > is
the demand in the preceding period or the cumulative demand in all earlier periods. In each of
these cases, C> is increasing in >.
As a second example in which H is stochastically increasing in >, suppose that > is the number of independent potential customers for the product, and each potential customer buys the
product with probability :  !. Then H is binomially distributed with parameters Ð>ß :Ñ, and so
increases stochastically with >. Actually, KÐCß >Ñ is doubly subadditive in this example because

>  H is also binomially distributed with parameters Ð>ß ":Ñ. Thus C> and >  C> are both increasing in >.
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Example 6. Stochastic Price Elasticity/Inelasticity of Demand Implies Price Elasticity/Inelasticity of Optimal Production. Suppose that the demand H for a product during a period is a

random variable whose distribution depends on the price :
product. The firm must decide on the amount C

! that the firm charges for the

! of the product to produce in the period be-

fore observing the demand for the product. The cost of producing C
the period is -ÐCÑ. Then the one-period net cost incurred when C

! units of the product in
! units of the product are

produced during the period is -ÐCÑ  :ÐC • HÑ. The expected value of this function is not generally subadditive or superadditive in ÐCß :Ñ when, as in usually the case, H is stochastically decreasing in :. Thus, one cannot generally expect the optimal production C: to be monotone in
the price :.
However, it is possible to obtain useful information about the price elasticity of optimal production by making the change of variables ] ´ :C and V ´ :H. Observe that ] (resp., VÑ is
the total revenue if the entire production is sold (resp., entire demand is satisfied). Then the
one-period net cost is 1Ð] ß Vß :Ñ ´ -Ð

]
Ñ  Ð] • VÑ, which is subadditive in Ð] ß :ß VÑ (resp., sup:
]

eradditive in Ð] ß :ß VÑÑ provided that -Ð

:

Ñ is subadditive (resp., superadditive) in Ð] ß :Ñ (see

Example 4.3 for a discussion of when this last condition is satisfied). Thus, if V (resp., V ) is
stochastically increasing in :, then KÐ] ß :Ñ ´ E1Ð] ß Vß :Ñ is subadditive (resp., superadditive) in

Ð] ß :Ñ by Corollary 5. The interpretation of the condition that V (resp., V ) is stochastically
increasing in : is that a given percent increase in the price : causes the demand H to fall (stochastically) by a smaller (resp., larger) percentage, i.e., demand is stochastically price inelastic
(resp., elastic). Also, KÐ] ß :Ñ Ä _ as C Ä _. Thus, by the Increasing-Optimal-Selections Theorem, the least optimal ] œ ]: is increasing (resp., decreasing) in :. This means that a given
percent increase in the price : of the product entails reducing the optimal production C: œ

]:
:

by a smaller (resp., larger) percentage. In short, stochastic price inelasticity (resp., elasticity) of
demand implies price inelasticity (resp., elasticity) of optimal production. (Actually, price inelasticity of optimal production really means that the price elasticity of optimal production is at
least ", and so optimal production may rise with price.) By combining the assumptions of both
of the above cases, it follows that -Ð

]
Ñ is additive in Ð] ß :Ñ and V is stochastically independent
:

of :. Thus KÐ] ß :Ñ is additive in Ð] ß :Ñ and so the optimal choice of ] is independent of :. Hence,

C: œ

]
V
and H œ .
:
:

Example 7. Monotonicity of Optimal Starting Stocks of Complementary Products in Demand Distribution. A manufacturer of circuit boards must produce in anticipation of uncertain

aggregate demand H for boards from 8 independent customers, with the demand from each customer being nonnegative. Each board consists of R different chips labeled "ß á ß R , with each be-

ing of a different type. If the manufacturer makes C3 chips of type 3, the number of usable chips
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of that type is 03 C3 where the yields !  03  " are independent random variables. The number
of boards the manufacturer can assemble from the vector C œ ÐC3 Ñ of chips manufactured is • 3 03 C3

because a board can be made only from usable chips. It costs the manufacturer -3  ! to make
-3
each chip of type 3. The revenue from selling a board is =  !R
. If the manufacturer makes
3œ"
E03

the vector C œ ÐC3 Ñ of chips, has yield vector 0 œ Ð03 Ñ, and has demand H for boards, the net cost

is
R
R
1ÐCß Hß 0 Ñ œ " -3 C3  =ÒÐ403 C3 Ñ • HÓ.
3œ"

3œ"

Observe that 1Ð † ß † ß 0 Ñ is subadditive for each 0 , and H is stochastically increasing in 8, so by
Corollary 5, the conditional expected net cost KÐCß 8Ñ œ EÐ1ÐCß Hß 0 Ñ ± 8Ñ is continuous and subadditive in ÐCß 8Ñ, and approaches infinity as mCm Ä _. Hence, the least C

! minimizing KÐCß 8Ñ

is increasing in the number of independent customers by the Increasing-Optimal-Selections Theorem.

8
Dynamic Supply Policy
with Stochastic Demands
1 INTRODUCTION
The models of supply chains developed so far provide only two of the motives for carrying inventories, viz., a temporal increase in the marginal cost of supplying demand and scale economies

in supply. This section and §9 examine a third motive—both separately and in combination
with the other two motives—for carrying inventories, viz., uncertainty in demand.
In practice supply-chain managers cannot usually forecast with certainty future demands for
the products whose inventories they manage. Nevertheless, it is often reasonable to assume that
the demands in each period are random variables whose values are observed at the ends of the
periods in which they occur. Initially assume those distributions are known. Moreover, there are
typically costs, e.g., of ordering, storage, shortage, etc., in each period. In such circumstances
the aim is usually to choose the inventory levels sequentially over time in the light of actual demands observed so as to minimize the total expected costs over a suitable time interval. This
section examines problems of this type.

The approach is to formulate a suitable dynamic-programming recursion relating the minimum expected cost in each period to that in the following period. Then use the recursion to determine properties, e.g., convexity, O -convexity, subadditivity, etc., that the minimum expected
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cost function in each period inherits from the corresponding function in the following period by
an appropriate projection theorem. Finally, exploit this information to study the dependence of
the form of the optimal policy on the underlying assumptions about the given cost functions in
each period.
Although the focus in this section is only on the single-product case, some of the techniques
carry over to the multi-product case. These include, most notably, the use of dynamic-programming recursions to characterize and compute optimal policies, the use of lattice programming to
characterize their qualitative structure, and the use of myopic policies. In addition the general ap-

proach is applicable in many other fields, e.g., optimal control of queues, optimal maintenance
and repair policy selection, and portfolio management among others.
Dynamics

To make these ideas concrete, consider an inventory manager who seeks to manage inventories of a single product over 8 periods so as to minimize the expected 8-period costs. At the beginning of each period 3, " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8, the manager observes the initial stock B3 of the product, i.e.,
the stock on hand less backorders before ordering in the period, and then orders a nonnegative
amount of stock with immediate delivery. Call the sum C3 of the initial stock and the order delivered the starting stock in period 3. Of course C3

B3 . Also there is a given distribution F3 Ð † lC3 Ñ of

initial stock B3" in period 3  " given the starting stock C3 in period 3 and given all other past
history. The point is that the distribution of B3" depends on the past only through C3 . This formulation encompasses uncertain demands, random deterioration of stock in storage, and rules for
handling demands in excess of stock available. For example, if H3 is the demand in period 3, then

B3" œ C3  H3 if unsatisfied demands are backordered while B3" œ ÐC3  H3 Ñ if excess demands
ÐC3  H3 Ñ are either lost or satisfied by special means. More generally, if a fraction "  J3 of the

stock on hand at the end of period 3 deteriorates, then B3" œ J3 ÐC3  H3 Ñ .
Costs

There is a cost -3 ÐDÑ of ordering D

! units in period 3 and a (conditionalÑ expected storage

and shortage cost K3 ÐC3 Ñ in period 3 given the starting stock is C3 in period 3 and given the past
history. For example, if H3 is the demand in period 3 and 13 ÐDÑ is the storage and shortage cost in

period 3 where the starting stock less demand in the period is D , then K3 ÐC3 Ñ œ EÒ13 ÐC3  H3 ÑlC3 Ó.
Dynamic-Programming Recursion
To find an optimal policy in this setting, let G3 ÐBÑ be the (conditional) minimum expected cost
in periods 3ß á ß 8 given that the initial inventory is B in period 3. Then, under suitable regularity

conditions,

Ð1Ñ

G3 ÐBÑ œ min Ö-3 ÐC  BÑ  K3 ÐCÑ  EÒG3" ÐB3" ÑlCÓ×
C B
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for 3 œ "ß á ß 8 where G8" ´ !.
The manager computes the G3 recursively for each 3 and finds a C œ C3 ÐBÑ

B that achieves

the minimum in the right-hand-side of Ð1Ñ. Then C3 ÐBÑ is the optimal starting stock in period 3.
The manager is interested both in computing C3 ÐBÑ and studying how it varies with B. The behavior of C3 Ð † Ñ varies markedly according as the ordering cost is convex or concave, just as was
the case with known demands.
2 CONVEX ORDERING COSTS [BGG55], [AKS58, Chap. 9], [Ve65-69]

Suppose first that the ordering cost -3 is convex. This provides two motives for carrying inventories, viz., uncertainty in demand and a temporal increase in the marginal cost of supplying
demand. Let

-ÐCß BÑ ´ -3 ÐC  BÑ  $ ÐC  BÑ  K3 ÐCÑ  EÒG3" ÐB3" ÑlCÓ
The first two terms in this sum are convex functions of the difference of C and B, and so are subadditive in ÐCß BÑ. The last two terms depend only on C and not B, and so are trivially subadditive. Thus -ÐCß BÑ is subadditive. Also G3 ÐBÑ œ minC -ÐCß BÑ, so by the Increasing-Optimal-Selections Theorem (under suitable regularity hypothesesÑ, the least C œ C3 ÐBÑ achieving the minimum

above is increasing in B.
If the -4 and K4 are convex for all 4

3, unsatisfied demands are backordered, i.e., B3" œ

C3  H3 , and the demands H3 are independent, then C3 ÐBÑ does not increase as fast as B, or more
precisely, B  C3 ÐBÑ is increasing in B. To see this, show first by induction on 3 that G3 is convex.
This is trivially so for 3 œ 8  ". Suppose it is so for 3  ". Then EG3" ÐC  H3 Ñ is convex, whence
the same is so of -ÐCß BÑ. Thus by the Projection Theorem for convex functions, G3 is convex. Now
the dual - # of - is subadditive, so B  C3 ÐBÑ is increasing in B as claimed. Hence, the larger the initial inventory, the larger the optimal starting stock and the smaller the optimal order (c.f., Fig-

ure 1Ñ. This proves the next result.
THEOREM 1. Convex Ordering Costs. If the production cost -3 in period 3 is convex, the least
optimal starting stock C3 ÐBÑ in period 3 is increasing in the initial inventory B in that period. If
also the production cost -4 and expected storage and shortage cost K4 are convex in each period

4

3, unsatisfied demands are backordered, and demands are independent, then B  C3 ÐBÑ is in-

creasing in B and the minimum expected cost G3 in periods 3ß á ß 8 is convex.
Linear Ordering Cost and Limited Production Capacity. As an example of this result, suppose
that in each period 3 the cost of production is linear and there is an upper bound ?3 on production. Then -3 ÐDÑ œ -3 D  $ Ð?3  DÑ and the other hypotheses of Theorem 1 hold. Then C3 ÐBÑ  B
œ ÐC3‡  BÑ • ?3 where C œ C3‡ is the least minimizer of -3 C  K3 ÐCÑ  EG3" ÐC  H3 Ñ.
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Figure 1. Optimal Supply Policy with Convex Ordering Costs
3 SETUP ORDERING COST AND Ð=ß WÑ OPTIMAL SUPPLY POLICIES [Sc60], [Ve66a], [Po71],

[Sc76]
Now consider instead ordering costs for which -3 Ð!Ñ œ ! and -3 ÐDÑ œ O3

! for D  !, i.e.,

there is a setup cost O3 for ordering in period 3. This is an important instance of the more general case of concave ordering costs. This model combines two motives for carrying inventories,
viz., uncertainty in demand and scale economies in supply. In most practical cases, it is valid to
assume, as the sequel does, that K3 is quasiconvex and continuous, and that K3 ÐCÑ Ä _ as lCl Ä

_ for each 3.
In order for a policy having a particular form to be optimal in a multi-period sequential decision problem, it invariably must be optimal for the single-period problem. Since the latter prob-

lem is generally much easier to analyze, it is useful to begin the study of optimal policies for a
multi-period problem with the single-period case.
Single-Period Ð=ß
 WÑ
 Optimal Supply Policy
While discussing the single-period problem, it is convenient to temporarily drop the time-per-

iod subscripts. Then the goal is to find a C that minimizes -ÐC  BÑ  KÐCÑ subject to C

B. The

above hypotheses on K assure there is an 
W minimizing K and an 
=Ÿ
W with KÐ=Ñ
 œ O  KÐWÑ
 .
Figure 2 illustrates these definitions.
Now observe that if B

W,


it is optimal not to order, i.e., C œ B, because by so doing one si-

multaneously minimizes the ordering and the expected storage and shortage costs. If 
=ŸB
W,
it is also optimal not to order because the cost is KÐBÑ in that event and, if the contrary event,
the cost majorizes O  KÐWÑ
= , it is optimal to order to C œ W
 and so KÐBÑ. Finally, if B  
 because KÐBÑ is the cost if one doesn’t order, O  KÐWÑ
 is the minimum cost if one does order, and

KÐBÑ

O  KÐWÑ
 . To sum up, the optimal one-period ordering policy CÐBÑ has the form
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G(y)

K

s


S


y

Figure 2. Single-Period Ð=ß WÑ Optimal Policy

W, B  
=
CÐBÑ œ  
B, B 
=.
This policy assures that ordering occurs when the initial inventory is B only if the setup cost is
less than the reduction KÐBÑ  KÐCÐBÑÑ in expected storage and shortage costs.
Ð=ß WÑ Policies

This suggests the following definition. An Ð=ß WÑ policy, = Ÿ W , is an ordering policy CÐ † Ñ of
the above form where the reorder point = and reorder level W replace 
= and 
W respectively. In
particular the Ð=ß
WÑ policy is optimal for the single-period problem. Figure 3 illustrates an Ð=ß WÑ
 
policy.

y
y(x)
S
y x
s

0

s

x

Figure 3. Ð=ß WÑ Supply Policy
Quantity Discounts, Concave Ordering Cost and Generalized Ð=ß WÑ Optimal Policies

In practice, there are often quantity discounts in procurement that simple setup costs do not
reflect. For example, if the marginal cost of ordering declines with the size of an order, the order-

ing-cost function is concave. When that is so, Ð=ß WÑ policies need not be optimal and it is necessary to generalize them to achieve optimality.
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Call a policy CÐ † Ñ generalized Ð=ß WÑ if = Ÿ W , CÐBÑ œ B for B

=, and CÐ † Ñ is decreasing on the

interval Ð_ß =Ñ and has infimum W thereon, as Figure 4 illustrates. Observe that the special case

in which CÐ † Ñ is constant on Ð_ß =Ñ is an ordinary Ð=ß WÑ policy.

y
y(x)
S
y x
s

0

s

x

Figure 4. Generalized Ð=ß WÑ Supply Policy
Why does the presence of general concave ordering costs requires the use of generalized Ð=ß WÑ

policies to achieve optimality? The answer is that if it is optimal to order to a level C when the
initial stock is B  C, then reducing the initial stock reduces the marginal (not the total) cost of
ordering enough to bring the starting stock to any fixed level exceeding the new initial stock.
Hence the new optimal starting stock will be at least as large as C, and often strictly larger. By
contrast, in the setup-cost case, the above marginal cost remains constant and so the new optimal starting stock remains equal to C.
THEOREM 2. Generalized Ð=ß WÑ Optimal Single-Period Policies. If the ordering cost - is
nonnegative and concave on Ò!ß _Ñ with -Ð!Ñ œ !, the expected storage and shortage cost K is con-

vex, KÐCÑ Ä _ as lCl Ä _, and KÐBÑ  -ÐC  BÑ  KÐCÑ for some B  C , there is a generalized

Ð=ß WÑ optimal policy CÐ † Ñ such that = Ÿ W Ÿ CÐBÑ Ÿ W
 for all B  = for the single-period model.
s
Proof. Evidently -ÐCß
BÑ ´ -ÐC  BÑ  KÐCÑ is lower semicontinuous and approaches _ as C Ä
s
_, so there is a least C œ CÐBÑ minimizing -ÐCß
BÑ subject to C

B for each B. Since the dual -s #

of -s is subadditive, CÐBÑ  B is decreasing in B. Now CÐBÑ œ B for B

s
s
W
 because -ÐBß BÑ Ÿ -ÐCß BÑ

s
s
for 
W Ÿ B Ÿ C. Thus since CÐBÑ  B for some B because -ÐBß
BÑ  -ÐCß
BÑ for some B  C by an

hypothesis and since CÐ † Ñ is evidently lower semicontinuous, there is a least = such that

CÐ=Ñ œ =. Moreover, since CÐBÑ  B is decreasing, CÐBÑ œ B for B
is increasing in C

W


s
= and = Ÿ W
 . Also, since -ÐCß BÑ

” B for all B, it follows that B  CÐBÑ Ÿ W
 for all B  =.

Next show that CÐBÑ

= for all B  =. If not, there is an B  = such that B  CÐBÑ  =. Put

s
s
@ ´ CÐBÑ and A ´ CÐ@Ñ. By definition of =, @  A. Now -Ð@ß
BÑ œ -Ð@  BÑ  -Ð@ß
@Ñ  -Ð@  BÑ
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s
-ÐAß
BÑ by definition of A, the concavity of - and the fact -Ð!Ñ œ !, contradicting

s
the fact that @ minimizes -Ð@ß
BÑ subject to @

B. This justifies the claim that CÐBÑ

=.

It remains to establish that CÐ † Ñ is decreasing on Ð_ß =Ñ. To this end observe from what was
s
just shown that for B  =, the least C minimizing -ÐCß
BÑ subject to C
s
C minimizing -ÐCß
BÑ subject to C

the sublattice B

=, C

B is the same as the least

s
=. Thus since - is concave, -ÐCß
BÑ is subadditive in ÐCß BÑ on

=, so by the Increasing-Optimal-Selections Theorem, CÐ † Ñ is decreas-

ing on Ð_ß =Ñ. è
Remark. See [Po71] for a multiperiod version of Theorem 2 in which the demands in each per-

iod are sums of positive translates of independent exponential random variables.
Quasiconvexity of the Expected Storage and Shortage Cost

If the expected storage and shortage cost function K is bounded below, but is not quasiconvex, then as Figure 5 illustrates, it is possible to choose a small enough setup cost O  ! so that
no Ð=ß WÑ policy is optimal. In that example, it is optimal to order to 
W for initial stocks in the
interval Ð=# ß =$ Ñ and not to order for initial stocks in the interval Ð=" ß =# Ñ, so the optimal policy
cannot be Ð=ß WÑ.

G(y)

K

s1

s2

s3

S


y

Figure 5. No Ð=ß WÑ Optimal Policy

The discussion at the beginning of this section shows that Ð=ß WÑ policies are optimal in the
single-period case when the ordering cost is of setup-cost type and the expected storage/shortage
cost function is quasiconvex. For this reason, it is reasonable to hope that such policies remain
optimal in the multi-period case, though of course they may vary over time. The principal purpose of the remainder of this section is to show that this is indeed the case with a few additional
hypotheses concerning the transition function and the way in which the parameters vary over
time. These assumptions appear in #‰ , %‰ , and &‰ below together with the assumptions already
discussed.
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Assumptions Implying the Optimality of Dynamic Ð=ß WÑ Policies
"‰ Setup Ordering Costs. -3 Ð!Ñ œ ! and -3 ÐDÑ œ O3
#‰ Declining Setup Costs. O3

! for D  ! and " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8.

O3" ÐO8" ´ !Ñ for " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8.

$‰ Quasiconvex Expected Storage and Shortage Costs. K3 ÐCÑ is continuous, quasiconvex and
converges to _ as lCl Ä _ for " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8.
%‰ Transition Functions. The following hold for each " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8.
(a) Stochastic Monotonicity. F3 Ð † lCÑ is stochastically increasing in C .
(b) Stochastic Boundedness. For each C there is a , for which F3 Ð, lCÑ œ ".
(c) Stochastic Continuity. At every point ÐBß CÑ where F3 ÐBlCÑ is continuous in B, it is continuous in C .

Now $‰ implies there is an 
W 3 minimizing K3 . Call 
W 3 the myopic order level in period 3 since
it is the optimal starting stock for that period considered by itself provided that the initial stock
in that period is below that level and it is optimal to order. The final assumption imposes conditions on the time variation of the costs and transition laws.
&‰ Stochastic Accessibility of Myopic Order Levels. F3 ÐW
W 3 Ñ œ " for " Ÿ 3  8.
 3" l

When Assumptions on the Costs and Transition Functions are Satisfied

Before proceeding further, it is useful to discuss briefly when each of the above assumptions
holds. The first requires no discussion.
Declining Setup Costs. This hypothesis is satisfied in the stationary case or if the rate of in-

terest exceeds the rate of inflation of the setup costs.
Quasiconvex Expected Storage and Shortage Costs. This assumption is satisfied if K3 ÐCÑ œ

E13 ÐC  H3 Ñ and if either
ì 13 is convex, in which case K3 is also convex, or
ì 13 is quasiconvex and the density of H3 is “T J# ”, i.e., the log of the density is concave, in
which case K3 is quasiconvex, but not necessarily convex.

Transition Functions. The stochastic-monotonicity condition normally holds, e.g., that is so
if unsatisfied demands are backordered or lost (in the latter event the starting stocks must be nonnegative) and the demands are independent. The remaining assumptions of %‰ are merely regular-

ity conditions.
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Stochastic Accessibility of Myopic Order Levels. This is so if both
ì the initial stock in a period does not exceed the starting stock in the previous period, so
F3 ÐW
W 3 Ñ œ ", and
 3 l
ì
W3 Ÿ 
W 3" .

Of course the first condition usually holds. For example, that is so if demands are nonnegative
and unsatisfied demands are backordered. And the second condition holds in the stationary case
or, for example, if demands increase stochastically over time and K3 ÐCÑ œ E1ÐCß H3 Ñ with 1 being
subadditive. For then K3 ÐCÑ is subadditive in Ð3ß CÑ by Corollary 5 of §7 and 
W 3 is increasing in 3
by the Increasing-Optimal-Selections Theorem.
Why the Additional Assumptions #‰ , %‰ and &‰ are Necessary to Assure the Optimality of Ð=ß WÑ
Policies in the Multi-Period Problem

The discussion earlier in this section shows that assumptions "‰ and $‰ , viz., that the ordering cost is a setup cost and that the expected storage and shortage cost is quasiconvex, are necessary to assure the optimality of an Ð=ß WÑ policy in the single-period problem. However, these
conditions do not assure the optimality of Ð=ß WÑ policies in the multi-period problem. Indeed,
the additional hypotheses #‰ , %‰ and &‰ on the nature of the variation of the costs and transition
functions over time are necessary to guarantee the optimality of Ð=ß WÑ policies in the dynamic

problem. Some examples will illustrate why this is so. For this purpose and because it will prove
useful in the sequel, put

L3 ÐCÑ ´ EÒG3" ÐB3" ÑlCÓ
and

N3 ÐCÑ ´ K3 ÐCÑ  L3 ÐCÑ.
Need for Declining Setup Costs. If 8 œ #, ! Ÿ O"  O# Ðso #‰ fails to holdÑ, C" œ B# Ðso
F" ÐClCÑ œ " for all CÑ, and K" and K# are as in Figure 6, then N" ÐCÑ œ K" ÐCÑ  G# ÐCÑ and no Ð=ß WÑ

policy is optimal in period one. Indeed, in that period it is optimal to order to 
W " from B and to

W#


from Bw .
Need for Stochastically-Increasing Transition Functions. If 8 œ #, O" œ O# œ !, K" ÐCÑ œ

K# ÐCÑ œ lCl, and B# ÐC" Ñ œ C" for C"  " and B# ÐC" Ñ œ ! for C"

" (so the transition function in

period one is not stochastically increasing), then N" ÐCÑ œ K" ÐCÑ  G# ÐB# ÐCÑÑ and no Ð=ß WÑ policy
is optimal in period one. Indeed, the optimal policy in period one is to order to ! from B  ! and
to " from the !  Bw  " as Figure 7 illustrates.
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G 1(y)

K1

G 2(y)

K2

J 1(y)
K2

K1
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y

Figure 6. No Ð=ß WÑ Optimal Policy with Rising Setup Costs

G 1(y)  G 2(y)

J 1(y)

x

0

xw

1

y

Figure 7. No Ð=ß WÑ Optimal Policy with Stochastically-Nonmonotone Transition Function
Need for Stochastically-Accessible Myopic Order Levels. If 8 œ #, O" œ O# œ !, C" œ B# ,

and K" and K# are as in Figure 8, then N" ÐCÑ œ K" ÐCÑ  G# ÐCÑ, W
"  W
 # and F" ÐW
 # lW
 " Ñ œ !, so
the myopic order levels are stochastically inaccessible and no Ð=ß WÑ policy is optimal in period
one. Indeed, one optimal policy in that period is to order from B to 
W # and from Bw Ð  
W # Ñ to 
W ".
Relations Between Single- and Multi-Period Ð=ß WÑ Optimal Policies

Before proving that there is an Ð=3 ß W3 Ñ optimal policy in the 3>2 period of the multi-period
problem, it is useful to explore briefly the relation of that policy to the Ð=
W 3 Ñ optimal policy for
3 ß 
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G 1(y)

G 2(y)
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Figure 8. No Ð=ß WÑ Optimal Policy with Stochastically-Inaccessible Myopic Order Levels

period 3 considered by itself. It might be hoped that the two policies would be the same. But
this is not normally the case. In order to see why, consider the stationary case in which the demands in each period are independent identically-distributed nonnegative random variables, unsatisfied demands are backordered, K is linear between 
= and 
W , and K is symmetric about 
W.
Then using Ð=ß
WÑ in each period assures that the starting stocks in each period would (eventu 
ally) all lie between 
= and 
W . Moreover, if the demands were small in comparison with 
W 
=,
those starting stocks would be roughly uniformly distributed between 
= and 
W . Furthermore, the
long-run average expected storage/shortage cost per period would be about KÐWÑ
 

O
and the
#

long-run average expected ordering cost per period would be O divided by the expected number
of periods between orders, i.e., the mean number of periods required for the cumulative demand
to exceed 
W 
= . Thus if one increases both 
= and 
W by

W



=
, there is no change in the long-run
#

average expected ordering cost per period. However, the long-run average expected storage and
shortage cost per period falls to about KÐWÑ
 

O
. This suggests that it is best to choose = Ÿ W so
%

that 
W is about midway between them because then the starting stocks would fluctuate around
the global minimum of K.
Indeed, the sequel shows that in general the Ð=3 ß W3 Ñ optimal policy in period 3 satisfies = 3 Ÿ =3
Ÿ
W 3 Ÿ W3 where = 3 is the greatest number not exceeding 
W 3 for which K3 Ð=3 Ñ œ O3  K3 ÐW
 3 Ñ. Also

K3 Ð=3 Ñ

K3 ÐW3 Ñ. Figure 9 depicts these relations.
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K 3ÐCÑ
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N3ÐCÑ
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W3

C

Figure 9. Comparison of Single- and Multi-Period Ð=ß WÑ Optimal Policies

In order to motivate the proof of optimality of Ð=ß WÑ policies, consider what property of N3
would assure that such a policy is optimal. For ease of exposition, assume that N3 ÐCÑ is continuous and approaches _ as lCl Ä _. If N3 were always quasiconvex, then of course the result
would follow from what was already established for the single-period case. Unfortunately, however, N3 is not normally quasiconvex. For this reason, it is necessary to discover alternate properties of N3 that both assure an Ð=3 ß W3 Ñ policy is optimal in period 3 with =3 Ÿ 
W 3 Ÿ W3 and that it
is possible to inherit.
One sufficient condition is that N3 be, in the terminology introduced below, “ÐO3 ß 
W 3 Ñ-quasicon-

vex”, i.e., N3 has the following two properties. First, N3 ÐBÑ Ÿ O3  N3 ÐCÑ for all W
 3 Ÿ B Ÿ C , so it is
optimal not to order in period 3 when the initial inventory is at least 
W 3 . Second, N3 is decreasing
on Ð_ß 
W 3 Ó, so N3 attains its global minimum on the real line at an W3
that there is an =3 Ÿ 
W 3 such that N3 Ð=3 Ñ œ O3  N3 ÐW3 Ñ. Then N3 ÐBÑ

W
 3 . These facts imply

O3  N3 ÐW3 Ñ for B  =3 , in

which case it is optimal to order to W3 from B; and N3 ÐBÑ Ÿ O3  N3 ÐCÑ for =3 Ÿ B Ÿ C, in which

case it is optimal not to order from B. Thus, the policy Ð=3 ß W3 Ñ is optimal as Figure 9 illustrates.
O -Increasing and ÐOß WÑ-Quasiconvex Functions

It is time now to formalize the above ideas and introduce two useful classes of functions of
one real variable. ÐIn the sequel the symbols Ò_ß _Ñ and Ð_ß _Ó both mean Ð_ß _Ñ, and
Ò_ß _Ñ ´ Ð_ß _Ó ´ gÑ. Suppose O and W are respectively nonnegative and extended real numbers. Call a real-valued function 1 on ÒWß _Ñ O -increasing if 1ÐBÑ Ÿ O  1ÐCÑ for all B Ÿ C in ÒWß _Ñ.

The geometric interpretation is that 1ÐCÑ never falls below 1ÐBÑ by more than O for B Ÿ C. The
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second concept generalizes the first. Call a real-valued function 1 on the real line ÐOß WÑ-quasiconvex if it is decreasing on Ð_ß WÓ and O -increasing on ÒWß _Ñ. Observe that ÐOß _Ñ-quasiconvexity is the same as O -increasing on d. The following properties of ÐOß WÑ-quasiconvex and

O -increasing functions are immediate from the definitions.
"w Quasiconvexity Ðresp., increasingÑ is equivalent to Ð!ß WÑ-quasiconvexity for some W Ðresp.,
!-increasingÑ.
#w If 1 is O -increasing and 0 is increasing on the real line, then the composite function 1Ð0 Ð † ÑÑ is
O -increasing on the real line. If also 1 is decreasing on Ð_ß W w Ó and 0 ÐWÑ Ÿ W w , then 1Ð0 Ð † ÑÑ is
ÐOß WÑ-quasiconvex.
3w If 1ÐCß ?Ñ is ÐOÐ?Ñß WÑ-quasiconvex Ðresp., OÐ?Ñ-increasingÑ in C on d for each ? − d and if G
is real-valued and increasing on d , then ' 1ÐCß ?Ñ. GÐ?Ñ is ÐOß WÑ-quasiconvex Ðresp., O -increasingÑ
in C on d where O ´ ' OÐ?Ñ. GÐ?Ñ.
%w If 1 is ÐOß WÑ-quasiconvex Ðresp., O -increasing on dÑ and O Ÿ P, then 1 is ÐPß WÑ-quasiconvex
Ðresp., P-increasing on dÑ.
&w If 1 is ÐOß WÑ-quasiconvex and W is real, 1 is bounded below Ðby 1ÐWÑ  OÑ.

Optimality of Ð=ß WÑ Policies: ÐO3 ß 
W 3 Ñ-Quasiconvexity [Ve66, Po71]

These concepts are useful for establishing the existence of an Ð=ß WÑ optimal policy for the

8-period problem.
THEOREM 3. Ð=ß WÑ Optimal Policies. If "‰ -&‰ hold and G8" œ !, then in each period " Ÿ 3
Ÿ 8 there is an Ð=3 ß W3 Ñ optimal policy satisfying 
= 3 Ÿ =3 Ÿ 
W 3 Ÿ W3 and K3 Ð=3 Ñ

K3 ÐW3 Ñ with equal-

ity holding throughout whenever O3 œ !à moreover, G3 and N3 are ÐO3 ß 
W 3 Ñ-quasiconvex, and G3 is

O3 -increasing on d.
Proof. The proof is by induction on 3. For notational simplicity in the proof, drop the subscript 3 on all symbols and replace subscripts 3  " thereon by superscript primes, e.g., G3 and G3"

become respectively G and G w .
The first step is to show that that if G w is ÐO w ß 
W w Ñ-quasiconvex and O w -increasing, then L is
ÐO w ß 
WÑ-quasiconvex and O w -increasing. This is clearly so for 3 œ 8 because L œ G w œ ! and O w œ

!. Thus suppose 3  8. Observe that since FÐ † lCÑ is stochastically increasing in C by %‰ Ð+Ñ, there
is an indexed family of random variables Bw ÐCÑ such that Bw ÐCÑ has the distribution function FÐ † lCÑ

and is increasing in C on d by the Equivalence-of-Stochastic-and-Pointwise-Monotonicity Theorw
w
em. Also, it follows from 5‰ that Bw ÐWÑ
W w almost surely since PrÐBw ÐWÑ
 Ÿ
 ŸW
 Ñ œ FÐW
 lWÑ
 œ ".

Thus since G w is ÐO w ß 
W w Ñ-quasiconvex and O w -increasing, G w ÐBw ÐCÑÑ is almost surely ÐO w ß WÑ
 -quasiw
convex and O w -increasing in C by #w . Hence, LÐCÑ œ EG w ÐBw ÐCÑÑ is ÐO w ß WÑ
 -quasiconvex and O -in-

creasing in C on d by $w .
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Now suppose " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8 and G w is ÐO w ß 
W w Ñ-quasiconvex and O w -increasing. Since O

O w by

#‰ , L is ÐOß 
WÑ-quasiconvex and O -increasing on d by what was shown above and %w . In addiw
tion, K is Ð!ß 
WÑ-quasiconvex by $‰ and "w , so N œ K  L is ÐOß WÑ
 -quasiconvex by $ . Since L is

bounded below by &w and KÐCÑ Ä _ as lCl Ä _ by $‰ , N ÐCÑ Ä _ as lCl Ä _. Moreover, as
may be seen by induction using $‰ , %‰ , and %‰ - , N is continuous. Thus since N is decreasing on

Ð_ß 
WÓ, N assumes its minimum on d at some least W

W
 . Also, since N is O -increasing on

ÒWß
 _Ñ, N ÐBÑ Ÿ O  N ÐCÑ for W
 Ÿ B Ÿ C , whence CÐBÑ œ B for W
 Ÿ B. Moreover, since N ÐWÑ
 Ÿ
O  N ÐWÑ, N is decreasing on Ð_ß WÓ
 and N ÐCÑ Ä _ as C Ä _, there is a greatest = Ÿ W
 such
that N Ð=Ñ œ O  N ÐWÑ. Then N ÐBÑ

N Ð=Ñ for B  = and N ÐBÑ  N Ð=Ñ for =  B  W
 , so CÐBÑ œ W

for B  = and CÐBÑ œ B for = Ÿ B  W
 . Hence the Ð=ß WÑ policy is optimal.
Evidently, GÐBÑ œ N ÐB ” =Ñ. Thus since N is decreasing on Ð_ß WÓ
 , the same is so of G . And
for B Ÿ C, GÐBÑ œ N ÐB ” =Ñ Ÿ O  N ÐC ” =Ñ œ O  GÐCÑ. Hence G is ÐOß WÑ
 -quasiconvex and O -in-

creasing on d.
The next step is to show that 
= Ÿ = and KÐ=Ñ

KÐWÑ. Since L is decreasing on Ð_ß WÓ
 , for

each B in the interval Ò=ß 
WÓ it follows that

! Ÿ O  N ÐWÑ  N ÐBÑ Ÿ O  N ÐWÑ
  N ÐBÑ
œ O  KÐWÑ
  KÐBÑ  LÐWÑ
  LÐBÑ Ÿ O  KÐWÑ
  KÐBÑ.
Since = is the largest B Ÿ 
W for which the first inequality is an equality, it follows that 
= Ÿ = as
claimed. Also since L is O -increasing,

! œ O  N ÐWÑ  N Ð=Ñ œ O  KÐWÑ  KÐ=Ñ  LÐWÑ  LÐ=Ñ
so KÐ=Ñ

KÐWÑ  KÐ=Ñ,

KÐWÑ.

Finally, note that if O œ !, 
=œ=œ
W œ W. è
Optimality of Myopic Base-Stock Policy

Call an ordering policy in a period base-stock if for some base stock W the policy entails ordering ÐW  BÑ in the period when the initial inventory therein is B. In short, order up to W if

B  W and don’t order otherwise. If O3 œ !, then the ÐW
W 3 Ñ policy in period 3 is myopic, i.e., is
 3ß 
optimal for period 3 alone, and is base-stock with W œ 
W 3 . One specialization of Theorem 3 asserts

that if the setup costs are zero in each period, then the myopic base-stock policy is optimal for
the multi-period problem.
Optimality of Ð=ß WÑ Policies with Stochastic Inaccessibility of Myopic Order Levels

Theorem 3 gives the best available results about the optimality of Ð=ß WÑ policies for the case
of stationary cost data and demand distributions, and in other cases as well. A specialization of
that result also gives conditions assuring that myopic policies are optimal.
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However, Theorem 3 has the important limitation that it is necessary to require stochastic
accessibility of the myopic order levels, viz., 5‰ holds. This condition generally fails during periods in which the demand distributions fall stochastically. The question arises whether Ð=ß WÑ
policies are optimal without any conditions on the variation of the demand distributions. The answer is that they are. The idea is that it is possible to eliminate 5‰ by strengthening 3‰ to re-

quire convexity of the K3 and 4‰ to require backordering of unsatisfied demands, both of which
are often reasonable assumptions. (In fact, it is possible to weaken the backorders assumptions
to allow lost sales and other possibilities). In particular, the new assumptions are:
3‡ Convexity of Expected Storage/Shortage Costs. K3 ÐCÑ is convex and converges to _ as
lCl Ä _ for " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8.
4‡ Transition Functions. The demands H" ß á ß H8 in periods "ß á ß 8 are independent random
variables and unsatisfied demands are backordered so B3" œ C3  H3 for 3 œ "ß á ß 8.

O-Convex Functions

In order to establish the optimality of Ð=ß WÑ policies under the above hypotheses, it is necessary to introduce another class of functions. Given a number O

!, call a function 1 on the real

line O -convex if for each B  C and ,  !,

1ÐCÑ

1ÐBÑ  ÐC  BÑ

Ò1ÐBÑ  1ÐB  ,ÑÓ
 O.
,

The geometric interpretation is that the straight line passing through the two points ÐB  ,ß

1ÐB  ,ÑÑ and ÐBß 1ÐBÑÑ on the graph of 1 never lies above the graph of 1 to the right of B by more
than O . Figure 10 illustrates the definition. Note that !-convexity is equivalent to ordinary con-

vexity.

1ÐBÑ

1ÐCÑ
O

1ÐB,Ñ
B,

B

C

Figure 10. O -Convex Function 1
Optimality of Ð=ß WÑ Policies: O -Convexity [Sc60]
The next result gives conditions assuring that Ð=ß WÑ policies are optimal for the 8-period problem and that the functions G3 and N3 are O3 -convex for each 3 œ "ß á ß 8. A homework problem

develops the inductive proof of this result.
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THEOREM 4. Ð=ß WÑ Optimal Policies. If "‰ , 2‰ , 3‡ , %‡ hold and G8" œ !, then in each

period " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8 there is an Ð=3 ß W3 Ñ optimal policy. Moreover, G3 and N3 are O3 -convex on d for

3 œ "ß á ß 8.
Optimality of Base-Stock Policies [BGG55, AKS58]

When O3 œ ! for 3 œ "ß á ß 8, then the G3 and N3 are convex for all 3 in Theorem 4 and =3 œ

W3 so the optimal policy in each period 3 is base-stock with base stock W3 . Note that by contrast
with the application of Theorem 3 to the case of zero setup costs, the base-stock policy resulting
from specializing Theorem 4 need not be myopic. Incidentally, a simpler way to establish the optimality of base-stock policies is to specialize Theorem 1 to the case where the ordering cost vanishes.
Computation of Ð=ß WÑ Optimal Policies
Under the hypotheses of either of the two Ð=ß WÑ-Optimal-Policies Theorems, the computation

of an optimal policy is far simpler than in general dynamic programs. This is because it is possible to exploit the Ð=3 ß W3 Ñ form of an optimal policy in carrying out the computations in the follow-

ing steps for each 3.
ì Tabulate N3 .
ì Find the global minimum W3 of N3 .
ì Find an =3 Ÿ W3 satisfying O3  N3 ÐW3 Ñ œ N3 Ð=3 Ñ.

Thus only one global minimum and one root must be found. By contrast, in a general inventory
problem it is necessary to find an optimal C for each B.
4 POSITIVE LEAD TIMES
Reducing Positive to Zero Lead Times with Backorders

So far orders have been assumed to be delivered instantaneously. Now relax this hypothesis
by assuming that there is a positive integer delivery lead time P  ! between placement and delivery of orders. In that event the recursion Ð"Ñ is no longer valid. The reason is that the state of
the system at the beginning of period 3 must then include not only the initial inventory in that
period, but also the orders scheduled for delivery at the beginnings of periods 3"ß á ß 3P".
The result is that it is necessary to replace Ð"Ñ in general by a recursion involving a function of

P state variables. This means that it is possible to carry out the computations in such problems
only where P is small.
However, it is possible to simplify the computations dramatically in one important case.
This is where the demands H" ß H# ß á for the product in each period are independent and unsatisfied demands are backordered. Under these hypotheses it is possible to reduce the P-state-variable
problem to a one-state-variable problem!
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To see this, it is convenient to associate costs arising in period 3  P with period 3 as Figure 11
illustrates for P œ $. In particular, let 13 ÐDÑ be the storage and shortage cost in period 3  P when
D is the stock on hand less backorders at the end of that period. Also let -3 ÐDÑ be the cost—paid

on delivery in period 3  P—of an order for D units placed in period 3.
3

31

32

3P

3

31

32

3P

P 3

Figure 11. Association of Costs Incurred P Periods in Future with Present

The key idea is that the storage and shortage cost in period 3  P is a function only of the
difference between the total stock C3 on hand and on order less backorders after ordering at the
beginning of period 3 and the total demand in periods 3ß á ß 3P. To see this, observe that the
stock on hand less backorders at the end of period 3  P is C3  !3P
4œ3 H4 . Thus the storage and
3P
shortage cost in period 3  P is 13 ÐC3  !4œ3 H4 Ñ. Hence

K3 ÐC3 Ñ ´ EÒ13 ÐC3  "H4 ÑlC3 Ó
3P
4œ3

is the (conditional) expected storage and shortage cost in period 3  P given C3 .
Let G3 ÐBÑ be the minimum expected cost in periods 3Pß á ß 8P where B is the total stock
on hand and on order less backorders before ordering at the beginning of period 3. Then G3 can
be expressed in terms of G3" by the dynamic-programming recursion Ð1Ñ in §8.1. This means
that the theory in §8.2 and §8.3, which characterizes the forms of optimal ordering policies for a
zero lead time, applies at once to the case of a positive lead time provide that unsatisfied demands
are backordered. The only real difference is that when there is positive lead time, C3 ÐBÑ is the opti-

mal stock on hand and on order less backorders after ordering but before demands in period 3.
The assumption that unsatisfied demands are backordered is vital to the above argument. For
without it, the stock on hand less backorders at the end of period 3  P would depend individually

on the stock on hand less backorders before ordering in period 3, the outstanding orders after ordering in period 3 to be delivered in periods 3"ß á ß 3P, and the demands in periods 3ß á ß 3P.
Reducing Lead Time Reduces Minimum Expected Cost
When the cost of ordering a given amount is paid on delivery, the effect of reducing lead times
is to reduce the minimum expected cost. The reason is that if ! Ÿ O  P are two integer lead times,
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placing an order in a period with an P-period lead time can be simulated by waiting P  O periods
and then placing the order with a O -period lead time. Since the delivery times of all orders are the
same with both systems, the ordering and storage/shortage costs are also the same. Thus, to each

policy for a system with P-period lead times, there corresponds a policy for the modified system
with O -period lead times that has the same expected costs.
Of course, one would not want to use an optimal policy for the P-period-lead-time problem
in the manner described above where O -period lead times were in fact available. For this would
amount to choosing the order quantities P  O periods earlier than is necessary, thereby ignoring the information acquired in the interim about the actual demands experienced in the subsequent P  O periods. Indeed, such a policy would impede one’s ability to adjust order quantities

to compensate for actual demands and to keep inventories closer to optimal levels. Thus the
amount by which the minimum expected cost with P-period lead times exceeds that for O -period lead times can be thought of as the value of the information acquired by having the opportunity to delay placement of orders P  O periods without affecting the delivery times.
5 SERIAL SUPPLY CHAINS: ADDITIVITY OF MINIMUM EXPECTED COST [CS60], [Ve66b]
Consider a serial supply chain for a single product in which there are R facilities. Label them

"ß á ß R . Each facility may carry stocks of the product. In each period, it is possible to order a
nonnegative amount of product at any facility 4 from its immediate predecessor facility 4  " up
to the amount available there if 4  " and from a supplier in any amount if 4 œ ". Let B4 be the
initial echelon stock at facility 4 in period 3, i.e., the sum of the amounts on hand at facilities
4ß á ß R at the beginning of period 3. Call B œ ÐB" ß á ß BR Ñ the initial echelon stock. After observ-

ing the initial echelon stock in period " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8, the supply-chain manager places orders at each
facility for nonnegative amounts of stock not exceeding available supplies at facilities supplying
them. Initially, the lead time to deliver product from one facility to its successor will be one-period. Subsequently that case will be shown to include that of general positive integer lead times. The
amounts of echelon stock on hand and on order after ordering at the facilities is the starting ech-

elon stock C œ ÐC" ß á ß CR Ñ. Demands arise only at facility R and H3 is the nonnegative demand
there in period 3 œ "ß á ß 8". The manager satisfies demands at facility R from stock on hand
there as far as possible and backorders the excess demand. Thus, if the starting echelon stock in
period 3 is C, the initial echelon stock in period 3  " is C  H3 " where " is here an R -vector of ones.
Evidently, the initial and starting echelon stocks satisfy C"

B"

C#

B#

â

BR"

CR

BR .

Ordering costs are paid on delivery. Let -3 ÐDÑ be the cost of orders D œ ÐD " ß á ß D R Ñ at the R
facilities in period 3 for delivery in period 3  ". Let 13 ÐDÑ be the holding and shortage cost in period 3  " where D is the echelon stock on hand at the end of that period. Given the starting echelon stock C in period 3, the (conditional) expected echelon holding and shortage cost in period 3  "
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is K3 ÐCÑ ´ E13 ÐC  ÐH3  H3" Ñ"Ñ. Let G3 ÐBÑ be the minimum expected cost in periods 3"ß á ß 8"
when the initial echelon stock in period 3 is B. (The expected cost in period 3 is excluded because
decisions in period 3 do not affect the costs in that period, i.e., those costs are sunk.Ñ Assume that
all expectations exist and are finite, and that K3 ÐCÑ Ä _ as |C | Ä _ for all 3. Then

(2)

G3 ÐBÑ œ

for 3 œ 1ß á ß 8 and B"

min Ö-3 ÐC  BÑ  K3 ÐCÑ  EG3" ÐC  H3 "Ñ×

B4" C 4 B4
"Ÿ4ŸR

BR where B! ´ _ and G8" ´ !.

â

THEOREM 5. Serial Supply Chains. Consider a serial supply chain with facilities "ß á ß R ,
the demands at facility R in each period being independent random variables, the delivery lead

time at each facility being one period, and the ordering and the holding and shortage cost functions being additive. If at each facility after the first, the ordering cost functions are linear and the
holding and shortage cost functions are convex, then the minimum expected cost G3 ÐBÑ in periods
3"ß á ß 8" is additive in the initial echelon stock B and convex in ÐB# ß á ß BR Ñ for B"

â

BR .

Also there exist numbers C34‡ such that one optimal starting echelon stock at facility 4 in period 3
is B4" • ÐC34‡ ” B4 Ñ for 4  " and all 3.
Proof. By hypothesis, there exist real-valued functions -34 Ð † Ñ, 134 Ð † Ñ and constants -34 such that
4 4
4 4
4 4
4 4
4
!R
-3 ÐDÑ œ !R
4œ" -3 ÐD Ñ with -3 ÐD Ñ ´ -3 D for 4  " and 13 ÐDÑ œ
4œ" 13 ÐD Ñ with 13 Ð † Ñ being convex
4 4
4 4
4 4
for 4  ". Thus, K3 ÐCÑ œ !R
4œ" K3 ÐC Ñ where K3 ÐC Ñ ´ E13 ÐC  H3  H3" Ñ for each 4. Next show

by backward induction on 3 that

G3 ÐBÑ œ " G34 ÐB4 Ñ
R

(3)

4œ"

for some real-valued functions

G34 Ð

† Ñ that are convex for each 4  " and 3. This is certainly true

4
for 3 œ 8" on taking G8"
´ ! for " Ÿ 4 Ÿ R . Suppose (3) holds for "  3" Ÿ 8" and consid-

er 3. Then from the additivity of -3 Ð † Ñ, K3 Ð † Ñ and G3" Ð † Ñ, (2) becomes

G3 ÐBÑ œ "
R

(4)

4
min Ö-34 ÐC4  B4 Ñ  K34 ÐC4 Ñ  EG3"
ÐC 4  H3 Ñ×.

4"
C 4 B4
4œ" B

Suppose first that 4  ". Let
(5)

4
N34 ÐC4 Ñ ´ -34 C4  K34 ÐC4 Ñ  EG3"
ÐC 4  H3 Ñ

4
and C34‡ be the least minimizer of N34 Ð † Ñ. Since 134 Ð † Ñ is convex, so is K34 Ð † Ñ. Also, G3"
Ð † Ñ is con-

vex by the induction hypothesis, so N34 Ð † Ñ is convex as well. Thus, since the minimum of a convex function over an interval is additive and convex in the endpoints of the interval by Problem
4 of Homework 2,
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min N34 ÐC4 Ñ œ 
N 34 ÐB4 Ñ  N 34 ÐB4" Ñ

(6)

B4" C 4 B4



on defining the convex functions 
N 43 and N 34 by
(7)

"

"



N 43 ÐB4 Ñ ´ N34 ÐC34‡ ” B4 Ñ  N34 ÐC34‡ Ñ and N 34 ÐB4" Ñ ´ N34 ÐC34‡ • B4" Ñ  N34 ÐC34‡ Ñ.

#
#

Moreover, one optimal choice of the starting echelon stock C34 ÐBÑ at facility 4 in period 3 is

C34 ÐBÑ œ ÐC34‡ ” B4 Ñ • B4" .

(8)

Consequently, it follows from (4)-(6) that (3) holds for 3 with


G34 ÐB4 Ñ ´ Ò
N 34 ÐB4 Ñ  -34 B4 Ó  N 34" ÐB4 Ñ

(9)


"
being convex for 4  ", N R
´ ! and for all 4
3

",


4
G34 ÐB4 Ñ ´ min Ö-34 ÐC4  B4 Ñ  K34 ÐC4 Ñ  EG3"
ÐC 4  H3 Ñ×  N 34" ÐB4 Ñ. è

(10)

C 4 B4

Observe from (10) that it is possible to calculate the G34 recursively by period in the order 3 œ

8ß á ß ". Also (10) is the single-facility inventory equation for facility 4 in period 3 augmented by


4
the added initial shortage cost function N 4"
3 ÐB Ñ. This function depends on the costs at facilities

4"ß á ß R and, from (7), is decreasing convex. Thus it is possible to solve the R -facility serialsupply-chain problem as a sequence of single-facility problems in the facility order R ß á ß ". The
ordering costs at each facility other then the first are linear.


Equation (10) for facility 4 œ " is, apart from the convex function N #3 ÐB" Ñ, that for a single
facility problem. Consequently, the results describing the form of the optimal policy in Theorem
1 (resp., 4) of §8.3 apply with minor modification to facilty one provided that the 13" Ð † Ñ are convex and -3" ÐDÑ is convex (resp., a setup-cost function with O3 being decreasing and nonnegative).
The modification is that the first term on the right-hand side of (10) is convex (resp., O3 -convexÑ


in B" and so adding N 3# ÐB" Ñ preserves that property for G34 ÐB4 Ñ.
Linear Holding and Shortage Costs. The most natural situation in which the echelon holding
the shortage costs are additive and convex is where 134 ÐDÑ œ 234 D   :34 D  for each 3ß 4. The interpretation is that in period 4, 234 is the amount by which the unit storage cost at facility 4 exceeds that at 4  " and :34 is the amount by which the unit shortage cost at facility 4 exceeds that
at facility 4  ".
Extension to Arbitrary Lead Times. It is easy to extend the above results to the arbitrary

positive-integer-lead-time problem by reducing that problem to a minor variant of the one-period lead-time problem in an augmented supply chain. Form the augmented supply chain by in



serting R ÐP"Ñ in-transit facilities into the original supply chain where P is the average lead
time over all R facilities in the original supply chain. To describe how to do this, call each facil-
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ity in the original supply chain a storage facility and its immediate predecessor (its exogenous
supplier if it is the first facility in the supply chain) its supplier. If there is an P  " period lead
time to deliver orders placed by storage facility 4, say, in the original supply chain, insert P  "
serial in-transit facilities between facility 4 and its supplier, each with a one-period lead time.
An order in a period at 4 is shipped from 4’s supplier to the first of the in-transit (to 4) facilities,
then in order to the #8. ß 3<. ß á ,P">2 of these in-transit facilities, and finally from the P">2 in-

transit facility to facility 4.
Since each in-transit facility in the augmented supply chain requires one-period to deliver stock

to its customer (the next facility, whether an in-transit or storage facility), the lead time to deliver an order placed by a storage facility with an P period lead time from its supplier in the original supply chain is at least P. To assure that the actual lead time is P, it is necessary to assure that in-transit facilities immediately ship whatever they receive; only storage facilities may
hold stock for a period or more. To assure this, whenever facility 4’s immediate predecessor 4  "
is an in-transit facility in the augmented supply chain, replace each instance of the inequality

B4"

C4 by the equation B4" œ C4 . For such facilities 4, replace (7) and (8) by


(7)w

N 43 ÐB4 Ñ ´ ! and N 34 ÐB4" Ñ ´ N34 ÐB4" Ñ


(8)w

C34 ÐBÑ œ B4"

and

respectively. Equation (9) remains valid as is. Equation (10) holds only at facilities 4 in the aug-

mented supply chain that have no predecessor (and so order from an exogenous supplier) or for
which facility 4  " is not an in-transit facility.
Incidentally, in practice one would expect K34 œ ! for all 3 at each in-transit facility 4 since
storage and shortage costs are normally incurred only at the storage facilities. Also, since the ordering cost is paid on delivery, then it is natural to expect that - 4 œ ! at 4.
6 SUPPLY CHAINS WITH COMPLEX DEMAND PROCESSES [Sc59], [Ka60], [IK62], [BCL70],

[Ha73], [GO01]
The above development makes two basic assumptions about the demand process. One is that
the demands in successive periods are known and independent. Another is that demands for a product in a period are for immediate delivery. This section examines how the optimal supply policy
changes with various relaxations of these assumptions.
Markov-Modulated Demand [IK62]. It is often reasonable to suppose that the demand for a
product in a period given depends on the state of an underlying (vector) Markov process in that
period. More precisely, the conditional distribution of demand in period 3 given the current and past
states of the Markov process as well as the past demands depends only on the state 7, say, of the
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Markov process in period 3. Before giving some examples of this idea, consider how one would find
an optimal ordering policy under this assumption about the demand process for the general singlefacility supply problem with backorders and no delivery lead times that §8.1 discusses.
Let G3 ÐBß 7Ñ be the minimum expected cost in periods 3ß á ß 8 given that in period 3 the initial
stock on hand is B and the index of the Markov process is 7. Let 73 be the state of the Markov
process at the end of period 3. Then the analog of (1) becomes

(11)

G3 ÐBß 7Ñ œ min Ö-3 ÐC  BÑ  K3 ÐCß 7Ñ  EÒG3" ÐC  H3 ß 73 Ñl7Ó×
C B

for 3 œ "ß á ß 8 where K3 ÐCß 7Ñ ´ EÒ13 ÐCß H3 Ñl7Ó for all 3 and G8" ´ !. In this event, one optimal

starting stock C3 ÐBß 7Ñ in period 3 depends on both B and 7. Moreover the demands and the underlying Markov process are independent of the supply manager’s decisions. It is easy to see from
this fact that C3 ÐBß 7Ñ varies with B for the case of convex Ðresp., setupÑ ordering costs precisely as

Theorem " Ðresp., %Ñ describes. The only difference is that the optimal policy in period 3 depends on 7.
Below are three examples to which the above results apply.
Example 1. Index of Business Conditions. In many situations it is natural to suppose that the
demand for a product in a period depends on an index of (general or specific) business conditions,
e.g., gross national product or total sales of automobiles. In such circumstances, it is reasonable to
suppose that the index of business conditions is itself a Markov process whose distribution is known
and that the distribution of demand in a period given the index of business conditions and past
demands depends only on the index. Then the above results apply.
Example 2. Demand Distributions with Unknown Parameter: a Bayesian Perspective [Sc59],
[Ka60]. In practice the distributions of demands in successive periods are rarely known with certainty. Instead, one may use expert judgment and/or learn about them from experience. Consider

a simple example of this situation in which the demands H" ß á ß H8 in periods "ß á ß 8 are independent random variables with a common distribution GÐ † l AÑ that depends on an unknown parameter A. Though the parameter A is unknown and not directly observable, it is reasonable to
suppose that A is a random variable and an expert provides its known prior distribution at the

beginning of the first period. As one observes subsequent demands, one updates the distribution
of A to reflect the new information. In particular, in each period 3 one calculates the posterior

distribution of A given the demands H" ß á ß H3" observed before period 3 and uses this information to calculate the conditional distribution of the demand H3 given H" ß á ß H3" . In general this is

complex to do because both conditional distributions depends on the 3  " previous demands and
so are of high dimensionality.
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For this reason, it is reasonable to restrict attention to natural distributions GÐ † l AÑ for which

the posterior distribution of A at the beginning of period 3 depends on a sufficient statistic of
low dimension. One such class of distributions is the exponential family. This family includes the
gamma, Poisson and negative-binomial distributions.
If a distribution in the exponential family is continuous with density <Ð † l AÑ, that density assumes the form <Ð? l AÑ œ " ÐAÑ/A? <Ð?Ñ where <Ð?Ñ œ ! for ?  ! and " ÐAÑ is a normalizing con-

stant chosen so the integral of the density is one for each A. Let :Ð-Ñ be the prior density of A.
Then a sufficient statistic for the posterior density of A in period 3  " is the sum 73 œ H"  â 
H3 of the demands in prior periods. Also, the posterior density of A at the beginning of period 3  "
given 73 is
:3 Ð- l 73 Ñ œ " Ð-Ñ3 :Ð-Ñ/-73 )3 Ð73 Ñ

where )3 Ð73 Ñ is a normalizing constant chosen so the integral of the density is one for each 73 .
Thus, the posterior density is in the exponential family, the sufficient statistics 7" ß 7# ß á ß 78 is a
Markov process, and the posterior density of H3 given the past demands depends only on the suf-

ficient statistic 73" . Consequently, the above results apply. In this case, :3 Ð- l 73 Ñ is also TP#
since ln :3 Ð- l 73 Ñ is superadditive.
Example 3. Percent-Done Estimating: Style Goods Inventory Management [Ha73]. Per-

cent-done estimating is used by some large firms to predict demands for style goods for a season
whose length is 8 periods. To describe what this means, let ." ß á ß .8 be independent positive
random variables with known distributions. Assume that the cumulative demand 73 for the product in periods "ß á ß 3 takes the form 73 ´ #34œ" Ð.4 "Ñ, so that 73 œ Ð.3  "Ñ73" for 3 œ "ß á ß 8

where 7! ´ ". Thus the sequence 7" ß 7# ß á ß 78 is a Markov process and the actual demand in
period 3 is H3 œ .3 73" . Therefore, the conditional expected demand in each period given the
cumulative demand through the preceding period is a fixed percentage of the latter with the
percentage depending on the period in the season. This is the source of the name “percent-done
estimating”. Thus if a style produces high cumulative demand part way through a season, the
result is high expected demand after that. In short, a product that is initially “hot”, is likely to
stay “hot”. In practice, the expected cumulative demand rises slowly at the beginning of a season, then more rapidly in mid season, and finally more slowly near the end of the season. In this
case (11) holds and the above results apply.
Positive Homogeneity. However, there is an interesting situation in which it is possible to reduce the number of state-variables from two to one. To see this, suppose that in each period the
ordering and the holding and shortage costs are positively homogeneous1. Then it is easy to see
1Call

-

a real-valued function 0 Ð † Ñ of several real variables positively homogeneous if 0 Ð-AÑ œ -0 ÐAÑ for all
! and all A.
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that G3 Ð † ß † Ñ and C3 Ð † ß † Ñ are positively homogeneous. Thus, on setting G3 ÐBÑ ´ G3 ÐBß "Ñ, C3 ÐBÑ ´

C3 ÐBß 1Ñ and K3 ÐCÑ ´ K3 ÐCß "Ñ, it follows by dividing (11) by 7, replacing BÎ7 and CÎ7 by B and
C respectively, and factoring out .3  " from the last term in (11) that the latter simplifies to
(12)

G3 ÐBÑ œ min Ö-3 ÐC  BÑ  K3 ÐCÑ  EÐ.3  "ÑG3" ÐÐC  .3 ÑÎÐ.3  "ÑÑ×
C B

B Ñ7. This
with C œ C3 ÐBÑ being a minimizer of the right-hand side of (12). Thus, C3 ÐBß 7Ñ œ C3 Ð 7
completes the reduction of state variables from two to one. Incidentally, positive homogeneity
leads to a similar reduction in the number of state variables in other problems as well.
Advance Bookings [BCL71], [GO01]. In practice customers often book orders for delivery of a
product in a specific subsequent period. This situation is especially easy to analyze where the bookings are for delivery during the lead time P

! and unsatisfied demands are backordered. Denote

by H34 the bookings in period 3 for delivery in period 4, 3 Ÿ 4 Ÿ 3P. Assume that the H34 are independent. Let C3 be the stock on hand and on order less backorders and prior bookings after or3P
!5œ4
H45 is the stock on hand less backorders
dering at the beginning of period 3. Then C3  !3P
4œ3
at the end of period 3  P.
Let 13 ÐDÑ be the storage and shortage cost in period 3  P when D is the stock on hand less backorders at the end of that period. Thus the (conditional) expected storage and shortage cost in per-

iod 3  P given C3 is

K3 ÐC3 Ñ ´ EÒ13 ÐC3  " "H45 ÑlC3 Ó.
3P 3P
4œ3 5œ4

Also let -3 ÐDÑ be the cost of placing an order for D units of stock in period 3 for delivery in period

3  P.
The goal is the minimize the expected ordering, storage and shortage costs in periods "Pß á ß

8P. To that end, let G3 ÐBÑ be the minimum expected cost in periods 3Pß á ß 8P given that in
period 3 the stock on hand and on order less backorders and prior bookings before ordering in that
period is B. Then the G4 can be calculated inductively from the dynamic-programming recursion

G3 ÐBÑ œ min Ö-3 ÐC  BÑ  K3 ÐCÑ  EG3" ÐC  "H34 Ñ×
3P

C B

4œ3

for 3 œ "ß á ß 8 where G8" ´ !. Also one optimal choice of the stock C œ C3 ÐBÑ on hand and on order
less backorders and prior bookings at the beginning of period 3 is a minimizer of the expression in
braces on the right-hand side of the above equation subject to C

B.

Observe that the above dynamic-programming recursion is an instance of (1) of §8.1. Thus the

above development reduces the optimal supply problem with advance demand information and a
positive lead time to that with no advance demand information and a zero lead time. Hence the
results in §8.2 and §8.3, which characterize optimal policies for the latter problem, apply at once
to the former, i.e., the present, problem.

9
Myopic Supply Policy
with Stochastic Demands
[Ve65c,d,e], [IV69]
1 INTRODUCTION

The results of §8 generalize in various ways to several products. However, the recursion Ð"Ñ
of §8 then involves tabulating functions of R variables where R is the number of products. This
is generally not possible to do when R  3 say. Nevertheless, there are a number of important
cases where it is possible to compute optimal policies for reasonably large R , say for R in the
thousands. One is where a myopic policy is optimal (c.f., Theorem 3 of §8) as the development
of this Section shows.
Suppose a supply-chain manager seeks an ordering policy for each of R interacting products
that minimizes the expected 8-period cost. Assume the demands H" ß H# ß á for the R products
in periods "ß #ß á are independent random R -vectors with values in W © d R . At the beginning
of each period 3, the manager observes the R -vector B3 of initial stocks of the R products and
orders an R -vector D3 of the R products with immediate delivery. The manager chooses the vecR
tor D3 from a given subset ^ of d
. Unsatisfied demands are backordered, so B3" œ C3  H3

where C3 ´ B3  D3 is the R -vector of starting stocks in period 3. Suppose the cost in each period

3 is 13 ÐC3 ß H3 Ñ and that the conditional expected cost K3 ÐC3 Ñ ´ EÒ13 ÐC3 ß H3 ÑlC3 Ó given the starting
stock C3 in period 3 is _ or real-valued. Assume for now that there is no ordering cost. Section
9.3 discusses the extension to a linear ordering cost.
161
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Assume there is a function C3 : d R Ä d R such that C3 ÐBÑ  B − ^ and

K3 ÐC3 ÐBÑÑ œ min K3 ÐCÑ
CB−^

for all B − d R . Call the ordering policy that uses C" in period ", C# in period #, etc., myopic.
Observe that it is not necessary to tabulate C3 Ð † Ñ in order to implement the myopic policy.
All that is required is to wait and observe the initial inventory B3 in period 3 and then compute

C3 ÐB3 Ñ. Thus, for the 8-period problem, it suffices to compute only C" ÐB" Ñß á ß C8 ÐB8 Ñ. Hence it is
necessary to solve only one R -variable optimization problem in each of the 8 periods.
2 STOCHASTIC OPTIMALITY AND SUBSTITUTE PRODUCTS [IV69]

It is useful to introduce a very strong form of optimality. Call a policy stochastically-optimal
if for each B" and sequence H" ß H# ß á of demands, the inventory sequence B" ß C" ß B# ß C# ß á that
the policy generates has the property that K3 ÐC3 Ñ Ÿ K3 ÐC3w Ñ for all 3 where B" ß C"w ß Bw# ß C#w ß á is the
inventory sequence that any other ordering policy generates using the same demand sequence. In
particular this implies !8" EK3 ÐC3 Ñ Ÿ !8" EK3 ÐC3w Ñ, i.e., the first ordering policy minimizes the expected 8-period costs for each B" and 8. The next theorem gives a useful sufficient condition for
the myopic policy to be stochastically optimal.
THEOREM 1. Stochastic Optimality of Myopic Policies. If ^ is closed under addition and if

Ð1Ñ

C3" ÐC3 ÐBÑ  .Ñ œ C3" ÐB  .Ñ

for all . − W, B − d R and 3 œ "ß á ß 8", then the myopic policy ÐC3 Ñ is stochastically optimal.
Significance of the Hypotheses
The condition that ^ is closed under addition holds if it is possible to order each product in any
amount or in any multiple of a given (product-dependent) batch size. The condition rules out up-

per bounds on order sizes.
The condition Ð1Ñ asserts that for each initial inventory B and demand . in period 3, the start-

ing stock in period 3  " when the myopic policy is used in both periods 3 and 3  " is the same
as the starting stock in period 3  " when no orders are placed in period 3 and the myopic policy
is used in period 3  ". Condition Ð1Ñ assures that use of the myopic policy in period 3 not only
minimizes the “cost” in period 3, but also leaves the initial inventory in a best possible position
at the beginning of period 3  ".
Proof. The proof entails comparison of policies with common random demands H" ß H# ß á .

Let B" ß C" ß B# ß C# ß á and Bw" œ B" ß C"w ß Bw# ß C#w ß á be the respective inventory vectors that the myop-
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ic policy and an arbitrary policy generate. Also let Bww3 ´ B"  !3"
4œ" H4 be the initial inventory vec-

tor in period 3 when there are no orders in periods "ß á ß 3".
The first step is to show that

C3 ÐB3 Ñ œ C3 ÐBww3 Ñ, 3 œ "ß #ß á .

Ð2Ñ

This is trivially so for 3 œ ". Suppose it is so for 3 and consider 3  ". Then from Ð2Ñ and Ð"Ñ,

C3" ÐB3" Ñ œ C3" ÐC3 ÐBww3 Ñ  H3 Ñ œ C3" ÐBww3  H3 Ñ œ C3" ÐBww3" Ñ,
establishing Ð2Ñ.
Now since ^ is closed under addition, Bw3  Bww3 − ^ and therefore C3 ÐBw3 Ñ  Bww3 œ ÐC3 ÐBw3 Ñ  Bw3 Ñ 

ÐBw3  Bww3 Ñ − ^ . Hence by Ð2Ñ,
K3 ÐC3 Ñ œ K3 ÐC3 ÐBww3 ÑÑ Ÿ K3 ÐC3 ÐBw3 ÑÑ Ÿ K3 ÐC3w Ñ
for all 3. è
Substitute Products

In order to apply the Stochastic-Optimality-of-Myopic-Policies Theorem, it is necessary to
have useful sufficient conditions for Ð"Ñ to hold. To do this requires the following definition.
Call C3 consistent if C3 ÐBw Ñ œ C3 ÐBÑ whenever B Ÿ Bw Ÿ C3 ÐBÑ and Bw  B − ^ . This is no real re-

striction on C3 ÐBw3 Ñ if ^ is closed under nonnegative differences because C œ C3 ÐBÑ is one minimizer

C of K3 ÐCÑ subject to C  Bw − ^ . In particular if C3 ÐBÑ is the lexicographically least minimizer for
each B, then C3 is consistent.
THEOREM 2. Substitute Products. If demands are nonnegative, ^ is closed under addition,
C3 ÐBÑ

is increasing in 3 for each B, C3 ÐBÑ  B is decreasing in B for each 3, and C3 is consistent for

each 3, then Ð"Ñ holds. Also the myopic policy ÐC3 Ñ is stochastically optimal.
Proof. The first two hypotheses on C3 imply that

B  . Ÿ C3 ÐBÑ  . Ÿ C3 ÐB  .Ñ Ÿ C3" ÐB  .Ñ for .
Since C3" is consistent,

C3" ÐC3 ÐBÑ  .Ñ œ C3" ÐB  .Ñ,
which establishes Ð"Ñ. The rest follows from Theorem ". è

! and all B.
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Substitute-Products Interpretation. It is natural to call Theorem 2 the Substitute-Products

Theorem because of the assumption that the myopic order vector C3 ÐBÑ  B of all products is decreasing in the initial inventory B of those products. Thus initial inventories of all products are
substituted for myopic order quantities of all products. This implies that increasing the initial
inventory of any product will reduce the myopic starting stocks of all other products, i.e., initial
inventories of one product may be substituted for myopic starting inventories of the other products. This is one sense in which the products can be thought of as substitutes.
There is an even more satisfactory sense in which the products can be thought of as substitutes if ^ is the nonnegative orthant. Then the myopic starting stock of each commodity 4 is
increasing in the initial stock of that commodity. To see this, let C œ ÐC5 Ñ, B œ ÐB5 Ñ and K34 ÐC4 Ñ
be the minimum of K3 ÐCÑ subject to C5

B5 for all 5 Á 4 and C4 fixed. Then the myopic starting

stock for product 4 is a C4 that minimizes K34 ÐC4 Ñ subject to C4

B4 . Since the last (partially-op-

timized) problem entails minimizing a subadditive (actually an additive) function over a sublattice, an appropriate selection of the myopic starting stock C4 œ C43 ÐBÑ is generally increasing in
the initial inventory of product 4. In this event, the myopic policy calls for substituting starting
stocks of product 4 for starting stocks of the other products.
Here are four examples that satisfy the hypotheses of the Substitute-Products Theorem. In
R
R
the first three, ^ œ d
; and in all four, W œ d
.

Example 1. Single Product [Ve65d]. Suppose R œ ", each K3 is quasiconvex and assumes its

minimum on d at 
W 3 , and 
W3 Ÿ 
W 3" for all 3 (c.f., §8.3). Then C3 ÐBÑ  B œ ÐW
 3  BÑ is increasing
in 3 and decreasing in B, and C3 is consistent. Of course this example is essentially an instance of

the Optimality-of-Ð=ß WÑ-Policies Theorem with no setup costs.
Example 2. Multi-Product Shared Storage [IV69]. Suppose C œ ÐC" ß á ß C R Ñ, B œ ÐB" ß á ß BR Ñ

and

K3 ÐCÑ œ " K4 ÐC4 Ñ  L3 Ð " C4 Ñ
R

R

4œ"

4œ"

4

where the K and L3 are convex, and L3 ÐDÑ is subadditive in Ð3ß DÑ. Then C3 may be chosen to
4
satisfy the hypotheses of the Substitute-Products Theorem. To see this, put C"R ´ !R
4œ" C and
observe that the problem of finding C3 reduces to the minimum-convex-cost network-flow problem of minimizing

" K4 ÐC4 Ñ  L3 ÐC"R Ñ
R

subject to

4œ"

C"R  " C4 œ !
R

4œ"

and

C4

B4 , 4 œ "ß á ß R .
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Figure " illustrates the network. Let B4 be the parameter associated with the arc in which C4
flows and 3 be the parameter associated with the arc in which C"R flows. Hence, since the arcs in
4

4

which C"R and C4 flow are complements for each 4, C3 ÐBÑ œ ÐC3 ÐBÑÑ is increasing in 3 and C3 ÐBÑ  B4
is decreasing in B4 by the Monotone-Optimal-Flow-Selections Theorem. Also, since the arcs in which

C4 and C5 flow are substitutes for 4 Á 5 , C53 ÐBÑ is decreasing in B4 . Thus C3 ÐBÑ  B is increasing in
Ð3ß BÑ, so the third and fourth hypotheses of the Substitute-Products Theorem hold. It follows
from the Iterated Optimal-Flow Lemma 3 of Appendix 2 that C3 is consistent. Thus, the myopic
policy is stochastically optimal.

y 1N

y1

y2

y3

â

yN

Figure 1. Network for Multi-Product Shared Storage

It should be noted that the function L3 is the only factor preventing the problem from splitting into R separate single-product problems. Indeed splitting is in order when the L3 all vanish.

As a concrete example of L3 , suppose there is an upper bound F3 on the sum of the starting
stocks of the R products in period 3. Then L3 ÐC"R Ñ œ $ ÐF3  C"R Ñ is subadditive in Ð3ß C"R Ñ if
and only if F3 is increasing in 3.
Incidentally, although the theory does not require it, the Monotone Optimal-Flow-Selections
"R
5
Ñ and C43 ÐBÑ are increasing in B4 .
Theorem also implies that !R
5œ" C 3 ÐBÑ Ð œ C
Finally, note that this example extends easily to functions K3 ÐCÑ that are additive functions
of “nested” partial sums of the starting stocks as Figure # illustrates with C45 ´ !56œ4 C6 .

W be a global miniExample 3. Equilibrium [Ve65d]. Suppose first K3 œ K for all 3 and let 

mum of K. Then C3 ÐBÑ œ 
W for B Ÿ 
W . Also, the hypotheses of the Substitute-Products Theorem
hold for all B" Ÿ 
W . Thus, an examination of the proofs of the Stochastic-Optimality-of-MyopicPolicies and Substitute-Products Theorems shows that the myopic policy is stochastically optimal for all B" Ÿ 
W.
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y 46
y 13
y1

y 16

y6

y 45

y2

y5

y3

y4

Figure 2. Network for Multi-Product Shared Storage
If in fact K3 is not independent of 3, K3 ÐCÑ is subadditive in Ð3ß CÑ and K3 Ð † Ñ has a nonempty
compact level set, then K3 has a least global minimum 
W 3 and, by the Increasing-Optimal-Selec
tions Theorem, 
W 3 is increasing in 3. Then C3 ÐBÑ œ 
W 3 for B Ÿ 
W 3 and the hypotheses of the Sub-

stitute-Products Theorem hold for all B" Ÿ 
W " . Thus the myopic policy is stochastically optimal
for B" Ÿ 
W ".
Example 4. Optimality of Ð5ß UÑ Policies with Batch Orders [Ve65c]. Suppose R œ ". So

far ^ has been the nonnegative real line. However, in many practical situations it is necessary to
order in batches of a given size U  !, e.g., a box, a case, a pallet, a carload, etc., though demands may be for smaller quantities. For this reason it is of interest to consider the case where

^ is the set of nonnegative multiples of U. Then ^ is closed under addition. Suppose also that
K3 œ K is quasiconvex and that there is a 5 such that KÐ5Ñ œ KÐ5  UÑ with Ò5ß 5  UÓ containing a global minimum of K as Figure 3 illustrates. Then the myopic policy C3 œ C entails ordering the smallest multiple of U that brings the starting inventory to at least the reorder point 5 .
Call this policy Ð5ß UÑ. Evidently the hypotheses of the Substitute-Products Theorem hold, so
the foregoing myopic Ð5ß UÑ policy is stochastically optimal. This result also carries over to the
nonstationary case provided that the corresponding reorder points 53 are increasing in time.

G(y)

Q

k  2Q

k Q

k

k Q

Figure 3. Myopic Ð5ß UÑ Policy
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3 ELIMINATING LINEAR ORDERING COSTS AND POSITIVE LEAD TIMES
Reducing Linear to Zero Ordering Costs

The assumption made so far in this section is that there is no ordering cost. It is possible to
relax this assumption by allowing linear ordering costs. Then it is easy to show how to reduce
that problem to one with zero-ordering-costs by appropriately modifying the storage and shortage cost functions in each period.
To see how, suppose that the cost of ordering the R -vector D

! of the R products in per-

iod 3 is the linear functional -3 D for 3 œ "ß á ß 8. Also suppose that the salvage value of the R -vec-

tor D of (possibly negative) net stocks of each product on hand at the end of period 8 is -8" D .
Finally, assume that there is a storage and shortage cost 23 ÐC3 ß H3 Ñ in period 3 when the starting
stock in that period is C3 and the demand vector therein is H3 .
Thus when the ordering policy generates the inventory sequence B" ß C" ß B# ß C# ß á ß the total
cost V8 incurred in periods "ß á ß 8 is
V8 œ " Ò-3 ÐC3  B3 Ñ  23 ÐC3 ß H3 ÑÓ  -8" B8" œ " 13 ÐC3 ß H3 Ñ  -" B"
8

8

"

"

where the modified storage and shortage cost in period 3 is

13 ÐC3 ß H3 Ñ ´ -3 C3  23 ÐC3 ß H3 Ñ  -3" ÐC3  H3 Ñ
for 3 œ "ß á ß 8. The interpretation is that the modified storage and shortage cost in period 3 is
the cost of ordering enough to raise the initial stock in the period from zero to the starting stock
level plus the given cost of storage and shortage in the period minus the salvage value of the net
stock on hand at the end of the period.
Hence the problem of finding an ordering policy that minimizes the expected 8-period cost
EV8 is equivalent to that of finding an ordering policy that minimizes the modified expected

8-period cost

" EK3 ÐC3 Ñ,
8
"

where K3 ÐC3 Ñ ´ EÒ13 ÐC3 ß H3 ÑlC3 Ó for all 3.
This is the promised reduction of the linear-to the zero-ordering-cost problem. Thus all results of this section as well as the results on Ð=ß WÑ policies in the preceding section apply as well
to the problem in which the ordering costs also include a linear term.
Reducing Positive to Zero Lead Times

The results on reducing positive to zero lead times in §8.4 carry over immediately to the
multiproduct case provided that the lead times for all products coincide. In particular the results
of this section extend immediately to that case.
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Appendix
1 REPRESENTATION OF SUBLATTICES OF FINITE PRODUCTS OF CHAINS

Call a subset P of a product W of 8 chains W" ß á ß W8 3-decreasing (resp., 3-increasing) if for
each < − P and = − W with <3 œ =3 and <

= Ðresp., < Ÿ =Ñ, one has = − P. The subsets P that are

both 3-decreasing and 4-increasing are of special interest because, as we shall soon see, they are
=4

=4

<

=4

=5
<

<

=
=3
i -Decreasing Set

=

=
=3

3Á4

j -Increasing Set

=3

34

=3

i -Decreasing j -Increasing Sets

Figure 1. 3-Decreasing, 4-Increasing and 3-Decreasing 4-Increasing Sets

sublattices of W . Moreover, each such set P is a cylinder in W with base in W3 ‚ W4 for 3 Á 4 and
in W3 for 3 œ 4. For if = − P and 5 Á 3ß 4, then decreasing (resp., increasing) =5 to a different value

in W5 keeps = in P because P is 3-decreasing (resp., 4-increasing). Thus, the base of the 3-decreasing 4-increasing set P is one dimensional if 3 œ 4 and two dimensional in the contrary event.
In practice one often finds a subset of W3 ‚ W4 represented as the set of solutions to a nonlinear inequality of the form 0 Ð=3 ß =4 Ñ Ÿ 0 for some real-valued function 0 on W3 ‚ W4 . The set of such
solutions is 3-decreasing 4-increasing if either 3 œ 4 or 3 Á 4 and 0 Ð=3 ß =4 Ñ is decreasing in =3 and in-

creasing in =4 .
169
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The class of 3-decreasing 4-increasing subsets of W is clearly closed under intersections and
contains W . Thus there is a smallest 3-decreasing 4-increasing set PÆÅ
34 containing any given subset

P of W , viz., the intersection of all 3-decreasing 4-increasing sets that contain P. The set PÆÅ
34 is
called the 3-decreasing 4-increasing hull of P.
The hull PÆÅ
34 has the alternate important representation as the projection

PÆÅ
34 œ 1W ÖÐ<ß =Ñ − P ‚ W À <3 Ÿ =3 ß <4

Ð1Ñ

i.e., PÆÅ
34 is the set of = − W for which <3 Ÿ =3 and <4

=4 ×,

=4 for some < − P. Figure 2 below illus-

trates this formula with P being the darkly shaded area and PÆÅ
34 being the entire (lightly and
darkly) shaded area. To establish (1), let O be the right-hand side thereof. Evidently, O is

3-decreasing 4-increasing and so O ª PÆÅ
34 . Conversely, if = − O , then there is an < − P satisfying
<3 Ÿ =3 and <4

w
=4 . Since PÆÅ
34 is 3-decreasing, the vector < formed from < by replacing <4 by =4 is

ÆÅ
ww
w
in PÆÅ
34 . Then since P34 is 4-increasing, the vector < formed from < by replacing <3 by =3 is in
ÆÅ
PÆÅ
34 . Finally, since P34 is a cylinder with base in W3 ‚ W4 if 3 Á 4 and in W3 if 3 œ 4, the vector =
ÆÅ
formed from <ww by replacing its 5 >2 component by =5 for each 5 Á 3ß 4 is in PÆÅ
34 , so O © P34 .

Hence, O œ PÆÅ
34 as claimed.
=4

L
<
ÅÆ

L34

=
=3

Figure 2. 3-Decreasing 4-Increasing Hull of P

The next result gives the desired representation of sublattices of a product W of 8 chains as
Figure 3 illustrates.
THEOREM 1. Representation of Sublattices. The following properties of a subset P of a

product W of 8 chains W" ß á ß W8 are equivalent.

"‰ P is a sublattice of W .
#‰ P is the intersection of its 3-decreasing 4-increasing hulls for all 3ß 4.
$‰ P is the intersection of 3-decreasing 4-increasing subsets of W for some pairs 3ß 4.
ÆÅ
Proof. "‰ Ê #‰ . We have P © +3ß4 PÆÅ
34 ´ O because each P34 is a hull of P. Suppose = − O .

34
34
34
Then for each 3ß 4, = − PÆÅ
34 . Thus from Ð1Ñ there exist < − P with <3 Ÿ =3 and <4

=4 . Put <3 ´
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Figure 3. Representation of a Sublattice of a Product of Two Chains
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” 4 <34 . Then <33 œ ” 4 <334 œ <333 œ =3 , and for 5 Á 3, <53 œ ” 4 <534

<535

=5 , so <3

= and <33 œ =3 .

Since P is a sublattice of W , = œ • 3 <3 œ • 3 ” 4 <34 − P, so P œ O .

#‰ Ê $‰ . Immediate.
$‰ Ê "‰ . Since intersections of sublattices are sublattices, it suffices to show that an 3-decreas-

ing 4-increasing subset O of W is a sublattice thereof. Suppose <ß = − O . Now W4 is a chain, so we
can assume <4 Ÿ =4 . Thus Ð< ” =Ñ4 œ =4 , so because < ” =

= and O is 4-increasing, < ” = − O . Sim-

ilarly, since O is 3-decreasing, < • = − O . è
Representation of Polyhedral Sublattices

Theorem 1 has many important applications. One is a representation for polyhedral sublattices, i.e., sublattices that are intersections of finitely many closed half-spaces. We begin with
the simplest case, viz., a single closed half-space.
Example 1. Closed Half-Spaces that are Sublattices. A closed half-space Ö= − d 8 À += Ÿ ,×

is a sublattice of d8 if and only if the normal + − d 8 has at most one positive and at most one
negative element.

Figure 4a. A Sublattice

Figure 4b. A Nonsublattice

Since intersections of sublattices are sublattices, intersections of closed half-spaces that are
each sublattices are themselves sublattices. The next result asserts that every polyhedral sublattice arises in this way. The proof that "‰ implies #‰ below consists of applying the Fourier-Motzkin elimination method to carry out the projection in (1) and then applying Theorem 1 to the
resulting system of inequalities. The proofs that #‰ implies $‰ and that $‰ implies "‰ are immediate from Examples 6 and 5 of §2.2.
THEOREM 2. Representation of Polyhedral Sublattices as Duals of Weighted Distribution
Problems. The following are equivalent.

"‰ P is a polyhedral sublattice of d 8 .
#‰ P œ Ö= − d 8 À E= Ÿ ,× for some matrix ÐE ,Ñ such that each row of E has at most one
positive and at most one negative element.

$‰ P is the intersection of finitely many closed half-spaces, each of which is a sublattice of
d8 .
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Example 2. A Polyhedral Sublattice

Figure 5. A Polyhedral Sublattice

It is important to note that Theorem 2 does not assert that the closed half-spaces in every
representation of a polyhedral sublattice are sublattices, and indeed that is not the case as the
following example illustrates.
Example 3. Representations of a Polyhedral Sublattice P

L

Nonsublattice

Sublattice

Figure 6. Two Representations of a Polyhedral Sublattice
2 PROOF OF MONOTONE-OPTIMAL-FLOW-SELECTION THEOREM
This section extends the proof of the Monotone-Optimal-Flow-Selection Theorem 4.3 from the

case of strictly convex functions to arbitrary convex ones.
Compactness of Level Sets of Convex Functions
LEMMA 1. Compactness of Convex Level Sets. If 0 is a _ or real-valued lower-semi-

continuous convex function on d8 and the set of points in d 8 where 0 assumes its minimum
thereon is nonempty and compact, then every level set of f is compact.
Proof. Let \ 9 be the set of points in d 8 where 0 assumes its minimum, and let \ be a nonempty level set of 0 . Then \ 9 © \ . Choose B − \ 9 . If \ is unbounded, there is a sequence Ö.8 × of

directions in d8 with m.8 m œ " and nonnegative numbers -8 with lim -8 œ _ such that B  -8 .8
− \ for 8 œ "ß #ß á . By possibly taking subsequences we can assume lim .8 œ . say, with m.m œ ".
Since \ is convex, B  -.8 − \ for ' all ! Ÿ - Ÿ -8 . And because 0 is lower semicontinuous, \

is closed. Thus since lim -8 œ _, B  -. − \ for all ! Ÿ -. Therefore, since 0 ÐB  -.Ñ is increasing and convex in -

!, 0 ÐB  -.Ñ is constant in -

! and so B  -. − \ 9 for all -

!. Thus
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\ 9 is unbounded, contradicting the fact \ 9 is compact. Hence \ is bounded. Since \ is also
closed, it is compact as claimed. è
Closedness of Optimal-Response Multi-Function
The optimal-response multi-function \ 9 assigns to each vector C the set \ 9 ÐCÑ of vectors B

that minimize 0 ÐBß CÑ subject to B − \ÐCÑ. It is important to seek conditions assuring that \ 9 is
“closed”. To explore this question requires some definitions.
Let \ be a multi-function from a subset ] of d 7 into a subset \ w of d 8 . Call \ closed if

Cß C8 − ] , B8 − \ÐC8 Ñ, and lim ÐB8 ß C8 Ñ œ ÐBß CÑ imply that B − \ÐCÑ. Call \ continuous if also
Cß C8 − ] , lim C8 œ C, and B − \ÐCÑ imply that there exist B8 − \ÐC8 Ñ with lim B8 œ B. If \ is
single-valued, i.e., \ÐCÑ is a point-to-point mapping, then by an abuse of language, \ is closed
(resp., continuous) as a multi-function if and only if \ is continuous in the usual sense of pointto-point mappings, viz., Cß C8 − ] and C8 Ä C imply that lim \ÐC8 Ñ œ \ÐCÑ.
"
"
"%
and \ÐCÑ œ ÒCß "Ó for C − Ò ß "Ó. Then \ÐCÑ is not closed from the left at C œ .
#
#

"
#

Example 1. A Nonclosed Multi-Function. Let \ w œ ] œ Ò!ß "Ó, \ÐCÑ œ Ò Cß CÓ for C − Ò!ß Ñ,

X(y )
1
1
2

0

1
2

0

1

y

Figure 1. A Nonclosed Multi-Function
Example 2. A Closed Discontinuous Multi-Function. Let \ w œ ] œ Ò!ß "Ó, \ÐCÑ œ ÒCß
"
%

$
%

" $
% %

&
%

$
%

for C − Ò!ß Ñ, \ÐCÑ œ Ò!ß Ó for C − Ò ß Ó, and \ÐCÑ œ Ò  Cß "  CÓ for C − Ð ß "Ó.

"
 CÓ
%

X(y )
1
1
2

0

1
2

0

1

y

Figure 2. A Closed Discontinuous Multi-Function
Example 3. A Continuous Multi-Function. Let \ w œ ] œ Ò!ß "Ó and \ÐCÑ œ ÒCß
"
#

$
#

"
#

C − Ò!ß Ó and \ÐCÑ œ Ò  Cß "  CÓ for C − Ð ß "Ó.

"
 CÓ for
#
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0
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Figure 3. A Continuous Multi-Function

Let \Ð † Ñ be a multi-function from a subset ] of d 7 into a subset \ w of d 8 . The graph of \
is the set ÖÐBß CÑ − \ w ‚ ] À B − \ÐCÑ×. If 0 is a real-valued function on the graph of \ , the
projection of 0 is the function 1 defined by

1ÐCÑ ´ inf 0 ÐBß CÑ for C − ] ,
B−\ÐCÑ

and the optimal-response multi-function is the multi-function \ 9 defined by

\ 9 ÐCÑ ´ ÖÐBß CÑ − \ w ‚ ] À B − \ÐCÑ and 1ÐCÑ œ 0 ÐBß CÑ×.
LEMMA 2. Closedness of Optimal-Response Multi-Function. If \ is a continuous non-

empty multi-function from a subset ] of d 7 into a compact subset \ w of d 8 and 0 is a continuous real-valued function on the graph of \ , then the optimal-response multi-function \ 9 is
nonempty and closed, and the projection 1 of 0 is continuous.
Proof. Since \ is continuous, it is closed and so \ÐCÑ is closed for C − ] . But \ÐCÑ © \ w

and \ w is compact, so \ÐCÑ is also compact. Hence since 0 Ð † ß CÑ is continuous on \ÐCÑ and

\ÐCÑ Á 9, \ 9 ÐCÑ is nonempty and compact for C − ] so \ 9 is nonempty.
Now suppose Cß C8 − ] , B8 − \ 9 ÐC8 Ñ and lim ÐB8 ß C8 Ñ œ ÐBß CÑ. Since \ is closed, B − \ÐCÑ.
Choose A − \ 9 ÐCÑ. Since \ is continuous, there exist A8 − \ÐC8 Ñ such that lim A8 œ A. Hence
since 0 Ð † ß † Ñ is continuous,
lim inf 1ÐC8 Ñ œ lim 0 ÐB8 ß C8 Ñ œ 0 ÐBß CÑ

1ÐCÑ

œ 0 ÐAß CÑ œ lim 0 ÐA8 ß C8 Ñ œ lim 1ÐC8 Ñ,
so equality occurs throughout. Thus 1Ð † Ñ is continuous on ] and \ 9 is closed. è
Iterated Limits

If 0 is a function from d 8 into itself, we say 0 ÐBÑ has an iterated limit 1 as B Ä C in d 8 ,
written
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Ilim 0 ÐBÑ œ 1
BÄC

if
lim â lim

B8 ÄC8

B# ÄC#

lim 0 ÐBÑ œ 1.

B" ÄC"

Observe, that the iterated limit depends on the order of taking limits. If the order of taking
limits is not specified, an arbitrary order may be taken.
Now fix > − X , put % ´ Ð%+ Ñ and let

Ð1Ñ

G w ÐBß %Ñ ´ " -+w ÐB+ ß %+ Ñ
+−T

where

Ð2Ñ

-+w Ð0ß (Ñ ´ -+ Ð0ß >+ Ñ  (/0 .

Denote by \ w Ð%Ñ the set of feasible flows that minimize G w Ð † ß %Ñ. Of course, \ w Ð!Ñ œ \Ð>Ñ. Also,
write ? ¦ ! where ? − d 8 if ? is positive.
LEMMA 3. Iterated Optimal Flow. In a biconnected graph, if > − X , -+ Ð † ß >+ Ñ is convex and

lower semicontinuous for each + − T , and \Ð>Ñ is nonempty and bounded, there is a unique BÐ%Ñ

− \ w Ð%Ñ for each % ¦ ! and Ilim%Æ! BÐ%Ñ exists, is in \Ð>Ñ and has the ripple property.
Proof. Since the set of optimal flows for the given and perturbed flow costs is unchanged by

multiplying the flow cost by a positive scalar, assume without loss of generality that % Ÿ ". Now
show first that \ w Ð%Ñ is nonempty and the graph of the multi-function \ w is compact on the inw
terval Ò!ß "Ó. To that end, there is an 
B − \Ð>Ñ. Since GÐBß
 >Ñ is finite, P ´ G ÐBß
 "Ñ is finite.
w
w
w
Then since G ÐBß %Ñ is increasing in %, the level set \
_ Ð%Ñ ´ Öflows B À G ÐBß %Ñ Ÿ P× is nonempty

and \
_ w Ð%Ñ © \
_ w Ð!Ñ for each ! Ÿ % Ÿ ". Now GÐ † ß >Ñ is lower semicontinuous, and \Ð>Ñ is
nonempty and bounded, so \Ð>Ñ œ \ w Ð!Ñ is nonempty and compact. Thus since the level sets of
a lower-semicontinuous convex function are all compact if one of them is nonempty and compact
by Lemma 1, \
_ w Ð!Ñ is nonempty and compact. Hence \ w Ð%Ñ is nonempty and compact, whence
the same is so of \ w Ð%Ñ. Since for each arc +, -+ Ð † ß >+ Ñ is convex and continuous on the interval
where it is finite, G w Ð † ß † Ñ is finite and continuous on the compact set \
_ w Ð!Ñ ‚ Ò!ß "Ó. Thus it
follows from Lemma 2 that the graph of the multi-function % Ä \ w Ð%Ñ © \
_ w Ð!Ñ is compact on

Ò!ß "Ó.
Now since G w Ð † ß %Ñ is strictly convex on \
_ w Ð!Ñ for ! ¥ % Ÿ ", there is a unique BÐ%Ñ − \ w Ð%Ñ
for each such %, and BÐ%Ñ has the ripple property. Since -+w is subadditive for each arc +, it follows from Lemma 4.% and the Ripple Theorem 4.2 that
(3)

lB+ Ð%w Ñ  B+ Ð%Ñl Ÿ B, Ð%w Ñ  B, Ð%Ñ

for each arc + and ! ¥ %  %w Ÿ " differing only in the ,>2 component.
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For the remainder of the proof, let "ß #ß á ß : be any enumeration of the arcs. Now show by
induction that Ilim%Æ! BÐ%Ñ exists and is in \ w Ð!Ñ. To that end, let %3 be the vector formed from %
by replacing its first 3 components by !. Now lim%" Æ! BÐ%Ñ exists and is in \ w Ð%" Ñ. To see this, observe that B" Ð%Ñ is increasing in %" by Ð3Ñ so that lim%" Æ! B" Ð%Ñ exists and is finite because the graph

of \ w is compact. Also using Ð3Ñ and the compactness of the graph of \ w again, lim%" Æ! B3 Ð%Ñ exists and is finite for each 3  ", so BÐ%" Ñ ´ lim%" Æ! BÐ%Ñ exists and is in \ w Ð%" Ñ. Moreover, Ð3Ñ also
holds for %" œ !. Now given BÐ%3" Ñ and Ð3Ñ also holding for %" œ â œ %3" œ !, define BÐ%3 Ñ by
the rule BÐ%3 Ñ ´ lim%3 Æ! BÐ%3" Ñ − \ w Ð%3 Ñ. One shows that the limit exists exactly as for the case

3 œ ". Moreover, Ð3Ñ holds also for %" œ â œ %3 œ !. Therefore, BÐ!Ñ ´ BÐ%: Ñ − \ w Ð%: Ñ œ \ w Ð!Ñ œ
\Ð>Ñ, and BÐ!Ñ has the ripple property. è
The iterated optimal-flow selection is the selection that chooses the iterated optimal flow
Ilim%Æ! BÐ%Ñ defined in Lemma 3 for each > % X .
Proof of Theorem 4.3 Without Strict Convexity

It is now possible to complete the proof of Theorem 4.3. To that end consider the case where
the -+ Ð † ß >+ Ñ are convex, but not necessarily strictly so. Then perturb the flow cost as in Ð1), (2Ñ.
By Lemma 3, there is a unique flow BÐ>ß %Ñ that is optimal for the perturbed flow cost for each

> − X and % ¦ !. From what was shown above, BÐ>ß %Ñ has the ripple and monotonicity
properties in > given in Theorem 4.3. Thus the iterated optimal flow BÐ>Ñ ´ Ilim%Æ! BÐ>ß %Ñ, which
exists and is in \Ð>Ñ for > − X by Lemma 3, has these properties as well. è
3 SUBADDITIVITY/SUPERADDITIVITY OF MINIMUM COST IN PARAMETERS

Section 4.4 examines the variation of the optimal arc flows with the parameter vector >. This
section studies instead the behavior of the minimum cost VÐ>Ñ as a function of >. In order to motivate the result, recall that in the example of Figure 5 of §4, the flow in arc . was eliminated
by expressing it in terms of the flows in arcs + and , that are complements. Since the resulting
cost is subadditive in the flows in arcs + and , and their associated parameters, VÐ>Ñ is subadditive in those parameters by the Projection Theorem for subadditive functions provided that -+
and -, are subadditive and -. Ð † ß 7 Ñ is convex for each 7 . The next Theorem generalizes this conclusion.
For any subset f of arcs, let Xf ´ ‚+−f X+ . And if D œ ÐD+ Ñ is a vector whose elements are indexed by the arcs, let Df be the subvector of D with indices in f .
THEOREM 1. Subadditivity of Minimum-Cost in Parameters of Complements. In a bi-

connected graph, if the arcs in f are complements, XTÏf œ Ö>TÏf ×, -+ Ð † ß >+ Ñ is convex for each

+ − T Ï f , X is a sublattice, -+ is subadditive for each + − f , and V  _ on X , then V is subadditive on X .
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Proof. Suppose that >ß > w − X . Put > ´ > • > w and > ´ > ” > w . It is necessary to show that VÐ>Ñ



 VÐ>Ñ Ÿ VÐ>Ñ  VÐ> w Ñ, or equivalently, that for every pair of flows B and Bw ,


w w
VÐ>Ñ
  VÐ>Ñ Ÿ GÐBß >Ñ  GÐB ß > Ñ.

Observe that if either term on the right-hand side of the above inequality is _, then the inequality holds trivially. Thus, assume without loss of generality that both terms are finite.
Let T ß U be the partition of f for which BwT ¥ BT and BwU

BU . By the Circulation-Decom-

w

position Theorem 4.1, B  B is a sum of simple conformal circulations. Let C be the sum of those
simple circulations whose induced simple cycle contains an arc in T and let D be the sum of the
remaining simple circulations. Then C and D are conformal, CT œ BwT  BT and DT œ !. Moreover,
since the arcs in f are complements, DU œ BwU  BU and CU œ !. For if C+ Á ! for some + − U, the
induced cycle of one of the simple circulations forming C, say A, contains + and an arc , − T .
Since A is conformal with Bw  B, A+ A,  !, which contradicts the fact that + and , are complements. Thus Bf • Bwf œ Bf  Cf and Bf ” Bwf œ Bf  Df .
Using these facts and our hypotheses on the arc costs,




>Ñ  GÐB  Dß >Ñ Ÿ GÐBß >Ñ  GÐBw ß > w Ñ. è
VÐ>Ñ
  VÐ>Ñ Ÿ GÐB  Cß 
In order to obtain a result comparable to that above for a set of substitute arcs, it is necessary to strengthen the hypotheses of the theorem to require that the X+ be chains and the

-+ Ð † ß 7 Ñ be convex for every 7 − X+ and + − T.
THEOREM 2. Superadditivity of Minimum-Cost in Parameters of Substitutes. In a bi-

connected graph, if the arcs in f are substitutes, XTÏf œ Ö>TÏf ×, -+ Ð † ß 7 Ñ is convex for each
7 − X+ and + − T, X is a sublattice, -+ is subadditive and X+ is a chain for each + − f , and
V  _ on X , then V is superadditive on X .


Proof. Suppose that >ß > w − X . Put > ´ > • > w and > ´ > ” > w . It is necessary to show that


w
VÐ>Ñ  VÐ> w Ñ Ÿ VÐ>Ñ
  VÐ>Ñ, or equivalently, that for every pair of flows B and B ,


VÐ>Ñ  VÐ> w Ñ Ÿ GÐBß >Ñ  GÐBw ß >Ñ.
Observe that if either term on the right-hand side of the above inequality is _, then the inequality holds trivially. Thus, assume without loss of generality that both terms are finite.
Since X+ is a chain for each + − f , there is a unique partition Q ß T ß U of f for which BQ ¦

BwQ ,

BT Ÿ BwT and >Tw Ÿ >T , and BU Ÿ BwU and >Uw ¦ >U . By the Circulation-Decomposition The-

orem, Bw  B is a sum of simple conformal circulations. Let C be the sum of those simple circulations whose induced simple cycle contains an arc in T and let D be the sum of the remaining sim-
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ple circulations. Then C and D are conformal, CT œ BwT  BT and DT œ !. Moreover, since the arcs
in f are substitutes, DU œ BwU  BU and CU œ !. For if C+ Á ! for some + − U, the induced cycle
of one of the simple circulations forming C, say A, contains + and an arc , − T . Since A is conformal with Bw  B, A+ A,  !, which contradicts the fact that + and , are substitutes.
Now observe from these facts that


-+ ÐB+  C+ ß >+ Ñ  -+ ÐB+  D+ ß >+w Ñ Ÿ -+ ÐB+ ß > + Ñ  -+ ÐB+w ß > + Ñ
by convexity and subadditivity for + − Q , as an identity for + − T  U, and by convexity for

+ − T Ï f . Thus adding the above inequalities yields


VÐ>Ñ  VÐ> w Ñ Ÿ GÐB  Cß >Ñ  GÐB  Dß > w Ñ Ÿ GÐBß >Ñ  GÐBw ß >Ñ. è
4 DYNAMIC-PROGRAMMING EQUATIONS FOR CONCAVE-COST FLOWS
Proof of Theorem 6.4. The first step is to show that G satisfies (6.1) and (6.2). Since (6.1)

holds trivially, it suffices to consider (6.2) with <M Á !. Let G3M be an element of G . If G3M œ _,
then (6.2) holds. For if not, either G4M is finite for some Ð3ß 4Ñ − TM or F3M is finite. In the former
event, there is a feasible flow for the subproblem 3 Ä M , viz., the sum of the preflow that sends

<M along arc Ð3ß 4Ñ from 3 to 4 and a minimum-cost flow for the subproblem 4 Ä M . In the latter
event, lMl  ", for if not, F3M œ !, so M œ Ö3×, which implies G3M œ !, a contradiction. Then G3N
and G3ßMÏN are finite for some g § N § M , so there are feasible flows for the subproblems 3 Ä N
and 3 Ä ÐM Ï N Ñ. Hence, the sum of these flows is a feasible flow for the subproblem 3 Ä M . In both

cases, there is contradiction to the assumption that G3M œ _. Thus the claim (6.2) holds.
Now suppose G3M is finite. For any preflows B and C with B  C a feasible flow for the subprob-

lem 3 Ä M , G3M Ÿ -ÐB  CÑ. Hence, by the subadditivity of -Ð † Ñ,
(1)

G3M Ÿ -ÐBÑ  -ÐCÑ.

Suppose Ð3ß 4Ñ − TM and let B be the preflow that sends <M along Ð3ß 4Ñ from 3 to 4 and C be a
minimum-cost flow for the subproblem 4 Ä M . Then B  C is a feasible flow for the subproblem

3 Ä M , so by (1),
(2)

G3M Ÿ -34 Ð<M Ñ  G4M .

If no minimum-cost flow exists for the subproblem 4 Ä M , then G4M œ _, so (2) holds in this
case as well.
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Let N be a nonempty proper subset of M , and let B and C be minimum-cost flows for the subproblems 3 Ä N and 3 Ä ÐM Ï N Ñ respectively. Then B  C is a feasible flow for the subproblem

3 Ä M , so (1) becomes
(3)

G3M Ÿ G3N  G3ßMÏN .

If a minimum-cost flow does not exist for one of the subproblems 3 Ä N or 3 Ä ÐM Ï N Ñ, then (3)
holds trivially because the right-hand side thereof is _.
Next show that either (2) holds with equality for some 4 or G3M œ F3M . The first step is to
show that the last equality holds if 3 − M . If lMl œ ", then M œ Ö3× and G3M œ ! œ F3M because the
minimum cost with a zero demand vector is zero by Theorem 3. If lMl  ", then (3) holds with
equality by choosing N œ Ö3×, because then G3N œ !, as was just shown, and trivially G3M œ G3M3 .
Now suppose 3 − a Ï M . Since G3M is finite, there is a minimum-cost flow D that is extreme
for the subproblem 3 Ä M by Theorem 3. The forest that D induces is a union of disjoint trees.
Since 3 − a Ï M and <M Á !, one of these trees, say X , contains 3 and an arc joining 3 to another
node 4, say. If 3 is a leaf of X , then (2) holds with equality for that 4. In the contrary event, let

N be the nonempty subset of all nodes in M that lie in the maximal subtree of X containing 4 but
not 3. Since 3 is incident to at least two arcs in X , N is a proper subset of M , so (3) holds with
equality for that N . Hence G satisfies (6.1) and (6.2) as claimed.
Next show by induction on the cardinality of M that G majorizes every _ or real-valued
solution G w of (6.1) and (6.2)w . To that end observe that when <M Á !, G3M is the minimum cost
among all chains in ZMw from 3 to / in which the arc costs are as defined above. Thus GM ´ ÐG4M Ñ
for 4 − a is the greatest _ or real-valued solution of (6.2)w given FM ´ ÐF4M Ñ for 4 − a .
Now if lMl œ ", whence <M Á !, G3Mw Ÿ G3M for all 3 − a . Thus assume the claim is so for all

g § M § W for which lMl œ 5  "

", and consider M for which lMl œ 5 . If <M œ !, then by (6.1)

w
and the induction hypothesis, for each 4 − M , G3Mw œ G4M
Ÿ G4M4 œ G3M . Thus suppose <M Á !. Then
4
w
F3M
Ÿ F3M for 3 − a by the induction hypothesis, so G3Mw Ÿ G3M for all 3 − a because the greatest

_ or real-valued solution of (6.2)w is increasing in the arc costs.
It remains to show by induction on the cardinality of M that if every simple circuit in ZMw has
positive cost, then G is the only _ or real-valued solution of (6.1) and (6.2)w . To that end it
suffices to show that for each fixed g § M § W and <M Á !, the minimum-cost-chain equations
(6.2)w have a unique _ or real-valued solution because each simple circuit in ZMw has positive
cost. For then one sees by induction, as in the preceding paragraph, that the inequalities given
there hold with equality.
To see that (6.2)w has a unique _ or real-valued solution, let G w be any such solution. Now
by iterating (6.2)w one sees that G3w minorizes the cost of each simple chain in ZMw from 3 to / .
Thus it suffices to show that either G3w equals the cost of some such chain or G3w œ _, in which
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case there is no simple chain in ZMw from 3 to / . If the former event does not occur, then one sees
by iterating (6.2)w that there is a node 4, a simple chain T in ZMw from 3 to 4, and a simple circuit

U in ZMw containing 4 such that G3w œ -T  G4w and G4w œ -U  G4w where -T and -U are respectively
the costs of traversing T and U. Since -U is positive by hypothesis, it follows that G4w œ _,
whence G3w œ _. è
5 SIGN-VARIATION-DIMINISHING PROPERTIES OF TOTALLY POSITIVE MATRICES

[Ka68, Ch. 5]
Let E be a matrix with row and column indices M and N respectively and denote by

3
E "
4"

â 3<
â 4<

the determinant of the submatrix of E formed by deleting therefrom all rows and columns except those labeled 3" ß á ß 3< in M and 4" ß á ß 4< in N respectively. The above determinant is called
a minor of E of order <.
Totally Positive Matrices
If M and N are chains, call E totally Ðresp., strictly totallyÑ positive of order <, written X T<
(resp., WX T< ), if the minors of E of all orders not exceeding < are all nonnegative (resp., posi-

tive). Of course the X T= (resp., WX T= ) matrices are X T< (resp., WX T< ) for all " Ÿ <  =.
The X T" (resp., WX T" ) matrices are precisely the nonnegative (resp., positive) matrices and
the X T< (resp., WX T< ) matrices are nonnegative (resp., positive). The X T# matrices are the nonnegative matrices Ð+34 Ñ for which log +34 is superadditive on M ‚ N . Also the square diagonal matrices of order < whose diagonal elements are nonnegative (resp., positive) are X T< (resp.,

WX T< ). Moreover, if M w and N w are chains, 0 and 1 are respectively increasing functions from M to
M w and N to N w , and Ð+34 Ñ is X T< (resp., WX T< ), then so is Ð+0 Ð3Ñß1Ð4Ñ Ñ.
If E, F and G are respectively matrices of orders 7 ‚ 8, 7 ‚ : and : ‚ 8, and if E œ FG ,
then the well known Cauchy-Binet formula (Gantmacher (1959), Matrix Theory, Vol. I, pp. 9-10)

asserts that
(1)

3
E "
5"

â 3<
3
œ " F "
â 5< 4 â4 4"
"

<

â 3<
4
G "
â 4< 5"

â 4<
â 5< 

for all 3"  â  3< and 5"  â  5< . It follows from this fact that if F and G are respectively

X T< (resp., WX T< ) and X T= (resp., WX T= ), then E is X T<•= (resp., WX T<•= ). In particular, the
class of square X T< (resp., WX T< ) matrices is closed under multiplication. Moreover, the class of

X T< (resp., WX T< ) matrices is closed under pre- and post-multiplication by diagonal matrices
(where defined) whose diagonal elements are nonnegative (resp., positive). The last assertion can
be restated as asserting that if B3 and C4 are nonnegative (resp., positive) numbers and if the ma-
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trix E œ Ð+34 Ñ is X T< (resp., WX T< ), then so is the matrix ÐB3 +34 C4 Ñ. In particular, since the matrix
E whose elements are all " is X T< , so is the matrix ÐB3 C4 Ñ. It can be shown that the matrix whose

34>2 element is ˆ 43 ‰ is X T< for every <
for every fixed ! Ÿ : Ÿ " and <

". Thus, the binomial distribution ˆ 43 ‰:3 Ð":Ñ43 is X T<

". Also, the X T< (resp., WX T< ) matrices are closed under the op-

erations of (3) multiplying one of their rows or columns by a nonnegative (resp., positive) number

and (33) deleting a row or column.
The matrix formed from a X T< (resp., WX T< ) 7 ‚ 8 matrix E by replacing two of its consecutive rows or columns by their sum is X T< (resp., WX T< ). To see this, represent this transformation by pre- or post-multiplying E by a matrix formed by augmenting the identity matrix by inserting one 1 just above or below the diagonal. Then apply the Cauchy-Binet formula to the
product.
Sign-Variation-Diminishing Properties of Totally Positive Matrices

Denote by WB the number of sign changes in the vector B œ ÐB" ß á ß B8 Ñ after deleting the
zero elements thereof. Thus for example, if B œ Ð" ! 1 ! # " $ " !Ñ, then WB œ $.
THEOREM 1. Sign-Variation-Diminishing Properties of Totally Positive Matrices. If E is

an 7 ‚ 8 X T< matrix and if B Á ! is a column 8-vector such that WB Ÿ <", then WEB Ÿ WB . If
also WEB œ WB , then the first nonzero element of EB and of B have the same sign.
Proof. Assume first that E is WX T< . Put C ´ EB and : ´ WB . Now there exist integers ! œ 8!

 8"  â  8:  8:" œ 8 such that Ð"Ñ5" ÐB85" " ß á ß B85 Ñ Á ! has constant sign for all
5 œ "ß á ß :". Without loss of generality assume that this constant sign is positive since WD œ
5
WD for all vectors D . Put ,5 ´ !84œ8
lB4 l+4 for 5 œ "ß á ß :" where +4 is the 4>2 column of E.
5" "
Then it is possible rewrite the equation C œ EB as

C œ "Ð"Ñ5" ,5 .
:"

(2)

5œ"

Also, F ´ Ð," ß á ß ,:" Ñ is WX T:" since : Ÿ <" and F is formed from E by deleting columns +4
of E for which B4 œ !, multiplying columns of the resulting matrix by positive numbers, and replacing consecutive sequences of columns by their sums.
Let ; ´ WC . Now there exist integers " Ÿ 3"  â  3;" Ÿ 7 such that Ð"Ñ5" C35 Á ! has
constant sign for 5 œ "ß á ß ;".
Now ; Ÿ :. For if instead ;  :, then
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â
C3" ââ
â
ã âœ!
â
â
C3:# ââ

,3" :"
ã

â

,3:# :"

since C is a linear combination of the columns of F œ Ð,34 Ñ by (2). Expanding the above determin-

ant by elements in the last column and using the fact that F is WX T:" implies

! œ "Ð"Ñ:#5 C35 F 
:#

3"

â

5œ"

"

â 5"

35"

35"
5

â

3:#

â :"

 Á !,

a contradiction.
Next suppose ; œ :. Then from (2) again,

C34 œ "Ð"Ñ5" ,34 5 , 4 œ "ß á ß :".
:"

5œ"

Solving this equation for the first “variable” Ð"Ñ# by Cramer's rule and expanding the determin-

ant in the numerator by elements in the first column yields

" œ Ð"Ñ# œ

œ

â
â C3"
â
â
â ã
â
â C3
â :"

â
â ,3" :" â
â
â
ã â
â
â ,3:" :" ââ

, 3" #
ã
,3:" #

F

3"

â

"

â :"

"Ð"Ñ4" C34 F 

3:"



:"

3"

â 34"

34"

4œ"

#

â

4" â :"

F

4

3"

â

3:"

"

â :"



â

3:"



.

Now each of the minors in the last expression is positive since F is WX T:" , whence Ð"Ñ4" C34

 ! for all 4, so C3"  !.
To extend the proof to the case in which E is X T< , approximate E by a sequence of WX T<
matrices converging to E. See [Ka68, pp. 220, 224] for details. è
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Homework 1 Due October 7
1. Leontief Substitution Systems. Call an 7 ‚ 8 matrix E pre-Leontief if each of its columns
has at most one positive element, and Leontief if also there is a nonnegative column 8-vector
B œ ÐB3 Ñ for which EB is positive. Call two distinct variables B3 and B4 substitutes if the 3>2 and
4>2 columns of E have positive elements in the same position.
(a) Extreme Points. If , is a nonnegative column 7-vector and E is an 7 ‚ 8 pre-Leontief
constraint matrix, then each extreme point B of the pre-Leontief substitution system EB œ ,, B

!,

has the properties that B3 B4 œ ! for each pair ÐB3 ß B4 Ñ of substitute variables and B5 œ ! for each
B5 for which the 5 >2 column of E is nonpositive. Prove this fact where , is positive. ÒHint: Since
extreme points coincide with basic feasible solutions, observe that each extreme point of the system has exactly 7 positive variables. Moreover, if an extreme point has two positive substitute
variables, then some row of the basis has no positive elements.Ó
(b) Square Leontief Matrices. Show that a square pre-Leontief matrix is Leontief if and only
if it is nonsingular and its inverse is nonnegative. ÒHint: Let E be a square pre-Leontief matrix.
Since the class of square Leontief matrices is closed under multiplication by positive scalars and
permutation of their columns, it is enough to prove the result for the case that the off-diagonal
elements of E are nonpositive and the diagonal elements of E do not exceed one, so T ´ M  E

!.

By assumption, there is an B ! for which , ´ EB is positive. Thus, B œ ,  T B. Now iterate this
3
equation and conclude that !_
3œ! T is finite and is the desired inverse of E.Ó
(c) Feasibility of Leontief Substitution System. Call a pre-Leontief substitution system Leontief if its constraint matrix is Leontief. Show that a Leontief substitution system has a Leontief
basis, and each such basis is feasible for all nonnegative right-hand sides.
(d) Optimality in Leontief Substitution Systems. Show that if a linear function attains its
maximum over the set of feasible solutions of a Leontief substitution system for some positive
right-hand side, then there is a Leontief basis that is simultaneously optimal for all nonnegative
right-hand sides.
2. Supply Chains with Linear Costs. Consider a collection of facilities, labeled ", á ,R , each
producing a single product. Production of each unit at facility 4 directly consumes /34

! units

of the output of facility 3. The time lags in shipments between facilities are negligible, i.e., production at facility 4 in a period consumes output at other facilities that may be produced at those
facilities either before or during the period. There is a given exogenous nonnegative demand =4>
in period > œ ", á ,X for the output of facility 4. The demands at each facility in each period are
met as they occur. There is a unit cost ->4 Ðresp., 2>4 Ñ of producing Ðresp., storingÑ each unit at facility 4 in Ðresp., at the end ofÑ period >. The unit cost of production at facility 4 in a period also
includes the costs of transporting /34 units of the output of each facility 3 to facility 4 in that
period. Let B4> and C>4 be the respective amounts produced in and stored at the end of period > at
facility 4. Let B> œ ÐB4> Ñ, C> œ ÐC>4 Ñ and => œ Ð=>4 Ñ be respectively the R -element column vectors of
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production, inventory and demand schedules in period >. Assume that C! ´ CX ´ !. The net production at each facility that is available to satisfy exogenous demands in, or to store at the end
of, period > is ÐM  IÑB> where I ´ Ð/34 Ñ. The problem is to find a schedule ÐB> ß C> Ñ
imizes the total cost

! that min-

" Ð->4 B>4  2>4 C>4 Ñ

Ð"Ñ

4ß>

subject to the stock-conservation constraints
Ð#Ñ

ÐM  IÑB>  C>"  C> œ => , > œ ", á ,X .

(a) Pre-Leontief. Show that the constraint matrix for the system of equations Ð#Ñ is pre-Leontief.
(b) Leontief. Show that if M  I is Leontief, then the constraint matrix for the system of equations Ð#Ñ is Leontief and the set of nonnegative solutions of Ð#Ñ is bounded.
(c) Upper Triangularity. Show that if I is upper triangular with zero diagonal elements, then
M  I is Leontief.
(d) Circuitless Supply Graphs. A supply graph is a directed graph whose nodes are the facilities and whose arcs are the ordered pairs 3 Ä 4 of facilities for which /34  !. A simple circuit in
a supply graph is a sequence 3" ß á ß 35 of distinct facilities for which 34 Ä 34" is an arc for 4 œ
"ß á ß 5 Ð Ÿ R Ñ where 35" ´ 3" , i.e., each facility in the sequence “consumes” the output of its
immediate predecessor in the sequence. A supply graph is circuitless if it has no simple circuit.
Show that a supply graph is circuitless if and only if it is possible to relabel the facilities so that
I is upper triangular with zero diagonal elements. Show by example that circuitless supply graphs
encompass assembly and distribution systems.
(e) Extreme Schedules. Show that each extreme schedule, i.e., extreme point of the set of nonnegative solutions of Ð#Ñ, satisfies
Ð3Ñ

4
C>"
B4> œ ! for " Ÿ > Ÿ X and " Ÿ 4 Ÿ R .

Interpret the equations Ð3Ñ.
(f) Dynamic-Programming Equations with M  I Leontief. Suppose that M  I is Leontief
and let G>4 be the minimum cost of satisfying a unit of demand at facility 4 in period >. Put -> œ
Ð->4 Ñ, 2> œ Ð2>4 Ñ and G> œ ÐG>4 Ñ. Give a dynamic-programming recursion that G œ ÐG" ß á ß GX Ñ satisfies. Show that G is optimal for the dual of the linear program Ð"Ñ, Ð#Ñ. ÒHint: Show that the
dual program is feasible.Ó
(g) Running Time in a Circuitless Supply Graph. Show that if a supply graph is circuitless,
then it is possible to compute G recursively in SÐX R # Ñ time.
(h) Running Time with One-Period Lag. Suppose that there is a one-period lag in delivery
of goods from one facility to another. Also assume that production B" of the R products in period one represents exogenous procurement in that period with no delay in delivery. Give the appropriate modification of the equations Ð#Ñ. Also show how to compute the corresponding vector
G in SÐX R # Ñ time Ðeven if M  I is not LeontiefÑ.
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1. Leontief Substitution Systems.
(a) Extreme Points. Suppose B is an extreme point of the pre-Leontief substitution system
EB œ ,ß B

! in which E is pre-Leontief and , is positive. Let F be the 5 , say, columns of E cor-

responding to positive elements of B and BF be the subvector of positive elements of B. Since extreme points are basic feasible solutions, 5 Ÿ 7. Now F must have at least one positive element
in every row. For if not, the 3>2 row F3 , say, of F is nonpositive, whence !

F3 BF œ ,3  !, which

is impossible. In fact, F has exactly one positive element in each row, whence B3 B4 œ ! for each
pair ÐB3 ß B4 Ñ of substitute variables, and exactly one positive element in each column, whence B5 œ !
for each B5 whose column of coefficients is nonpositive. For if some row of F has at least two positive elements or if some column of F has no positive elements, then because F has at most one
positive element in each column, 5  7 which is impossible.
(b) Square Leontief Matrices. Let E be a square pre-Leontief matrix. Since the class of square
Leontief matrices is closed under multiplication by positive scalars and permutation of their columns, it is enough to prove the result for the case that the off-diagonal elements of E are nonpositive and the diagonal elements of E do not exceed one, so T ´ M  E
If E is nonsingular and has a nonnegative inverse, then B ´ E" "
so E is Leontief. Conversely, if E is Leontief, there exists an B

!.
!, whence EB œ " ¦ !,

! such that , ´ EB is positive,

so B œ ,  T B. Iterating the last equation yields
B œ Ð"T 8 Ñ,  T R " B
R

Ð"T 8 Ñ,
R

8
!. Thus Ð!R
8œ! T Ñ, is uniformly bounded above by B. Since
8œ!

8œ!

for all R ! since B ! and T
8
8
Ð!R
8œ! T Ñ, is also nondecreasing in R , it must converge, implying that T tends to the null ma8
R "
trix as 8 tends to infinity. Now ÐM  T ÑÐ!R
. Also, as R tends to infinity, the
8œ! T Ñ œ M  T
right-hand side of this equation tends to the identity matrix. Therefore E œ M  T is non8
singular and E" œ !_
!.
8œ! T
(c) Feasibility of Leontief Substitution Systems. Suppose E is Leontief. Then there exists
B

! such that , ´ EB ¦ !. Hence there is a basis F and basic variables BF ¦ ! such that

FBF œ , ¦ !. Also F is Leontief and, from (a), F is square. Hence, from (b), F is nonsingular
and has a nonnegative inverse. Also, the basis F is feasible for all nonnegative right-hand sides ,
because BF œ F " ,

!.

(d) Optimality of Leontief Substitution Systems. If the linear function -B attains its maximum over the Leontief substitution system EB œ , , B

!, where , ¦ !, then, as shown above,

there is a square Leontief basis F that is optimal, and associated basic optimal solutions B and
1 of the primal and dual. The basis F remains optimal for all nonnegative right-hand sides ,
since the corresponding basic variables BF œ F " , are nonnegative, 1 œ -F F " is feasible for the
dual for , and hence also for ,, and complementary slackness is maintained.
1
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2. Supply Chains with Linear Costs.
(a) Pre-Leontief. The constraint matrix E takes the form below.
B"
MI

B#

â

BX

MI

C"
M
M

C#

â CX "

M

ä

ä
MI

M
M

In the column corresponding to B4> , all elements are nonpositive, except for "  /44 which may be
of either sign. In the column corresponding to C>4 , there is exactly one positive element, viz., ",
and exactly one negative element, viz., ". Since each of its columns has at most one positive
element, E is pre-Leontief.
(b) Leontief. Suppose M  I is Leontief. Then there is a nonnegative column R -vector 0 for
which 5 ´ ÐM  IÑ0 ¦ !. Consider the column R X -vector B defined by B> œ 0 for all >, and let C
be the column R ÐX "Ñ null vector. Observe that ÐBß CÑ is nonnegative and feasible for (2) with
5 replacing => for each >, so E is Leontief.
To see that the set of nonnegative solutions to (2) is bounded, premultiply (2) by the nonnegative matrix ÐM  IÑ" and sum over all periods yielding 0 Ÿ !X>œ" B> œ !X>œ" ÐM  IÑ" => ¥
_. Since the B> are nonnegative, they are bounded. Thus, CX " œ =X  ÐM  IÑBX is bounded.
Similarly, CX # œ =X "  ÐM  IÑBX "  CX " is bounded, etc.
Since the set of feasible solutions is bounded, it follows from 1(d) and the fact that E is
Leontief that there is a Leontief basis F that is optimal for all =

!. Moreover, since F has a

nonnegative inverse from 1(b), it follows that the optimal production and inventory levels corresponding to F are linear and nondecreasing in =
to produce a product are independent of =

!, and that the periods in which it is optimal

!.

(c) Upper Triangularity. Suppose I is upper triangular with zero diagonal elements. Clearly
M  I is pre-Leontief. To show that M  I is Leontief, define the nonnegative R -vector 0 re43
". Since ÐM  IÑ0 œ " ¦ !, M  I is Leontief as claimed.
cursively by 04 œ "  !R
3œ4" / 03 for 4
(d) Circuitless Supply Graphs. Suppose that the supply graph is circuitless. Initially, all nodes
are unlabeled. Choose an unlabeled facility 4" , then an unlabeled facility 4# for which 4# Ä 4" is an
arc, then an unlabeled facility 4$ for which 4$ Ä 4# is an arc, etc. Proceed in this way until an unlabeled facility 45 is found for which there is no unlabeled facility 3 for which 3 Ä 45 is an arc. Give
the facility 45 a label equal to the cardinality of the set of labeled nodes plus one. Repeat this process until all nodes are labeled. Under this labeling, the resulting graph has the property that /34  !
only if 3  4. Thus, I is upper triangular with zero diagonal elements as claimed. Conversely, if I
is upper triangular and one labels its rows "ß á ß R , the supply graph is circuitless.
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Consider a manufacturer that has = suppliers and several < retail outlets. Label the suppliers
1,á ß =, the manufacturer =  ", and the retailers =  #ß á ß =  "  <. This supply graph is one
with simple assembly and distribution, and it is circuitless.
(e) Extreme Schedules. Consider the column of the constraint matrix corresponding to B4> .
If this column is nonpositive, i.e., "  /44 Ÿ !, then B4> œ ! by 1(a). In the contrary event, the
4
column has exactly one positive element, i.e., "  /44  !, so B4> and C>"
are substitute variables.
4
In either event, B4> C>"
œ ! by 1(a). Hence, in any extreme schedule—including any optimal ex-

treme schedule—one produces a product only in a period in which there is no entering inventory
of the product.
(f) Dynamic Programming Equations with M  I Leontief. The dual program is that of
choosing G that maximizes
! G > =>
X

subject to

>œ"

G> Ÿ ->  G> I

(supply from current production)

and
G> Ÿ 2>"  G>"

(supply from storage)

for > œ "ß á ß X where 2! ´ ! and G! ´ !. Now from (b), the primal is feasible its feasible set is
bounded. Thus, from linear programming theory and 1(d), there is a Leontief optimal basis, and
that basis is optimal for all =
the dual is independent of =

!. Consequently, the corresponding basic optimal solution G of
!, so G>4 is the minimum unit cost of satisfying demands for prod-

uct 4 in period >. Moreover, since production and storage of a product in a period are substitute
variables and the basis associated with an extreme point of a Leontief substitution system does
not include columns corresponding to substitute variables, it follows from complementary slackness that G satisfies the dynamic-programming equations
G> œ min Ð->  G> Iß 2>"  G>" Ñ
for > œ "ß á ß X . Thus, one may compute G" ß á ß GX recursively in that order. Since the work to
find G> given G>" depends on R , but not on >, it is possible to compute G in SÐX Ñ time with R
fixed.1 Incidentally, notice that for the case of a single product that does not consume itself, this
equation specializes to the recursion (4) on page 5 of Lectures in Supply-Chain Optimization.
1This result can be sharpened to show in fact that the overall running time is at most SÐX R $ Ñ. To see this, observe

that the above equation for fixed > is the dynamic-programming equation for a stopping problem. Given G>" , Initiate
the simplex method on the primal program for period > starting with the basis that produces no product in period >,
i.e., stores every product from period >  ". Show that the simplex method requires at most R iterations to find G>
because once production of a product in period > is introduced by the simplex method, that activity is never removed
from the basis and so is optimal. This finds G> in SÐR $ Ñ time.
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The interpretation of the above equation is that the minimum unit cost G>4 of supplying a
unit of product 4 in period > is the cheaper of two options, viz., (3) producing product 4 in period
> or Ð33Ñ supplying product 4 in period >  " at minimum cost and storing it until period >. The
unit cost of the first option is the sum of the direct unit production cost ->4 and the minimum in34 3
direct unit production cost !R
3œ" / G> of producing the goods consumed in making a unit of prod4
of supuct 4 in period >. The cost of the second option is the sum of the minimum unit cost G>"
4
plying product 4 in period >" and the unit cost 2>"
of storing product 4 to period >.

(g) Running Time with I Upper Triangular. Since M  I is upper triangular with zero diagonal elements, the above dynamic-programming equation reduces to
4
4
34 3
G>4 œ min Ð->4  !4"
3œ" / G> ß 2>"  G>" Ñ

for 4 œ "ß á ß R and > œ "ß á ß X . Given G>" , one may compute G>" ß á ß G>R in that order from
this recursion. For a fixed pair Ð4ß >Ñ, computing G>4 requires SÐR Ñ additions and multiplications,
and one comparison. Since there are X R such pairs Ð4ß >Ñ, the G> can all be computed in SÐX R # Ñ
time.
(h) Running Time with One-Period Lag. When there is a one-period lag in delivery, equation (2) must be modified so
B>  IB>"  C>"  C> œ =>
for > œ "ß á ß X where BX " œ C! œ CX œ !. The resulting constraint matrix is given below.
B"
M

B#
I
M

â

BX

ä

C"
M
M

C#

â CX "

M
ä

I
M

M
M

An argument like that in (a) and (b) shows that this system is Leontief. The dynamic-programming equations for the G> then reduce to the recursion
G> œ min Ð->  G>" I , 2>"  G>" Ñ
for > œ "ß á ß X . Given > and G>" , computing G> requires SÐR # Ñ multiplications and additions,
and SÐR Ñ comparisons. Since there are X values of >, the total time to compute the G> is SÐX R # Ñ.
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1. Assembly Supply Chains With Convex Costs. Consider the problem of choosing production schedules at each of R facilities, labeled "ß á ß R and structured as an assembly system,
to minimize total production and storage costs incurred over 8 periods. Facility " Ÿ 5  R manufactures a single ÐintermediateÑ product that is consumed in making the product manufactured
at it’s unique follower, i.e., facility 05 with 5  05 Ÿ R . Facility R assembles the final product
that is used to satisfy the given cumulative Ðin timeÑ nonnegative sales schedule W œ ÐW" ß á ß W8 Ñ
for assembled product with W3 being increasing in " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8. There are no time lags in manufacture of a product or its delivery to the follower. Stock produced at a facility is retained there until it is consumed at its follower. Each product is measured in units of final assembled product,
so production of one unit of product at facility 5 in a period consumes one unit of product in
the period from each of its predecessors, i.e., facilities in the set 05" ´ Ö4 À 04 œ 5× whose follower
is 5 .
Backorders, lost sales and negative production are not permitted. There is no initial or final
inventory. There is an upper bound Y35 on the cumulative Ðin timeÑ production at each facility 5
in each period 3. Put Y 5 œ ÐY35 Ñ. There is a feasible schedule, i.e., W Ÿ Y 5 for " Ÿ 5 Ÿ R .
The cost of producing Ðresp., storingÑ D units at facility 5 in Ðresp., at the end ofÑ period 3 is
c53 ÐDÑ

Ðresp., 235 ÐDÑÑ with -35 Ð † Ñ Ðresp., 235 Ð † ÑÑ being continuous and convex in D

0. The prob-

lem is to choose cumulative Ðin timeÑ production schedules \ 5 œ Ð\35 Ñ at each facility " Ÿ 5 Ÿ
R that minimize the total cost.
(a) Monotonicity. Show that there is an optimal production matrix \ œ Ð\ " ß á ß \ R Ñ that
is increasing in the vector W . Show that delaying an increase in final sales of assemblies has the
effect of reducing the amount by which optimal cumulative production increases in each period
at each facility. Explain why these two results remain valid for the case where production at each
facility 5 in each period must be a multiple of a fixed batch size U5  !.
(b) Decomposition. There is no loss in generality in assuming that Y 5

Y 05 for " Ÿ 5  R .

Assume also that -35 Ð † Ñ œ +5 -3 Ð † Ñ for some positive number +5 for " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8 and " Ÿ 5 Ÿ R . In
addition, assume that 235 ÐDÑ œ 25 D in each period 3 with 25  ! at each facility 5 . Further, assume that the incremental unit storage cost 25  !4−0 " 24 at facility 5 equals +5 25 for some
5

25  0. The constant +5 can be thought of as an index of the value added to the product at fa5

cility 5 . Show that there is a least production schedule \ 5 œ \
_ for facility " Ÿ 5 Ÿ R that minimizes Ð\!5 ´ !Ñ
5
" Ò-3 Ð\35  \3"
Ñ  25 \35 Ó
8

3œ"

1
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subject to
\35

5
\3"
for 3 œ "ß á ß 8, Y 5

\5

W and \85 œ W8 .
"

R

Show that if also 25 Ÿ 205 for all " Ÿ 5  R , then the production matrix \
_ œ Ð\
_ ßáß\
_ Ñ is op5

timal for the R -facility problem. ÒHint: Show that \
_ is increasing in Ð25" ß Y 5 Ñ, and so \
_
for " Ÿ 5 Ÿ R , where 0R ´ R  " and \
_

R "

5

\
_

05

´ W .Ó

2. Multiple Assignment Problem with Subadditive Costs. Let : be a real 8 ‚ 7 matrix
whose 34>2 element is :34 and whose 3>2 row is :3 . Let W4 be the set of elements in the 4>2 column
of : and W ´ ‚ 7
4œ" W4 . Let - be a real-valued function on W . The multiple assignment problem is
to choose an 8 ‚ 7 matrix 1 that minimizes GÐ1Ñ ´ !83œ" -Ð13 Ñ (the cost of 1) among those for
which each column of 1 is a (possibly different) permutation of the elements of the corresponding column of :. The special case in which 7 œ # is a form of the assignment problem.
(a) Subadditive Costs. Show that if - is subadditive on W , then one optimal choice of 1 is
increasing, i.e., the 3>2 row 13 of 1 is increasing in 3. [Hint: If 1 is not increasing, then there exist
3  4 for which 13 Ÿ
Î 14 . Show that replacing the 3>2 and 4>2 rows of 1 respectively by 13 • 14 and
13 ” 14 produces a matrix 1w with lower cost.]
(b) Superadditive Costs. Establish an analog of Ð+Ñ where 7 œ # and - is superadditive on W .
(c) Order of Issuing. Consider a stockpile of 8 items of initial ages +" Ÿ â Ÿ +8 . It is possible to issue the items in any order to satisfy unit demands for the product occurring at times
>" Ÿ â Ÿ >8 . The income from issuing an item of age + to satisfy a unit demand at a given time
is MÐ+Ñ where M is a real-valued function on d . Determine the order of issuing items that maximizes the total income from the stockpile where M is convex. Also do this where M is concave.
(d) Order of Selling Securities. An investor owns 8 shares of a security bought previously
at prices ," Ÿ â Ÿ ,8 respectively. He plans to sell one share in each of the next 8 years "ß á ß 8
and expects the tax rates in those years to be >" ß á ß >8 . In what order should he sell the shares
so as to minimize his total taxes over the 8 years? (Assume that if he sells the 4>2 share in year
3, he pays >3 ÐM3  ,4 Ñ in taxes that year where M3 is the given taxable income in the year.)
(e) Order of Introducing Energy Technologies. Suppose that 8 new technologies for producing energy, labeled 1ß á ß 8, are available and plans call for introducing exactly one new
technology in each of the next 8 decades. The cost of introducing technology 3 in decade 4 is -34 .
Assume that the cost -3,4"  -34 of deferring the introduction of technology 3 in decade 4 for one
more decade diminishes with 3 for each 4. What order of introducing technologies minimizes total
cost?
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3. Representation of Additive Functions. Justify the representation of real-valued additive
functions on a finite product of chains given in Theorem 7 of §2.4. [Hint: Prove the “only if ” part
by induction on 8. Let 0 be real-valued and additive on the product of the chains W" ß á ß W8 . For
8 œ #, fix 5 œ (5" ß 5# ) − W" ‚ W# and observe that since 0 is additive,
0 Ð=" ß =# Ñ œ 0 Ð=" ß 5# Ñ  0 Ð5" ß =# Ñ  0 Ð5" ß 5# Ñ for all Ð=" ß =# Ñ − W" ‚ W# .]
4. Projections of Additive Convex Functions are Additive Convex.
(a) Additivity of Minimum Cost. Suppose 0 is a real-valued additive convex function on d 8
and let J Ð+ß ,Ñ be the minimum value of
0 ÐBÑ
subject to
+ Ÿ B" Ÿ B # Ÿ â Ÿ B 8 Ÿ ,
for each pair of real numbers + Ÿ , where B œ ÐB3 Ñ. Show that there exist real-valued convex
functions 1 and 2 on the real line with 1 being increasing and 2 being decreasing thereon for
which J Ð+ß ,Ñ œ 1Ð+Ñ  2Ð,Ñ for each + Ÿ , . Thus conclude that J is additive and convex on the
sublattice P ´ ÖÐ+ß ,Ñ − d # À + Ÿ ,×. [Hint: Prove the result by induction on 8.]
Remark. This important result will be used later in the course to decompose the problem of
optimizing serial-supply-chains with uncertain demands into a seqeunce of single-facility problems.
(b) Rent-a-Car Fleet Expansion. A rent-a-car fleet manager wants to gradually expand the
firm’s fleet of cars over the next 8 days to minimize the total cost during that interval. Let
B3

! (B3

B3" ) be the number of cars in the fleet on day 3. Let +3  ! be the unit cost of ad-

ding cars to the fleet, 73  ! be the unit cost of maintaining cars in the fleet and <3 ÐB3 Ñ be the
revenue the firm earns by pricing the cars to rent the entire fleet B3 of cars on day 3 with the <3
being concave. Cars rented on a day are returned in time to be rented the following day. Let
VÐB" ß B5 ß B8 Ñ be the minimum cost over 8 days given that there are B" cars the first day, the
fleet size must be B5 cars on a fixed day 5 (" Ÿ 5 Ÿ 8), and the terminal fleet size must be B8
cars on day 8. Discuss whether or not V is additive on P ´ ÖÐB" ß B5 ß B8 Ñ − d $ À ! Ÿ B" Ÿ B5 Ÿ
B8 ×. Describe how the incremental minimum cost of increasing the target car fleet size on day 5
by :% (

!) depends on the initial and terminal car fleet sizes on days one and 8 assuming that

:
Ð1 
)B5 Ÿ B8 .
"!!
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1.

Assembly Supply Chains with Convex Costs.

(a) Monotonicity. Let \35 be the cumulative production in periods "ß á ß 3 at facility 5 for
" Ÿ 5 Ÿ R and " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8. Interpret \3R " ´ W3 as the cumulative sales in periods "ß á ß 3 at a
dummy facility R  " for " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8. The system is illustrated in the figure below for the case
R œ ). Let -35 ÐDÑ and 235 ÐDÑ be the Ðcontinuous convexÑ costs respectively of producing and stor-

6
5

7

8

2

3

9

4

1
ing D

0 units at facility " Ÿ 5 Ÿ R in period " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8. Put \ 5 œ Ð\35 Ñ for " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8 and 1 Ÿ

5 Ÿ R ", \ ´ Ð\ 5 Ñ for " Ÿ 5 Ÿ R , and W ´ ÐW3 Ñ for " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8. The problem is to choose \
that minimizes Ð0R ´ R  " and \!5 ´ ! for ! Ÿ 5 Ÿ R  "Ñ
5
GÐ\ß WÑ ´ " " Ò-35 Ð\35  \3"
Ñ  235 Ð\35  \305 ÑÓ
R

Ð"Ñ

8

5œ" 3œ"

subject to
Ð#Ñ

\35

Ð$Ñ

Y5

Ð%Ñ

5
\3"
, " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8 and " Ÿ 5 Ÿ R ,

\5

\ 05 for " Ÿ 5 Ÿ R , and

\85 œ W8 for " Ÿ 5 Ÿ R .

Now the set P of pairs Ð\ß WÑ satisfying Ð#Ñ-Ð%Ñ is a closed polyhedral sublattice of the set of
all 8ÐR "Ñ-tuples of real numbers by Example 6 of §2. Also, the section PW of P at W is nonempty Ðe.g., one can put \ 5 œ W for " Ÿ 5 Ÿ R Ñ and bounded for each W in the set f of W that
satisfy ! Ÿ W" Ÿ â Ÿ W8 and W Ÿ Y 5 for " Ÿ 5 Ÿ R by Ð$Ñ and Ð%Ñ. Thus since a convex function of the difference of two variables is subadditive and sums of subadditive functions are subadditive, it follows from Ð"Ñ that GÐ\ß WÑ is finite, subadditive and continuous in Ð\ß WÑ on P.

1
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Hence by the Increasing-Optimal-Selections Theorem, there is a least \ œ \ÐWÑ minimizing
GÐ † ß WÑ over \ − PW for W − f , and \ÐWÑ is increasing in W on f as was to be shown.
In general the actual production in a period Ðother than the first or lastÑ is not increasing in
final sales in other periods when there are at least two facilities and at least three periods.
Consider now the effect of increasing the final sales in period 4 by .  0 units, say. Let .4 be
the 8 vector whose 3>2 component is ! or . according as " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 4 or 4  3  8. Then W  .4 is decreasing in 4 so \ÐW  .4 Ñ is decreasing in 4 by what was shown above. Thus the effect of delaying an increase in final sales is to reduce the amount by which cumulative production increases
at all facilities in all periods.
When production at each facility 5 in each period is a multiple of U5 , we must add the constraint \35 − Ö!ß U5 ß #U5 ß á × for all 3, 5 , which is a sublattice. The above results therefore carry
over without change since intersections of sublattices are sublattices.
5

(b) Decomposition. Consider the problem of finding a production schedule \ 5 ´ \
_ that
minimizes
5
" Ò-3 Ð\35  \3"
Ñ  <5" \35 Ó
8

Ð&Ñ

3œ"

subject to
Ð'Ñ

\35

5
\3"
for 3 œ "ß á ß 8, Y 5

\5

W and \85 œ W8

where <5 ´ 25" . The problems Ð&Ñ-Ð'Ñ for " Ÿ 5 Ÿ R form a relaxation of the problem Ð"Ñ-Ð%Ñ in
which the constraints \ 5

\ 05 for " Ÿ 5 Ÿ R are relaxed to \ 5

W . It turns out that the

former constraint is automatically satisfied by the least optimal solutions to Ð&Ñ and Ð'Ñ. To see
this, observe that since a convex function of the difference of two variables is subadditive, the
product of a decreasing and an increasing function of one variable is subadditive, and sums of
subadditive functions are subadditive, Ð&Ñ is subadditive in Ð\ 5 ß <5 ß Y 5 Ñ. Also, the set of such
triples satisfying Ð'Ñ is a nonempty sublattice. Hence, there is a least \ 5 ´ \
_ 5 that minimizes
Ð&Ñ subject to Ð'Ñ, and \
_ 5 is increasing in Ð<5 ß Y5 Ñ, or equivalently, increasing in Y 5 and decreasing in 25 , by the Increasing-Optimal-Selections Theorem. Hence, since Y 5
follows that \
_ 5

Y 05 and 25 Ÿ 205 , it

\
_ 05 for " Ÿ 5 Ÿ R , as claimed.

2. Multiple Assignment Problem with Subadditive Costs.
(a) Subadditive Costs. Let C be the set of 8 ‚ 7 matrices 1 such that each column of 1 is a
(possibly different) permutation of the elements of the corresponding column of :. Let WÐ1Ñ be the
8 ‚ 7 matrix whose 4>2 row is !43œ" 13 .
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If 1 − C is not monotone, then there exist 3  4 for which 13 Ÿ
Î 14 . Let 1w be the matrix formed
from 1 by replacing the 3>2 and 4>2 rows of 1 respectively by 13 • 14 and 13 ” 14 . Then 1w − C and,
because - is subadditive,
-Ð13 • 14 Ñ  -Ð13 ” 14 Ñ Ÿ -Ð13 Ñ  -Ð14 Ñ,
whence GÐ1w Ñ Ÿ GÐ1Ñ. Also, since 13 • 14  13 and Ð13 • 14 Ñ  Ð13 ” 14 Ñ œ 13  14 , it follows that
WÐ1w Ñ  WÐ1Ñ. Since WÐ1Ñ decreases strictly at each step, no 1 can recur. Also, since C has only
finitely many elements, the process must terminate in finitely many steps with a monotone matrix 5 − C. Moreover, since GÐ1Ñ decreases at each step, GÐ5Ñ Ÿ GÐ1Ñ. Since all monotone matrices in C have the same cost, 5 has minimum cost.
(b) Superadditive Costs. We claim that if 7 œ # and - is superadditive in (a), then one
1 œ Ð134 Ñ that minimizes GÐ † Ñ over C has the property that 13" is increasing in 3 and 13# is decreasing in 3. To see this, let :‡ be the matrix formed from : by replacing the elements of the
second column of : by their negatives. Let C‡ be the set of 8 ‚ # matrices 1‡ such that each
column of 1‡ is a (possibly different) permutation of the elements of the corresponding column
of :‡ . Let W ‡ ´ W" ‚ ÐW# Ñ and define - ‡ on W ‡ be the rule - ‡ Ð#ß $ Ñ ´ -Ð#ß $ Ñ. Now since - is
superadditive on W , - ‡ is subadditive on W ‡ . Consequently, from (a), G ‡ attains its minimum
over C‡ at a 1‡ that is monotone. Thus, replacing the elements of the second column of 1‡ by
their negatives yields a matrix 1 that minimizes GÐ † Ñ over C. Since 1‡ is monotone, 13" is increasing in 3 and 13# is decreasing in 3 as claimed.
(c) Order of Issuing. Let : be the matrix whose 3>2 row is Ð+3 ß >3 Ñ. The cost (negative income) of issuing an item of age + at time > is -Ð+ß >Ñ ´ MÐ>  +Ñ. The problem is to choose a 1
(i.e., an issuing policy or order of issuing items) having minimum cost. Now - is subadditive or
superadditive according as M is convex or concave. Thus, by ÐaÑ, if M is convex, then 1 œ :, i.e.,
a LIFO (last-in-first-out) issuing policy, is optimal. Similarly, by (b), if M is concave, then 1 is
the matrix whose 3>2 row is Ð+3 ß >8"3 Ñ, i.e., a FIFO (first-in-first-out) issuing policy, is optimal.
(d) Order of Selling Securities. Let : be the matrix whose 3>2 row is Ð>3 ß ,3 Ñ with ,3 ´ :3 for
all 3. Let M3 be the gross income in year 3. Then the tax paid in year 3 is >3 ÐM3  ,Ñ œ >3 M3  >3 ,
when a share bought at the price , is sold in year 3. Since the term >3 M3 is independent of the
choice of shares sold in each year, it suffices to consider the incremental tax -Ð>ß ,Ñ œ >, in a
year when the tax rate is > and a share bought at the price , is sold that year. The problem is to
choose a matrix 1 that minimizes total incremental taxes. Since - is subadditive, it follows from
(a) that a monotone 1 is optimal, i.e., sell the share with 3>2 lowest price in the year of the 3>2
lowest tax rate.
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(e) Order of Introducing Energy Technologies. Let : be the matrix whose 3>2 row is Ð3ß 3Ñ.
The two columns of : are respectively the indices of the 8 technologies and the 8 decades in
which they are to be introduced. Let -Ð3ß 4Ñ œ -34 be the cost of introducing technology 3 in decade 4. By hypothesis, - is subadditive whence 1 œ : is optimal. Thus it is optimal to introduce
the energy technology 3 in decade 3 for 3 œ "ß á ß 8.
3. Representation of Additive Functions. The “if ” part is immediate since a real-valued
function on a chain is additive and sums of additive functions are additive. The proof of the
“only if ” part is by induction on 8. The result is certainly true for 8 œ ". Suppose the result is
so for 8  " and consider 8. By the induction hypothesis, there exist real-valued additive functions 0" ß á ß 08" on W" ‚ W8 ß á ß W8" ‚ W8 respectively for which
0 Ð=Ñ œ " 03 Ð=3 ß =8 Ñ for = − W .
8"
3œ"

Now apply the hint to each 03 .
4. Projections of Additive Convex Functions are Additive Convex.
(a) Additivity of Minimum Cost. Let J Ð+ß ,Ñ ´ min+ŸB" ŸâŸB8 Ÿ, 0 ÐBÑ. The proof is by induction on 8. Suppose 8 œ ". If 0 is not monotone, then since 0 is convex, 0 attains its minimum over
"
#

d at B! say. Thus, J Ð+ß ,Ñ œ 0 ÐÐ+ ” B! Ñ • ,Ñ œ 1Ð+Ñ  2Ð,Ñ where 1Ð+Ñ ´ 0 Ð+ ” B!Ñ  0 ÐB!Ñ and
"
#

2Ð,Ñ ´ 0 Ð, • B! Ñ  0 ÐB! Ñ. If 0 is monotone, then J Ð+ß ,Ñ œ 1Ð+Ñ  2Ð,Ñ where 1 ´ ! and 2 ´ 0
when 0 is decreasing and 1 ´ 0 and 2 ´ ! when 0 is increasing. From the convexity of 0 , it follows that 1 is increasing, 2 is decreasing and both are convex on d, establishing the result for
8 œ ".
Next suppose the result is true for up to 8" variables and consider 8. It follows from Problem $ that 0 ÐBÑ œ !83œ" 03 ÐB3 Ñ for some real-valued functions 0" ß á ß 08 on the real line. Since 0 is
convex, so are 0" ß á ß 08 . On fixing B" , minimizing with respect to B# ß á ß B8 and using the
induction hypothesis, J Ð+ß ,Ñ œ min+ŸB" Ÿ, Ò0" ÐB" Ñ  1" ÐB" ÑÓ  2" Ð,Ñ where 1" is increasing, 2" is
decreasing and both are convex. Since 0" is convex, so is 0"  1" , and the result follows from the
induction hypothesis for the case of a single variable.
(b) Rent-a-Car Fleet Expansion. The minimum cost VÐB" ß B5 ß B8 Ñ is additive on P as one sees
by applying the result of (a) separately with the respective constraints B" Ÿ B# Ÿ â Ÿ B5 and
B5 Ÿ B5" Ÿ â Ÿ B8 and the variables B" ß B5 and B5 ß B8 held fixed as parameters respectively.
Since V is additive, the incremental minimum cost of increasing the fleet size on day 5 is independent of the initial and terminal fleet sizes B" and B8 respectively.
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1. Monotone Minimum-Cost Chains. Consider a Ðdirected) graph (Wß E) in which the set W
of nodes is a finite sublattice of d 8 containing a distinguished node 7 , the set E of arcs is a sublattice of W # and contains (7 ß 7 ), and the (finite) cost -=> of arc Ð=ß >Ñ is subadditive on E with
-77 œ !. Assume that there are no negative-cost circuits and that there is a chain from each node
to node 7 . (A chain is a sequence of nodes =" ß á ß =7 and corresponding arcs (=" ß =# )ß á ß (=7" ß =7 ).
If =" œ =7 , call the chain a circuit. The cost of a chain is the sum of its arc costs.) Let G= be the
minimum cost among all chains from node = to 7 . Show that G= is subadditive in = on W . Also
show that the first node >= visited after leaving node = on one minimum-cost chain from = to 7 is
increasing in = on W . ÒHint: To prove these results, let G=5 be the minimum cost among all 5 -arc
chains from = to 7 . Then
G=5 œ min Ò-=>  G>5" Ó for = − W and 5 œ "ß á ß 5"
Ð=ß>Ñ−E

where G7! ´ 0, G=! ´ _ for = − W Ï Ö7 × and 5 is the cardinality of W . Since there are no negativecost circuits, G= œ G=5" . Now establish the claim for each G=5 , and hence for G= .Ó
2. Finding Least Optimal Selection. Suppose Wß X are chains of real numbers each containing 8 elements and 0 is real-valued on W ‚ X . Consider the problem of finding an = œ => in W
that minimizes 0 Ð=ß >Ñ over W for each > − X . For an arbitrary function 0 , this entails evaluating
0 at all 8# points in its domain. Where 0 is subadditive on W ‚ X , as we assume in the sequel
without further mention, it is possible to reduce the number of necessary function evaluations
significantly. Suppose that the least optimal selection => is desired.
(a) Finding Least Optimal Selection with SÐ8 log# 8Ñ Function Evaluations by Interval-

Bisection. Give an algorithm for finding => for each > − X that requires at most 8 ²log# Ð8  "Ñ³
 #8 function evaluations and comparisons where iBj is the ceiling of B, i.e., the least integer

majorant of B. [Hint: Let >" − X be the midpoint of X , e.g., the ² ³
8
#

>2

largest element of X . Find

=>" by evaluating the 8 values of 0 Ð † ß >" Ñ on W . Now let ># and >$ be respectively the midpoints
of the sets Ö> − X À >  >" × and Ö> − X À >  >" ×. Repeat the above procedure to find both =># and
=>$ using what you know about the order of =>" , =># and =>$ with a total of at most 8  " function
evaluations. Repeat the procedure inductively. Actually, there is an even better algorithm that
requires at most about (8 function evaluations.]
(b) Finding Least Minimizer of 0 with SÐ8 log# 8Ñ Function Evaluations. Show how to
use the results of (a) above to find the least minimizer Ð=ß >Ñ of 0 over W ‚ X with at most
8²log# Ð8  "Ñ³  #8 function evaluations and 8²log# Ð8  "Ñ³  $8 comparisons.
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3. Research and Development Game. Consider the R&D game in which a finite set M of firms
are each racing to make a discovery. If firm 3 − M makes the discovery first, the firm earns V3 and
patents the discovery, thereby precluding the others firms from benefiting. If firm 3 devotes effort
/3

! to this research, the time to make the discovery is exponentially distributed with mean "Î/3

and the cost per unit time of so doing is -3 Ð/3 Ñ. Assume that whatever the effort each firm allocates,
the times the firms take to make the discovery are independent. Also assume that for each 3, -3 Ð!Ñ
œ ! and -3 Ð † Ñ is lower semicontinuous. Each firm’s goal is to maximize its expected profit from the
research. Show that there is no loss in generality in assuming that V3 /3  -3 Ð/3 Ñ  ! for some /3  !.
The firm wishes to restrict the choice of effort levels for firm 3 to a compact subset I3 of positive
numbers /3 for which V3 /3  -3 Ð/3 Ñ  !. Discuss whether or not there are Nash equilibria for this
game. If there exist Nash equilibria, discuss the variation of the equilibria with an increase in V3
and a percent increase in -3 . (By a percent increase in -3 is meant multiplying -3 by a number )3 
".) Do this under the assumption that +3 Ð/3 Ñ ´ -3 Ð/3 ÑÎ/3 is increasing (resp., decreasing) on I3 for
each 3.
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1. Monotone Minimum-Cost Chains. Let G=5 be the minimum cost among all 5 -arc chains
from W to 7 . Then
Ð‡Ñ

G=5 ´ min Ò-=>  G>5" Ó for = − W and 5 œ "ß á ß 5.
Ð=ß>Ñ−E

where G7! ´ ! and G=! for = − W Ï Ö7 ×. ÐIncidentally, the conditions that Ð7 ß 7 Ñ − E and -77 œ !
are used to assure that Ð‡Ñ is valid for = œ 7 .Ñ Now G=! is the indicator function of the sublattice
Ö7 × of W and so is subadditive in = on W . Thus suppose that G>5" is subadditive in > on W . Then
since -=> is subadditive in Ð=ß >Ñ on E and sums of subadditive functions are subadditive, the bracketed term on the right-hand-side of Ð‡Ñ is subadditive on the sublattice E. Hence, by the Projection Theorem for subadditive functions, G=5 is subadditive in = on W . Also, by the Increasing-Optimal-Selections Theorem, there is a least >5= such that Ð=ß >5= Ñ achieves the minimum in Ð‡Ñ, and >5=
is increasing in = on W . Finally, since there are no negative-cost circuits, G>5 œ G> , and so >= œ >=5 is
increasing in = on W .
2. Finding Least Optimal Selection. For each D © W and > − X , let 0 ÐDß >Ñ œ Ö0 Ð=Ñ À = − D×
be the image of 0 Ð † ß >Ñ under D, min 0 ÐDß >Ñ be the least element of 0 ÐDß >Ñ and Ö= − D À 0 Ð=Ñ œ
min 0 ÐDß >Ñ× be the set of minimizers of 0 Ð † ß >Ñ over D. Also let |D| be the cardinality of D.
(a) Finding Least Optimal Selection with SÐ8 log# 8Ñ Function Evaluations by IntervalBisection. Since 0 is real-valued and subadditive on W ‚ X , the least element => of the set of minimizers of 0 ÐWß >Ñ is increasing in > on X by the Increasing-Optimal-Selections Theorem. In the
sequel choose distinct points >" ß ># ß á in X and find =3 ´ =>3 for 3 œ "ß #ß á . In particular, let >"
be the midpoint of X . Find =" by evaluating the 8 œ |W | values of 0 Ð † ß >" Ñ on W . Now let ># and
>$ be respectively the midpoints of the sets X# œ Ö> − X À >  >" × and X$ œ Ö> − X À >"  >× if the
sets are nonempty. Let W# œ Ö= − W À = Ÿ =" × and W$ œ Ö= − W À =

=" ×. Since =# Ÿ =" Ÿ =$ , it

follows that =3 − W3 for 3 œ #ß $. Thus to find =3 , it suffices to evaluate the |W3 | values of 0 Ð † ß >3 Ñ
on W3 for 3 œ #ß 3. Hence the total function evaluations and comparisons to find both =# and =$ is
|W# |  |W$ | œ 8  " since W#  W$ œ W , W#  W$ œ Ö=>" × and |W | œ 8. Let >% ß >& ß >' ß >( be respectively
the midpoints of the sets X% ´ Ö> − X# À >  ># ×, X& ´ Ö> − X# À >#  >×, X' ´ Ö> − X$ À >  >$× and
X( ´ Ö> − X$ À >$  >× if the sets are nonempty. Let W% œ Ö= − W# À = Ÿ =# ×, W& œ Ö= − W# À =

=# ×,

W' œ Ö= − W$ À = Ÿ =$ × and W( œ Ö= − W$ À =

=$ ×. Now since =% Ÿ =# Ÿ =& Ÿ =" Ÿ =' Ÿ =$ Ÿ =( , it
follows that =3 − W3 for 3 œ %ß &ß 'ß (. Thus since -(3œ% W3 œ W and only =# ß =" ß =$ belong to at least

—indeed at most—two of the sets W3 for 3 œ %ß &ß 'ß (ß it is possible to find the four points =% ß =& ß
=' ß =( with at most 8  3 function evaluations and comparisons. More generally, the 5 >2 step
computes =3 for up to 25 different values of the index 3 and requires at most 8  #5"  " function evaluations and comparisons. The total number of steps is at most the smallest index 7

such that 8 Ÿ #7  ", i.e., 7 œ ²log# Ð8"Ñ³. Thus the total number of function evaluations and
comparisons is at most
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! Ð8  #3"  "Ñ œ 7Ð8  "Ñ  #7  " Ÿ 8 ²log# Ð8  "Ñ³  ²log# Ð8  "Ñ³  #²log# Ð8"Ñ³  "
7

3œ"

Ÿ 8 ²log# Ð8  "Ñ³  ²log# Ð8  "Ñ³  #log# #Ð8"Ñ  " Ÿ 8 ²log# Ð8  "Ñ³  #8.

(b) Finding Least Minimizer of 0 with SÐ8 log# 8Ñ Function Evaluations. The desired minimum is found by simply comparing the 8 function values 0 Ð=> ß >Ñ for each > − X . This requires
at most 8  " Ÿ 8 additional comparisons.
3. Research and Development Game. The time to the first discovery is the minimum of independent exponentially distributed random variables with expected values "Î/3 ß 3 − M , and so is
exponentially distributed with the expected time to the first discovery being "Î!4 /4 . Also the
probability that firm 3 makes the discovery first is /3 Î!4 /4 . Thus, the expected profit to firm 3 is
ÐV3 /3  -3 Ð/3 ÑÑÎ!4 /4 .

If V3 /3  -3 Ð/3 Ñ Ÿ ! for all /3

!, then /3 œ ! is optimal for firm 3 and the firm can be eliminated

from the problem. Thus, there is no loss in generality in assuming for each remaining firm 3, that
V3 /3  -3 Ð/3 Ñ  ! for some /3  !. Now it suffices to maximizing the natural logarithm ?3 Ð/Ñ of the
expected profit to firm 3, viz.,

?3 Ð/Ñ ´ lnÐV3 /3  -3 Ð/3 ÑÑ  lnÐ! /4 Ñ
4

where / œ Ð/3 Ñ. The first term is a function of only one variable and so is superadditive. The second term is superadditive as well since lnÐ † Ñ is concave. Thus since -3 Ð † Ñ is lower semicontinuous
on I3 , ?3 Ð † Ñ is upper semicontinuous and superadditive on the compact sublattice I ´ ‚ 3 I3 of
d lMl . Thus, by Theorem 1 of §3.2, there exist least and greatest Nash equilibria in I .
Let +3 Ð/3 Ñ ´ -3 Ð/3 ÑÎ/3 and multiply the cost -3 Ð/3 Ñ by a positive number )3 . Then on expressing
the dependence of ?3 on /, V3 and )3 , it follows that

?3 Ð/ß V3 ß )3 Ñ ´ lnÐV3  +3 Ð/3 Ñ)3 Ñ  lnÐ/3 Ñ  lnÐ! /4 Ñ.
4

Now if +3 Ð † Ñ is increasing, it follows that ?3 Ð/ß V3 ß )3 Ñ is superadditive in Ð/3 ß V3 Ñ for each 3, so the
least and greatest Nash equilibria rise with V œ ÐV3 Ñ by Theorem 1 of §3.2 again, i.e., the higher
the stakes, the higher the Nash equilibria. Similarly under the same hypothesis, ?3 Ð/ß V3 ß )3 Ñ is
subadditive in Ð/3 ß )3 Ñ for each 3, so the least and greatest Nash equilibria fall with ) œ Ð)3 Ñ by
Theorem 1 of §3.2 again, i.e., increasing the discovery costs by a given percent at all effort levels
causes the Nash equilibria to fall. If instead +3 Ð † Ñ is decreasing, dual results hold.
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1. Computing Nash Equilibria of Noncooperative Games with Superadditive Profits.
(a) Computing Fixed Points of Increasing Mappings. Suppose g Á W © d 8 is a compact lattice
and that 5Ð † Ñ is an increasing mapping of W into itself. Define =R inductively by the rule =! œ ”W
and =R " œ 5Ð=R Ñ for R œ !ß "ß á . Show that if
Ð‡Ñ

5Ð•GÑ

• 5ÐGÑ for each chain g Á G © W of excessive points of 5,

then the sequence Ö=R × converges downwards to the greatest fixed point of 5 . For the case where
W is a finite set, discuss whether or not (‡Ñ holds. Give an analog of the above results starting instead with • W . Give an example where (‡Ñ fails to hold and =‡ œ limRp_ =R is not a fixed point.
(b) Computing Nash Equilibria with Superadditive Profits. Give conditions that allow you
to apply the above results to compute the least and greatest Nash equilibria of noncooperative
games with superadditive profits (Theorem 1 in §3.2) as a limit of a sequence. Give an economic
interpretation of this algorithm as an iterative process in which all firms announce strategies, find
optimal replies and announce them, find optimal replies and announce them again, etc. [Hint: Use
Lemma 2 of Appendix 2 of Lectures in Supply-Chain Optimization.]
2. Cooperative Linear Programming Game. Consider the cooperative linear programming (LP)
game studied in §3.3.
(a) Core of Cooperative Linear Programming <-Subsidiary Game. Show that each profit allocation in the core of the cooperative LP <-subsidiary game allocates the same profit to all subsidiaries of a firm. Also, show that the resulting profit allocation to each firm is in the core of the cooperative LP game.
(b) Is Cooperation Beneficial? Determine in each of the following cases whether or not there is
a potential benefit to the firms from cooperation?
• The resource vectors ,3 are positive multiples of one another.
• The resource vectors ,3 are nonnegative and E is Leontief (Ningxiong Xu).
• The matrix E is a node-arc incidence matrix.
Show that the core of the cooperative LP game is a singleton set for the first two of the above examples.
(c) Supply-Chain Games. Supply chains in which the facilities have different owners who wish
to form an alliance to maximize overall profits can be often be represented as a Leontief substitution system as Problem 2 of Homework 1 illustrates. However, in these cooperative games, some
activities are available only if the owners of different facilities agree. For example, a supplier and
a buyer must agree on a transfer of goods from the former to the latter. For this reason, though
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the price allocations to the firms in a supply chain generated by the optimal dual prices for the
grand alliance of firms in the supply chain is in the core of the game, there are other elements of
the core of the LP game and of the LP <-subsidiary game. Illustrate this fact with the following
example of a single supplier (facility 1) and a single buyer (facility 2) in a single period. The buyer faces demand =#  !, can sell the product at the price :# , and can purchase the product at the
price :"  :# on the open market. Alternately, the buyer can purchase the product from the supplier whose unit production cost is !  -"  :" provided that both agree. Find the optimal dual
prices of the supplier-buyer alliance and show that the price allocation to the firms (resp., their <
subsidiaries) based on these prices does not constitute the entire core of the game. Moreover, the
entire benefit of the alliance accrues entirely to the buyer with that allocation.
3. Multiplant Procurement/Production/Distribution. A firm manufactures a single product
at two plants and has five retail outlets at which to sell the product as depicted below.

Supplier 1

Supplier 2

="

Supplier 3

=#

=$

=%

Plant 1

Plant 2

:"

:#

Warehouse 1

>"#

Warehouse 2

>#"

>""

>##

Distributor 1
."
Outlet 1

.#
Outlet 2

Supplier 4

Distributor 2
.$
Outlet 3

.%
Outlet 4

.&
Outlet 5

Each plant orders a single raw material which is available from several suppliers. The cost -3 Ð=3 Ñ
of purchasing =3

! units from supplier 3 is continuous and convex. Each plant uses one unit of

the raw material to produce one unit of finished product. The labor cost 63 Ð:3 Ñ of producing :3
! units of the product at plant 3 is continuous and convex. Production at plant 3 enters warehouse 3. Warehouse 3 ships >34

! units to distributor 4 at a unit cost -34 . Each distributor

serves several retail outlets. The demand .3
13

! at retail outlet 3 is determined by the price

! established there through the demand curve .3 œ !3  "3 13 , where !3 , "3  ! and 13 Ÿ
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!3 Î"3 . The revenue received at outlet 3 when the price is 13 there is 13 .3 . Assume that there are
upper bounds on the amounts of raw materials available from each supplier, the amounts produced at each plant, and the amounts shipped from each warehouse to each distributor. Also
assume all cost functions are increasing and vanish at the origin. There are no inventories anywhere in the system. The aim is to choose levels of procurement, production, transportation and
prices that minimize total costs less revenues.
(a) Reduction to Wheel on Five Nodes. Show that this is a minimum-cost-flow problem
and that the associated graph can be reduced to the wheel on five nodes by a sequence of seriesparallel contractions. ÒHint: Append a hub node L with arcs from each outlet to L and arcs from
L to each supplier, and consider the minimum-cost-flow problem on the resulting graph with no
demand at L .]
Discuss the effect of changes in the parameters below on each of the following optimal decision variables: =" ß =# ß =% ß :" ß >#" ß 1" ß 1% . [Hint: The easiest way to do this is to study the associated
wheel on five nodes in which each arc corresponds to a series-parallel subgraph of the original
graph.]
(b) Adding Supplier. Adding another supplier to Plant ".
(c) Price Increase. A 5% increase in prices charged by Supplier #.
(d) Strike. A strike at Plant " that prevents production there.
(e) Transportation Cost Increase. An increase in the unit transportation cost c#" .
(f) Upward Shift in Demand Curve. An increase in !% (which translates the demand curve
at outlet 4 upwardsÑ.
4. Projections of Convex Functions are Convex. Suppose that 0 is a _ or real-valued
convex function on d 87 and the projection 1 of 0 defined by
1Ð>Ñ œ inf 0 Ð=ß >Ñ, > − d 7 ,
=−d 8

does not equal _ anywhere. Show that 1 is convex on d 7 . ÒHint: Adapt the proof of the Projection Theorem for subadditive functions.]
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1. Computing Nash Equilibria of Noncooperative Games with Superadditive Profits.
(a) Computing Fixed Points of Increasing Mappings. Since W is a nonempty compact lattice in
d 8 , it has a greatest element =! and a least element. Thus since 5 Ð † Ñ maps W into itself, =R " ´
5Ð=R Ñ − W for R œ !ß "ß á , so =" œ 5Ð=! Ñ Ÿ =! . Now suppose that =R Ÿ =R " . Then since 5Ð † Ñ is
increasing, =R " œ 5Ð=R Ñ Ÿ 5Ð=R " Ñ œ =R so =R is decreasing in R . Since =R is bounded below by
the least element of W and W is compact, =R Æ =‡ , say, in W . Thus, =‡ Ÿ =R and so 5Ð=‡ Ñ Ÿ 5Ð=R Ñ
œ =R " for each R œ !ß "ß á . Thus 5Ð=‡ Ñ Ÿ =‡ . Now by hypothesis,
Ð‡Ñ

5Ð•GÑ

• 5ÐGÑ for each chain g Á G © W of excessive points of 5.

Let G be the chain Ö=R ×. The elements of G are excessive. Since 5ÐGÑ  Ö=! × œ G , it follows from
Ð‡Ñ that =‡ œ •G œ • 5ÐGÑ Ÿ 5Ð•GÑ œ 5Ð=‡ Ñ, whence =‡ is a fixed point of 5 . It remains to show
that =‡ is the greatest fixed point of 5. To that end, suppose = is a fixed point of 5. Then = Ÿ =!
and so = œ 5Ð=Ñ Ÿ 5Ð=! Ñ œ =" . Now by induction, = Ÿ =R for R œ !ß "ß á , so = Ÿ =‡ , i.e., =‡ is the
greatest fixed point of 5. If W is a finite set, Ð‡Ñ holds with equality because then •G − G .
There is an analog of the above results starting from the least element =! ´ •W of W where 5
instead satisfies the dual of Ð‡Ñ, i.e., reverse the inequality, replace meets by joins, and replace
excessive by deficient in Ð‡Ñ. Then =R converges upwards to the least fixed point of 5 . If W is a
finite set, the dual of (‡Ñ holds with equality because then G is finite and contains ”G .
Here is an example to show that if Ð‡Ñ fails to hold, then =‡ œ limR Ä_ =R need not be a fixed
point of 5Ð † Ñ. Let W œ Ò!ß "Ó, so W is a nonempty compact lattice in d whose greatest element is
". Let
5Ð=Ñ œ  "

"
$ =ß

$ Ð="Ñß

if ! Ÿ = Ÿ
if

"
#

"
#

=Ÿ"

.

Then 5 Ð † Ñ is an increasing mapping of W into itself, =R Æ =‡ œ "# , G œ Ö=R × and •G œ
However, 5Ð=‡ Ñ œ 5Ð"# Ñ œ

"
'



"
#

"
#

œ • 5ÐGÑ.

œ =‡ , so Ð‡Ñ does not hold and =‡ is not a fixed point of 5Ð † Ñ.

(b) Computing Nash Equilibria with Superadditive Profits. For this part, let g be a singleton set Ö>× and suppress >. The required conditions include the hypotheses of Theorem 1 of §3.2
and the additional hypotheses that f=3 and ?3 Ð=Ñ are continuous in = on W . Let 5Ð=Ñ be the greatest (resp., least) optimal reply to = − W. Then from the Increasing-Optimal-Selections Theorem 8
of §2.5, 5Ð † Ñ is an increasing mapping of W into itself. Now by Lemma 2 of Appendix A.2, it
follows for each nonempty chain G of excessive (resp., deficient) points of 5 that • 5ÐGÑ (resp.,
” 5ÐGÑ) is an optimal reply to •G (resp., ”G ). Thus the greatest (resp., least) optimal reply 5Ð•GÑ
(resp., 5Ð”GÑ) to •G (resp., ”G ) majorizes (resp., minorizes) • 5ÐGÑ (resp., ” 5ÐGÑ) , i.e., Ð‡Ñ
(resp., the dual of Ð‡Ñ) holds. Now let =! be the greatest (resp., least) element of W . Then as in
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(a) above, set =R " ´ 5Ð=R Ñ for R œ !ß "ß á . Then =‡ ´ limR Ä_ =R is the greatest (resp., least)
fixed point of 5. The interpretation of the =R is as described in the problem.
2. Cooperative Linear Programming Game.
(a) Core of Cooperative Linear Programming <-Subsidiary Game. Consider a partition of the
< † lMl subsidiaries of the <-subsidiary game into < alliances each of which each has exactly one subsidiary of each firm. Now the resource vector available to each of these alliances is the fraction <"
of the total resources available to the grand alliance and each alliance has identical unit profit and
constraint matrices. Thus, the maximum profit each such alliance can assure itself is the fraction <"
of the maximum profit that the grand alliance can earn. Since each such alliance must earn at least
this amount from each allocation in the core and cannot earn more, each such alliance earns exactly
this amount from each allocation in the core. Now the same is so if two subsidiaries of the same firm
swap the alliances to which they belong. Thus, the amount that each of these two subsidiaries earns
from any allocation in the core must be identical. Thus, each subsidiary of a firm must receive the
same amount from each allocation in the core.
(b) Is Cooperation Beneficial?
• The resource vectors ,3 are positive multiples of a one another. Cooperation is not beneficial.
To see this, observe that each ,3 is a positive fraction -3  ! of the vector , available to the grand
alliance, and !M -3 . Thus, each firm 3 can earn the same fraction -3 of the maximum profit Q that
the grand alliance can earn and no more. Consequently allocating each firm 3 the profit -3 Q is the
unique element of the core.
• The resource vectors ,3 are nonnegative and E is Leontief ÐNingxiong XuÑ. Cooperation is not
beneficial. To see this, observe that there is a Leontief basis and corresponding optimal dual prices 1
that are simultaneously optimal for all nonnegative right-hand sides. Let , œ !M ,3 the resource vector available to the grand alliance and its maximum profit is 1, . Now the maximum profit each firm
3 can earn is 1,3 . Consequently allocating each firm 3 the profit 1,3 is the unique element of the
core.
• The matrix E is a node-arc incidence matrix. Cooperation is generally beneficial. For example, suppose one firm has unit supply in San Francisco and unit demand in Boston, and a second
firm has the reverse. Also suppose the cost to ship within either city is a small fraction of the cost to
ship from one city to the other. Then an alliance of the two firms benefits each firm since each can
supply the demand of the other more cheaply than the firm can satisfy its own demand.
(c) Supply-Chain Games. Let A be the amount the seller produces, B be the amount the seller
sells to the buyer, C be the amount the buyer purchases on the open market and D be the amount
the buyer sells to meet demand. The problem that the supplier-buyer grand alliance faces entails
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! to maximize
-" A

 :" C

 :# D

C

D
D

subject to
A

B
B

œ!
œ!
œ =#

The optimal dual prices !" ß !# ß "# are !" œ !# œ -" and "# œ :#  -" .
The grand alliance can earn the maximum profit Ð:#  -" Ñ=# , but the supplier can guarantee
only the maximum profit ! while the buyer can guarantee only the maximum profit Ð:#  :" Ñ=# .
Thus the core is the set of profit allocations 1 œ Ð1" 1# Ñ
Ð:#  -" Ñ=# , 1"

! and 1#

! to the two firms for which 1"  1# œ

Ð:#  :" Ñ=# . However, allocating profits to the supplier and buyer with

the optimal dual prices produces 1" œ ! and 1# œ Ð:#  -" Ñ=# , so the buyer gets the entire profit of
the grand alliance. This allocation is in the core, but there are others that give the seller up to
Ð:"  -" Ñ=# and the buyer as little as Ð:#  :" Ñ=# .
The profit allocation to each subsidiary of a firm in the corresponding <-subsidiary game is the
fraction <" of the profit allocation the firm gets. Thus, the profits allocation to the firms is unchanged by forming subsidiaries.
3. Multiplant Procurement/Production/Distribution. The problem is one of finding a minimum-cost circulation on the planar graph in Figure 1 formed by coalescing suppliers and retail
outlets for both plants at a “hub” node L . In this event T3 is the plant 3 production node, [3 is
the warehouse 3 storage node, and H3 is the distributor 3 distribution node for 3 œ "ß #.
(a) Reduction to Wheel on Five Nodes. Making series-parallel contractions in the above
graph produces the series-parallel-free graph [& in Figure 2, viz., the wheel on five nodes.
Notice that the rim arcs of the wheel coincide with those of the above graph. The spoke arcs of
the wheel are all series-parallel contractions of subgraphs of the above graph. Observe that two
arcs in [& are conformal if and only one of the following holds: the two arcs Ð3Ñ are both rim
arcs, Ð33Ñ are both spoke arcs, or Ð333Ñ are incident.
The cost of transportation is X34 Ð>34 Ñ œ -34 >34 , >34
.3 13 œ

" #
.
"3 3



!3
.3 ,
"3

!. The cost of filling demands is H3 Ð.3 Ñ œ

.3 − Ò!,!3 Ó, !3 , "3  !. Note that -3 Ð † Ñ, 63 Ð † Ñ, X34 Ð † Ñ, H3 Ð † Ñ are continuous,

convex, increasing and vanish at the origin. Upper bounds on the amounts supplied, produced,
and shipped are treated by adding a $ function, each preserving convexity, subadditivity and
lower semicontinuity. The upper bounds on all the flows imply the constraint set \Ð>Ñ is nonempty and compact. Hence, by the lower semicontinuity of the cost functions, there exists an
optimal flow. Thus, the Monotone-Optimal-Flow-Selection Theorem applies. The two graphs are
biconnected and Table 1 describes relevant pairs of substitutes and complements for the original
graph.
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(b) Adding Supplier. Adding a supplier to plant T" corresponds to making a copy of the arc
associated with =" , introducing the flow =! in that arc, and increasing the upper bound 7! on that
flow from zero to a positive level. The associated arc-cost function, -! Ð=! ,7! Ñ œ -! Ð=! Ñ  $ Ð7!  =! Ñ
is subadditive in =! ß 7! , and convex and lower semicontinuous in =! . The increase in 7! implies that
the optimal =! , :" , ." and .% rise; =" , =# and =% fall; and >#" is undetermined. Also, since ." (resp.,
.% ) rises, 1" (resp., 1% ) falls.
(c) Price Increase. Set -# Ð=# ,7# Ñ œ 7# -# Ð=# Ñ, so because -# Ð † Ñ is increasing, -# Ð † , † Ñ is superadditive. Now 7#

! and -# Ð † Ñ convex imply -# Ð † ,7# Ñ is convex. Thus, a 5% increase in

prices at W# implies 7# increases from 1 to 1.05. Hence, the optimal =" and =% rise; =# , :" , ." , and
.% fall; and >#" is undetermined. Also, since ." (resp., .% ) falls, 1" (resp., 1% ) rises.
(d) Strike. Set 6" Ð:" ,7" Ñ œ 6" Ð:" Ñ  $ Ð7"  :" Ñ where 7" is the upper bound on production at
T" . A strike decreases 7" to !. Thus, the optimal =% rises; =" , =# , :" , ." and .% fall, the first three
to !; and >#" is undetermined. Also, since ." (resp., .% ) falls, 1" (resp., 1% ) rises.
(e) Transportation Cost Increase. Evidently, the function X#" Ð † , † Ñ is superadditive, and
X#" Ð † ,-#" Ñ is convex. Thus, increasing -#" implies the optimal >#" , =% and ." fall; and =" , =# , :"
and .% are undetermined. Also, since ." falls (resp., .% is undetermined), 1" rises (resp., 1% is undetermined).
(f) Upward Shift in Demand Curve. Set H% Ð.% ,!% Ñ œ

" #
!
.%  % .% , where !% , "%  !, .%
"%
"%

!.

Then H% Ð † , † Ñ is subadditive, and H% Ð † ,!% Ñ is convex Ðsince "%  !Ñ. Thus, increasing !% implies
the optimal .% , =" , =# , =% , and :" rise; ." falls, so 1" rises; and >#" is undetermined. Note that
!%  .%
. If !% rises, then .% rises, but .% does not increase as much as does !% . To see this,
"%
"
"
check that if -ÐB,>Ñ œ ÐB#  >BÑ, then - # ÐC ,>Ñ œ ÐC #  >CÑ is subadditive, so Lemma 5 of §4.5
"
"

1% œ

of Lectures in Supply-Chain Optimization applies. Thus, 1% rises.

4. Projections of Convex Functions are Convex. Suppose >ß 7 − d 7 , +ß !
Since 0 is convex, then for each =ß 5 − d

8

1Ð+>  !7 Ñ Ÿ 0 Ð+=  !5ß +>  !7 Ñ Ÿ +0 Ð=ß >Ñ  !0 Ð5ß 7 Ñ.
Now take infima over =ß 5 − d 8 .

!, and +  ! œ ".
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1. Guaranteed Annual Wage. Consider the 8-period production-planning problem of choosing a production vector B œ ÐB3 Ñ, inventory vector C œ ÐC3 Ñ and sales vector = œ Ð=3 Ñ that minimize the total cost

" Ò-3 ÐB3 Ñ  23 ÐC3 Ñ  <3 Ð=3 ÑÓ
8

3œ"

subject to the inventory-balance equations
B3  =3  C3"  C3 œ !, 3 œ "ß á ß 8
where C! œ C8 œ !, -3 ÐDÑ and 23 ÐDÑ are respectively the costs of producing and storing D units in
period 3, and <3 ÐDÑ is the negative of the revenue from selling D units in period 3. Assume -3 Ð † Ñ,
23 Ð † Ñ and <3 Ð † Ñ are convex and lower semicontinuous on the real line with each equaling _ for
negative arguments, and -3 Ð † Ñ is increasing.
(a) Guaranteed Production Levels. Let > be a common lower bound for B3 in each period.
Let BÐ>Ñ, CÐ>Ñ and =Ð>Ñ denote suitable minimum-cost production, inventory and sales vectors
given >. One interpretation of a guaranteed annual wage ÐGAWÑ is often to increase the lower
bound on production from ! to >  !. With this interpretation, show that the effect of a GAW is
that for each " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8, > Ÿ B3 Ð>Ñ Ÿ > ” B3 Ð!Ñ. Thus, in this sense, employment is stabilized.
(b) Guaranteed Production Costs. A more flexible interpretation of a GAW is simply to put
a floor -3 Ð>Ñ on production costs, but not on production levels, so that the cost of producing B3 in
period 3 becomes instead -3 ÐB3 ” >Ñ. Show that B3 Ð>Ñ Ÿ > ” B3 Ð!Ñ still holds for all 3, but that B3 Ð>Ñ
 > is possible. For given >, which leads to lower costs, guaranteed production levels or costs?
(c) Effect of Increasing Guarantee Level. Show that optimal sales in each period in ÐaÑ and
ÐbÑ is increasing in >, but average optimal sales over 8 periods does not increase faster than > does.
Also explain why end-of-period inventories in each period cannot be expected to vary monotonically with >.
(d) GAW vs. Higher Wage Rates. Establishing a GAW and raising wage rates, c.f., Example 9 in §4.8, both increase labor costs. Compare their impact on optimal sales.
2. Quadratic Costs and Linear Decision Rules. Consider the 8-period quadratic-cost production planning problem of choosing a production vector B œ ÐB3 Ñ and an inventory vector C œ
ÐC3 Ñ that minimize the total cost

" Ò-3 ÐB3 Ñ  23 ÐC3 ÑÓ
8

3œ"

subject to the inventory-balance constraints
B3  =3  C3"  C3 œ !, 3 œ "ß á ß 8
"
#

where =3 is the given sales in period 3, C! is the given initial inventory, -3 ÐDÑ œ -3 D #  .3 D is the

1
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"
#

cost of producing D units in period 3, 23 ÐDÑ œ 23 D #  53 D is the cost of storing D units at the end
of period 3, and -3 and 23 are positive for 3 œ "ß á ß 8. Note that all variables, including C8 , are
unconstrained.
Use calculus—Lagrange multipliers is one way—to establish by backward induction on 3
that the optimal ÐBß CÑ is a linear decision rule, i.e., for each 3 œ "ß á ß 8,
 " "34 =4  #3
8

Ð"Ñ

B3 œ

"33 C3"

4œ3

where the constants "34 and #3 depend only on the coefficients of the cost functions in periods
3ß á ß 8. Also show that
!  "38  "38"  â  "33  ".

Ð#Ñ

Interpret the results. Show also that if it is assumed that Ð"Ñ holds, then the theory of substitutes, complements and ripples implies that "34 is decreasing in 4

3.

3. Balancing Overtime and Storage Costs. Consider the 8-period production planning
problem in which in each period 3 œ "ß á ß 8 the sales of a product is a given integer =3
there is a unit cost -

!,

! of normal production, a unit cost of overtime production that exceeds

that of normal production by .  !, and a unit storage cost 2  !. There is an integer maximum capacity >  ! for normal production and unlimited production capacity for overtime
available in each period. The problem is to choose integer nonnegative production and inventory
vectors B œ ÐB3 Ñ and C œ ÐC3 Ñ respectively that minimize the 8-period total cost
" Ò-B3  .ÐB3  >Ñ  2C3 Ó
8

3œ"

subject to the inventory-balance constraints
B3  C3"  C3 œ =3 , 3 œ "ß á ß 8,
where C! œ C8 œ !.
(a) Irrelevance of Production Costs. Show that the set of optimal production schedules is
independent of -

!.

(b) Optimal Production Scheduling Rule. Show that one optimal production schedule may
be found inductively with the aid of the following rule. Assume that a production schedule has
been found that optimally meets sales in periods "ß á ß 3" and ÐpossiblyÑ an integer portion of
the sales in period 3.
Satisfy the next unit of sales in period 3 by producing the unit in the latest period 5 , 3  .Î2 
5 Ÿ 3, in which there is unused normal production capacity when such a 5 exists, and by producing the unit on overtime production in period 3 otherwise.

ÒHint: Apply the Unit-Parameter-Changes Theorem of the theory of substitutes, complements
and ripples by parametrically increasing sales in unit increments.Ó
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1. Guaranteed Annual Wage. It suffices to establish the result for the case where -3 Ð † Ñ is


strictly convex for each 3. Let > ´ Ð>ß á ß >Ñ − d 8 where > − d . Let BÐ>" ß á ß >8 Ñ be optimal with


the vector Ð>3 Ñ of lower bounds on B. Then BÐ>Ñ œ BÐ >Ñ.
(a) Guaranteed Production Levels. To study the effect on BÐ>" ß á ß >8 Ñ of raising Ð>3 Ñ from


the null vector ! to > , use monotonically step-connected changes, i.e., first raise >3 to >, then raise
the >4 to >, 4 Á 3, one at a time. Put -3 ÐB3 ß >3 Ñ ´ -3 ÐB3 Ñ  $ ÐB3  >3 Ñ. Observe that since -3 Ð † Ñ and
$ Ð † Ñ are convex, -3 ÐB3 ß >3 Ñ is doubly subadditive, and -3 Ð † ß >3 Ñ is convex. Let "3 be the 3>2 unit
vector. Since B3 is a self-complement, B3 Ð >"3 Ñ equals B3 Ð!Ñ for ! Ÿ > Ÿ B3 Ð0Ñ, and is increasing in >
for >  B3 Ð0Ñ with the increase in B3 not exceeding that of > by the smoothing theorem, so B3 Ð >"3 Ñ
œ > ” B3 Ð0Ñ. Now since B3 and B4 are substitutes for 3 Á 4, it follows from the Monotone-OptimalFlow-Selections Theorem that increasing >4 reduces the optimal value of B3 . Combining these facts
yields B3 Ð>Ñ Ÿ > ” B3 Ð0Ñ. Also, by definition of >, > Ÿ B3 Ð >Ñ.
(b) Guaranteed Production Costs. Put -3 ÐB3 ß >3 Ñ œ -3 ÐB3 ” >3 Ñ. Since -3 Ð † Ñ is convex and increasing, -3 ÐB3 ß >3 Ñ is doubly subadditive and -3 Ð † ß >3 Ñ is convex. Also, -3 ÐB3 ß >3 Ñ is constant in >3 for
! Ÿ >3 Ÿ B3 Ð0Ñ. Now the argument given in part (a) shows B3 Ð>Ñ Ÿ > ” B3 Ð0Ñ. In this case it is possible that optimal production is less that the guarantee level is some period. Indeed this must be
so if > exceeds the average sales 8" !83œ" =3 during the 8 periods because if not, total production
during the 8 periods would exceed total sales during those periods. This can also happen if demand is low in a period in which storage is expensive. The minimum cost with guaranteed production costs minorizes that with guaranteed production levels. This is because an optimal schedule with guaranteed production levels is feasible and has the same costs with guaranteed production costs, but the latter allows additional options with possibly lower costs.
(c) Effect of Increasing the Guarantee Level. Since B4 and =3 are complements, =3 is increasing in >4 for each 4. Thus, =3 is increasing in >. Now consider a change ?> in > and corresponding
changes ?B3 and ?=3 in optimal B3 and =3 . Since the -3 are doubly subadditive, ?B3 Ÿ ?> for all 3.
8
Thus since total production equals total sales, 8" !83œ" ?=3 œ 8" !3œ"
?B3 Ÿ ?>ß i.e., average optimal sales does not increase faster than > does. Finally, the end-of-period inventories C3 can’t be
expected to vary monotonically with > because C3 is a complement or substitute of B4 according as
4 Ÿ 3 or 4  3, and changes are made in the parameters for each B4 .
(d) GAW vs. Higher Wage Rates. With either interpretation of a GAW, each production cost
-3 ÐB3 ß >3 Ñ is subadditive and production in a period is a complement of sales in every period. By
contrast, as Example 9 of §4.8 discusses, each production cost -3 ÐB3 ß >3 Ñ is superadditive. Thus, optimal sales rise in each period under a GAW and fall in each period as wage rates rise.

1
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2. Quadratic Costs and Linear Decision Rules.
Rewrite the inventory-balance constraints as
C3 œ C3"  B3  =3 , 3 œ "ß á ß 8

(1)

where C! is given. Denote the Lagrangian by
PÐBß Cß -Ñ œ "Ö -3 B#3  .3 B3  23 C3#  53 C3  -3 ÒC3  C3"  B3  =3 Ó×.
8

3œ"

"
#

"
#

The optimal solution satisfies (1) and

`P
`P
œ
œ 0 for each 3, so
`B3
`C3

`
PÐBß Cß -Ñ œ -3 B3  .3  -3 œ 0, 3 œ "ß á ß 8
`B3

(2)

`
PÐBß Cß -Ñ œ 23 C3  53  -3  -3" œ 0, 3 œ "ß á ß 8
`C3

(3)

where -8" ´ !. Setting -8" ´ .8" ´ ! and using (2) to eliminate -3 from (3) yields
-3 B3  .3  23 C3  53 œ -3" B3"  .3" , 3 œ "ß á ß 8,

(4)

i.e., the marginal cost of producing an item in period 3 and storing it to period 3  " equals the
marginal cost of producing the item in period 3  ".
The next step is to show by backward induction on 3 that the optimal ÐBß CÑ satisfies,
 " "34 =4  #3 , 3 œ "ß á ß 8,
8

B3 œ

(5)

"33 C3"

4œ3

where the constants "34  ! and #3 depend only on the coefficients of the cost function in periods
8"
3ß á ß 8. On defining "8"
´ ", #8" ´ 0 and B8" ´ C8 , it follows that (5) holds for 3 œ 8  ".

Suppose (5) holds for "  3  " Ÿ 8  " and consider 3. Using (5) to replace B3" in (4) and then
(1) to replace C3 in the resulting equation gives
4
$3 B3  %3 C3"  %3 =3  -3" " "3"
=4  (3 œ 0
8

4œ3"

where %3 ´ 23 
Thus (5) holds

3"
-3" "3"
with "33

 !, $3 ´ -3  %3  ! and (3 ´ .3  53  .3"  -3" #3" for 3 œ "ß á ß 8.
4
$3"  ! for 4 œ 3"ß á ß 8, and #3 ´ (3 $3" for
´ %3 $3"  !, "34 ´ -3" "3"

3 œ "ß á ß 8. The coefficients "34 and #3 depend only on the coefficients of the cost functions in
4
4
periods 3 and 3  ", and on "3"
and #3" . And by the induction hypothesis, "3"
and #3" de-

pend only on the coefficients of the cost functions in periods 3"ß á ß 8, so (5) holds for 3.
It remains to show that
(6)

"38  "38"  â  "33  ", 3 œ "ß á ß 8.
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Observe first that $3  %3 since -3  !, so "33 œ %3 $3"  ". Next prove (6) by backward induction
on 3. The condition (6) was just shown for 3 œ 8. Now assume (6) holds for "  3" Ÿ 8 and con4
sider 3. Since "34 œ -3" "3"
$3" for 4 œ 3  "ß á ß 8 and -3" ß $3  !, it follows from the induction
3"
8
hypothesis that "3"
 â  "3"
. Thus, it remains only to show that "33"  "33 . Since 23  !,
3"
3" "
whence %3  -3" "3"
, it follows that "33" œ -3" "3"
$3  %3 $3" œ "33 as claimed.

The above results can be interpreted as follows. Optimal production in period 3 depends linearly on
ì end of period inventories in period 3  " and on
ì sales in current and future periods 3ß á ß 8.

Optimal production in period 3 is less dependent upon sales in the later periods, i.e., optimal production in period 3 Ÿ 4 increases more if =4 increases by a unit than if =4" increases by a unit.
Finally, if sales increases in a current or future period, then optimal production in the current
period increases, but not as much as sales increases.
Now use the theory of substitutes and complements to show that
0 Ÿ "38 Ÿ "38" Ÿ â Ÿ "33 Ÿ ".

(7)

The costs -3 Ð † Ñ and 23 Ð † Ñ are clearly convex for all 3. Therefore -3 Ð † Ñ and 23 Ð † Ñ are doubly subadditive. Also -3 Ð † Ñ and 23 Ð † Ñ are continuous. Fix the sales =4 equal to 
= 4 by appending the
revenue cost function $! Ð=4  
= 4 Ñ which is convex, doubly subadditive, and lower-semi-continuous. To allow end-of-period 8 inventory to be variable, append period 8  " with zero ordering
and storage costs, and assume without loss of generality that C8" œ !. The graph is illustrated
Figure 4.18 for 8 œ $, so 8  " œ %, except that sales 
= " in period " is reduced by the initial inventory C! . Since the graph is biconnected, and the arcs B3 and =4 are complements, B3 is increasing in =4 for 4

3. Also, since B3 is less biconnected to =4 than =4 is, the Ripple Theorem

3. This shows that ! Ÿ "34 Ÿ " for all 4.
It remains to establish the middle inequalities in (7). To that end, let \3 œ !34œ" B4 be the
cumulative production and W3 œ !34œ" =4 the cumulative sales in period 3 and consider the netimplies that B3 increases slower than =4 , 4

work illustrated in Figure 4.20. Then B3 and \4 are complements for 4
W4 for 4

3, so B3 is increasing in

3. Thus, as discussed in §2.6, B3 increases faster in =4 than in =4" , which implies the

desired inequality.
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3. Balancing Overtime and Storage Costs

(a) Irrelevance of Production Costs. The inventory-balance constraints imply that !83œ" B3
8
œ !83œ" =3 , so the normal production cost - !83œ" B3 œ - !3œ"
=3 is independent of the schedule.
(b) Optimal Production Scheduling Rule. In view of (a), set - œ ! without loss in generality. The problem is an instance of the minimum-cost-flow problem discussed in §3.9 where @3 is
the fixed sales in period 3 œ "ß á ß 8,
ì the flow cost in arc Ð!ß 3Ñ is .ÐB3  >Ñ , 3 œ "ß á ß 8;
ì the flow cost in arc Ð3ß 3"Ñ is 23 ÐC3 Ñ œ 2C3 , 3 œ "ß á ß 8"; and
ì the flow cost in arc Ð3ß !Ñ is <3 Ð=3 ß @3 Ñ œ $! Ð=3  @3 Ñ 3 œ "ß á ß 8.

The costs in all arcs are affine between integers, convex and doubly subadditive by Example 8.
Now assume that an integer production schedule ÐBß CÑ has been found that optimally meets
sales in periods "ß á ß 3" and an integer portion @3 of the sales in period 3. Now increase @3 to
@3w œ @3  ". Since the graph is biconnected, Theorem 4.7 implies that one new optimal flow
ÐBw ß Cw Ñ has the property that either ÐBw ß Cw Ñ œ ÐBß CÑ or ÐBw ß C w Ñ  ÐBß CÑ is a unit simple circulation
whose induced cycle contains the arc Ð3ß 0Ñ. The former is impossible since @w  @. Thus the latter
is so, and the structure of the graph and the nonnegativity assumptions on the ÐBß C) implies
that the simple circulation consists of the arcs Ð3ß 0Ñ, Ð0ß 5Ñ and, for 5  3, the arcs Ð5ß 5"Ñß á ß
Ð3"ß 3Ñ for some 5 Ÿ 3. The sum of the unit costs in the latter arcs is 2Ð3  5Ñ. The cost in the
arc Ð3ß 0Ñ is zero, and the cost in the arc Ð0ß 5Ñ is either ! or . , depending on whether there is
some unused normal production capacity in 5 .
The cheapest such simple circulation is sought. Since the cost of each circulation is nonnegative, if normal production is available in period 3, i.e., @3  >, then 5 œ 3 yields the cheapest circulation since it is feasible and incurs zero cost. If @3

>, then the circulation that entails unit

overtime production in period 3 incurs the cost . . This circulation is certainly cheaper than any
other that incurs overtime production costs in period 5  3. The only other possibility is that in
some period 5  3, there is normal production capacity available, i.e., @5  >. The cost of this
circulation is then the holding cost 2Ð35Ñ. For this to be cheaper than overtime production in
period 3, it is necessary and sufficient that 2Ð35Ñ  . , i.e., 3  .Î2  5 . And of course the
largest such 5  3 is cheapest. This establishes the optimality of the indicated production rule.
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1. Production Planning: Taut String. An inventory manager forecasts that the sales for a
single product in periods "ß á ß & will be respectively ", ", #,%, #. He wishes to maintain his endof-period inventories in the five periods between the respective lower bounds #, #, $, !, $ and upper bounds $, %, %, #, $.
(a) Optimal Production Schedule. Suppose the costs of producing D units in periods "ß á ß &
are respectively

" # # " # # " #
D , D , D , D , D . Find the least-cost amounts to produce in periods "ß á ß &.
$
#
$

(b) Planning Horizon. In part (a) above, what is the earliest period 5 for which the optimal
production level in period one is independent of the sales and of the upper and lower bounds on
inventories in periods 5ß á ß &?
(c) Solution of the Dual Problem. Give a compact form of the dual problem. Also, find the
optimal dual variables for the data in part (a).
2. Plant vs. Field Assembly and Serial Supply Chains: Taut String. A firm has designed
the supply chain for one of its products to admit assembly in 8 successive stages labeled "ß á ß 8.
Each stage of assembly can be carried out at the firm’s plant or in the field. The demand H for
the product during a quarter must be satisfied and is a nonnegative random variable whose known
strictly increasing continuous distribution is F. The demand can be satisfied by assembly at the
plant before the demand is observed, by assembly in the field after the demand is observed or
by some combination of both. The inventory manager has been asked to determine the amounts
of the product to assemble at the plant to each stage that minimizes the expected total cost of
plant and field assemblies. The unit cost of assembly at stage 3 is :3  ! at the plant and 03  :3
in the field, 3 œ "ß á ß 8. Thus the unit cost to assemble the product to stage 3 at the plant and
8
after stage 3 in the field is !34œ" :4  !4œ3"
04 . Plant assemblies that are not needed have no
salvage value. For each 3 œ "ß á ß 8, let +3 be the number of plant assemblies to at least stage 3,
i.e., the sum of the plant assemblies to stages 3ß á ß 8. Thus +8 is the number of plant assemblies
of the finished product and +3  +3" is the number of plant assemblies to stage 3, " Ÿ 3  8.
(a) Formulation. Show that the minimum expected-cost assembly problem is equivalent to
choosing the plant assembly schedule + œ Ð+3 Ñ to maximize

" Ò13 +3  03 EÐ+3  HÑ Ó
8

3œ"

subject to
+"

â

+8

!

for suitably chosen numbers 1" ß á ß 18 . Be sure to define these numbers.
(b) Monotonicity in Parameters. Discuss the monotonicity of one optimal plant assembly
 Ñ in the parameters 0 , : .
schedule 
+ œ Ð+
3
3
3

1
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(c) Optimal Solution. Show that there are fill probabilities "  1"

1#

â

18  ! depend-

 Ñ has the
ing on (13 Ñ and Ð03 Ñ, but not F, for which one optimal plant assembly schedule 
+ œ Ð+
3

property that 
+3 is the 10013>2 percentile of the demand distribution F, i.e., 
+3 œ F" Ð13 Ñ for each
3. This schedule satisfies all demand from plant assemblies to at least stage 3 with probability 13 .
(d) Variation of Optimal Assemblies with Location and Variability of Demand Distribution.
Let G and H be distribution functions. The distribution G is stochastically smaller than H if for
each with !  ?  ", G" Ð?Ñ Ÿ H" Ð?Ñ. The distribution G is spread less than H if for each ?ß @
with !  ?  @  ", G" Ð@Ñ  G" Ð?Ñ Ÿ H" Ð@Ñ  H" Ð?Ñ. Determine the plant assembly stages 3
at which the optimal amount to make to stage 3 (resp., stage 3 or more) at the plant increases as
F increases stochastically. Also do this where F increases its spread.
(e) Example. Suppose that 8 œ & and that the 13 and 03 are as given in Table 1. The constants
K3 ´ !34œ" 14 and J3 ´ !34œ" 04 are also tabulated there. Determine the fill probabilities 1" ß á ß 1&
using the taut-string solution.
Table 1
3
03
13
J3
K3
13

1
40
10
40
10

2
40
32
80
42

3
20
18
100
60

4
40
10
140
70

5
20
10
160
80

(f) Serial Supply Chain. Give an alternate interpretation of this problem in terms of a singlequarter serial-supply chain.
3. Just-In-Time Supply-Chain Production: Taut String. Consider the problem of finding
minimum-cost 8-period production schedules for each of R facilities labeled "ß á ß R . Each facility 4 produces a single product labeled 4. Facility 4 directly consumes -34

! units of product 3

in making one unit of product 4. Facility 4 (directly or indirectly) consumes product 3 if there is
a sequence of products that begins with 3 and ends with 4 such that each product in the sequence directly consumes its immediate predecessor in the sequence. The inventory manager
projects that the vector of cumulative external sales of product 4 in the 8 periods will be W 4 œ
ÐW34 Ñ œ 54 W ‡ for some number 54

! and standard sales vector W ‡ not depending on 4, i.e., the

cumulative external sales vectors of the products differ only by scale factors. Put G œ Ð-34 Ñ and
3
assume lim3Ä_ G 3 Ä !, whence ÐM  GÑ" exists and equals !_
3œ! G . Let 14 be the total amount

of product 4 that would have to be produced to sell the vector 5 œ Ð5" ß á ß 5R ÑT of the R products. Then 1 œ Ð1" ß á ß 1R ÑT is the unique solution of 1 œ 5  G 1, i.e., the total production of
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each product is the sum of the amounts of the product sold and consumed internally in producing other products.
There is a given upper-bound vector Y 4 œ ÐY34 Ñ œ 14 Y ‡ on cumulative production at each facility 4 in each period for some standard upper-bound vector Y ‡ on cumulative production. Assume that W ‡ Ÿ Y ‡ , W!‡ œ Y!‡ and W8‡ œ Y8‡ . There are no time lags in production or delivery.
Stock of a product at a facility is retained there until it is sold or directly consumed at some internal facility. There is no initial or final inventory of any product.
The cost of producing D

D
.3

! units at facility 4 in period 3 is .3 - 4 Ð Ñ where ." ß á ß .8 are

given positive numbers and - 4 is a real-valued convex function on d for each 4. There are no
direct storage costs at any facility. Negative production is not permitted. The goal is to find
cumulative production schedules \ 4 at each facility 4 that minimize the total production cost at
all facilities subject to the constraint that each facility meets projected external sales and internal consumption requirements for its product without backlogging or shortages. Assume that
there exist feasible schedules for all facilities. Let \ (resp., Wß Y Ñ be the R ‚ Ð8  "Ñ matrix
whose 4>2 row is \ 4 (resp., W 4 ß Y 4 Ñ.
(a) Feasibility. Show that \ is feasible if and only if W  G\ Ÿ \ Ÿ Y and \34 is nondecreasing in 3 for each 4.
(b) Positive Homogeneity of Optimal Single-Product Schedule. Let \ ‡ œ \ ‡ ÐW ‡ ß Y * Ñ œ
‡
Ð\3‡ Ñ − d 8 minimize !3 .3" Ð\3‡  \3"
Ñ# subject to W ‡ Ÿ \ ‡ Ÿ Y ‡ and \3‡ nondecreasing in 3.

Show that \ ‡ ÐW ‡ ß Y ‡ ) is positively homogeneous of degree one in ÐW ‡ ß Y ‡ ), i.e., \ ‡ Ð!W ‡ ß !Y ‡ ) œ
!\ ‡ ÐW ‡ ß Y ‡ ) for each ! − d .

(c) Reduction of R -Facility to Single-Facility Problem. Show that \ œ 1\ ‡ is a minimum-cost schedule for the R -facility problem. ÒHint: Show that \ œ 1\ ‡ is feasible for the R -facility
4
problem and that \ 4 œ 14 \ ‡ minimizes !3 .3 - 4 Ð.3" Ð\34  \3"
)) subject to 14 W ‡ Ÿ \ 4 Ÿ 14 Y ‡
and \34 nondecreasing in 3.Ó

(d) Just-in-Time Supply-Chain Production. Show that maintaining zero inventories is optimal at each facility 4 having no projected external sales, i.e., W 4 œ !.
4. Stationary Economic Order Interval. Suppose that there is a constant demand rate <  0
per unit time for a single product. There is a fixed setup cost O  0 for placing an order, a holding cost 2  0 per unit stored per unit time and a penalty cost :  0 per unit backordered demand
per unit time. Each time the net inventory level (i.e., inventories less backorders) reaches = Ð  0Ñ,
an order for H Ð  =Ñ units is placed that brings the net inventory on hand immediately up to
W ´ =  H.
(a) Optimal Ordering Policy. Show that the values of =, W and H that minimize the long-run
average cost per unit time are given by
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#O< 2  :
†
,
2
:

:
H and
2:

=œ

2
H.
2:

(b) Limiting Optimal Ordering Policy as Penalty Cost Increases to Infinity. Find the limiting values of =, W and H as : Ä _. Show that the limiting value of H agrees with the Harris
square -root formula given in §1.2 of Lectures on Supply-Chain Optimization.
(c) Independence of Optimal Fraction Backordered and the Demand Rate and Setup Cost.
What fraction 0 of the time will there exist no backorders under the policy in part (a) ? Show
that 0 does not depend on the demand rate or setup cost. Explain this fact by showing that for
any fixed order interval, the same fraction 0 is optimal.
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1. Production Planning: Taut String. When formulated in terms of cumulative production
as described in §4.6 of the Lecture in á , the problem is an instance of  with E œ Ð# # $ ! $Ñ,
F œ Ð$ % % # $Ñ and W œ Ð" # % ! #Ñ, so I œ W  E œ Ð$ % ( ! &Ñ and J œ W  F œ Ð% ' ) # &Ñ
with I! œ J! œ !, I& œ J& œ &, 0sÐDÑ œ D # and . -additive convex objective function
B
"
"
"
" .3 0sÐ 3 Ñ œ B#"  B##  B#$  B#%  B#&
$
#
$
.3
3œ"
&

where . œ Ð$ " # " $Ñ, so H œ Ð$ % 6 7 "!Ñ.
(a) Optimal Production Schedule. The bold polygonal line in the figure below gives the taut-string solution.

F3

8
F2
6

E3
E 5 F5

F1
4

E2

F4

E1

2

0
0
D0

2

The optimal solution is \ œ Ð

4
D1 D2

6 E4 8
D3 D4

10
D5

( "%
( ( (
7 # 5Ñ, so B œ Ð
5 $Ñ.
# $
# ' $

(b) Planning Horizon. Observe from the figure that the data in periods ", #, $, % determine
the optimal B" , so the planning horizon is %. And the smallest 5 such that the optimal choice of
B" is independent of the data in periods 5ß á ß 5 is 5.
(c) Solution of the Dual Problem. The dual problem ‡ is to maximize
" ÒI3 Ð>3"  >3 Ñ  J3 Ð>3"  >3 Ñ  .3 †
&

3œ"

>#3
Ó
%

"
"
where >' ´ !, so 0 ÐCÑ œ C # . Observe that `0sÐCÑ œ Ö C×. Now choose the optimal >3 to satisfy
%
#
B3
#B
( ( (
− `0s‡Ð>3 Ñ, whence it follows that >3 œ 3 for 3 œ "ß á ß &. Thus > œ Ð
"! #Ñ.
.3
.3
$ $ $

s‡

2. Plant vs. Field Assembly and Serial Supply Chains: Taut String.
(a) Formulation. Let +3 be the number of plant assemblies to stages 3ß á ß 8 and H be the
nonnegative random demand for the product. The manager chooses the number of plant assem-

1
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blies to each stage before observing the demand H. Thus, +3 and ÐH  +3 Ñ are respectively the
numbers of assemblies that perform stage 3 respectively at the plant and in the field. The problem is to choose + œ Ð+" ß á ß +8 Ñ that minimize
" Ò:3 +3  03 EÐH  +3 Ñ Ó
8

(1)

3œ"

subject to
+"

(2)

â

+8

!.

Now on substituting B œ B  B œ B  ÐBÑ , (1) reduces to
" ÒÐ:3  03 Ñ+3  03 EÐH  +3 Ñ Ó  constant œ " Ò13 +3  03 EÐ+3  HÑ Ó  constant
8

8

3œ"

3œ"

where 13 ´ 03  :3 for each 3. Thus, the problem is to find an assembly schedule + œ Ð+3 Ñ to maximize
" Ò13 +3  03 EÐ+3  HÑ Ó
8

(1)w

3œ"

subject to (2).
(b) Monotonicity in Parameters. Now 03 EÐH  +3 Ñ is the product of an increasing function
of 03 and decreasing function of +3 , and so is subadditive in those variables. Thus, (1) is subadditive in Ð+ß 0 Ñ where 0 œ Ð0" ß á ß 08 Ñ. Also, the set of vectors + that satisfy the constraints (2) is a
sublattice of d 8 and is bounded below. Finally, since :3 ß 03  !, it follows that (1) approaches _
as +3 Ä _. Thus, from the Increasing-Optimal-Selections Theorem, there is a least minimizer +Ð0 Ñ
of (1) and +Ð0 Ñ is increasing in 0 . In short, the higher the cost of assembly at each stage in the
field, the greater is the optimal number of assemblies at the plant to at least each stage.
(c) Optimal Solution. The above problem whose objective function is reformulated in (1)w is an
instance of the dual program ‡ that §5.6 discusses where .3 œ 03 and I3 œ !34œ" 14 for " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8,

‡
3
J3 œ _ for !  3  8, and 0s Ð!Ñ ´ EÐ!  HÑ . Thus, H3 œ !34œ" .4 œ !4œ"
04 . Now draw a

graph of the I3 versus the H3 for 3 œ !ß á ß 8, and let \ œ Ð\3 Ñ be the taut-string solution of .
Since the J3 in §5.6 have J3 œ _ for all !  3  8, the taut string is the least concave majorant
of the ÐH3 ß I3 Ñ and so the slope 13 ´ B3 Î.3 of the taut string to the left of H3 is decreasing in 3
‡

where B3 œ \3  \3" . Then as §5.6 discusses, one optimal solution Ð+
3 Ñ of  is to choose the
‡
least +3 œ 
+3 so 13 − `0s Ð+3 Ñ for each 3, i.e., the least +3 so that 13 Ÿ FÐ+3 Ñ. This is equivalent to

choosing 
+3 œ F" Ð13 Ñ for each 3. Thus since 13 is decreasing in 3, F" is increasing, and the demand is nonnegative, 
+"

â


+

8

!. Also, the 13 depend only on the 03 and :3 .
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(d) Variation of Optimal Assemblies with Location and Variability of Demand Distribution.
The optimal amount to assemble to stage 3 (but not further) at the plant is F" Ð13 Ñ  F" Ð13" Ñ for
" Ÿ 3  8 and is F" Ð18 Ñ for 3 œ 8. The former increases as the spread of F increase, while the
latter increases as F increases stochastically. Informally, assemblies in the plant to the final
stage increases as the level of demand rises while assemblies to each stage before the final one
increases as the variability of demand rises. The optimal amount to assemble to stage 3 or more
is F" Ð13 Ñ and so increases as F increases stochastically.
(e) Example. Suppose that 8 œ & and that the 13 and 03 are as given in Table 1. That table also
tabulates the constants K3 ´ !34œ" 14 and J3 ´ !34œ" 04 (these J3 are not the upper bounds in §5.6).
The taut-string is the heavy solid line in the figure below. The slopes of this line to the left of H" ß
K

K K

á ß H& are 1" œ 1# œ 1$ œ J $ œ $& and 1% œ 1& œ J& J $ œ "$ . These slopes are the fill probabil$
&
$
ities, and are recorded in Table 1. The interpretation is that it is optimal to completely assemble
(to stage 8) at the plant enough to satisfy the entire demand with probability "$ . Also it is optimal
to assemble to stage 3 at the plant (and finish assembling in the field) an amount that, when added
to the amount that is completely assembled at the plant, will satisfy all demand with probability
$
&.

It is optimal to satisfy the remaining demand by assembly entirely in the field.
Table 1
3
03
13
J3
K3
13

1
40
10
40
10

2
40
32
80
42

3
20
18
100
60

4
40
10
140
70

5
20
10
160
80

$
&

$
&

$
&

"
$

"
$

ñ

)!

ñ

'!
K3  I3

ñ

%!
#!
!ñ
!

ñ

ñ
#!

%!

'!

)!
J 3  H3

"!!

"#!

"%!

"'!
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(f) Serial Supply Chain. Consider a serial-supply chain with facilities labeled "ß á ß 8. Facility 3
supplies facility 3  " for each 3  8 and facility 8 supplies a nonnegative random demand H with
finite expectation in a single-quarter. There is a zero-period lead time for delivery to a facility from
its supplier (external if facility one and internal otherwise). Demand that cannot be satisfied at a
facility is passed to its predecessor until it can be satisfied, or if not, reaches facility 1 and is backordered if necessary. Let 23 be the amount by which the unit storage cost at facility 3 exceeds that
at facility 3  " Ð2! œ !Ñ and =3 be the amount by which the unit shortage cost at facility 3 exceeds
that at 3  " Ð=8" œ !Ñ. Let +3 be the sum of the starting stocks on hand at facilities 3ß á ß 8 after
ordering at the beginning of the quarter. The problem is to choose + œ Ð+3 Ñ to minimize the expected storage and shortage cost

" Ò23 EÐ+3  HÑ  =3 EÐH  +3 Ñ Ó.
8

3œ"

subject to Ð#Ñ. This problem is equivalent to choosing + œ Ð+3 Ñ to maximize Ð"Ñw subject to Ð#Ñ
where 03 œ 23  =3 and 13 œ =3 for all 3.
3. Just-In-Time Multi-Facility Production: Taut String. The problem is to minimize
4
"" .3 - 4 Ð.3" Ð\34  \3"
ÑÑ
R

(1)
subject to

8

4œ" 3œ"

(2)

W  G\ Ÿ \ Ÿ Y

(3)

\34 is nondecreasing in 3 for each 4.

and
(a) Feasibility. Observe that \ is feasible if and only if (2) and (3) hold. For the left-hand
inequality in (2) assures that each facility meets the projected external sales and internal consumption requirements for its product without backorders or shortages. The right-hand inequality in (2) assures that cumulative production at each facility in each period does not exceed the
given upper bound thereon. And condition (3) rules out negative production.
(b) Positive Homogeneity of Optimal Single-Product Production Schedule. The claim is
immediate from the facts that the objective function 0 Ð\ ‡ Ñ is homogeneous of degree two, i.e.,
0 Ð!\ ‡ Ñ œ !# 0 Ð\ ‡ Ñ for all !, and the set of triples ÐW ‡ \ ‡ Y ‡ Ñ satisfying W ‡ Ÿ \ ‡ Ÿ Y ‡ and \3‡
nondecreasing in 3 is a convex cone.
(c) Reduction of R -Facility to Single-Facility Problem. Since G
!. Thus since 1 œ 5  G 1 and 5

!, 1 œ ÐM  G Ñ" 5

3
!, ÐM  G Ñ" œ !_
3œ! G

!.

We show first that \ œ 1\ ‡ satisfies (2) and (3). Since 5

! and W ‡ Ÿ \ ‡ ,

W  G\ œ 5W ‡  G 1\ ‡ Ÿ Ð5  G 1Ñ\ ‡ œ 1\ ‡ œ \ .
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! and \ ‡ Ÿ Y ‡ , \ œ 1\ ‡ Ÿ 1Y ‡ œ Y , so (2) holds. Finally \34 œ 14 \3‡ satisfies
! and \3‡ is nondecreasing in 3.

Now it is enough to show that \ œ 1\ ‡ is optimal for the relaxation of the R -facility problem in which one seeks \ that minimizes (1) subject to
(2)w

1W ‡ Ÿ \ Ÿ 1Y ‡ .

This is a relaxation of the problem of minimizing (1) subject to (2) and (3) since the left-hand
inequality in (2)w is a relaxation of that in (2). To see this, subtract G\ from both sides of the
left-hand inequality in (2), premultiply by ÐM  GÑ"

0 and substitute W œ 5W ‡ and 1 œ

ÐM  GÑ" 5. Moreover, \ œ Ð\ 4 Ñ œ 1\ ‡ is optimal for the relaxation if and only if for each
4 œ "ß á ß R , \ 4 œ 14 \ ‡ minimizes
4
" .3 - 4 Ð.3" Ð\34  \3"
ÑÑ
8

(1)w

3œ"

subject to
(2)ww

14 W ‡ Ÿ \ 4 Ÿ 14 Y ‡ .

But since the function (1)w is . -additive convex, it follows by applying the Invariance Theorem
to this instance of  that it is enough to show \ 4 œ 14 \ ‡ minimizes
4
" .3" Ð\34  \3"
Ñ#
8

(1)ww

3œ"

subject to (2)ww for each 4 œ "ß á ß R . But that is immediate from part (b).
(d) Just-in-Time Production. Let C ´ ÐC4 Ñ be the optimal vector of inventories at the R
facilities and C‡ ´ \ ‡  W ‡ be the optimal vector of inventories for the standard facility. Then
C œ \  ÐW  G\ Ñ œ ÐM  G Ñ1\ ‡  5W ‡ œ 5Ð\ ‡  W ‡ Ñ œ 5C ‡ .
This implies that optimal inventories at each facility 4 in each fixed period are proportional to
the scale factor 54 for external demand at the facility. In particular, if W 4 œ !, in which case we
can assume 54 œ ! since W 4 œ 54 W ‡ , C4 œ 0. Thus just-in-time is optimal at each facility at which
there is no external sales. Also, the pattern of temporal variation of inventories is the same at
each facility!
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1. Extreme Flows in Single-Source Networks. Consider the minimum-additive-concave-cost
network-flow problem on the graph Ða ß TÑ with demand vector < œ Ð<3 Ñ in which the flows are required to be nonnegative and there is a single source 5 − a , i.e., <5  0 and <3
‰

0 for 3 − a \ {5}.

‰

Use a graph-theoretic argument to establish the equivalence of 1 -3 below about a nonnegative
flow B œ ÐB34 Ñ. Also show that 1‰ implies the second assertion of 3‰ using Leontief substitution
theory from problem 1(a) of Homework 1.
1‰ B is an extreme flow.
2‰ The subgraph induced by B is a tree with all arcs directed away from 5 .
3‰ The subgraph induced by B is connected and contains no arc whose head is 5 , and B34 B54 œ !
for all arcs Ð3ß 4Ñß Ð5ß 4Ñ − T for which 3 Á 5 .

2. Cyclic Economic Order Intervals. Consider the problem of scheduling orders, inventories
and backorders of a single product over periods "ß #ß á so as to minimize the (long-run) average-cost per period of satisfying given demands <" ß <# ß á for the product in periods "ß #ß á .
There is a real-valued concave cost -3 ÐB3 Ñ of ordering B3
backordering D3

! in each period 3

!, 23 ÐC3 Ñ of storing C3

! and ,3 ÐD3 Ñ of

". Assume that -3 Ð!Ñ œ 23 Ð!Ñ œ ,3 Ð!Ñ œ ! for each 3

"

and that the data are 8-periodic, i.e.,
Ð-3 ß 23 ß ,3 ß <3 Ñ œ Ð-38 ß 238 ß ,38 ß <38 Ñ for 3 œ "ß #ß á .
Clearly, there is a feasible schedule if and only if !8" <3

!. Assume this is so in the sequel.

(a) Reduction to Network-Flow Problem on a Wheel. Show that the problem of finding an
ordering, inventory and backorder schedule that minimizes the average-cost in the class of 8-periodic schedules is a minimum-additive-concave-cost uncapacitated nearly-"-planar network-flow
problem. Show also that apart from duplicate arcs between pairs of nodes, the graph is a wheel
with the hub node labeled ! and the nodes associated with demands in periods "ß á ß 8 labeled
by those periods cyclically around the hub. Thus, the node that immediately follows 8 in the cyclic order is, of course, node ". Denote by Ð3ß 5Ó the interval of periods in the cyclic order that begins with the node following 3 and ends with 5 for " Ÿ 3ß 5 Ÿ 8.
(b) Existence of Optimal Periodic Schedules. Give explicit necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a minimum-average-cost 8-periodic schedule in terms of the derivatives
at infinity of the cost functions Ð-3 ß 23 ß ,3 Ñ for " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8.
(c) Extreme Periodic Schedules. Show that a feasible 8-periodic schedule ÐB" ß C" ß D" ß á ß B8 ß
C8 ß D8 Ñ is an extreme point of the set of such schedules if and only if

1
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ì inventories and backorders do not occur in the same period, i.e., C3 D3 œ ! for 3 œ "ß á ß 8,
ì there is a period " Ÿ 6 Ÿ 8 with no inventories or backorders, i.e., C6 œ D6 œ !, and
ì between any two distinct periods " Ÿ 3ß 5 Ÿ 8 of positive production, there is a period 4 in the
interval Ò3ß 5Ñ with no inventories or backorders, i.e., C4 œ D4 œ !.

Show that if also the demands are all nonnegative, then C3" B3 œ D3 B3 œ C3" D3 œ !, for " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8
where C! ´ C8 .
(d) An SÐ8$ Ñ Running-Time Algorithm. Use the second condition of (c) to show that if
there is a minimum-average-cost 8-periodic schedule, then such a schedule can be found with at
most

$ $
8  SÐ8# Ñ additions and 8$  SÐ8# Ñ comparisons by solving 8 8-period economic-order#

interval problems. This implementation improves upon the SÐ8% Ñ running time of straightforward application of the send-and-split method. ÒHint: First show how to compute the minimum
costs -35 incurred in the interval Ð3ß 5Ó with zero inventories and backorders in periods 3 and 5 ,
and with at most one order placed in the interval Ð3ß 5Ó for all " Ÿ 3ß 5 Ÿ 8 in SÐ8$ Ñ time.Ó
(e) Constant-Factor Reduction in Running Time with Nonnnegative Demands and No

Backorders. Show that if also the demands are nonnegative and no backorders are allowed, then
the running time in (d) can be reduced to

" $
8  SÐ8# Ñ additions and a like number of compari#

sons.
3. *%%-Effective Order Intervals for One Warehouse and Three Retailers. Find a powerof-two ordering policy that has at least *%% effectiveness for the one-warehouse three-retailer economic-order-interval problem in which the setup cost for placing an order at each facility is $#&
and the weekly demand rate at each retailer and the weekly unit storage cost rates at the warehouse and the retailers are as given in the table below. Also, give an improved ex post estimate
of the worst-case effectiveness of the power-of-two policy that you find.

Weekly Demand Rate
Weekly Unit Storage Cost Rate

Facility
Retailers
Warehouse
"
#
$
!
(&
&!
"!
Þ%¢
#Þ!¢ .(¢ .&¢

4. Nearly-Optimal Multiproduct Dynamic Order Intervals with Shared Production. Suppose
that R products are produced at a plant over 8 periods labeled "ß á ß 8. The projected sales of
each product 4 in each period 3 is =43
Let

B43

! with all products being measured in a common unit.

! be the amount of each product 4 produced by the plant in each period 3. The cost of

producing (resp., storing) D

! units of each product 4 in (resp., at the end of) each period 3, de-
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noted -34 ÐDÑ (resp., 234 ÐDÑ), is real-valued, nonnegative and concave on d . There is no initial or
ending inventory of any product. There is a given vector ? œ Ð?" ß á ß ?8 Ñ of upper bounds on
total production of all products at the factory in each period. No backlogging is permitted. Let
\ 4 be the set of production schedules B4 œ ÐB4" ß á ß B48 Ñ that are feasible for each product 4 ignoring the upper bounds on capacity in each period. Assume that \ 4 is nonempty for all 4. Let - 4 ÐB4 Ñ
be the cost of the schedule B4 for product 4. The problem is to choose a production schedule B œ
ÐB4 Ñ for the R products that minimizes the total cost
VR ÐBÑ ´ ! - 4 ÐB4 Ñ
R

Ð"Ñ

4œ"

subject to the plant capacity constraint
! B4 Ÿ ?
R

Ð#Ñ

4œ"

and each product's feasibility constraints
B4 − \ 4 for " Ÿ 4 Ÿ R .

Ð$Ñ

Instead of seeking a minimum-cost schedule, it is easier to find a schedule with high guaranteed effectiveness. To that end, observe that each B4 − \ 4 is a convex combination of the extreme
points of \ 4 , i.e.,
B4 œ ! !45 B45 for " Ÿ 4 Ÿ R ,

Ð%Ñ

5

where the B45 are extreme points of \ 4 for all 5,
Ð&Ñ

! !45 œ " and all !45

!.

5

One way of approximating the problem Ð"Ñ-Ð$Ñ is to replace Ð"Ñ by the linear function
Ð"Ñw

G R Ð!Ñ ´ ! !45 - 4 ÐB45 Ñ,
4,5

and consider the approximate problem  of finding ! œ Ð!45 Ñ that minimizes Ð"Ñw subject to Ð&Ñ
and
Ð#Ñw

! !45 B45 Ÿ ?.
4,5

Observe that B œ ÐB4 Ñ is feasible for the original problem if and only if there is a feasible solution ! œ Ð!45 Ñ of the approximate problem satisfying Ð%Ñ.
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(a) Objective Function of Approximate Problem Minorizes that of Original Problem. Show
that for each such pair B and ! of feasible solutions, VR ÐBÑ

G R Ð!Ñ with equality occurring if

the !45 are all integer. Also show that if the optimal ! for the approximate problem is a zero-one
matrix, then B is optimal for the original problem.
(b) At Most #8 Noninteger Variables in each Extreme Optimal Solution of Approximate
Problem. Show that there is an optimal solution of the linear program  with at most #8 of the
!45 not being zero or one.
(c) Effectiveness of Solution Induced by Optimal Solution of Approximate Problem. Show
that the effectiveness of the solution of the original problem determined from Ð%Ñ by the optimal
solution to the approximate problem is at least "!!% times Ð" 

Q 8 "
Ñ (and so converges to
7R

"!!% as R Ä _Ñ provided that there exist numbers !  7,Q such that for all B4 − \ 4 and
4 œ "ß á ß R and for all R  !, the following conditions hold.
ì No Dominant Product. - 4 ÐB4 Ñ Ÿ Q .
ì Total Costs Grow At Least Linearly in R . VR ÐBÑ

7R .

ì Feasibility. The capacity vector ? grows with R fast enough so that the original problem is feas-

ible for all R .
(d) Pricing all Variables in SÐR 8# Ñ Time. Show that if the revised simplex method is used
to solve the approximate problem and if 1 œ Ð1" ß á ß 18 Ñ is a vector of prices of capacities in each
period corresponding to the basic solution of the problem at some iteration, then one can price
out all variables and use the usual criterion to select the new variable to become basic in SÐR 8# Ñ
time. [Hint: Price out each product 4 separately by finding a schedule B4 − \ 4 that minimizes the
adjusted cost - 4 ÐB4 Ñ  1B4 .]
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1. Extreme Flows in Single-Source Networks.
"˚Ê #˚. By Theorem 6.2, a flow is extreme if and only if its induced subgraph g is a forest.
Then g is a tree. For if not, there is a nonempty subtree X of g not containing 5. Thus, by flow
conservation, the sum of the demands in X is zero. Hence, because the demands are all nonnegative at nodes in X , all demands in X are zero. Thus the flow in all arcs of X is zero, contradicting the fact that X is a nonempty subtree of the induced subgraph g . It remains to show that
all arcs in the tree g are directed away from 5. If not, there is an arc Ð3ß 4Ñ in g that is not directed away from 5. Let flow B34  0 be the flow in Ð3ß 4Ñ. Delete arc Ð3ß 4Ñ from g thereby forming two trees X3 and X4 , with X3 containing 3 but not 5 , and X4 containing 4 and 5. Add (resp.,
subtract) B34 to (resp., from) the demand at node 3 (resp., 4). This preserves feasibility of the
flows in the two trees. But now the sum of the demands in X3 is positive, which contradicts conservation of flow in X3 .
#˚Ê $˚. Since the subgraph g induced by B is a tree with all arcs directed away from 5, g
is connected and contains no arc whose head is 5. If there is a node 4 such that B34 B54 Á ! for
some 3 Á 5 , g contains arcs Ð3ß 4Ñ and Ð5ß 4Ñ, so 4 Á 5. Now there exist two internally node disjoint simple chains from 5 to 4, one from 5 to 3 to 4 and the other from 5 to 5 to 4. But this
contradicts the fact there is a unique simple chain from 5 to 4.
$˚Ê "˚. By Theorem 6.#, it is enough to show that the subgraph Y induced by B is a forest.
If not, there is a simple cycle V in Y . We claim that there is a node in Y that is the head of two
arcs in Y . This is certainly so if V is not a circuit. Suppose instead that V is a circuit. Then V
does not contain 5 because Y contains no arc whose head is 5. And since Y is connected, there
is a simple path c from 5 to some node 6 in V. If c is not a chain, c contains a node that is the
head of two arcs in c . If c is a chain, then 6 is the head of two arcs in Y , viz., an arc in c and
one in V. Thus in all cases there is a node 4 in Y that is the head of two arcs in Y , say Ð3ß 4Ñ and
Ð5ß 4Ñ. Thus, B34 B54 Á !, which is a contradiction.
It remains to use Leontief substitution theory to show that 1˚implies that B34 B54 œ ! for all
arcs Ð3ß 4Ñ and Ð5ß 4Ñ in T with 3 Á 5 . The set of feasible flows is the set of solutions B œ ÐB34 Ñ of
the flow-conservation equations
(4)

" B34  " B43 œ <4 , 4 − a Ï Ö5×
3Á4

3Á4

associated with nodes other than 5 for which
(5)

B

!.

Of course, the equation for node 5 is redundant and so can and is omitted. Now (4)-(5) form a
pre-Leontief substitution system since the right-hand side of (4) is nonnegative and each B34 enters at most two equations in (4), the 4>2 with a coefficient of " and the 3>2 with a coefficient of
1
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". Thus, B34 and B54 are substitutes for 3 Á 5 . Consequently, by the result of Problem 1(a) in
Homework 1, B34 B54 œ ! for 3 Á 5 .
2. Cyclic Economic-Order-Interval
(a) Reduction to Network-Flow Problem on a Wheel. The problem is to choose levels
B" ß á ß B8 of production, C" ß á ß C8 of inventories, and D" ß á ß D8 of backorders in an interval of 8
periods that minimizes the average-cost per period. This is equivalent to minimizing the average-cost per 8-period interval
" Ò-3 ÐB3 Ñ  23 ÐC3 Ñ  ,3 ÐD3 ÑÓ
8

3œ"

subject to

C3"  D3"  B3  C3  D3 œ <3 ß 3 œ "ß á ß 8
where C! œ C8 , D! œ D8 and ÐB3 ß C3 ß D3 Ñ

!. This is a minimum-additive-concave-cost uncapaci-

tated network-flow problem on the graph with 8  " nodes as the figure below illustrates for
8 œ %. Observe that the network in nearly 1-planar since the graph is planar and all nodes but
the hub lie in the outer face of the graph. Also, apart from duplicate arcs C3 ß D3 joining nodes 3
and 3  " for each 3, the graph is a wheel.
(b) Existence of Optimal Periodic Schedules. There are three types of simple circuits, viz.,
ì the arcs C3 ß D3 (there are 8 of these “bicircuits”, one for each 3),
ì the rim arcs C" ß á ß C8 , and
ì the rim arcs D" ß á ß D8 .

By Theorem 6.3, a minimum-cost schedule exists if and only if the sum of the derivatives of the
flows costs at infinity in arcs around each of these simple circuits is nonnegative. In particular

<%
%

C%
D%

D"
C"

D$

B%
B"

<" "

C$

!

B$

$ <$

%
" <3

,


B#
#
<#

D#
C#
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! for all 3,

8

!

3œ"
8

.
" ,3 Ð_Ñ

and

!.

3œ"

(c) Extreme Periodic Schedules. There are three types of simple cycles in the given graph,
viz.,
ì the arcs C3 ß D3 (there are 8 of these “bicycles”, one for each 3),
ì the rim arcs A" ß á ß A8 where each A3 is either C3 or D3 , and
ì the arcs B3 ß A3 ß á ß A5" ß B5 where each A4 with is either C4 or D4 for 4 − Ò3ß 5Ñ.

A flow is extreme if and only if it induces a graph that is a forest. Equivalently, a flow is extreme
if and only if the graph it induces contains no simple cycles. This is so if and only if on each simple cycle of the graph, at least one of the arc flows is zero. Thus from what was shown above, a
feasible flow is extreme if and only if
ì C3 D3 œ ! for each 3,
ì C6 œ D6 œ ! for some 6,
ì for each 3 Á 5 with B3 B5  !, C4 œ D4 œ ! for some 4 − Ò3ß 5Ñ.

If also the demands are nonnegative in each period, then the hub node of the wheel has nonpositive demand and the rim nodes each have nonnegative demand. Then each extreme flow induces an arborescence whose root is the hub node and whose arcs are directed away from the
hub node. In that event, at each rim node 3, at most one of the arc flows C3" ß B3 ß D3 entering 3
can be positive, i.e., C3" B3 œ B3 D3 œ C3" D3 œ !.
(d) An SÐ8$ Ñ Running Time Algorithm. Without loss of generality, assume that -3 Ð!Ñ œ
23 Ð!Ñ œ ,3 Ð!Ñ for all 3. Now as we have shown above, there is a period " Ÿ 6 Ÿ 8 with C6 œ D6 œ 0.
For each such 6, one can delete the arcs C6 ß D6 and solve the dynamic (noncyclic) 8-period inventory problem that begins in period 6 and ends in period 6  ". Since there are 8 possible choices
of 6, it suffices to solve 8 such problems, one for each 6.
4
Let -35
be the sum of the cost of ordering in period 4 − Ð3ß 5Ó enough to satisfy the demands in

the interval Ð3ß 5Ó and the costs of backorders and storage in the interval Ð3ß 5Ó for each distinct
" Ÿ 3ß 5 Ÿ 8. Put 23 ÐDÑ ´ ,3 ÐDÑ for D Ÿ ! and all 3. Extend the definitions given in §6.7 of Lectures on Supply-Chain Optimization from the 8- to the #8-period problem. This allows tabulation
of the V4 for " Ÿ 4 Ÿ #8 with 28 additions. This also permits computation of the V34 œ V4  V3
for " Ÿ 3  4 Ÿ #8 and 4  3 Ÿ 8 in SÐ8# Ñ time. Finally, this allows recursive calculation of the
F34 and L34 for " Ÿ 3  4 Ÿ #8 and 4  3 Ÿ 8 by the recursions given in §6.7. Now define V34 ß F34
and L34 for " Ÿ 4  3 Ÿ 8 by the rules V34 œ V3ß48 ß F34 œ F3ß48 and L34 œ L3ß48 . These defin-
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itions are appropriate because the demands and costs are 8-periodic. Thus it is possible to compute the V34 ß F34 and L34 for all distinct " Ÿ 3ß 4 Ÿ 8 in SÐ8# Ñ time.
Next observe that just as for the 8-period problem,
4
-35
œ F34  -4 ÐV35 Ñ  L45

for all 4 − Ð3ß 5Ó and distinct " Ÿ 3ß 5 Ÿ 8. Now there are

" $
8  SÐ8# Ñ such triples Ð3ß 4ß 5Ñ and
#

4
each requires two additions. Thus these -35
can all be computed with 8$  SÐ8# Ñ additions.
4
Next it is necessary to compute the -35 œ min4−Ð3ß5Ó -35
. This requires

sons, one for each triple Ð3ß 4ß 5Ñ with 4 − Ð3ß 5Ó.

" $
8  SÐ8# Ñ compari#

Finally it is necessary to solve the 8-period problem for each " Ÿ 6 Ÿ 8. Now §6.7 of Lectures
" #
8  SÐ8Ñ ad" $#
ditions and a like number of comparisons, and so for all 8 such problems with 8  SÐ8# Ñ addi#

on Supply-Chain Optimization shows how to do this for one 8-period problem with
tions and a like number of comparisons.
Thus it is possible to carry out the entire computation with
SÐ8# Ñ comparisons.

$ $
8  SÐ8# Ñ additions and 8$ 
#

(e) Constant-Factor Improvement in Running Times with Nonnegative Demands and No
Backorders. If the demands are nonnegative and there are no backorders, then the D3 are all
zero. Delete those arcs from the graph. Thus, if the inventories at the ends of distinct periods 3
and 5 vanish and one orders only once in the interval, Ò3ß 5Ñ, the order must be in period 3  ".
4
Thus it suffices to compute the -35
only for 4 œ 3  ". As a consequence, computation of all the
3"
-35
and -35 requires SÐ8# Ñ time. Thus, the algorithm in (d) requires at most

" $
8  SÐ8# Ñ addi#

tions and a like number of comparisons.
3. 94% Effective Lot-Sizing. Choose the units of each product so the sales rate per unit time
at each retailer is two. Measuring costs in dollars yields
2"w œ Þ(&
2#w
2$w

2" œ Þ"&
#

2" œ Þ'

œ ."(&

2 œ ."!

2# œ .!(&

œ .!#&

2$ œ .!#

2$ œ .!!&.

Step 1. Calculate and Sort the Breakpoints.
Compute the breakpoints 78w œ ÈO8 Î28w , 78 œ ÈO8 Î28 . Each O8 œ #&. Thus
7"w œ &.((

7" œ '.%&

7#w
7$w

œ "".*&

7# œ ").#'

œ $".'#

7$ œ (!.("

Step 2. Initialize I , K , P, O and L .

Let I œ g, K œ g, P œ Ö",#,$×, O œ #& and L œ !$3œ" 23 œ .#(.
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Step 3. Cross the Largest Uncrossed Breakpoint.
ì Then 7 œ 7$ œ (!.("  ÈOÎL œ É*#.&* œ *.'#, so I œ Ö$×, P œ Ö",#×, L Ã L  2$ œ .#7&,
O Ã O  O$ œ &!.

ì Also, 7 œ 7$w œ $".'#  ÈOÎL œ É")".)# œ "$.%), so I œ g, K œ Ö$×, L Ã L  2$ œ .#&,

O Ã O  O$ œ #&.

ì Moreover, 7 œ 7# œ ").#'  ÈOÎL œ È"!! œ "!, so I œ Ö#×, P œ Ö"×, L Ã L  2# œ .$#&,

O Ã O  O# œ &!.

ì Finally, 7 œ 7#w œ "".*& Ÿ ÈOÎL œ É"&$.)& œ "#.%!, so X ‡ − Ò"".*&, ").#'Ó.

Step 4. Calculate X ‡ and .
Evidently, I œ Ö#×, P œ Ö"×, K œ Ö$×, X ‡ œ "#.%!, X"‡ œ 7" œ '.%&, X#‡ œ "#.%!, X$‡ œ 7$w œ
$".'#. Since -8 ÐX ,X8 Ñ œ

O8
 28 X8  28 ÐX ” X8 Ñ,
X8

-" ÐX ‡ ,X"‡ Ñ œ
-# ÐX ‡ ,X#‡ Ñ œ
-$ ÐX ‡ ,X$‡ Ñ œ

œ

#&
'.%&
#&

 !.'Ð'.%&Ñ  !."&Ð"#.%!Ñ œ *.'",

"#.%!
#&
$".'#

 !.!(&Ð"#.%!Ñ  !."Ð"#.%!Ñ œ %."*, and
 !.!!&Ð$".'#Ñ  !.!#Ð$".'#Ñ œ ".&), so

$
O!
 "3œ" -3 ÐX ‡ ß X3‡ Ñ œ "(.$*
‡
X

Now compute the desired integer-ratio policy g as in §6.8 of Lectures on Supply-Chain Optimization.
ì Since # − I , <# œ ".

ì Then <"‡ œ X"‡ ÎX ‡ œ .&#!# − Ð#" ,#! Ó ´ Ð< ,<Ó. Since <"‡ Ÿ È<<- œ !.(!(", <" œ !.&.
ì Also <$‡ œ X$‡ ÎX ‡ œ #.&& − Ð#" ,## Ó ´ Ð<- ß <Ó. Since <$‡ Ÿ È<<- œ #.)$, <$ œ #.
Thus, X œ "#.%, X" œ "# X ‡ œ '.#, X# œ X ‡ œ "#.%, X$ œ #X ‡ œ #%.).
Finally, compute an improved posterior estimate of the worst case effectiveness of the above
power-of-two policy as follows. Evidently O ´ O!  O# œ &!, L ´ 2#w  2 " œ .$#&, L" œ .', L$ œ
.!#&, Q œ ).!', Q" œ (.(&, Q$ œ ".&),  œ "(.$*, ;" œ .*'"#, ;$ œ .()%$ Ð;8 œ <8 Î<8‡ Ñ, /Ð;" Ñ œ
.***# and /Ð;$ Ñ œ .*(. Hence
-ÐX ‡ Ñ
Q
Q"
Q$
"
"
œ”


¶ !.**(  /Ð;" Ñ • /Ð;$ Ñ.
• œ Ò.%'  .%&  .!*Ó œ
-ÐX Ñ

/Ð;" Ñ /Ð;$ Ñ
".!!$(
"
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4. Dynamic Lot-Sizing with Shared Production
(a) Objective Function of Approximate Problem Minorizes that of c . Let c be the original problem. Suppose B œ ÐB4 Ñ is feasible for c and ! œ Ð!45 Ñ satisfies (4) and (5) with the given
B. Then

G R Ð!Ñ œ " !45 - 4 ÐB45 Ñ Ÿ " - 4 Ð" !45 B45 Ñ œ " - 4 ÐB4 Ñ œ VR ÐBÑ
4

4ß5

4

5

with equality holding if and only if the !45 are all integers. This is because for each 4 there is exactly one 5 for which !45  !, and that !45 œ ". This implies that the cost of optimal solution of
 minorizes that of c , with equality obtaining if ! is integer. Thus if ! is optimal for  and is integer, the corresponding B defined by (4) is optimal for c .
(b) At Most #8 Noninteger Variables in each Extreme Optimal Solution of . Add slack
variables to the inequalities (2)w . Then  has R equations in (5) and 8 in (2)w . Thus each basic
feasible solution of  has at most 8  R basic variables. In any such solution, all R of the equations (5) contain at least one basic variable, so at most 8 of them can contain two or more basic
variables. Thus at least R  8 of those equations contain exactly one basic variable whose value
is necessarily one. Thus in each basic solution of , at most 8  R  ÐR  8Ñ œ #8 of the !45 are
not 0-1.
(c) Effectiveness of Solution Induced by Optimal Solution of . Let B‡ be optimal for c and
!‡ be optimal for . Let BÐ!‡ Ñ be the corresponding feasible solution of c given by (4). Now by
the hypotheses
7R Ÿ VR ÐB‡ Ñ Ÿ VR ÐBÐ!‡ ÑÑ Ÿ G R Ð!‡ Ñ  Q 8 Ÿ VR ÐB‡ Ñ  Q 8.
Thus,
VR ÐB‡ Ñ
VR ÐBÐ!‡ ÑÑ

VR ÐB‡ Ñ
VR ÐB‡ Ñ  Q 8

7R
Q 8 "
œ Š" 
‹ .
7R  Q 8
7R

Hence, the effectiveness of BÐ!‡ Ñ, i.e., the left-hand side of the above inequality, approaches one
as R Ä _ because that is so of the right-hand side of that inequality.
(d) Pricing all Variables in SÐR 8# Ñ Time. Let 5 œ Ð5" ß á ß 5R Ñ and 1 œ Ð1" ß á ß 18 Ñ be respectively basic prices associated with the constraints (5) and (2)w . To price out the variables associated with product 4, it suffices to check that
min Ò- 4 ÐB45 Ñ  1B45 Ó
5

54 .

But the minimum on the left is the minimum cost for the single-product concave-cost no-backorders problem in which the ordering cost for product 4 in each period 3 is replaced by the (concave) function -34 ÐB3 Ñ  13 B3 . Consequently, the minimum cost for product 4 can be found in
SÐ8# Ñ time using the recursion for the no-backorders problem given in §6.7 of Lectures on Supply-Chain Optimization. Thus it is possible to price out all R products in SÐR 8# Ñ time.
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1. Total Positivity. A real-valued nonnegative function 0 on a product \ ‚ ] of two sets of
real numbers is called totally-positive of order 8 ÐX T8 Ñ if

â
â
â 0 ÐB" ß C" Ñ â 0 ÐB" ß C7 Ñ â
â
â
â
â
â
â
ã
ã
â
â
â
â
â 0 ÐB7 ß C" Ñ â 0 ÐB7 ß C7 Ñ â

!

for each B"  B#  â  B7 in \ , C"  C#  â  C7 in ] , and 7 œ "ß á ß 8. Observe that the
X T8 functions are X T7 for 7 œ "ß á ß 8". Also, the X T" functions are the nonnegative functions, so the X T8 functions are nonnegative for 8 œ "ß #ß á . Also, since the determinants of a
square matrix and its transpose coincide, the function 1 defined by 1ÐCß BÑ ´ 0 ÐBß CÑ is X T8 on
] ‚ \ if and only if 0 is X T8 on \ ‚ ] .
(a) Characterization of X T# Functions. Show that the following statements about a nonnegative function 0 on \ ‚ ] are equivalent:
"‰ 0 is X T# .
0 ÐBß C# Ñ
#‰ 0 has monotone likelihood ratio, i.e.,
is increasing in B on \ for all C"  C# in ] for which
0 ÐBß C" Ñ
the ratio is well defined.
$‰ ln 0 is superadditive.

(b) Stochastic Monotonicity of X T# Probabilities. Suppose \ œ Å and 0 Ð † ß CÑ is a density
A
function for each C − ] . Let J ÐAß CÑ œ '_ 0 ÐBß CÑ .B for A − Å. Show that if 0 is X T# , then
J Ð † ß CÑ is stochastically increasing in C on ] . [Hint: Integrate the inequality 0 ÐB" ß C" Ñ0 ÐB# ß C# Ñ
0 ÐB" ß C# Ñ0 ÐB# ß C" Ñ with respect to B" on Ð_ß AÓ and with respect to B# on ÒAß _Ñ for each fixed
A and C"  C# .]
(c) Gamma Density. Let 0 Ð † ß <ß -Ñ be the gamma density function with shape parameter
<

" and scale parameter -  !. Then

Ú

!
,BŸ!
0 ÐBß <ß -Ñ œ Û <" -B
Ü >Ð<Ñ Ð-BÑ / , B  !
Determine whether the gamma distribution is stochastically increasing or decreasing or neither
in <

" and -  !.
Sign-Variation-Diminishing Property. Totally positive functions have important sign-varia-

tion-diminishing properties. To describe them, suppose \ and ] are sets of real numbers, 0 is
X T8 , 5 is real-valued and increasing on \ , 1 is real-valued on \ , and 1ÐBÑ changes sign at most
8  " times as B traverses \ (excluding zeroes of 1). (For example, sinÐBÑ changes sign twice on

1
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the interval Ò!ß $1Ó, viz., from  to  to .) It is known (Karlin (1968), Chapter 5) that if the
function K defined on ] by KÐCÑ ´ '\ 1ÐBÑ0 ÐBß CÑ . 5ÐBÑ exists and is finite on ] , then the number of sign changes of K on ] does not exceed that of 1 on \ . Moreover, if 1 and K have the
same number of sign changes and if 1 is first positive (resp., negative), then so is K. Section 5 of
the Appendix to Lectures in Supply-Chain Optimization proves these facts for the case where \
and ] are finite sets.
(d) Convexity Preservation by X T$ Distributions. Show that a function 1 on a set \ of
real numbers is convex if and only if for every affine function + on \ , the function 1  + changes
sign at most twice on \ ; and when there are two sign changes, they are from  to  to . Now
suppose 0 is real-valued on a product \ ‚ ] of two sets of real numbers, 5 is real-valued and
increasing on \ , and the function K defined on ] by KÐCÑ ´ '\ 1ÐBÑ0 ÐBß CÑ . 5ÐBÑ exists and is
finite on ] . The question arises under what conditions on 0 is it true that convexity of 1 implies
convexity of K. For this to be so it is necessary (but not sufficient) that if 1 is affine, then 1 and
1 are convex. Thus K and K are convex, so K is affine. A sufficient condition for K to be affine is that
(1)

( 0 ÐBß CÑ . 5ÐBÑ œ ! and ( B0 ÐBß CÑ . 5ÐBÑ œ "C
\

\

exist and are finite for all C − ] and some constants !ß " Á !. Show that if (1) holds and 0 is
X T$ , then convexity of 1 implies convexity of K. An important example of such a function 0 is
the binomial distribution 0 ÐBß CÑ œ ˆ BC ‰:B Ð"  :ÑCB where ! Ÿ : Ÿ ", \ and ] are the nonnega-

tive integers and 5ÐBÑ œ gBh.

2. Production Smoothing. An inventory manager seeks a policy for producing a product that
minimizes the expected 8-period costs of production, production changes, storage and shortage.
The demands H" ß á ß H8 for the product in periods "ß á ß 8 are independent random variables
with known distributions. At the beginning of each period 3, the manager first observes the initial inventory B on hand in period 3 and the nonnegative production D in period 3". The manager then chooses the nonnegative amount D w to produce in period 3. There are costs -3 ÐD w Ñ of production, .3 ÐD w  DÑ of changing the rate of production, and expected cost K3 ÐB  D w Ñ of storage
and shortage in period 3. The manager satisfies demands in period 3 from the starting stock C œ
B  D as far as possible, and backorders any remaining excess demand. Assume the -3 , .3 , and K3
are convex; -3 ÐlDlÑ, .3 ÐDÑ, and K3 ÐDÑ converge to _ as lDl Ä _; and all relevant expectations exist
and are finite. Let G3 ÐBß DÑ be the minimum expected cost in periods 3ß á ß 8 when B is the initial
inventory in period 3 and D is the production in period 3", 3 œ "ß á ß 8 ÐG8" ´ !Ñ.
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(a) Dynamic-Programming Recursion. Give a dynamic-programming recursion expressing G3 in
terms of G3" and from which one can find the least optimal production level D3 ÐBß DÑ in period 3
when B is the initial inventory in period 3 and D is the production in period 3".
(b) Subadditivity of Dual of Superadditive Function. Show that if a real-valued superadditive function 0 on a rectangle in d # is convex in its first coordinate, then the dual 0 # is subadditive.
(c) Superadditivity and Convexity of Minimum Expected Cost. Show by induction that G3
is convex and superadditive, and its dual is subadditive. [Hint: Make the change of variables
Bw œ B and show that G3w ÐBw ß DÑ ´ G3 ÐBw ß DÑ is subadditive in ÐBw ß DÑ.]
(d) Monotonicity of Optimal Starting Stock and Reduction in Production. Show that the
quantities B  D3 ÐBß DÑ and D  D3 ÐBß DÑ are increasing in B and D

!. Give an intuitive rationale

for these results.
3. Purchasing with Limited Supplies. An inventory manager seeks an ordering policy for a
product that minimizes the expected 8-period costs of ordering, storage and shortages with limited future supplies. The demands H" ß á ß H8 for the product in periods "ß á ß 8 are independent
random variables with known distributions. At the beginning of each period 3, the manager observes the initial inventory B of the product in period 3 and purchases a nonnegative amount D
not exceeding the given supply =3 in the period. The manager then satisfies demands in period 3
from the starting stock C œ B  D as far as possible and backorders any remaining excess demand.
There is a convex cost -ÐDÑ of ordering D

! units in the period and unit costs 2  ! and :  !

of storage and shortage respectively at the end of the period. Assume that all relevant expectations exist and are finite, and that the appropriate functions are continuous.
Let DÐBß W3 Ñ be the least optimal amount to purchase in period 3 given that B is the initial
inventory in the period and W3 œ Ð=3 ß á ß =8 Ñ

! is the vector of supplies in periods 3ß á ß 8, and

let GÐBß W3 Ñ be the associated minimum expected cost in periods 3ß á ß 8. Assume that there are
no costs after period 8, so GÐ † ß W8" Ñ ´ !.
(a) Dynamic-Programming Recursion. Give a dynamic programming recursion expressing
GÐ † ß W3 Ñ in terms of GÐ † ß W3" Ñ from which it is possible to finding DÐBß W3 Ñ.
(b) Convexity and Superadditivity of Minimum Expected Cost. Show that GÐBß W3 Ñ is convex in ÐBß W3 Ñ and superadditive in ÐBß =4 Ñ for " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 4 Ÿ 8. [Hint: The cases 4 œ 3 and 4  3 require different arguments. Also, it is not so that GÐBß W3 Ñ is superadditive in ÐBß W3 Ñ.]
(c) Monotonicity of Optimal Policy. Show that DÐBß W3 Ñ is increasing in =3 and decreasing in
ÐBß =4 Ñ for 3  4 Ÿ 8. Also show that =3  DÐBß W3 Ñ is increasing in =3 for " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8. Establish the
same results for the case of deterministic demands using the theory of substitutes and complements in network flows. Explain these results intuitively.
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1. Total Positivity
(a) Characterization of X T# Functions. Suppose 0 is nonnegative on \ ‚ ] . Then 0 is X T#
if for each B"  B# in \ and C"  C# in ] ,

â
â
â 0 ÐB" ß C" Ñ 0 ÐB" ß C# Ñ â
â
â
â
â
â
â
â 0 ÐB# ß C" Ñ 0 ÐB# ß C# Ñ â

!,

or equivalently
0 ÐB" ß C" Ñ0 ÐB# ß C# Ñ

(1)

0 ÐB" ß C# Ñ0 ÐB# ß C" Ñ.

Also, 0 has monotone likelihood ratio if
0 ÐB# ß C# Ñ
0 ÐB# ß C" Ñ

(2)

0 ÐB" ß C# Ñ
0 ÐB" ß C" Ñ

for each B"  B# in \ and C"  C# in ] for which both of the above ratios are well defined.
We first show that 0 is X T# if and only if 0 has monotone likelihood ratio. To see this,
observe that either Ð+Ñ 0 ÐB" ß C" Ñß 0 ÐB# ß C" Ñ  !, Ð,Ñ 0 ÐB# ß C" Ñ œ !, or Ð-Ñ 0 ÐB#ß C"Ñ  ! and 0 ÐB"ß C"Ñ
œ !. If Ð+Ñ holds, (1) and (2) are equivalent. If Ð,Ñ holds, then (1) holds and either the left-hand
side of Ð2Ñ is _ or is undefined, so either Ð2Ñ holds or is undefined. If Ð-Ñ holds, then (1) holds
if and only if 0 ÐB" ß C# Ñ œ !, and that is so if and only if (the right-hand side of) Ð2Ñ is undefined.
This establishes the claim.
Finally, 0 is X T# if and only if ln 0 is superaddititive on \ ‚ ] because (1) is equivalent to
ln 0 ÐB" ß C" Ñ  ln 0 ÐB# ß C# Ñ

ln 0 ÐB" ß C# Ñ  ln 0 ÐB# ß C" Ñ.

(b) Stochastic Monotonicity. If 0 is X T# , then for all B"  B# in \ and C"  C# in ] ,
0 ÐB" ß C" Ñ0 ÐB# ß C# Ñ

0 ÐB" ß C# Ñ0 ÐB# ß C" Ñ.

Suppose A − d . Integrating this inequality with respect to B" − Ð_ß AÓ and B# − ÒAß _Ñ
yields
J ÐAß C" ÑÒ"  J ÐAß C# ÑÓ
or equivalently, J ÐAß C" Ñ

J ÐAß C# ÑÒ"  J ÐAß C"ÑÓ,

J ÐAß C# Ñ. Thus J Ð † ß CÑ is stochastically increasing in C on ] .

(c) Gamma Density. Evidently
ln 0 ÐBß <ß -Ñ œ 

_
ln -  ln >Ð<Ñ  Ð<  "ÑÐln -  ln BÑ  -B

1

if B Ÿ !
if B  !
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First fix -  ! and show that ln 0 Ð † ß † ß -Ñ is superadditive on the sublattice ÖÐBß <Ñ À <
B − d×. It suffices to establish that fact on the sublattice P ´ ÖÐBß <Ñ À <

",

", B  !× where

ln 0 Ð † ß † ß -Ñ is finite. On P, ln 0 ÐBß <ß -Ñ œ < ln B  1Ð<Ñ  2ÐBÑ for some functions 1 and 2 . The
first term is superadditive since it is a product of two increasing functions, each of a single distinct variable. The other terms are additive. Since superadditive functions are closed under addition, ln 0 Ð † ß † ß -Ñ is superadditive on P. Thus by (a), 0 Ð † ß † ß -Ñ is X T# on P, so by (b), 0 Ð † ß <ß -Ñ
is stochastically increasing in <
Now fix <

" and let \-

the scale parameter -

"

".
! be a gamma random variable whose distribution depends on

 !. Then \- has density 0 Ð † ß <ß -Ñ. Since nonnegative random varia-

bles increase stochastically with their scale parameters, 0 Ð † ß <ß -Ñ is stochastically increasing in
-"  !, and so stochastically decreasing in -  !.
Alternately, it is possible to establish the last result by showing that ln 0 Ð † ß <ß † Ñ is subadditive on the positive plane T , a sublattice. Evidently ln 0 ÐBß <ß -Ñ œ -B  1ÐBÑ  2Ð-Ñ for some
functions 1 and 2. The first term is subadditive since it is the negative product of two variables.
The other terms are additive. Since subadditive functions are closed under addition, ln 0 Ð † ß <ß † Ñ
is subadditive on T . Thus by (a), 0 ÐBß <ß -Ñ is X T# in ÐBß -" Ñ for -  !, so by (b), 0 Ð † ß <ß -Ñ is
stochastically decreasing in -  !.
(d) Convexity Preservation by X T$ Densities. Show first that 1 is convex on \ if and only if
for each affine function + on \ , the function 1  + changes sign at most twice on \ and, when
there are two sign changes, they are from  to  to . To establish the necessity, suppose to the
contrary that 1 is convex on \ and for some affine function + on \ and some B  C  D in \ , the
function 2 ´ 1  + satisfies
(3)

2ÐBÑ  !, 2ÐCÑ  ! and 2ÐDÑ  !.

Then on choosing !  !  " so !B  Ð"  !ÑD œ C, it follows that
(4)

2Ð!B  Ð"  !ÑDÑ  !2ÐBÑ  Ð"  !Ñ2ÐDÑ

since the left- and right-hand sides of (4) are respectively positive and negative. Thus 2, and
hence 1 œ 2  +, is not convex on \ , which is impossible. Conversely, suppose 1 is not convex
on \ . Then there exist numbers B  D in \ and !  !  " such that C ´ !B  Ð"  !ÑC − \
and (4) holds with 2 ´ 1. Choose %  ! small enough so (4) continues to hold when % is added to
both 2ÐBÑ and 2ÐDÑ. Let + be the affine function on \ whose graph passes through the points
ÐBß 2ÐBÑ%Ñ and ÐDß 2ÐDÑ%Ñ. By definition of %, + lies below 2 at C. Thus, 2 w ´ 1  + satisfies (2)
(with 2w replacing 2), contradicting the fact that two sign changes must be from  to  to .
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For the second part, suppose 1 is convex. It suffices to show that for every affine function E
on ] , the function K  E changes sign at most twice on ] ; and when there are two sign changes,
they are from  to  to . To see this, observe first that there exist numbers !w ß " w such that
EÐCÑ œ !w  " w C for C − ] . Now since ! Á ! and " Á ! by hypothesis in (1) of the problem
statement, the function +ÐBÑ ´

!w
"w
 B is well defined on \ . Then from (1), it follows that
!
"

EÐCÑ œ ( +ÐBÑ0 ÐBß CÑ . 5ÐBÑ
\

for all C − ] . Thus,

KÐCÑ  EÐCÑ œ ( Ò1ÐBÑ  +ÐBÑÓ0 ÐBß CÑ . 5ÐBÑ
\

for C − ] , so because 1  + changes sign at most twice on \ and when there are two sign changes
they are from  to  to , the same is so of K  E on ] since 0 is X T$ and X T$ functions preserve this property. Thus, K is convex from the result of the first part.
2. Production Smoothing.
(a) Dynamic-Programming Recursion. The dynamic programming recursion is
(1) G3 ÐBß DÑ œ minÖ$ ÐD w Ñ  -3 ÐD w Ñ  .3 ÐD w  DÑ  K3 ÐB  D w Ñ  EG3"ÐB  D w  H3ß D w Ñ× ,
Dw

for all B, D

! and 3 œ "ß á ß 8, where G8" ´ !.

(b) Subadditivity of Dual of Superadditive Function. Suppose B  Bw and C  Cw . Then by
the convexity of 0 Ð † ß DÑ for each D and the superadditivity of 0 ,
0 # ÐBw ß CÑ  0 # ÐBß Cw Ñ œ 0 ÐC  Bw ß CÑ  0 ÐC w  Bß C w Ñ
œ Ò0 ÐC  Bw ß CÑ  0 ÐC w  Bß CÑÓ  Ò0 ÐC w  Bß C w Ñ  0 ÐC w  Bß CÑÓ
Ò0 ÐC  Bß CÑ  0 ÐC w  Bw ß CÑÓ  Ò0 ÐC w  Bw ß C w Ñ  0 ÐC w  Bw ß C ÑÓ
œ 0 ÐC  Bß CÑ  0 ÐC w  Bw ß C w Ñ œ 0 # ÐBß CÑ  0 # ÐBw ß C w Ñ.
Thus the left dual 0 P ´ 0 # of 0 is subadditive as claimed. By symmetry, if 0 is superadditive
and 0 ÐDß † Ñ is convex for each D , the right dual 0 V ÐBß CÑ ´ 0 ÐBß B  CÑ of 0 is also subadditive.
(c) Superadditivity and Convexity of Minimum Cost. The proof that G3 is convex and superadditive is by induction. This is certainly so for G8" œ !. Suppose G3" is convex and superadditive with 3 Ÿ 8 and consider 3. Set G3w ÐBw ß DÑ ´ G3 ÐBw ß DÑ where Bw œ B, and rewrite (1)
as
(2)

P
G3w ÐBw ß DÑ œ minÖ$ ÐD w Ñ  -3 ÐD w Ñ  .3 ÐD w  DÑ  K3 ÐD w  Bw Ñ  EG3"
ÐBw  H3ß D w Ñ×.
Dw

P
is convex and subadditive by (b), so
Since G3" is convex and superadditive, its left dual G3"
P
EG3"
ÐBw  H3 ß D w Ñ is convex and subadditive in ÐBw ß D w Ñ. Also the remaining terms of the expression

FÐD w ß Dß Bw Ñ in braces on the right-hand side of (2) are convex functions of a single variable or are
convex functions of differences of two variables, so they are convex and subadditive in ÐD w ß Dß Bw Ñ.
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Hence F is convex and superadditive. Thus from the Projections-of-Convex-and-Subadditive-Functions Theorems, G3w is convex and subadditive, whence G3 is convex and superadditive.
(d) Monotonicity of Optimal Starting Stock and Reduction in Production. Now FÐ † ß † ß Bw Ñ is
doubly subadditive, so D3 ÐBß DÑ and D  D3 ÐBß DÑ are increasing in D . It remains to show that C3 ÐBß DÑ
´ B  D3 ÐBß DÑ and B  C3 ÐBß DÑ œ D3 ÐBß DÑ are increasing in B. The latter follows from (2) because
FÐ † ß Dß † Ñ is subadditive. It remains to show the former. To that end, rewrite (1) as
(3)

V
G3 ÐBß DÑ œ minÖ$ ÐCBÑ  -3 ÐCBÑ  .3 ÐCDBÑ  K3ÐCÑ  EG3"
ÐCH3ß BH3Ñ× .
C

V
V
Since G3" is superadditive by (c), its right dual G3"
is subadditive by (b), so EG3"
ÐCH3 ß BH3 Ñ

is subadditive in ÐBß CÑ. Also, the remaining terms in braces on the right-hand side of (3) are all subadditive in ÐBß CÑ since they are either functions of C or convex functions of C  B, so the expression
is braces is subadditive in ÐBß CÑ. Hence by the Increasing-Optimal-Selections Theorem, C3 ÐBß DÑ is
increasing in B.
The intuition behind these results is as follows. As initial inventory rises, the marginal cost
of starting inventory (resp., production) at a given level falls (resp., rises), so it is beneficial to
raise starting inventory (resp., lower production). Also, as prior production rises, the marginal
cost of production at a given level falls, so it is beneficial to raise current production. On the
other hand, if production rises by more than prior production, the marginal cost of production
rises, so it is beneficial to increase production by less than prior production rises.
3. Purchasing with Limited Supplies. A supply manager seeks an ordering policy for a product that minimizes the expected 8-period costs of ordering, storage and shortage with limited
future supplies =" ß á ß =8 in those periods. The demands H" ß á ß H8 for the product in periods
"ß á ß 8 are independent random variables with known distributions. There is a convex cost -ÐDÑ
of ordering D

! units in the period and unit costs 2  ! and :  ! of storage and shortage re-

spectively at the end of the period. Let 1ÐDÑ œ 2D   :D  and K3 ÐCÑ œ E1ÐC  H3 Ñ. Let DÐBß W3 Ñ be
the least optimal amount to purchase in period 3 given that B is the initial inventory in the period and W3 œ Ð=3 ß á ß =8 Ñ

! is the vector of supplies in periods 3ß á ß 8. Let GÐBß W3 Ñ be the asso-

ciated minimum expected cost in periods 3ß á ß 8. Assume that there are no costs after period 8.
(a) Dynamic-Programming Recursion. The dynamic-programming recursion for finding an
optimal supply policy is
(1)

GÐBß W3 Ñ œ min Ò-ÐDÑ  K3 ÐD  BÑ  EGÐD  B  H3 ß W3" ÑÓ
!ŸDŸ=3

for 3 œ "ß á ß 8 where GÐ † ß W8" Ñ œ !.
(b) Convexity and Superadditivity of Minimum Expected Cost. The function GÐBß W3 Ñ is
convex in ÐBß W3 Ñ and superadditive in ÐBß =4 Ñ for " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 4 Ÿ 8.
Convexity. Clearly GÐBß W8" Ñ œ ! is convex. Suppose GÐBß W3" Ñ is convex and "  3 Ÿ 8.
Then the bracketed term on the right-hand side of (1) is convex because - and K3 are convex, and
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convex functions of affine functions and expectations of convex functions are convex. Also, the
constraint set ! Ÿ D Ÿ =3 is convex. Hence GÐBß W3 Ñ is convex by the Projection-of-Convex-Functions Theorem.
Superadditivity. Clearly GÐBß W8" Ñ œ ! is superadditive in ÐBß =4 Ñ for 8" Ÿ 4 Ÿ 8 (vacuously). Suppose GÐBß W3" Ñ is superadditive in ÐBß =4 Ñ for 3" Ÿ 4 Ÿ 8.
Case ": 4 œ 3. The bracketed term on the right-hand side of (1) is subadditive in ÐDß Bß =3 Ñ
because that term is independent of =3 , -ÐDÑ is additive, and K3 ÐD  BÑ  EGÐD  B  H3 ß W3" Ñ is
subadditive in ÐDß BÑ. The last sum is subadditive because it is convex in D  B œ D  ÐBÑ since
K3 Ð † Ñ and GÐ † ß W3" Ñ are convex and a convex function of the difference of two variables is subadditive therein. Also, ! Ÿ D Ÿ =3 is a sublattice in ÐDß Bß =3 Ñ. Thus by the Projection-of-Subadditive-Functions Theorem, GÐBß W3 Ñ is subadditive in ÐBß =3 Ñ, and so superadditive in ÐBß =3 Ñ.
Case #: 4  3. Put C œ D  B, so (1) becomes
(2)

GÐBß W3 Ñ œ

min Ò-ÐC  BÑ  K3 ÐCÑ  EGÐC  H3 ß W3" ÑÓ.

!ŸCBŸ=3

Now the bracketed term on the right-hand side of (2) is subadditive in ÐCß Bß =4 Ñ since -ÐC  BÑ
is subadditive in ÐCß BÑ because - is convex and a convex function of the difference of two
variables subadditive, K3 ÐCÑ is additive, and, because GÐAß W3" Ñ is superadditive in ÐAß =4 Ñ,
EGÐC  H3 ß W3" Ñ is superadditive in ÐCß =4 Ñ and so subadditive in ÐCß =4 Ñ. Also, ! Ÿ C  B Ÿ =3 is
a sublattice in ÐCß BÑ and so, because that set is independent of =4 , in ÐCß Bß =4 Ñ as well. Thus,
by the Projection-of-Subadditive-Functions Theorem, GÐBß W3 Ñ is subadditive in ÐBß =4 Ñ, and so
superadditive in ÐBß =4 Ñ.
(c) Monotonicity of Optimal Policy. The optimal order quantity DÐBß W3 Ñ is increasing in =3
and decreasing in ÐBß =4 Ñ for 3  4 Ÿ 8, and =3  DÐBß W3 Ñ is increasing in =3 for " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8. The intuitive rationale for these results is as follows. The optimal order quantity DÐBß W3 Ñ in period 3
rises as supply =3 in the period rises because there is more available, but falls as initial inventory
in the period or future supplies rise because both are substitutes for ordering. However, =3  DÐBß W3 Ñ
also rises with =3 reflecting the fact that orders and unused supply in a period are substitutes.
As we saw in (b), the right-hand side of (1) entails minimizing a subadditive function of
ÐDß Bß =3 Ñ over a sublattice therein, so DÐBß W3 Ñ is increasing in =3 and decreasing in B. Also, the
right-hand side of (1) is doubly subadditive in ÐDß =3 Ñ, so =3  DÐBß W3 Ñ is increasing in =3 . Finally,
the term in brackets on the right-hand side of (1) is superadditive in ÐDß =4 Ñ, 4
subadditive in ÐDß =4 Ñ, 4

3". Thus, DÐBß W3 Ñ is decreasing in =4 , 4

3", and so is

3".

These results for the case of deterministic demands follows from the theory of substitutes
and complements of network flows. To see this consider the extension of the production
planning network in Figure 1 of §1.2 to 8 periods in which one coalesces the nodes "ß á ß 3"
with node ! and deletes loops, i.e., arcs with common head and tail. Then replace each =4 by H4 ,
each B4 by D4 and impose the upper bound =4 on D4 , and replace each C4 by B4 . Let B be a fixed
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value of B3 . Label the arcs by the labels of the flows in them. Then the arc D3 is a complement of
itself and a substitute of the arcs B and =4 for 4  3. Also, add the cost $ Ð=4  D4 Ñ to the cost
-ÐD4 Ñ of arc D4 . Let $! ÐB  B3 Ñ be the cost of arc B3 and let 1ÐB4 Ñ be the cost of arc B4 for 4  3.
Since the arc costs are convex in their flows, the arc costs for arcs B3 and D3 are doubly
subadditive, it follows from the Smoothing Theorem 6 of §4.5 that DÐBß W3 Ñ is increasing in =3 and
decreasing in ÐBß =4 Ñ for 3  4 Ÿ 8, and =3  DÐBß W3 Ñ is increasing in =3 for " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8. In addition
B  DÐBß W3 Ñ is increasing in B.

MS&E 361 Supply-Chain Optimization
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Homework 9 Due December 9
If you have taken MS&E 251, do problems 2 and 3; otherwise do problems 1 and 3.
1. Optimality of Ð=ß WÑ Policies. Call a real-valued function 1 on the real line O -convex if for
some number O

!, O  1ÐCÑ  1ÐBÑ  ÐC  BÑÒ1ÐBÑ  1ÐB  ,ÑÓÎ,

! for all C  B and ,  !. The

following properties of O -convex functions are easy to verify; assume them in the sequel:
"˚ Convexity. Ordinary convexity is equivalent to !-convexity.
#˚ Translations. If 1ÐBÑ is O -convex in B, so is 1ÐB  2Ñ for any fixed 2 .
$˚ Increase O . If 1 is O -convex and O Ÿ P, then 1 is P-convex.
%˚ Positive Combinations. If 1ÐCß ?Ñ is OÐ?Ñ-convex in C for each fixed ? and if G is increasing,
then ' 1ÐCß ?Ñ. GÐ?Ñ is ' OÐ?Ñ. GÐ?Ñ-convex in C .

Now consider the inventory equation ÐG8" ´ !Ñ
G3 ÐBÑ œ min Ö-3 ÐC  BÑ  K3 ÐCÑ  EG3" ÐC  H3 Ñ×, 3 œ "ß á ß 8,
C B

and each B − d . Assume that H" ß á ß H8 are independent random variables, -3 Ð!Ñ œ ! and -3 ÐDÑ œ
O3 for D  ! and " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8 with O"

â

O8

O8" œ !, and K3 is finite and convex with

K3 ÐCÑ Ä _ as lCl Ä _ for each " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8. It can be shown that N3 ÐCÑ ´ K3 ÐCÑ  EG3" ÐC  H3 Ñ
is continuous in C for " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8. Finally, suppose that " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8.
(a) O3 -Convexity of N3 . Show that if G3" is O3" -convex, then N3 is O3" -convex, and hence
also O3 -convex. (Of course, G8" œ ! is O8" -convex.)
(b) Ð=3 ß W3 Ñ-Optimal Policy. Show that if N3 is O3 -convex, then there is an Ð=3 ß W3 Ñ optimal policy in period 3.
(c) O3 -Convexity of G3 . Show that if N3 is O3 -convex, then G3 is O3 -convex.
2. Supplying a Paper Mill. The Georgia-Pacific Corporation has a paper mill with known
positive requirements ." ß á ß .8 for cords of wood in weeks "ß á ß 8. These requirements must be
met as they arise. The mill has two sources of supply, viz., its forest and the open market. Because of unpredictable weather conditions, the nonnegative maximum numbers 7" ß á ß 78 of
cords of wood that could be cut from the forest in weeks "ß á ß 8 are independent nonnegative
random variables with known distributions. Because the open market is usually expensive, it is
used mainly to assure that weekly requirements at the mill are met. The mill maintains an inventory of wood to buffer random fluctuations in supply from the forest and to reduce the need
to buy wood on the open market. In each week there is a convex increasing cost :ÐAÑ (resp., =ÐAÑ)
of cutting (resp., buying) A cords of wood from the forest (resp., open market). There is a convex
increasing cost 2ÐAÑ of storing A cords of wood at the mill at the end of a week. The problem is
to find a supply policy with minimum expected 8-week cost that meets each week’s requirements.
1
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At the beginning of week 3 Ð œ "ß á ß 8Ñ, the mill observes the number B

! of cords of wood

on hand at the mill and maximum number 73 œ 7 of cords of wood that could be cut from the
forest that week. The mill then chooses the numbers of cords of wood to cut from the forest and
to buy on open market that week. Let G3 ÐBß Q Ñ be the minimum expected cost in weeks 3ß á ß 8
when the mill has B

! cords of wood on hand and Q ´ B  7

B cords on hand or available

from its forest in week 3. There are no costs after period 8, whence G8" Ð † ß † Ñ ´ !. Let C3 ÐBß Q Ñ
(resp., D3 ÐBß Q Ñ) be the least optimal number of cords of wood on hand in week 3 given ÐBß Q Ñ
after ordering from its forest (resp., both the forest and open market) with immediate delivery,
but before demand, in that week.
(a) Dynamic Programming Recursion. Give a dynamic-programming recursion for calculating G3 ÐBß Q Ñ for ! Ÿ B Ÿ Q and " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8.
(b) Subadditivity of G3 ÐBß Q Ñ. Show that G3 ÐBß Q Ñ is subadditive in ÐBß Q Ñ for ! Ÿ B Ÿ Q
and " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8.
(c) Monotonicity of Optimal Policy. Show that C3 ÐBß Q Ñ, D3 ÐBß Q Ñ and C3 ÐBß Q Ñ  D3 ÐBß Q Ñ are
increasing in ÐBß Q Ñ for ! Ÿ B Ÿ Q and " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8. Also show that B  C3 ÐBß Q Ñ is increasing in B
for ! Ÿ B Ÿ Q and Q  C3 ÐBß Q Ñ is increasing in Q

! for " Ÿ 3 Ÿ 8.

3. Optimal Supply Policy with Fluctuating Demands. A supply manager seeks a minimumexpected-cost ordering policy for a single product over the next 8 months. Demands H" ß á ß H8
for the product in months "ß á ß 8 arise from aggregating requests of members of a homogeneous
population of size R . Each member of the population requests a single unit of the product in
month 3 with probability :3 independently of the requests of other individuals in the month and
of all individuals in other months. At the beginning of each month, the manager observes the
initial inventory B of the product in the month before any information about the demand for the
month becomes available. The manager than orders D

!. The cost -ÐDÑ

! for so doing is con-

vex. Delivery is immediate. Demands in a month are met in so far as possible from stock on hand
after delivery of orders in the month. Unsatisfied demands in a month are backordered. There is
a unit cost 2  ! of storing product left over at the end of a month, and a unit cost =  ! of each
unit on backorder at the end of the month. Let GÐBß T3 Ñ be the minimum expected cost in months
3ß á ß 8 when B is the initial inventory of the product in month 3 and T3 œ Ð:3 ß á ß :8 Ñ. Denote by
DÐBß T3 Ñ the corresponding least optimal order quantity and by CÐBß T3 Ñ ´ B  DÐBß T3 Ñ the corresponding least optimal starting stock in period 3. Assume that all relevant expectations exist and
are finite.
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(a) Dynamic-Programming Recursion. Give a dynamic-programming recursion for finding
an optimal ordering policy where GÐBß T8" Ñ œ !.
(b) Monotonicity of Optimal Ordering Policy. Discuss the monotonicity properties of CÐBß T3 Ñ
and DÐBß T3 Ñ in B and :4 for each 3 Ÿ 4 Ÿ 8. Justify your answers.
(c) Optimality of Myopic Ordering Policies. Suppose -ÐDÑ œ ! for all D

!. Determine the

optimal ordering policy as explicitly as possible for the case where individual customer demand
is rising, i.e., :" Ÿ â Ÿ :8 .
(d) Nonhomogeneous Population. Suppose the population is nonhomogeneous, so there are
R types of customers. Each customer of type 4 œ "ß á ß R in a period independently requests a
single unit of the product with probability :34 . Briefly outline the generalization of the above results to this situation and indicate the key differences in the proofs.
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1. Optimality of Ð=ß WÑ Policies.
(a) O3 -Convexity of N3 . Let L3" ÐCÑ ´ EG3" ÐC  H3 Ñ and F3" be the distribution function
of H3 . If G3" is O3" -convex, then G3" ÐC  >Ñ is O3" -convex in C for each fixed > by #˚. Thus,
L3 is O3" -convex by %˚ because ' O3" . F3" Ð>Ñ œ O3" . Now since K3 is convex, it is !-convex.
Hence, by 4˚again, N3 œ K3  L3 is O3" -convex. And since O3

O3" , N3 is O3 -convex by 3˚.

(b) Ð=3 ß W3 Ñ-Optimal Policy. Since K3 ÐCÑ Ä _ as lCl Ä _ for each 3, it is routine to check by
backward induction on 3 that G3 is bounded below and N3 ÐCÑ Ä _ as lCl Ä _ for each 3. Thus,
since N3 is continuous, there is an W3 that minimizes N3 on the real line and a greatest =3 Ÿ W3
such that N3 Ð=3 Ñ œ O3  N ÐW3 Ñ. We claim that the Ð=3 ß W3 Ñ policy is optimal in period 3.
Case 1. B  =3 . First, show that N3 ÐBÑ O3  N3 ÐW3 Ñ, so it is optimal to order to W3 . If not,
  O3  N3 ÐW3 Ñ. If =3 œ W3 , then N3 ÐBÑ
  N3 ÐW3 Ñ, which conthere exists an 
B  =3 such that N3 ÐBÑ
 œ O3  N3 ÐW3 Ñ  N3 ÐBÑ
  !.
tradicts the fact W3 minimizes N3 . If instead =3  W3 , then N3 Ð=3 Ñ  N3 ÐBÑ
Hence,
O3  N3 ÐW3 Ñ  N3 Ð=3 Ñ  ÐW3  =3 Ñ”



N3 Ð=3 Ñ  N ÐBÑ
N3 Ð=3 Ñ  N3 ÐBÑ
• œ ÐW3  =3 Ñ”
•  !,


=3  B
=3  B

which contradicts the O3 -convexity of N3 .
Case 2. =3 Ÿ B Ÿ W3 . By definition of =3 and the continuity of N3 , it follows that O3  N3 ÐW3 Ñ
N3 ÐBÑ. Thus, it is optimal not to order.
Case 3. W3  B. Now show that O3  N3 ÐCÑ

N3 ÐBÑ for all C  B, so it is optimal not to order.

If not, there is a C  B such that O3  N3 ÐCÑ  N3 ÐBÑ. Also, N3 ÐBÑ

N3 ÐW3 Ñ because W3 minimizes

N3 . Thus,
[O3  N3 ÐCÑ  N3 ÐBÑ]  ÐC  BÑ”

N3 ÐBÑ  N3 ÐW3 Ñ
•  !,
B  W3

which contradicts the O3 -convexity of N3 .
(c) O3 -Convexity of G3 . From part (b), G3 ÐBÑ œ N3 ÐB ” =3 Ñ. Suppose C  B and ,  0.
Case ". =3 Ÿ B  ,. Since G3 œ N3 on Ò=3 ß _Ñ, the O3 -convexity inequality for G3 follows from
that for N3 .
Case #. B  ,  =3 Ÿ W3  B. Since G3 œ N3 on Ò=3 ß _Ñ, G3 ÐB  ,Ñ œ N3 Ð=3 Ñ

N3 ÐW3Ñ, N3ÐBÑ

N3 ÐW3 Ñ and ,  B  W3  !, it follows from the O3 -convexity of N3 that
G3 ÐCÑ  G3 ÐBÑ  ÐCBÑ”

G3 ÐBÑ  G3 ÐB,Ñ
•
,

N3 ÐCÑ  N3 ÐBÑ  ÐCBÑ”

N3 ÐBÑ  N3 ÐW3 Ñ
•
B  W3

O3 .

Case 3. B  ,  =3 Ÿ B Ÿ W3 . Since G3 ÐCÑ  G3 ÐBÑ œ N3 ÐCÑ  N3 ÐBÑ, G3 ÐB  ,Ñ œ N3Ð=3Ñ
œ G3 ÐBÑ and N3 ÐBÑ Ÿ N3 ÐCÑ  O3 , it follows that
G3 ÐCÑ  G3 ÐBÑ  ÐCBÑ”

G3 ÐBÑ  G3 ÐB,Ñ
•
,
1

N3 ÐCÑ  N3 ÐBÑ

O3 .

N3ÐBÑ
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Case 4. B  =3 Ÿ C. Clearly G3 ÐB  ,Ñ œ G3 ÐBÑ œ N3 Ð=3 Ñ and G3 ÐCÑ œ N3 ÐCÑ, so
O3  G3 ÐCÑ  G3 ÐBÑ  ÐC  BÑ”

G3 ÐBÑ  G3 ÐB  ,Ñ
• œ O3  N3 ÐCÑ  N3 Ð=3 Ñ
,

!.

Case 5. C  =3 . Clearly G3 ÐB  ,Ñ œ G3 ÐBÑ œ G3 ÐCÑ œ N3 Ð=3 Ñ, so
O3  G3 ÐCÑ  G3 ÐBÑ  ÐC  BÑ”

G3 ÐBÑ  G3 ÐB  ,Ñ
• œ O3
,

!.

2. Supplying a Paper Mill. At the beginning of each week 3 œ "ß á ß 8, the mill observes the
number B

! of cords of wood on hand and maximum number 73 of cords of wood that could

be cut from the primary source that week. The mill then chooses the numbers of cords of wood
to cut from the primary source and to buy from the secondary source that week. Let G3 ÐBß Q Ñ
be the minimum expected cost in weeks 3ß á ß 8 when the mill has B
and Q ´ B  7

! cords of wood on hand

B on hand or available from the primary source in week 3. No costs are incurred

after period 8, whence G8" Ð † ß † Ñ ´ !. Given ÐBß Q Ñ in week 3, let C3 ÐBß Q Ñ (resp., D3 ÐBß Q Ñ) be the
least optimal number of cords of wood on hand after ordering from the primary source (resp., both
the primary and secondary sources) with immediate delivery, but before demand, in that week.
(a) Dynamic Programming Recursion. Let C be the sum of the number of cords of wood
initially on hand in week 3 and the amount that will be cut from the primary source that week.
Let D be the sum of C and the amount that will be bought from the secondary source that week.
Then
(1) G3 ÐBß Q Ñ œ min Ò=ÐD  CÑ  :ÐC  BÑ  2ÐD  .3 Ñ  EG3"ÐD  .3ß D  .3  73"ÑÓ
CŸQ
BŸCŸD
.3 ŸD

for 3 œ "ß á ß 8 where G8" Ð † ß † Ñ ´ !.
(b) Subadditivity of G3 ÐBß Q Ñ. The proof that G3 is subadditive is by induction on 3. Since
this is trivially so for 3 œ 8  ", suppose it is so for 3  " and consider 3. Since = and : are convex, and a convex function of the difference of two variables is subadditive, the first two terms
in brackets on the right side of (1) are subadditive. The other two terms in brackets depend
only on the single variable D and so are additive, and thus subadditive. Since subadditive
functions are closed under addition, the sum of the terms in brackets on the right side of (1) is
subadditive in ÐBß Cß D ,Q Ñ. Also, the constraints on the right side of (1) form a sublattice in
those variables. Consequently, by the projection theorem for subadditive functions, G3 is subadditive.
(c) Monotonicity of Optimal Policy. The first step is to show by induction on 3 that G3 is convex. Since this is trivially so for 3 œ 8  ", suppose it is so for 3  " and consider 3. Since =, :, 2
and G3" are convex, convex functions of affine functions are convex and expectations of random
translates of convex functions are convex, the bracketed term on the right side of (1) is convex
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in ÐBß Cß Dß Q Ñ. The constraints on the right-hand side of (1) form a polyhedral convex set in those
same variables. Consequently, by the Projection Theorem for Convex Functions, G3 is convex.
Substitutes and Complements in Network Flows. The easiest way to establish the monotonicity
results is to apply the theory of substitutes and complements in network flows. To that end, put
LÐDÑ ´ 2ÐD  .3 Ñ  EG3" ÐD  .3 ß D  .3  73" Ñ and the introduce the variable ? ´ C  D because
one goal is to show that one optimal ? is increasing in ÐBß Q Ñ. Then the problem of minimizing the
right-hand side of (1) amounts to choosing ?, C, D to minimize
(2)

Ò=Ð?Ñ  $ Ð?ÑÓ  Ò:ÐC  BÑ  $ ÐC  BÑ  $ ÐQ  CÑÓ  ÒLÐDÑ  $ÐD  .3ÑÓ

subject to
?DC œ!
?  D  C œ !.
The first of these equations is a restatement of the definition of ? and the second equation is the
negative of the first. The resulting system is a network-flow problem with two nodes and three
arcs as the following figure illustrates.

?
C
D
Note from (2) that the (bracketed) flow cost on each arc is convex in its flow. Also, the flow
cost in arc C is doubly subadditive in both ÐCß BÑ and ÐCß Q Ñ. Moreover, ?, C and D are complements
of C. Thus from the Smoothing Theorem 6 of §4.5, there is an optimal flow selection ?3 ÐBß Q Ñ,
C3 ÐBß Q Ñ and D3 ÐBß Q Ñ with the properties that ?3 ÐBß Q Ñ œ C3 ÐBß Q Ñ  D3 ÐBß Q Ñ, C3ÐBß Q Ñ, D3ÐBß Q Ñ,
are increasing in ÐBß Q Ñ, B  C3 ÐBß Q Ñ is increasing in B and Q  C3 ÐBß Q Ñ is increasing in Q .
Direct Lattice Programming. It is also possible to prove these results directly from lattice programming by using the Increasing Optimal Selections Theorem 8 of §2.5 and changing variables several times. To simplify the discussion, it is convenient to introduce the (convex) functions / ´ = 
$ , 0 ´ :  $ and 1ÐDÑ ´ LÐDÑ  $ ÐD  .3 Ñ for all D .
Replace ? in (2) by C  D . Then (2) becomes
(2)w

/(D  CÑ  0 ÐC  BÑ  $ ÐQ  CÑ  1ÐDÑ.

This function is subadditive in ÐBß Cß Dß Q Ñ, so C3 ÐBß Q Ñ and D3 ÐBß Q Ñ are increasing in ÐBß Q Ñ.
Let A œ B  C and @ œ A  D , and use them to eliminate C and D from (2)w . Then (2)w becomes
/(@  BÑ  0 ÐAÑ  $ ÐQ  B  AÑ  1Ð@  AÑ.
This function is subadditive in Ð@ß Aß BÑ, so A3 ÐBß Q Ñ œ B  C3 ÐBß Q Ñ in increasing in B.
Let : œ Q  C and ; œ :  D , and use them to eliminate C and D from (2)w . Then (2)w becomes
/(;  Q Ñ  0 ÐQ  :  BÑ  $ Ð:Ñ  1Ð;  :Ñ.
This function is subadditive in Ð:ß ;ß Q Ñ, so :3 ÐBß Q Ñ œ Q  C3 ÐBß Q Ñ in increasing in Q .
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Replace D in (2) by C  ?. Then (2) becomes
/(?Ñ  0 ÐC  BÑ  $ ÐQ  CÑ  1ÐC  ?Ñ.
This function is subadditive in Ð?ß Bß Cß Q Ñ, whence ?3 ÐBß Q Ñ œ C3 ÐBß Q Ñ  D3 ÐBß Q Ñ is increasing in
ÐBß Q Ñ.
3. Optimal Supply Policy with Fluctuating Demands. Let H3 be the total demand in period
3. Let 1ÐDÑ œ 2D   =D  and KÐCß :3 Ñ ´ E1ÐC  H3 Ñ be the conditional expected storage and shortage cost in period 3 given that starting stock on hand after receipt of orders in period 3 is C. Let
-ÐDÑ be the convex cost of ordering D

! in a period. Let GÐBß T3 Ñ be the minimum expected cost

in months 3ß á ß 8 when B is the initial inventory of the product in month 3 and T3 œ Ð:3 ß á ß :8 Ñ
is the vector of probabilities that an individual requests the product in periods 3ß á ß 8. Denote by
DÐBß T3 Ñ the corresponding least optimal order quantity and by CÐBß T3 Ñ ´ B  DÐBß T3 Ñ the corresponding least optimal starting stock in period 3.
(a) Dynamic-Programming Recursion. The dynamic-programming recursion for finding an
optimal ordering policy is
(1)

GÐBß T3 Ñ œ min Ò-ÐC  BÑ  KÐCß :3 Ñ  EGÐC  H3 ß T3" ÑÓ
C B

for 3 œ "ß á ß 8 where GÐBß T8" Ñ œ !.
(b) Monotonicity of Optimal Ordering Policy. The optimal starting stock CÐBß T3 Ñ in period 3 is
increasing in B and T3 while the optimal order quantity D ÐBß T3 Ñ in period 3 is decreasing in B and
increasing in T3 . These monotonicity results in B were shown in §8.2 of Lectures on SupplyChain Optimization. In addition is was shown there that GÐ † ß T3 Ñ is convex in B.
It remains only to show that CÐBß T3 Ñ is increasing in T3 since then DÐBß T3 Ñ œ CÐBß T3 Ñ  B is increasing in T3 . The proof entails showing that GÐBß T3 Ñ is subadditive in ÐBß :4 Ñ for each 3 Ÿ 4 Ÿ 8.
This is vacuously true for 3 œ 8  ". Thus suppose the claim is so for 3  " and consider 3. It is
necessary to show that the bracketed term on the right-hand side of (1) is subadditive in ÐBß Cß :4 Ñ
for 3 Ÿ 4 Ÿ 8. Now -ÐC  BÑ is subadditive in ÐBß CÑ because - is convex. Also, H3 is binomially distributed with parameters :3 and R , and so is stochastically increasing in :3 by the Equivalence-ofStochastic-and-Pointwise-Monotonicity Theorem 2 of §7.2. Thus, by the Subadditivity-Preservationby-Stochastic-Monotonicity Corollary 5 of §7.3, KÐCß :3 Ñ is subadditive in ÐCß :3 Ñ since 1 is convex
and H3 is stochastically increasing in :3 . Similarly, EGÐC  H3 ß T3" Ñ is subadditive in ÐCß :3 Ñ since
GÐ † ß T3" Ñ is convex and H3 is stochastically increasing in :3 . Moreover, by the induction hypothesis, GÐAß T3" Ñ is subadditive in ÐAß :4 Ñ for 3  " Ÿ 4 Ÿ 8, so EGÐC  H3 ß T3" Ñ is subadditive in
ÐCß :4 Ñ as well. Since sums of subadditive functions are subadditive, the bracketed term on the
right-hand side of (1) is subadditive in ÐBß Cß :4 Ñ for 3 Ÿ 4 Ÿ 8. Also, since the minimum is over the
sublattice B Ÿ C , it follows from the Increasing-Optimal-Selections-Theorem 8 of §2.5 that CÐBß T3 Ñ is
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increasing in T3 and from the Projections-of-Subadditive-Functions Theorem 9 that GÐBß T3 Ñ is subadditive in ÐBß :4 Ñ for each 3 Ÿ 4 Ÿ 8.
(c) Optimality of Myopic Ordering Policies. Since individual customer demand is rising, i.e.,
:" Ÿ â Ÿ :8 , it follows that KÐCß :3 Ñ is subadditive in ÐCß 3Ñ and the least minimizer C œ CÐ: 3 Ñ of
KÐCß :3 Ñ is increasing in 3. Also, CÐ: 3 Ñ  H3 Ÿ CÐ: 3" Ñ for each 3 since H3 is nonnegative. Thus,
since -ÐDÑ œ ! for all D

!, the optimal starting stock CÐBß T3 Ñ in each period 3 is myopic and

base-stock with CÐBß T3 Ñ œ B ” CÐ:3 Ñ as §8.3 and §9.2 discuss.
(d) Nonhomogeneous Population. Let :3 œ Ð:3" ß á ß :3R Ñ be the vector probabilities that each
of the R individuals wishes to purchase the product in period 3. Then all the above notation and
results carry over at once to this new situation. The only changes required are the following.
Observe first that although H3 is not binomially distributed, H3 is stochastically increasing in :3
by the Equivalence-of-Stochastic-and-Pointwise-Monotonicity Theorem 2 of §7.2. Also in part (b),
one must show that GÐBß T3 Ñ is subadditive in ÐBß :45 Ñ for each 3 Ÿ 4 Ÿ 8 and " Ÿ 5 Ÿ R and in
both parts (b) and (c), one must show that KÐCß :3 Ñ is subadditive in ÐCß :35 Ñ for each " Ÿ 5 Ÿ R .
With these changes, the proofs are the same as before.

